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By Dr. T. Oliosvor Sloane

DIRIGIBLES OR PLANES?
By Augustus Post
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New)toisture Humidifier
eit. Carbon Eliminator
all
Tractors and Engines
for

Makes of Cars, Trucks,

An amazing Scientific Humidifier has been patented throughout the
World that beats any ever got out. It makes engines run ALL THE
TIME with the same wonderful efficiency they do on a cool moist night. It gives MORE
pep and power, HIGHER top speed, eliminates hard carbon, and gives AMAZING mileage.
Fords report 28 to 42 miles per gallon. Other makes (both American and Foreign) report
marvelous increases of % to double mileage. Some of the best records are:
Buick.
Cadillac
Chevrolet
Chrysler

Miles

283.
21%

41

30'%

Essex

Mlles
32

Ford (Model T)....42
Ford (Model A)....40
Hudson
23%
Hupmobile...
243/

Nash

Mlles

Oakland
Oldsmobile
Packard...

30
31

34

Pierce Arrow

Pontiac
Reo..

Mlles

31%
41%

Free Trial

Spare or Full Time
$350 to $1500 a month
man $4,939.66 In 33/ months.
Another $1,656.60 In 58 days.
$5,150.00 in 5 months to another.
BIG MONEY can be-IS being made.
1

Fitting Motors With Viz
man sold 8 first morning.
Another sells all 3 men can install.
Another's profits as high as $100.00
One

22

a day.

31

VIX 8,1118 itself by S STARTLING
demonstrations
BIG, STUNNING,
ASTOUNDING DEMONSTRATIONS.
Successful VIX men make MORE MONEY than they ever made before.

26%

21!2 Studebaker
29
Plymouth
29
Whippet
41
Durant;
Marmon
21%
Graham-Paige.... 23% Willys- Knight.....29
And Hundreds of Other Wonderful Records on ALL American and Foreign Makes
Dodge

to

Man with Car

-

Try This New Principle
Gas Saver AT MY RISK

Try this wonderful VIX Moisture Humidifier and Carbon Eliminator AT MY RISK on YOUR OWN
CAR to prove that VAPOR MOISTURE (drawn from Radiator to Engine) gives you that wonderful
night driving effect ALL THE TIME with MORE mileage from gas and oil -eliminates hard carbon
accumulation
gives MORE power, a SNAPPIER, PEPPIER motor.
FASTER acceleration, a
SMOOTHER, QUIETER running engine and HIGHER top speed.
VIX will PROVE ITS MONEY SAVING MERIT on your own car by 8 DEMONSTRATIONS
conducted by yourself AT MY RISK-the most SENSATIONAL, most ASTOUNDING, most CONVINCING DEMONSTRATIONS you ever saw. If you don't find from
your tests that it does MORE than I claim, return it and it COSTS YOU
NOTHING. I want wide -awake, hustling, County, State, Province

-

-

and National Agencies everywhere, part or full time, to make $350 to $1500 per month
filling the great DEMAND for this wonderful invention wherever introduced. Write
for my FREE TRIAL and MONEY MAKING OFFER. Use coupon below.

WALTER CRITCHLOW

Inventor and Manufacturer, 863 -L Street, WHEATON,

Pictures here and at
top show Model "B"
VIX attached to my own
New ModelAFord. This
car is wonderfully improved in performance
with the VIX Moisture
Humidifier. So is every
Auto, Truck, Tractor.
Taxi, Bus, Marine, Stationary and Aircraft Engine, both American and

III., U. S. A.

FIOEA'V!IVâIlNOW
WALTER CRITCHLOW

INVENTOR and MANUFACTURER
ß63-L Street, Wheaton, Ill., U. S. A.

all Foreign makes.

GUARANTEED TO
1/4 10 1/2 Gas

SAYE
or Costs You Nothing
1

Carbon Cleaning
Engine Repairs

Please send me without obligation or charge
your FREE TRIAL and MONEY MAKING
VIX OFFER.

Name
Address
Town

a
State

February,

what BIG money
these fellows have made
n the RADIO BUSINESS
I
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S375 One Month Spare Time
"Recently I made $375 in
one month in my spare
time installing, servicing,
selling Radio sets. And,
not so long ago, I earned
enough in one week to pay
for my course."

EARLE CUMMINGS,
Webster St., Haverhill, Mass.

9 wilt iIwW qecc toe
how to sutra spare

thneor full time
aío BuSineSS
áfYou.r Own

18

$1597 In Five Months
"The N. R. L is the best
Radio school in the U. S. A.
I have made $1597 in five
.'months. I shall always tell
my friends that I owe my
success to you."
HENRY J. NICKS, Ja.,
302 Safford Ave.,

Tarpon Springs, Fla.

S1164 Spare Time Profits
Look at what I have made

-

I enrolled, $1,164
money I would not have
had Otherwise. I am certainly glad I took up Radio
with N. R. I. I am more
than satisfied."
since

Radio's amazing growth is making many big jobs. The world.
wide use' of receiving sets and the lack of trained men to sell,
install and service them has opened many splendid chances
for spare time and full time businesses.
have seen how
Ever so often a new business is started in this country. Wemade
men rich.
othe'ts
and
electricity
industry,
automobile
the growth of the
Now Radio is doing the same thing. Its growth has already made Many men
rich and will make more wealthy in the future_ ,Surely you are not going to
pass' up this wonderful chance for- success.
Train You At Acute In Tear
Spare Time
Mary Trained Radio Men Needed

bring my training to you. Hold your job.
Give me only part of your spare time.
don't have to be a college or high school!
HENRY R. HE1KKINEN,
graduate. Many of my graduates now mak123 W. Erie St., Chicago, Ill.
ing big money in Radio didn't even finish the
Over IMO* In Four Months
,grades. Boys 14, 15 years old and men up
to 60 have finished my course successfully.
casting stations, Radio factories, jobbers,
"My opinion ofthe N. R. I.
dealers, on board ship, commercial land stacourse is that it is the best
You Must Re Satisfied
tions, and many others. Many- of the six to
to be had at any price.
you a written. agreement the day
will
give
I
are
only
now
in
use
sets
receiving
ten
million
When I enrolled I didn't
refund your money if you are
to
you
enroll
your
made
This
has
efficient.
40%
25%
to
a
know a condenser from
the lessons and. instruction
with
not
satisfied
time
full
or
spare
time
.
á
for
chance
big
Detransformer, but from
complete the course. Yott
you
when
service
repair-.
installing,
selling,
own
of
your
business
made
cember to April I
resources of the N. R.I.
The
judge.
the
only
are
sets.
ing
only
I
well over $1000 and
Home-Study Radio school
Largest
and
Pioneer
Can
Make
Tou
-worked in the mornings."
Se Many Opportunities
in the. world stand back of this agreement..
Extra Money While Learning
AL. JOHNSON,
1409 Shelby St., Sandusky, Ohio.
Get My Book
Many of our students make $10, $20, no a
week extra while learning. I'll' show you the
Find but what Radio offers you. My 64 -page
1
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio'
plans and ideas that have proved
points out the money making opsuccessful for them -show you
7lüo
Book,
L
_
L
portunities the growth of Radio
how to begin making extra money shortly after
has made for you. Clip the couyou enroll. G. W. Page, 1807 -21st Ave., S.,1
n. Send it to me. You won't,
Nashville, Tenn., made $935 in his spare time /1
(O
e obligated in the least.
while taking my course.
Experience
I Give You Practical Radio
With My Course
My course is not just theory. My method
gives you practical Radio experienceE. Smith, Press
you learn the `how" and "why"
every
type
of
Radio
of practically
'Dept. OBS.
set made. This gives you confidence to tackle any Radio problems
Radio
and shows up in your pay envelope too.
A famous Radio expert says there are four

good jobs for every man trained to hold them.
Radio has grown so fast that it simply has
not got the number of trained men it needs.
Every year there are hundreds of fine jobs
among its many branches such as broad

/

.

Oeta

Address

- National

You can build 100 ch..
cuits with the Six Big
Outfits of Radio parts
I give you. The pictures
here show only three of
them. My book explains
my method of giving prac-

tical training at home.
Get your copy!

Institute.
Washington, D. C.

d'S
gtixpe
J. E. Smith,
President.
Dept. OBS.
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your. book. I
want to know more about the. opportunities
.in Radio and your practical method of teaching
at home in spare time. This request does
not obligate me- to , enroll and ,I understand
no agent will call on me.
Age
Nanie
Address
State
City

UP-TO-THE-MJMJTh ARTICLES
Issue by

AUTHORS
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General Science
Magic Electric Wand Joins Metals
Dirigibles or Planes?
By Augustus Post
Let's Go Ski -Planing
By Dr. T. O'(. onor Sloane
Still More Uses for Light and Stat:'d
The World's Highest Railway
By A. Hyatt Verrill
Would You Believe It ?
Making Airports From Mud
By H. Winfield Secor
One Man Plays 800 Instruments at Once
New Ways to Measure Time--Light -Stars
New Telephone Magic
When Fate Fooled Ching Ling Foo and His Imitator
Chung Ling Soo
By "Dunninger"
In the Spotlight of Science
Your Car Gets the Third Degree
By M. M. Roberts, of the Olds Motor Wor'-s
Science Gives Our Health Her Attention
How to Make the Perfect Cup of Coffee
By Mrs. Christine Fredericks
The Art of Make -lip
Scientific Aids to Your Comfort
Motor Hints
Conducted by George A. biers,'
Automotive Engineer
How to Install an Oil Burner
By Horny F. Tapp,
Oil Burner Specialist
Magic- Tricks You Can Learn
By "Dnnuiuger"
Can You Answer These Scientific Questions'
Modern Artistic Wall Materials
By Joseph H. Kraus
Ice Sports -How to Make New Device.
The Safety Valve
Scientific Humor
..
Oracle
Can You Solve These Brain Teasers'
By Sant Loyd -the Pit le King

878
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879
880

Dirigibles or Planes ?
Let's Go Ski -Planing
Making Airports From Mud
Lt. H. A. Reynolds Builds
INVENTION Glider

876
ß78
882

I

881

882

-

932
934

By Joseph H. Kraus
Financial Article
By Alfred M. Caddell
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906

Light Beam Stops Traits in Danger

-

-

New Telephone Magic
Nicotine Methane
Phenol
Chemicals
By Louis Oberseider

888

890
892

-

Make

879
886

These

905

Your Car Gets the Third Degree
Motor Hints

892
898

Radio and Television

895
896
898

Why I Am Interested in Short -Wave Receivers
By George R. Brown
Remote Station Selector of Simplified Design
By Joseph Attarda
Radio Oracle- Questions and Answers

899

How to Make It

900
902
908
918
926
928
930

Interesting

Automotive

893
894

900

AND

Chemistry and Electricity

884
885
886

Modern Artistic Wall Materials
A Priscilla Sewing Stand You Can Build
Glider Construction Hints
By Lt. H. A. Reynolds
Ice Sports -New Home -Made Sport Devices
Hints for the Home Workshop
Tips for the Young Machinist
By George A. Liters
How -to -Make It Department
How to Heat a Dog House
Artistic Boudoir Lamps -Construction Details
Wrinkles and Recipes
A Push Button Radio Station Selector

921

977

924
902
904

906'
908
911
912
913
914
915
916
922

WITH OUR AUTHORS
I)R.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE is a well known author of popular scientific
articles and also a great number of books,
including one on liquid air and a number
on electricity. Dr. Sloane who holds the
degrees of Ph.D., and LL.D., was for

Shall We Fly by Rocket?
By Prof. Robert H. Goddard

What Makes the Fire Flies Light?

many years Professor of Natural Science.
He has always been interested in outdoor
sports, and undoubtedly our readers will
find his present article on ski -platting quite
refreshing.

By Dr. William Lemkin

Commander Byrd's Flight Over
the South Pole
Behind the Scenes' in a Broadcast
Studio

M. ROBERTS, who has written the
very interesting article on how
your automobile gets the third degree, has
been interested in the various angles of the
automobile industry for a number of years.
Through his responsible position with the
Olds Motor Works he knows whereof he
speaks, and undoubtedly our readers will
be surprised at the rigid and unusual tests
through which an automobile passes, before
it is passed on to the public.

M

By William Newberry

Jumping Motor Cars
How to Build the "Bremen"
Airplane Model
Another Article on Glider
Construction
By Lieutenant H. A. Reynolds

New Televisor Which Uses
No "Scanning" Disc
Odd and Unusual Patents
How to Waterproof Your Cellar
A

L. WEATHERBY, who has written
and illustrated so many of the articles
on wood turning and home furniture construction, which have appeared right along
in this journal, hardly needs an introduction to our readers, except to say that he
is Instnutor in Manual Training in one
of the largest technical schools in the

H.

By Josef W. Von Stein

Newest Ideas in Aviation
VOL. XVII

Published
SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
monthly by Experimenter Publications, Inc., at
En184 -10 Jamaica Ave.. Jamaica, N. Y.
tered as second class matter, at the Post Office
at Jamaica, N. Y., under the Act of March 3,

Latest Patent.
Patent Advice
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NEXT MONTH
and LATER

in this

Whole Number 202

Title registered at the U. S. Patent Office.
Copyright, 1930, by Experimenter Publications,
Inc. The contents of this magazine must not
be reproduced without giving full credit to the
1879.

publication.

866

South, and he is undoubtedly one of the
leading American authorities on woodworking.

SAM LOYD, whose name is undoubtedly
a household word in practically every
country on the globe is, without a doubt,
the Puzzle King of our time. He has originated hundreds of puzzles, which, it may
safely be said, have entertained presidents
and kings, as well as people in every other
walk of life. With Mr. Loyd the creation
of a new puzzle is a real hobby -and he
enjoys it thoroughly.

ROBERT

H. GODDARD, Head of Department of Physics at Clark UniverWorcester, Mass., is by consensus of
opinion of experts, the foremost authority
in America on rocket flying. A few experts
in Europe have accomplished some very
interesting results with rockets attached
to motor cars, and also to planes, but the
flights have been short, as we Wright expect,
front what Professor Goddard has to say
in his article in the March issue. He has
been doing some very interesting work
along the line of liquid propellant rockets,
and Ile believes that the future of rocket
flying will he based principally on experiments with this forni of rocket.
sity-,

February, 1930, Number

10

Subscriptions: $2.50 per year in U. S. and
possessions; Canada and foreign countries,
3.00 a year. Experimenter Publications, Inc.
Executive and Editorial Offices, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
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Fellows I Have

\TrainedillTell
'lou That You,

Too, Can Cash

In On

ELECTRICITY
1

Not By

Correspondence
"First I enrolled with a School teaching
Electricity by correspondence. I tried to
work out several lessons, but quit when I
saw your ad. telling how you taught Electricity by actual work. I didn't have much
money when I went to Coyne, but through
your Employment Department I was able
to work for my room and board. Three days
after graduating you got me a good job with
a Battery and Electric Shop, and a year later
I bought a Shop of my own. I now have a
$1300 car and a thriving business-all paid
for."

"I knew nothing about Electricity, before I
went to Coyne," says Nolan H. McCleary.
"I had no advanced education and so little
money that I could never have stayed at
school, if Mr. Lewis hadn't gotten me a part time job. Yet I finished the course in twelve
weeks, and the School immediately placed me
in a fine electrical job. Now I am Chicago District Manager of the largest electrical concern
of its kind in the world, making more money
than I ever dreamed of making before I went
to Coyne. I am convinced that there is but
ONE RIGHT WAY to learn electricity and that

His Advice
"Go To Coyne"

Lands a Job
at S8,000 a Year

"Some fellows try to learn Electricity by
just working at it. Others send away for correspondence courses in it. But my advice to
anyone who really wants to learn Electricity
is TO GO TO COYNE. They have all the
electrical equipment right in the school that
you will ever see in the field. NO PICTURES
OR USELESS THEORY. They show you just

"Before going to Coyne, I was an ordinary
mechanic. Now I make $300.00 a month,
and am accepting a new position the first of
the year as Chief Electrician at $8,000 a year.
Any man who works for me will have to be
a Coyne graduate."
Stanley Zurawski, Michigan.
NOLAN H. McCLEARY

From S20.00
a Week to Sioo.00
a Week

Chicago District Manager, Beardsley-Wolcott Co.
is the way of the Coyne School -BY DOING
ACTUAL ELECTRICAL WORK YOURSELF
UNDER EXPERT INSTRUCTORS, ON FULL SIZE, RUNNING ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT."

"Before going to Coyne, I had worked in
I had
no advanced education and didn't know a
volt from an ampere. Yet I graduated in
three months with a grade of 98%. Since I
left Coyne, I have jumped from $20.00 to
$100.00 a week, and am still going strong.
I owe all my success to the practical training
I got in the Coyne Shops."
Harry A. Ward,

NOT BY BOOKS OR CORRESPONDENCE,
but by an amazing way to teach that makes
you a practical Expert in 90 days. You need

how to do everything you will have to do on
the job."
R. M. Ayers, Louisiana.

Nothing Compares
to Practical
For thirty years Coyne has been training
Training
men for responsible, Big -Pay electrical jobs"Before going to Coyne, I took a correno advanced education or previous experience. I don't care if you don't know an armature from a generator; if you're sixteen years
old or forty. IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!
I will prepare YOU for a fascinating, Big-Pay
electrical job in twelve weeks time. I will
allow you your railroad fare to Chicago -help
you get part -time work while at School-and
give you every assistance in locating just the
job you want when you graduate.

LET ME SEND YOU THE SAME BIG FREE BOOK
THAT BROUGHT SUCCESS AND BIG PAY TO
ALL THESE MEN SIMPLY MAIL THE COUPON

-

"Before going to
I made thirty
cents an hour. I borrowed the money for
my tuition and you got me a part time job
that took care of my expenses. I graduated
in twelve weeks, returned home and started
doing wiring on contract. In a year's time,
I had paid for my schooling, bought a car
and had a nice shop of my own. In your
catalog you say a fellow can make $60.00 to
$200.00 a week. I have done better. In July
I made $150.00 to $200.00 a week, and I have
made as high as $75.00 a day."
Joseph F. Hartley, West Virginia.

-

George W. Stoneback, Illinois.

a garage for five years at $20.00 a week.

Says You Can Make
S6o.00 to S200.00
a Week
Coyne,

Find out how QUICKLY and EASILY you can land a Big -Pay Electrical Job!
IT COSTS NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE! Just mail the coupon and let me send
YOU the same Big Free Book that started all these other fellows on the road to
success. This doesn't cost you a cent, nor does it obligate you in any way. GET
THE FACTS. Mail the coupon -NOW!
Coyne Electrical School, H. C. Lewis, President, Founded 1899
Dept. 20 -27 Chicago, Ill.
500 S. Paulina St.

spondence course in Electricity, but it was
too deep for me and I lost interest. Then I
got your catalog, saw how you let the student actually work on electrical equipment,
and decided to go to Coyne. At that time
I was only making $9.00 a week. Now I make
$68.00 a week straight time, have a Hudson
car and own my home -where before I could
hardly pay rent."
D. G. Emerson, Michigan.

MAIL THIS COUPON

- NOW!

Mr. H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 20.27 I
500 S.

Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Mr. Lewis:
Without obligation send me your big free catalog and
all details of Railroad Fare to Chicago, Free Employment Service, Radio, Aviation Electricity, and Auto
motive Courses, and how I can "earn while learning.' I
-

Name

1

Address
City
MI=

State
ME MN IMM

1

---
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Magic Electric Wand Joins Metals
electric arc welder is beginning to supplant the famous riveter who has been so intiTHE
mately linked with metal construction and repair work. The mari shown in the picture above

arc to fuse iron, in making repairs on a Coast Guard buoy at Staten Island,
New York. By utilizing similar electric arc welding methods, steel frame buildings of several
stories have now been constructed, and a careful check on the strength of the steel framework
so constructed without any rivets, but with arc welded joints instead, have shown them to compare very favorably indeed with the old style of riveted construction. In some cases arc welded joints have been found to be stronger than riveted joints. The arc welder, as shown
in the picture, wears a protective mask over the face with a suitably colored glass window in
it, to protect the eyes against the intense glare from the arc.
is using an electric

February,

1930

February,

1930
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FOR YOU

of the
Great Universities

The Education

in the Simplest, Handiest

Form yet devised

-completely NEW
ENCYCLOPAEDIA

3

BRITANNICA
WOW all the world's knowledge can be yours in
the simplest, handiest form yet devised. Simple
because all the searching and studying has been done
for you. Handy because you can stay right in your own
home and range through every subject known to man.

MAHOGANY

BOOKCASE

INCLUDED

This completely new Britannica is a "new model", a
This handsome bookcase table, made of
genuine Brown Mahogany, is included
$2,000,000 work, new in plan and purpose.
with every set of the new Britannica.
Never before has knowledge been made so accessible.
A first payment of only $5 brings books
and bookcase to your home.
Never before has it been presented in a form so convenient,
so authoritative and yet so fascinating.
A New and Different University world's remotest wonders -all are such a price. Mass production on a
scale never before possible gives you
The very men whose wisdom you yours on the instant.
The 15,000 illustrations are an endless this set at less than a third of what it
would share at the great universities
have written this newest, greatest treasure of interest and education, a would otherwise cost.
Make sure of your new Britannica
Britannica. But no single university unique, colorful gallery of art and nature
now -at the present low price. Easy
could possess such a faculty or offer and science.
payments if desired. An initial paysuch an amazing variety of subjects.
For All the Family
ment of only $5.00 brings the complete
Here waiting for you in quick easy
This is literally a book for every single set with mahogany bookcase table to
form is the learning and experience of member of the family. "It satisfies the your home.
3,500 supreme authorities. Knowledge needs of curious readers from eight to
This 56 -page Booklet -FREE
so humanized, so "live" and vivid, that eighty ", says James Harvey Robinson.
it reads like a novel. It keeps you fas- It is a help -book that is absolutely indisIt includes specimen pages, maps, and
cinated- hour after hour.
pensable for your children. It stimulates color plates from the NEW Britannica. We
gladly send you your copy without the
their minds, makes them think for will
Secrets of Study and Seminar
slightest obligation on your
themselves.
part. It gives full details
It is education of a new type that the
Not a question they can ask, not a of bindings, present low /
new Britannica gives you. Education point
you can wonder about, but the prices and easy pay"speeded up ", made more practical new Britannica
settles it at once -once ment offer.
-brought right into your home for your and for all.
NOW -while this
everyday use. You need not leave your
page is here before
EXTREMELY LOW PRICE
living room -yet your instructors come
you -tear out couto you from every quarter of the globe.
YET the cost of this extraordinary pon and send it in.
Open any one of its 24 volumes. Here
knowledge book is extremeis the latest information in every field. ly low. Not for two generations
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, INC.
The secrets of the laboratory, the new- has a completely new edition of
342 Madison Avenue, New York
est discoveries of study and seminar, the the Britannica been offered at
Please send me by return mail, without

S.I. 3-Al

any obligation on my part, your 56-page illustrated booklet

PRESIDENT JAMES R. ANGELL, OF YALE UNIVERSITY

writes (in The Saturday Review of Literature): "The new
Britannica is a work of consuming interest and one which
establishes a standard that will long remain unchallenged."

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET TODAY

describing the new Britannica together with low
price offer, etc.

Name.
Address_

City

State

i
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R. T.
a I'

T.I.QUALIFIES YOU TO MAKE MONEY AND ITS SERVICE KEEPS YOU UP- TOTHEMINUTE
ON THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO. TELEVISION. AND TALKING PICTURES

1930

R. T. I.

TRAINED MEN

-is offered to you now. RADIO
has leaped from the experimental stage to a gigantic industry, employing many, many thousands and loudly calling for MORE TRAINED MEN to fill the Big-Pay jobs.
TALKING PICTURES have taken the larger cities by storm and will sweep the entire country,
opening up many new good jobs everywhere. TELEVISION now comes with even greater
romise of a large number of good paying jobs and big profits for those who are prepared.

ig Money quick-the chance to more than double your salary

Big Money Now! More to Come

-

Here is an entirely new field of profitable employment-Big -Money Jobs -$2500
-$3500 -$5000 and up, right now -lots of money easily made in spare time
increasing pay for you and more and more money as this new industry
grows bigger and bigger.

Answer the Cail -Get Into This

Money - Making Industry Now!
ih

¡é FD`S4b c
Nash cot-se ¿s s4
-...

50S

tadio

o

p9lßox
g,.

D°4stiDset

Let F. H. Schnell and R.T.I.
Advisory Board Help You

Mr. Schnell. Chief of the R. T. I.
Start, is one of the ablest and best
known radio men In America. He has
twenty years of Radio experience.
First to establish two way amateur
communication with Europe. Former
Traffic Manager of American Radio
Relay League. Lieutenant Commander
of the U. S. N. R. Inventor and designer
of Radio apparatus. Consultant Engineer to large Radio manufacturers.
Assisting him is the R. T. I. Advisory
Board. composed of men prominent in
the Radio industry.

The "R. T. I." famous "3 in 1" Home Training in Radio, Television
and Talking Pictures makes it easy for men, young men and boys to
get into this new field quickly. R. T. I. home training is practical
and easy to understand. It trains your head and hands at the
same time. Your opportunities for money- making are unlimited. Your age, amount of education, or experience make no difference.
If you are interested and ambitious you can succeed. Are you willing to
use a little spare time at home? That is all you need to quickly start
making money with R. T. I. material and home training.You will be
ready for a good job or profitable business of your own, even before
you finish the training. Remember-you learn at home in your spare
time on actual equipment included in fine, big outfits sent you by
R.T.I. R.T. I. with all its connections in the industry, keeps
you up-to -date and pushing forward all the time.

R. T. I. Wonderful Free Book
Nothing Like It Ever Published

No one can fully realize the amazing size and future
growth of the Radio, Television, and Talking Picture
industries unless they know all thefacts revealed in
this R. T. I. book.Noexaggeration is necessary
the plain truth is astounding. It will open your
eyes to the dawn of the greatestdevelopmentin
the history of the world-the vastnumber of
new money -making jobs-enormoussparetimeprofits -allwithineasy reach of ambitious men. Send for your copy before
this edition is exhausted.

-

Big R.T.1.BookF -:

1:.', They last

Is Now Radio Engineer Through

R. T. I. Training
Today I am able to class myself as a Radio
Engineer along with the leaders, and this Is all
due to the help of R. T. I. I have been able to
handle efficiently every radio problem with which
I have come in contact.I cannot say too much In
praise of R.T.L, andanyman desiring to improve
himself can do nothing better than find out what
this Institution has to offer. and get started with
their training.-II. E. S.ATTERFIELD, Chief Radio
Engineer. western Air Express, Amarillo, Texas.

-- -- - A

RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE

Dept.

á
R. T. I. training in Broadcasting, Sales, servSTEP UP QtrICK TO A BIG MONEY JOB THROUGH
in business for yourself.
ice, Manufacturing. Repairing, Ship and Station Operating, Installing.

D
1 I.
la Te

R.

T. I. TRAINS YOU AT HOME FOR A GOOD JOB OR A PROFITABLE
PART TIME OR FULL TIME BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

912, 4806 St.

ae

Anthony Ct., Chicago

10

RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE
Dept. 91e. 4806 St. Anthony Court, Chicago
Send me Free and prepaid your BIG BOOK
"Tune In On Big Pay" and full details of your
three-in -one Home Training (without obligating
me in any way).
Name_.

Address

City

State
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How to Make
PAY BIGI
INVENTION
Ur
iMany
an invention of great cash value has never made a penny for
its inventor. Others, no more ingenious or useful, have brought
their creators enormous fortunes. The difference lies in the "know
how" of patenting and promoting an invention so that the greatest
possible profits are realized. Do you know the vital facts necessary
to get full money value from your invention?

EVEN one practical idea -an apparently
trivial little thing like the crimped hairpin, the pencil eraser, the paper clip
may make you independently wealthy, providing you know how to "push" your idea.
Do you know the sure ways of turning your
inventive ideas into money ? Are you aware
of the short -cut methods all successful inventors follow ? Do you know the "safe" way to
get a patent, what is patentable and what isn't,
how to protect yourself against infringements,
how to exploit your inventions, how to inter-

-

est capital

?

With every progressive step that the world
takes. new needs are created -and more inventions are needed to supply these needs.
Now, as never before, new inventions are
wanted and the world is ready to pay a fortune to the man or woman who supplies any
one of the thousands of inventions needed
right now. Do you know what they are?
If you concentrate your inventive mind upon
any one of them, and produce a product that
fills a ta'al need, big money rewards will be
waiting for you!

Hundreds have the imagination and ability to
create one of these "needed inventions" -yet don't
realize it. Hundreds more know that they have
this "inventive knack" -yet fail because they don't
know how to promote their ideas until they actually
bring big cash returns. That's why every person
who feels the urge to invent. and every amateur
and professional inventor, should read the three
amazing volumes, just published, by R. F. Yates.
Mr. Yates was formerly managing editor of Popular Science Monthly and is a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Institute of
Radio Engineers, and American Physical Society.
He is not only a successful inventor himself, but is
the author of many books and scientific articles
helpful to other inventors. In these three volumes
he gives his vast knowledge of the subject.

Money -Making Facts
About Inventions

These three volumes are crammed with information which is vitally important to inventors, yet
which most of them acquire only through years of
heartbreaking experience.
The first volume tells about the "one thousand
most needed inventions " in the Radio, Chemical,
Electrical, Marine, Automotive and Mechanical

-

fields. It also contains valuable chapters on Aviation and Television. It shows where an inventor
can concentrate his efforts with the greatest hope
of large rewards.
The second volume is entitled "How to Invent"
and tells you how to train your mind to think
inventively, how to get the facts you need, how to
avoid mistakes that cost money, time and effort,
how to utilize short -cut secrets, what to invent
and what not to invent, how to judge the practical
value of your inventions. It includes a set of
fascinating problems in invention (with typical
solutions) which you can work out for yourself.
These problems sharpen your inventive sense and
aid you in applying your increasing creative ability
to the particuar invention you want to perfect.
The third volasse, called "How To Patent and
Promote Your Invention," tells all about keeping
legal records, applying for a patent, importance of
"prior rights," claims, interference, and assignments-shows how to select a patent attorney,
ways to save money on patenting, steps to take to
avoid infringements- explains what you should
foreign patents, manufacturing
know about
methods, royalty contracts, marketing your invention, when to sell outright, when to organize

Is

There a Fortune for Y O U
in These Amazing Books ?

Never before has a successful inventor
revealed the actual methods that professionals use in perfecting and marketing' their money -making ideas. But
now Itaynwnd F. Yates has
clone it-arid his disclosures in
these 3 volumes may easily
make for YOUR INVF.NT)t1N
all the difference between a
disappointing failure and a
success that will bring you
in
of
dollars
thousands

royalties!

Each volume
written in simple.
non-technical English; illustrated
with photos end diacrams, and sub stantially bound to stand continual
r fei
e. 1200 clearly printed paces
of vital cinforma-ion for everybody
who invents or would like to.
For
[

Only $2.98

All
Three
Books

5 Days FREE EXAMINATION
MONEY SACK IF YOU WANT IT

........... ... ..

your own company, how to get financial backing.
Truly, inventing is one of the easiest ways in the
world to make your fortune. But the value of
your invention is only as great as the profits you
can realise from its successful exploitation.
These three valuable volumes give you the time
tested, proved -out facts you need to know. They
outline in simple language every step to take front
the moment your idea is born to the time when you
are receiving big profits from your invention. And
now, for a limited time, you may purchase the first
edition of these invaluable, ready- reference volumes
for only $2.98. Fort must be delighted--or they
cost you nothing!
-

SEND NO MONEY
Simply fill out and mail the coupon. When postman arrives, deposit with him $2.98 (plus few
cents postage) in full payment. Then read the
books carefully. See how quickly they will train
you to develop your inventive ability and guide
your efforts into the most profitable channels. At
the end of 5 days, if you do not think that these
comprehensive books are worth many times their
cost, if you don't agree that they contain a wealth
of usable information to protect yourself and make
money in the field of invention-return them at
Remember,
once and get your money back.
nothing to pay now-and the payment you make,
still your MOM'y,
later will be a deposit only
if you ask for it. Decide now to make your inventions pay big by avoiding "blind chance" and
guesswork. Mail the coupon TODAY. Bureau'
of Inventive Science, Dept. 72, Wisner Bldg.,.
Rochester, New York.

-is

Bureau of Inventive Science
Dept. 72. Wisner Bldg., Rochester, New York
send me the three volumes. "1000 Needed Inventions," 'tlow to Invent," " 11ow to Potent and I'romote
When books arrive, I will pay postman
an Invention."
$2.98 as deposit, plus few rents postage, in full payment.
At the end of fi slays, if not delighted, I may return the
books and receive my money back.

' l'lease

"

Name

Address

city

State

If you prefer to send rash with coupon, enclose $2.98, and
hooky will he sent prepaid. The same money -back guar-

antee applies.
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Seen the N.
RADIO

Every home that has a radio needs the New
RADIO NEWS. It is packed full of helpful,
interesting information and news that every
radio owner can use to great advantage.

Want to know what kind of a set you should
buy to replace your old one? Radio News can
help you. Want to be able to test the different
speakers, so you can be sure of getting the best?
Let Radio News show you how.

V
\\ \Zino
RADIO NEWS
THE NEW RADIO NEWS, Dept. 2502t
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me the next 9
Issues of the NEW RADIO NEWS at
your special introductory offer of only $1,
which I enclose (regular newsstand price
is $2.25 for 9 issues or $2.50 a year by
subscription). I understand that you
will cheerfully return my dollar if I
am not perfectly satisfied after reading the first issue.
Name

Street Address
City

Would you like to know the inside story of
some of the great broadcasting programs -how
they started, and who the principal characters
are? Again it is Radio News who brings you the
interesting facts.

But, most important of all, it's when your receiver fails you, that Radio News can be most
appreciated. Every month the New Radio News
brings its readers a dozen simple tests and hints
for quick repairing of the trouble.

Special Introductory Offer
To introduce the New Radio News to you,
we offer to send you the next 9 big numbers
for only $1. (Regular newsstand price of 9
issues is $2.25, or $2.50 a year by subscription.) What is more, if you are not perfectly
satisfied with Radio News, after reading the first
issue, we will cheerfully refund your money, and
you can keep the first copy free of charge.

Simply fill out and return the coupon at the
left with your dollar, and your first issue will be
mailed to you by return mail.
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IiiYour Spare Time

THE four

plans

shown are but a

in

sample of the many
ways in which our members are making $3.00 an
hour upwards, spare time
and full time, from the day they join
the Association. If you want to get
into Radio, have a business of your
own, make $50 to $75 weekly in

IAEiC

"40 Easy Ways"
Frank J. Deutch,

opportunities offered the inexperienced, ambitious man by the As-

REOUCE

sociation.

Our Members Earning
Thousands of Dollars
Every Week

RADIO
RI
RAE

Mäáióúsl
-u
T110:

REEPM

almost impossible for a young fellow to fail,
no matter how little education he has, if he
will follow your easy ways of making money."
"Have
R. Allen, Calif.
$1,100.00 iri J.
over $1,100.00 worth of
6 Weeks done
business in the last 6 weeks.
Next month I am going to open up a store
of my own. I never knew that money could
come so fast and easy."

-

N. J. Friedrich, N. Y. -"I
$25.00 a Week have
averaged $25.00 a week

The Association assists men tc
cash in on Radio. It makes past ex-

Spare Time for the last 7 months even
though I am not a graduate but just learning."
C. Kirk. N. C. -"Your
Training Lands R.
training has been very
Him Job
valuable to me. I landed a
job with the big department store out here a
few weeks ago because I had my membership card with me. There were a large bunch
of applications ahead of me."

perience unnecessary. As a member
of the Association you are trainee.
in a quick, easy, practical way to
install, service, repair, build and
rebuild sets-given sure-fire moneymaking plans developed by ushelped to secure a position by our
Employment Department. You earn
while you learn, while you prepare
yourself for a big -pay Radio position.
The Association will enable you to
buy parts at wholesale, start in business without capital, help you get
your share of the $600,000,000 spent
annually for Radio. As a result cf
the Association, men all over the
country are opening stores, increasing their pay, passinglicensed operator
examinations, landing big .pay posi-

NOW
ACT
If You Wish NO -COST
Membership

For a limited time we will give to
the ambitious man a No-Cost Membership which need not-should not
-cost you a cent. For the sake of
making more money now, and
having a better position in the
future, mail coupon below now.
You'll always be glad you did.

tions with Radio

NB OS IOW

makers.

Mail Coupon Today for the
FREE HANDBOOK
It is not only chock -full of absorbing

information about Radio, but it shows
you how easily you can increase your
income in your spare time. Mailing :he
coupon can mean $50 to S75 a week more for you.

Radio Training Association of America
Dept.

Pa.- "Since

Clears
the Association I have
$3,000.00 joining
cleared nearly $3,000.00. It is

your spare time, investigate the

4513 Ravenswood Avenue

Below

are a few of
the reports
from those now
cashing in on the

RN -2,

Chicago, Illinois

Radio Training Association of America

Dept. RN -2, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago. M.
mail full details of
Gentlemen: Please send me by return
Plan, and also a copy
your Special No-Cost
Membership
Radlo
of
Name

Address

City

State
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Editorial
. BYRD'S SOUTH POLE FLIGHT.
No
single achievement within recent times has
been more interesting from a scientific viewpoint than the perfect flight made by Commander Byrd and his associates over the south
pole. We believe that the readers of SCIENCE.
AND INVENTION have a much keener appreciation of the Byrd flight than the average man.
It is almost impossible to think of any branch
of science which has not been called into play
in the fulfillment of Byrd's epoch -making adventure. Here we find aeronautics well represented in one of the latest types of planes and
in the latest type of instruments for use in the
planes. In the plane which was used in the
flight we find the application of advanced
study in applied mechanics, metallurgy, electricity, chemistry, photography, and mechanics.
The present south polar expedition is a real
application of scientific progress, but the two
most interesting sciences applied in it-those
which appeal to our sense of the romantic, are
aviation and radio. Radio messages from the
Byrd plane were being received in many parts
of the world simultaneously, while Byrd with
his associates was hovering directly above the
pole. In fact, the actual time which transpired from the time Byrd's message was started
on its way, to the time it was actually received in New York, was approximately one tenth of one second. The flight is now history.
It marks a milestone in scientific progress. It
is interesting to speculate where applied science
is likely to take us, within the next few years.

sensitive microphones and amplifiers, which
can be counted upon to reproduce over the entire voice range equally well. it is possible to
make recordings either on wax or on film,
which will be free from the background hiss,
which up to now has tended to reduce the realism of the amateur's work along this line. Details of some of the simple systems we have
seen will soon be published in the pages of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, and we feel sure that
our readers will -be more than satisfied with the
results it is possible for them to obtain from
the application of these ideas.

. MUD FLYING FIELDS.
A great many
of the existing airports are in locations which
will render them unsuitable for the type of
flying which is likely to be here within the
next few years. In other words, many of the
present day flying fields are located close to
our large cities, and if not entirely surrounded,
are partially surrounded, by high buildings,
power lines or high hills.
There are a great many swampy meadows
near some of our large cities which would
make ideal flying fields. In order to use them
satisfactorily, it is but necessary to reclaim this
swamp land by the process which is so completely described on another page in this issue.
Suitable flying fields take up so much room
that this system offers some real possibilities.
not only in conserving the land which should
normally be used in our building programs,
but also in bringing into use that swamp land,
which up to the present time has been useful
only for the breeding of disease and mosquitoes,
the infectors of malaria and, in the tropics, of
yellow fever.

HOME TALKIES. One of the most
rapidly developing forms of home entertainment is amateur talking movies. Recording
and reproducing is an extremely interesting
And rather inexpensive hobby.
Within the
past few months new photo -electric cells and
new amplifying devices have been perfected
which will enable the home talking ntoT'ie fan
to avail himself of the most recent advances
in this art. By the use of comparatively in.
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Pledge to the Public
on Used Car Sales
1

2

Used car

shopping

3

is

-

Every used car is conspicuously marked'
.vith its lowest price in plain figures,
and that price, just as the price of our
new cars, is rigidly maintained.
All Studebaker automobiles which are
sold as CERTIFIED CARS have been
properly reconditioned, and carry a
30.day guarantee for replacement of

defective parts and free service on ad.
justments.
Every purchaser of a used car may
drive it for five days, and then, if not
satisfied for any reason, turn it back
and apply the money paid as a credit
on the purchase of any other car in
stock -new or used. (It is assumed
that the car has not been damaged in
the meantime.)

O 1918Th.5tudebale CmryiliM Of America

simpler

and surer
on the

STUDEBAKER PLEDGE PLAN
.

e

more than 150,000 buyers got Pledge protection last year

WHEN you enter the used car market, go direct to your
nearest Studebaker dealer. Here used car shopping is
simpler and surer.
makes
You choose from Studebakers, Erskines and other
reconditioned
of cars which have been carefully
-with new car beauty and performance, offered
at bargain prices. You drive the car of your choice
for five days under the protection of the Studebaker Pledge. Every certified car carries a 3o-day
guarantee for free adjustments and replacement
of defective parts. You will find all prices plainly
marked -proof positive of fair and square dealing.

Last year, more than 150,000 thrifty American citizens
bought used cars under the protection of the Studebaker
Pledge. Let their experience point the way to used car
satisfaction for you!

STUDEBAKER
Builder of Champions

Invest 2c -you may save $200
Mail the coupon below for the free booklet. A
ac stamp is an investment which may save you
much as $zoo in buying a motor car!

as

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. 172., South Bend, Indiana
Please send me copy of "How to Judge a Used Car"

Name
Street
City

Stau
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The dirigible landing station shown above is one of the newest German ideas -note the
equalizer hanging from the stern.

THE perennial question "Which

is the better, airship
thority than Dr. Rohrbach, builder of some of the largest
or airplane ?" was never more important than at the
German airplanes. The only existing machine that could
present moment and the advantages of both are
be depended upon to cover the Cape Verde -Fernando
rapidly falling into
Noronha lap would
definite channels and
be the DO -X, which
PLANE Fl L
taking shape in comwould probably have
mercial form.
to be altered for the
Stating the situapurpose by adding an
- 2AIR5HIPS 102 TRIPS ^-tion in its broadest,
ZEP FUEL
extra tank for fuel,
simplest form, the
which would also rePLANES 2,.TRy6
airplane has speed on
duce the useful load.
401°°:°-46'
%i`its side while the
at
It is generally adairship possesses great
4:111,
'.
miffed that the perradius of action. The
M(JNOLULU
1sAN FRANC ISCOI °egeir
centage of useful load
airplane, of course,
will tend to decrease
To transport 2,912,000 pounds per annum from 'Frisco to Honolulu, would
must be considered in
with increase in size.
require
2
but
airships
making
102
trips
17
57
-ton
one way;
flying boats would
two types; the land
This decrease may be
be
required
to
make
2,912
trips
one
way per annum.
machine and the flying
arrested for the time
boat. In the matter
being, by increasing
of speed we have seen that the airplane has far outstripped the wing loading per unit of area as the size increases, but
landing- facilities. The Schneider Cup Race machines, goit cannot be quite done away with. A live hundred mile
ing 368 miles an hour, require landing
range for the 60,000 pound flying boat
areas offered only by broad stretches of
is all that some authorities predict.
water. In the same way, the largest
With the airship, on the other hand,
FOR trans -oceanic and other long
airplanes are flying boats ( for example;
the efficiency increases with the inflights where passengers and freight
the DO -X, carrying 169 passengers)
crease of the size, up to between ten
are to be carried, the dirigible would
because it seems impractical to have
seem to be superior. The pay load for
and fifteen million cubic feet size and
such tremendous weights taking off and
a seaplane is 2 2/3 ounces for each
about 300 tons lift. On the occasion
landing from the groand, and if conhorsepower and 31/2 pounds in the airof the launching of the R-101, the
crete landing fields are essential, a
ship. The fuel cost per pound of mail
editor of the English review Airways
forced landing would be fatal, whereas
carried by plane is $1.85 for trans said "By its very nature, the airship
of course, a flying boat can negotiate
Pacific service and 10e by airship.
is a long -distance, weight- carrying airan emergency landing anywhere over
The efficiency of an airship increases
craft, proving most efficient and ecothe water, lake, ocean or river. Speed
with size; for planes the efficiency
nomical in the commercial sense when
needs water, and size needs water, so
rises but little with greater size.
engaged on long journeys and travelthe development of the gigantic coming continuously by day and by night."
mercial transport airplanes is toward
Commander Burney, designer and
the flying boat, as would seem to be the logical procedure.
builder of the R -100, says, "Over long distances, the airThis, however, is comparatively limited in its range of ship is safer, more economical and more comfortable than
action. The main reason why
the airplane. For short disthe plans of the German
tances-up to five hundred
Lufthansa for the establishmiles -the airplane is, and alment of regular trans -Atlantic
ways will be, superior to the
airplane service between Euairship."
rope and South America have
In Europe it has been found
been delayed, is that the longthat airplane travel at 100
est leg-between Cape Verde
miles an hour, at a fare slightly
and Fernando Noronha, a disgreater than that of the railtance of about 1500 miles
way, will attract traffic from
cannot as yet be covered by a
the railways. The tendency is
large commercial plane, for the
to make the machines carry
radius of the present machine
more passengers rather than to
is not sufficient. A range of
make them go faster
this
less than 500 miles for a maInteresting comparison between the freight rate by airship
means increasing the paying
chine of-60.000 pounds weight
of $3.50 per pound for trans -Pacific service and airplane
load rather than increasing
is estimated by no less an aurate of $11.12 per pound. Passenger rates, same ratio.
(Continued on page 951)
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Oil Pumped From OneHalf Mile Off-Shore
Sleds under the huge pipe were
cut away as it slid down the run way, which, as may be seen in
the photo to the left, looks like a
long railroad track. The photo
shown above illustrates the method
of bringing the pipe -line to the
bed of the ocean. A tug towed
the pipe one -half mile out from
this spot to connect it to the tanker
lying off- shore.

A"PLUS ULTRA" in sales service was developed in
Santa Cruz by the General Petroleum Corporation
of California to supply fuel to the giant Santa Cruz
Portland Cement Company's plant 17 miles from that city.
A pipe line one-half mile long and solidly welded into a
single line was laid on the floor of the Pacific Ocean. This
unique project, the only one of its kind in North America.
permits tankers to discharge cargoes to a shore pumping
station which will force 3,000 barrels per hour into storage
tanks with a capacity of 7,434,000 gallons, located two and
a half miles inland. To lay the pipe
line, it was necessary to build it
sectional
Below
view

-

of pipe line
mile out to sea.

OIL STORAGE

TANDS

OIL
TANKER

I
21MILE PIPE
UNE TO TANKS PUMPING

STATION

Planes
IN

May

PIPE LINE

Land

MILE LoÑat

on

CONCRETE

PIER

complete on shore, mount it on sleds
and, over a thickly greased runway,
tow it to sea with the aid of a tug.
At a distance of about three thou sand feet from the shore the pipe
was connected to the storage tanks of
The
the ship delivering the oil.
operation .,vas finished in an hour.
An oil tanker lying one -half mile offshore, by means of a flexible connection,
can pump oil through the underwater
pipe line to the shore stations.

Covered Bridges
means for eliminating congestion.
both pedestrian
and vehicular.
The illustration
reproduced here
shows an elevated
covered b r i d g e

rapidly

our

growing cities

the problem of

is

transportation

most difficult to
solve. Commuting,

facilities

and

those for freight
traffic fail to meet
the requirements

spanning

of the modern

city. At present
the roads are
hopelessly ove r-

crowded with vehicles of every
description, a n d
those w h o daily
commute to some
large center of

business know

only too well the
deplorable conditions existing in
our subways, elevated roads and

trains.

would

Elevated

walks and high ways have been

suggested as

a

a

waterway. Such a
structure would
provide tracks
for trains and
trolleys as well as
roads f o r automobiles and pedestrians. T h e
top would be covered over and
offer a smooth
runway for landing a u cl taking off airplanes. It

Covered bridges may serve as landing platforms for aircraft in the city of the future.

also be
possible to land
dirigibles on the
top of the bridge,
as shown in the
artist's conception
of the future city.
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DR.T.O'CONOR SLOANE

A Distinct Novelty In Winter Sports

Is Here Presented And Combines
The Art of Gliding With That
of Skiing.
GLIDERS have been flown in various ways, such as
by running clown a hill until the glider attains sufficient flying power to lift its occupant along with it;

in other cases gliders have been towed 1w an automobile
until its wings found sufficient lifting power in the air to
sustain its pilot, the tow rope then being cast loose, after
The ski - plane
which a considerable distance can be negotiated by the glider.
taking off.
This new sport of ski-planing which 1 am here presenting
should find great favor with all devotees of outdoor winter
sports. Almost any kind of glider will do. but the tailless
type here illustrated most prominently is ideally suited to
this new sport, as there is no tail to drag down on the ski slide. Another way of obviating the tail difficulty, if a
straight -wing glider of the orthodox type is to be used. is to
place the tail in front of the glider, as one of the accompany ing illustrations shows -on the sanie order as the early airplanes which frequently had the tail or stabilizer in the front
instead of behind.
One of the pictures herewith shows a German tailless
glider of the power type; that is, it is fitted with a small
engine in the rear, together with a propeller, so that once the
glider is launched into the air, the pilot can negotiate a much
longer flight than he could with an engineless glider. The
picture at the bottom of this page
Arrangement of simple controls on
shows the increased span which can be Abovethe ski- plane. Photo at right -tail -less Gerjumped with skis after coming clown
man pommer glider
when the glider is used. In other
words. this scheme amounts to a new
way of launching a glider. Recently
an airplane was launched from a special framework built tip around a
sedan automobile, and this is another

suggestion for glider enthusiasts.
Working drawings for building gliders
have appeared in past numbers of this
magazine, notably in the June, July
and August; also in this issue.
For the purpose of ski- planing the
glider does not necessarily need to
have a very large wing spread as is
the case (Continued on. rage 949)

Glider tail may be in front. Greater jam
attained with ski -plane shown below.
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Detailed construction

locomotive ap-

proaching

t /.e

-

of the selenium cell
is shown at right.

signal

arm -or "board"

879
To The Amp /ifier
E-

Platinum
Layer

+

casts a beam of light

upward toward a reflecting mirror on the
signal post, which, if
in the danger position,
reflects rays into a
light -sensitive cell and
stops the train.

MIRROR ON
SIGNAL POLE.

11"
A

Glass

Plate

114
1

I
1

Selenium.

i

1

Platinum
Ccatinß

I

T
I

r
I

y

l

I

Beam of light from projector on
locomotive is reflected by a mirror into a selenium cell which,
changing its electrical resistance
(the effect amplified by vacuum
tube), causes relays to put on
the brakes.

a

SELENIUM
CELL

VT.AMPLIFIEß

TOLURREN7
SUPPLY
TO

BATTERY

KS

Light Beam Stops
Train in Danger

(APPLIEBRAE D.

_

STEAM
CUT-OFF

DEEP -SEA fishermen can take advantage of

Fish

new scientific discoveries to revolutionize Located
the old -fashioned fishing industry, which is by Echo
sadly lacking in modern., efficient progress.
The utilization of sonic sound -echo depth finders
is one modern method that can be successfully
applied by them. This apparatus can be used to locate shoals
of fish at a depth ordinarily invisible to the human eye. The
vessel takes continuous soundings as she proceeds on her quest
for the hidden, hoped -for trove, taking into consideration slight
variations in the readings obtained by the depth -finder due to
normal unevenness of the ocean -bed's surface. When directly
over a hidden shoal of fish, an abnormally shallow depth-reading will suddenly result. This is due to the sound waves sent
out by the transmitting unit of the depth finder being reflected
.from the fish, which now act as a new reflecting surface. Nets
can then be lowered with undoubtedly good results. This
method can be successfully used at night or in fog.

"vo

DEPTH INDICATOR

BOA

SOUND TRANSMITTER

ÿ
SHOAL

UND DETECTOR

`.
......

tiC',.i

*-+..

or

IAENOf2MAL,

,

.

FC HO

j:
:}

FISH

/ -rA

NORMAL ECHO FISOtM

PERPENDICULAR

ROTTCM

ANGLE OF ROL L Wi 1N
NEIY CONS 'RUCIVH

'A.VGLI Of ROLL sNTN
OLD COA'STRUC1 7a.'.-

Whji Let S
New Style
Ship's Hull
Promises
Relief for
Bad Sailors

Roll?

\OVEL method of constructing the hulls of
of especial interest to seafaring
A
ships should
souls addicted to the unpleasantries of "mal -debe

According to Air. Johan E. Johannessen,
the inventor of this new constructive design. ships
so built will have decidedly less "roll'' than the
standard designed vessel. His design calls for a
furrow and a special shoulder running longtudinalh' along the lower portion of the hull. Mr.
Johannessen's idea is that the displacement of the
water in the furrow, together with the resistance
of the shoulder plane, will act to largely prevent
excessive rolling.
n1er."
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Woíd's Hiqhe
Raihva
.
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.
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Hyatt Verrill

A

Peru boasts the highest railway
station in the - world-almost
17,000 ft. above sea level. This
is Ticlio, shown above, the junction point between Lima and
Huancayo on the Peruvian Railway.

As the safest mountain railway in Me world
the Peruvian Railway uses no curves or horseshoe turns. Piscó Switchback, shown above,
pictures the construction needed to obtain
altitude.
Chaupirhaca Bridge, shown at left, pictures
the difficulties encountered in the construction
of the Peruvian Railway. This bridge, which
leads into a tunnel, overlooks a narrow strip
of rocky river bed from which all construction
had to take place.
Infiernillo (little Hell) Bridge is well named.
The cost of this bridge
dozen or more attempts were made before it was successfully
erected -was greater than that of all the

Passtng through a land of scenic beauty, mineral wealth, and majestic mountains, the Peruvian Railway crosses the Ciscas Bridge,
shown above, located at an elevation of 15,500
ft. Water at this altitude boils at about 184°
F., and the number of thermal units is lowered proportionally. It is usually necessary
to have special combustion chambers to offset
this lowered efficiency.
Anchi Bridge, shown below, in contrast to the
rest of the engineering wonders along this
railway, is remarkable only in the fact that
it is able to withstand the rigors of torrential
storms, landslides, new glacial formations, and
the frigid cold of a below-zero temperature.

-a

other bridges.

`,

v.0

.;.:.
Ai41,

4

\

°`'.'

ì. :

0.1A\
n

ï

Diagram shows the switchbacking
arrangement to obtain altitude of
17,000 ft. above sea level. Amer: can locomotives are the standard
equipment used for hauling the
loads up the steep inclines.
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Wkat
What
What
What

Is
Is
Is
Is

an Ant Skyscraper?
an Aye -Aye?

a Mud Sled?
Rope Tobacco?

Aye -Aye, Sir

!

THIS extraordinary looking animal is a new arrival at the London Zoo. It was captured in Madagascar and is called an Aye Aye. The Aye -Aye is really a member of the Lemur family. and

is distinguished by its extremely long tail and unusually well developed middle finger on each hand. These fingers are used to
scoop out the centers of nuts and eggs after the shells have been
broken. The animal is quite shy and is absolutely nocturnal in habit.

A Lone Sentry

Tobacco by the Ball!

AGNARLED and storm- twisted tree that has
demonstrated its sturdiness stands on a solitary rock as a stalwart sentinel in Friday Harbor.
Friday Harbor is located at the San Juan Islands
in Washington. The rock Itself has been pounded
by the elements until it appears ready to topple over.
It is just beyond the reach of the ocean waves, and
while the winds and weather conditions have torn
many a limb from the tree it still clings to its base.

CORD and rope is not the
only thing that comes in
balls. As a matter of fact,
even tobacco is rolled up to
greatly resemble a ball of cord.
These strange looking balls of
rope tobacco are manipulated
daily by row upon row of
clever Belfast women. The
photo above shows only
two women of one of
these rows. The tobacco
eventually is marketed as
plug tobacco and is chewed
by those who find this
form of tobacco even
more invigorating than
the pipe, cigar or cigarette. It is obvious that
one should not jump to the
conclusion that the girls
holding the strange looking balls in their hands
must be manipulating
rope.

When Ships Roll
Over

The ant hill at the
left holds a million
times more in-

habitants
largest

than the
human
habita-

tion

known.

An Ant -Made
Skyscraper
11114,11+1

TO the left we
have a photograph of an ant
hill made by the Termite ant. This rises
20 feet above the ground. The photograph shows the structure when compared with man -made sky -scrapers
if the ant,

measuring

but 3/16
of an inch,
were as tall
as man.

o

MANY ships go down bow
first, or stern first ; others
roll over on their sides, but it is
rare that one gets an actual photograph of such a vessel
sinking. Here is one of
the most remarkable shots
ever obtained in photographic annals. It shows
the Norwegian vessel. HaaCrabbing With Mud Sleighs
kon VII, sinking off the
the title runs out at Ningpo,
coast of Norway after
hitting the rocks. Fifty WHENWHEN the crab fisherman on the
coast runs out with his sleigh and catches
seven were rescued. No
the crustaceans. The mud is so deep
whirlpool was produced
that foot travel is impossible.
when the vessel sank.
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Five Million Cubic Yards of Mud
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Hvo

-moo Acres of
Land -45o Acres
Field Space-Compose Se-

caucus, N.

J.

Airport.
Below is shown one of
the two huge dredges
having a pipe line 20
inches in diameter and a
half a mile long. This
dredge pumps 25,000 to
30,000 cubic yards of mud
per day of 24 hours.

FIELD

LIGNr
R

STATION

MAKING

AIRPORTS
these airports will be located
Imagine a wall of
silt, one square yard in cross -section, stretching from
New York to Los Angeles, and then you will have
some idea of the enormous mass of material used in
making one field of a thousand acres and using quantities of mud sucked from a river bed, and one of
148 acres by the same process and also by hydraulic
grading and filling. The "wall" is shown below.
These two airports are planned on a huge scale.
Their facilities will include a permanent show -room
for airplane builders and dealers, display space,
service space and storage room for accessory manufacturing firms. One of the fields provides for corn plete hotel facilities, railroad connections, and automobile highway facilities, which make it the logical
airport for the congested City of New York. In
other words, these airports are planned to be huge
centers of aviation, where everyone from the manufacturer to the passenger may be taken care of.
!

Above -The method of loosening the mud from the bed of the
bay, and the means of carrying the silt to the land by centrifugal pumps. 4 screw loosens the mud and a centrifugal
pump mounted on a float sucks this semi- liguid material
through the suction pipe and delivers it to the distributing
pipe lines.

By H. Winfield Secor.
WO great engineering projects are now being
undertaken by the New York Air Terminals, Inc-,
which, when completed, will place New York City
among the leaders in airport facilities. Think of mud,
ordinary mud, to which we only attach the significance
of discomfort, being used to reclaim marsh land on which

T
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North Beach,
N.Y. -Streams of

FLUSHING BAY

Water Cut Elevation of Hill in
Half and Mud is
Pumped into Bay
to Provide 148
Acres of Landing
Space for Planes.

148 ACRES
WITH FILL

SOIL AND
WATER

RIC PUMP

,

ELECTRIC
PUMP

from

(3 USED)

Below is shown one of
the pipe lines which distribute the mud and silt
to the marsh land used
on the site of both airports.

BOWERY BAY

MUD!

The Secaucus Airport is located in New Jersey,
just three and a half miles in a straight line from
the center of New York City. Previous to this project it was nothing but a huge field of marshland,
utterly useless, and without apparent value. A
thousand acres of this huge plot has been reclaimed
by dredging the Hackensack River and pumping a
stream of mud through a 20 -inch pipe for a distance
of half a mile and more to the field. The entire reclaiming process requires 5,000,000 cubic yards of
mud. Already more than 2,500,000 cubic yards of
mud have been dredged and pumped into the field
over a foundation of broken rock. The layer of mud
found on the river bottom consists of 12 feet of
soft mud, 14 feet of tough blue clay, and the balance
in red to yellow clay. This combination has been
found to settle very quickly and dry very rapidly
on the surface. Huge dredges and centrifugal pumps
of enormous size, distributing 25,000 to 30,000 cubic

3 SETS
ELECTRIC PUMPS
750 H.P. EACH

55 -foot hill was sprayed with a
concentrated stream of water, which washed the earth into a
sump hole, from which it was sucked and piped into the bay
behind a bulkhead, to extend the airport area.

At North Beach, N. Y., the

yards of liquid material every day for 24 hours, are
rapidly completing the Secaucus Airport. When finished,
it will open to the aviation industry one of the world's
greatest markets, and will offer to passenger transportation facilities which heretofore have been impossible.
The North Beach Airport on the shore of Long Island
is a seaplane base for the coastwise aviation service,
which has grown to huge proportions in the cities along
the Atlantic seaboard. This seaport, shown on left,
represents a finer piece of (Continued on page 958)
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Mighty Console Organ
Musical Marvel of Age
This great five- manual keyboard makes it
possible for the organist to produce more
than a million different combinations. The
famous organist, Henry Murtayh, is explaining its operation to Miss Leona Lee.

From this photo can be obtained

One of the combination boards
permitting original series of tonal
combinations to be set up, later
controlled from the keyboard by
pressing any one of 40 combination
pistons.

a conception of the huge size of

some of the pipes of this organ.
The more tremendous effects are
built upon these giant 16 -foot dia-

pason pipe:.

ONE MAN Plays 80o INSTRUMENTS at
IN

the classic Roman days, when the country and town folk
wanted to enjoy themselves at a dance, such as was commonly popular in those ancient times, the young couples
would depart forthwith to the scene of a frolic presided over by
a musical organization equivalent to our modern jazz band. The
"hot" music, instead of coming from a wailing saxophone, however, emanated from a tibia plana, carved from the shin -bone of
a wild ass. And the folk of Roman days, it is said, wore out
their sandals to the rhythm of its weird, wailing tone.
The tibia plana is one of the unusual pipes and effects installed among the resources of the
giant console organ found in the
Brooklyn - Paramount Theatre. The
new pipe was first tried out with only
moderate success in the organ of the
Uptown Theatre in Chicago and later
in Detroit at the "Michigan." It was
perfected, however, and provides an
important effect in symphonic numbers
of Oriental mood, as well as certain
types of jazz that are playable on the
'MUSING AIR
pipe organ. This is but one of a number of novel features, however, posOne
BELLOWS TO OPERATE
ORGAN VIA MUSIC ROLL

MUSIC
ROLL

PIANO

ORGAN PIPES

effects.

sessed by this organ, which enables one
organist, when he gets his hands and feet
upon the keys and pedals, to obtain an
effect equivalent to a 200 -piece symphony
orchestra by making the most of the
musical possibilities of this marvelous

instrument.
It has one of the very few five -manual
consoles in the world, provided with five double (Continued on page 959)

VALVES

ELECTRO MAGNETICALLY

OPERATED VALVES

JIR

PIPE

1110111
BATTERY

KEYBOARD,

PRESSURE CHAMBER

This chamber shows quite well the intricacies of operation of the various drums, auto horns, cymbals, and other noise makers and

Once

of the organ chambers showing
a "forest of musical pipes." Needless to say, one cannot remain long
in such a room if the pipes are in
operation.

This diagram illustrates the operation of
an organ. The fan causes air to enter
an equalizing chamber and air reservoir
with a storage capacity subFAN
cient to operate many pipes
at one time. Keys or perforations in music rolls close
circuits through magnetically
operated valves controlling
individual pipes or effects..

The rear of the organ, showing the thousands of tiny electric wires which are necessary for the control of this great music
machine.
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New Ways To Measure

TIME- LIGHT -STARS
Builds Backyard Telescope

How Velocity of Light is Measured
ALBERT MICHELSON, winner of the Nobel
Prize, and a group of scientists from Mount
Wilson Observatory, are now preparing an experiment by which they hope to calculate the fractional
measurement of the velocity of light. The picture below
shows the vacuum tunnel which is to be used in this
series of experiments. It is seven miles long, three feet in
diameter, made of corrugated iron with soldered joints
and will be exhausted of air to an approximate vacuum. Dr.
Michelson hopes to determine the distance of some of the
heavenly bodies from this experiment as well as to check
back on his previous determinations of the velocity of light.
The experiment is to take place at the Irvine Ranch near
Santa Ana, California. This series of experiments by some
of America's foremost physicists should clarify many of
the problems of astronomy and physics which depend on the
exactness of the velocity of light for their solution.
DR.

SECTION

A A

SNOvENGi'.+nGCCRATED)

^..00.

1`ANL,

N

,LTN

CJGVn'ISE
O

CLASS

To the right is A. M.
Beebe, engineer at
the home station of
the vacuum tunnel.

CW. WOODWORTH, Professor of Entomology at the
. University of California, is now building in his backyard what reports claim will be the world's largest telescope.
He is attempting to make a giant composite reflecting mirror
for the examination and photographing of the heavens. By
the end of another year he expects to complete the immense
telescope with its mirror of 100 square feet of reflecting

surface, and with its aid view the North Star with more
clarity than the average amateur telescope affords. He has
built a wooden rack on which he is mounting 400 separate
glass plates, each of which he is grinding himself. Such is the
report from California, but we are inclined to question Professor \ 'oodworth's success in making such a
mirror, for the wooden frame which he is using
will be subject to atmospheric changes and bending stresses, and will not remain accurate.

Dry Battery Clock Keeps
Accurate Time
THE clock shown at right

is the
only electric time -piece manufactured which depends on a dry cell for
its operation. It is entirely springless,
and utilizes the well -known electrical
principle of intermittent current
pulses. The dry battery supplies current to a magnet, which in turn causes
an armature to move, giving the pendulum a momentary push of considerable strength. The pendulum is very
delicately balanced, and as a result
swings for a considerable length of time. When it is almost completely
run out, it conies in contact with a slotted projection, which closes the
battery circuit and another electrical impulse causes the armature to
move again and push the pendulum. This process keeps on until the
battery is exhausted, and the unusual feature in this case is the fact
that the battery lasts for a year or longer. This clock was used in the
office of one of the editors of this magazine and was found to keep very
accurate time, once the pendulum had been properly adjusted.
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A few of the wonders which have recently
been developed in the telephone laboratories
are shown on this page. At left is seen the
huge loud speaker which reproduces the
sound of crunching teeth.
The enormous
amplification used makes this sound seem
like a crash of thunder.

NEW
TELEPHONE
MAGIC
How the Dial Telephone actually
"Talks" to Central! Transmitting
the voice from fingertips
to the ear; Delaying
speech over a circuit,
and other paraNERVE

O NE

doxes.

HIGH
EUSTACHIAN
Q0 ° °0 FTRANSFORMER
__LOW

TO AMPLIFIER

Mr. Grace is shown above
with the "delayed speech"
apparatus.

audience

spring arrangement.

TUBE

At left

is shown the

demonstration of the

Above is a sectional diagram
of the ear with a piece of
paper placed over the opening.
The high frequency
charges issuing from the finger cause the eardrum to
react to the discharge -resulting in sound impressions
on the auditory nerve.

NY new inventions of the telephone laboratory
were recently shown and
demonstrated at a meeting
of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers in
the auditorium of the Engineering Societies Building in New York City, by
Sergius P. Grace, Assistant Vice -President of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The many tricks and
twists performed by the

The

hears the sound as the operator speaks into the microphone. A minute later they
hear the'epeech coming- from
the loud speaker located at
the other end of the spiral

actual
con-

denser discharge effect on the
eardrum. Mr. Grave its holding the anode in his right
hand. The sounds in the
form of electric currents,
pass through his body and
out through his left hand to
the ear of the subject.

machines utilizing modern
ideas in sound and light
propagation completely
mystified the rather skeptical audience. A machine
using sound film, which
will replace costly apparatus in the modern telephone office, a huge loud
speaker which amplified
the crunch of human teeth
to a thunderous roar, the

MA

transference of sound
Photo courte,y of Bell Telephone Laboratories

from the finger -tips of one
person to the ear of another. a telephone network
which delayed the speech

February,
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transmission

from microphone
to loud speaker for
the period of one
second -these were
some of the startling demonstrations
which occurred at
this highly interesting meeting.
The explanations
of some of these
achievements are
rather complicated;
some of them are
simpler. Consider

After concluding
this demonstration,
Mr. Grace walked
over to a huge loud
speaker which was
placed on the opposite end of the
platform. He turned
around, faced the
audience, and then
brought his teeth
sharply together.
An answering roar

Below is the "voice" apparatus to be used in connection with
dial telephone system. A synchronizing motor turns several
drums on which are mounted strips of voice film. A light
focused on the film sends impulses to a photoelectric cell inside the drum.

°

-,

came from the
speaker which

the transmitting of
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sound

waves from the
finger -tips of one
person to the ear
of the other. In
the performance of this experiment the demonstrator held
an electrode in his right hand, and pointed the fingers of
his left hand toward the head of the receiver subject, as we
may call him-about an inch away from the ear, which
was covered by a piece of insulating paper. Sound frequencies were received from a phonograph record, passed
through amplifiers and transformers so that they reached
the body of the demonstrator in the form of electro- static
impulses, super -audible in their frequencies. The electrostatic charges collected on the finger -tips of the demonstrator resulting in an enormous difference of potential between the ear -drum and the finger -tips. A condenser effect
was produced, and the discharge from the finger -tips caused
the ear drum to vibrate; this resulted in the sound impression
on the auditory nerve. This explanation is of course more
theoretical than actual, for as the ear is a delicate and sensitive organ, inaccessible for experimentation purposes, it is
naturally very difficult to ascertain the exact procedure
which takes place.

TO MOTOR

SOUND

-

nearly lifted the
spectators out of
their seats. This
appeared spectacular ; it was accomplished by using
several stages of
amplification, which stepped up the noise. Then Mr. Grace
spoke through the microphone attached to a long helical
spring strung across the platform. He was heard to
speak into the microphone, and then after a noticeable pause,
the voice issued from the loud speaker. A very complicated
circuit was required to delay the speech for a length of time
appreciable to the human ear. The details are too technical
for anything less than a full discussion. It is sufficient to
say that by means of the helical spring, couplings were
secured which controlled the movement of sound in every
direction, and consequently caused the delay in transmission.
An instrument which interested the audience was that
named the "Call Announcer." One of Mr. Grace's assistants stood at a panel of buttons and as he pressed some
of them we heard a series of spoken numbers issuing from
the loud speaker. We were told that this machine would replace a large amount of costly apparatus in the modern telephone exchange. All that could be seen was the neatly
painted instrument and the panel of (Continued on page 937)

--DRUM
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FILM

PHOTO- ELECTRIC

CELL

L_

ELECTRIC;
LIGHTS
MANUAL SW;TCHING
Ea- BOARD
tì

"

MACHINE
SWITCHING
"A" BOARD

Photos courtesy of American Telephone &

The dial-to- "voice" apparatus in action as depicted by our artist.
The electrical impulses from the dial travel to machine switching "A" board; from there they are carried to the call announcer,
to the operator of the manual "B" board, who completes the
connection with the party at the other end.

i'e I.graph Co.

The above picture does not show the actual telephonic connecthe hook -up in connection with the "voice" machine.
The drum, synchronized by a special motor, contains two strips
of sound- record film. Each strip of film bears a separate "vocally
recorded" number, from one to ten.

tions- merely
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When the Fates Fooled

CHING LING FOO

-

And His Imitator
CHUNG LING SOO
By Dunninger

Photo in upper right -hand corner shows the famous magician, harry
Kellar, shaking hands with Ching Ling Foo, the Chinese wonder worker. The larger scene shows an amusing moment when Ching
Ling Foo's assistant inadvertently allowed one of the fish bowls, concealed beneath his clothes, to leak water, which convulsed the audience. The picture in the circle shows the dramatic moment when
Chung Ling Soo, Foo's imitator, caught a real, instead of a false
bullet in his teeth through an error.

ADDIN rubbed the wonderful lampp

The Bullet- Catching Trick That Failed; the
Mysterious Fish Bowls; What Happened When
Ching Ling Foo Challenged Chung Ling Soo

he discovered and every wish he
Magicians and
mentalists have discovered no lamp `with
these magical qualities, although many of us have, since the
first disciple of the Magi made his appearance, sought in
vain for an article of that type.
I know that if one delves back into the history of the lives
of magic Men, one is sure to find, not a collection of stories
unfolding the sensational rise to success, fame and prosperity
of magicians, but a sordid tale of trials and tribulations,
heartaches and a persistent battle for supremacy.
Kellar, Devant, Ching Ling Foo, Houdini, De- Bierre and
many others, including the great Herrmann, fought for their
places in the hall of magical fame, step by step, battling
obstacles that never find their way into the paths of leaders
in other vocations.
Take, for instance, the Chinese wonder- worker, Ching
Ling Foo. For years this master among Chinese magicians
appeared only in his own country and various parts of
Europe. His share of the troubles and trials besetting the
magic man were indeed many. But he gritted his teeth and
in true Chinese fashion battled onward.
A. Frank Jones, who for years was the general booking
manager for the Percy \Villiams circuit of theatres and for
a long period associated with the world- fatuous Hammer stein's Victoria, brought Ching Ling Foo to America.
Mr. Jones was sent to Europe many times a season by the
L made was fulfilled.

late impresario, Oscar Hammerstein, to seek out novelty acts
that would, with the proper advertising and publicity campaigns, become sensations in this country. Foo and his
troupe of orientals left their
(Continued on page 962)
Ching Ling Foo was fooled by harry
Kellar's "talking skull," and threw it

down.
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The two inner circles shown above
are the same size! The effect of the
one at the right, being larger, is
obtained by placing the smaller circles about it.

ROVE is one of the latest
optical illusions, clue to
a shortcoming in our
sight. If you look at the drawing casually, you will think
that the figure is a spiral, but
on careful examination and
measurement you will see that
in reality the figure is made up
of a group of concentric circles. These circles, however,
are arranged in such a way
that the first impression on the
optic nerve is that of a spiral
figure, and thus we fool ourselves with our own eyes.

iDoYoiè
See
Straight

\\\6
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Are the center lines parallel in the
above figure? They appear not to
be so, but turn the page so that your
eye looks across the page, and you
will see that they are parallel.

NOW don't say that we lie,

4111W

dear readers, when we tell
you that all of the diagonal lines
shown in the above drawing are
parallel. You would say, after a
hasty glance, that the diagonals
couldn't possibly be parallel. We
don't like to cross you in your
opinion, readers, but place your
eye so as to look along the lines,
and von will see that the diagonal lines are parallel to each

ABOVE is another example of the way our eyes may
fool us. The lines running lengthwise, in reality,
are parallel. The triangle in the center and the diagonal lines which are parallel to the sides of the triangle
make the two parallel lines appear to converge at the other.
If one turns the
center.
page, so that the eye looks
THIS is the last one of the eye -teasers. All the
across the page, he will see
lines are equal between the arrows, and as Mr.
that, sure enough, the lines
Ripley would say, "Believe it or not," they are.
are parallel.
Take your ruler and prove it to your own satisfaction.
AT the left the triangle
within the group of circles has straight line sides,
believe it or not One would
almost wager that this was
not so; that the sides of the
triangle converge at the center of the circle, but look
again Hold the page so that
the eye follows the side of the
triangle from base to apex,
and you will see, certainly,
that your eyes have again
fooled you.
!

!
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Rocket -Driven Bicycles
THE photograph at the right was taken

in Ger-

many, tyhere experiments with rocket -propelled
vehicles are being constantly conducted. These experiments are taking on very serious aspects, and
no doubt a rocket- propelled plane will soon be winging its way across the vast expanse of the Atlantic
Ocean to make a safe landing in America.
Remarkable speeds were obtained by mounting eight rockets on bicycles, four on each
side, as the photo at the right

illustrates.

In

Electric Chair Reduces Fat
is the latest type of weight- reducing machine
tvhich was introduced at the National Beauty Show at
Lus Angeles, California. The patient in this chair is _bliss
\lyntie \Varreff, who is anxious to have lier
waist reduced. As can he seen by the photograph, a number of sand bags are placed on
those portions of the patient's figure from
which the weight is to be reduced. The body
electrodes are connected with the source of
current, which is of a pulsating nature.
At the beauty show the young lady in
the picture, Miss Florence Cronan. operated the chair and regulated the current as well as the speed of the motor driyfn commutator, seen in back of the
patient's head.

HERE

the

Spodight
Inventors'New Devices
Diamonds From
Sugar!
a. meeting
of the
American Chemical
Society the scientists were
astounded at the assertion
of Prof. J. Millard HerAI'

! t'

A Gun -like
Telescope
first glance this
might
be taken for a most
modern type of Big
Bertha. the name of the
gun Nyhieh was noted

AT photograph

for its long -range

shooting.

Actually, the

instrument is very

peaceable. It is
the huge solar
telescope of the observatory at Treptow.
Note the amateur astronomers awaiting to get
a glimpse of the sun.

Sun Has no Heat?

shey, of McPherson College, McPherson. hansas, that
large and beautiful diamonds can be made by hand front
sugar. Professor Hershey then demonstrated with the
machine here illustrated, and produced a small diamond.

shown enlarged in the insert. Titis diamond was about
the size of a grain of sand. But sugar can be carbonized
and the diamond is carbon.

The Eleventh Finger

DANVILLE \V. SI'ARRETT, of Oakland. California. claims the sun is as cold

W

HOFF \IAN. the organist at the Loety's
Theatre in New York City, has invented
what he calls an eleventh fiut er. This consists
oft. band which fits the organist's head, as seen.

as Venus.

To prove titis, he concentrates the
rays of light by means of a magnifying glass,
passes then through a block of ice. and sets
paper on fire.
n fortunately,
scientists do
not agree with
him.

A "Rolling"
Motor
HE Siemens -

Schuckert works of
Germany have produced
a "rolling" electric motor which can be
trolled from place to
place for temporary jobs.

M
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Hands and Feet
Paddle Canoe
THE new mechanism
shown in the photograph at the left has been
perfected and will find
its way into canoes. The
paddles are so mounted
that they can be actuated
by either the hands or the
feet or both. The device
weighs only 11 pounds.

of

Science

Caught by Our Cameramen

New Mechanical Respirator
INSTEAD OF pumping air

in and out of the lungs through a tube
and mouthpiece, a new mechanical respirator, which has been proven
success ful, rhythmically increases
and decreases the air pressure on
the outside of the chest. The patient is enclosed in an airtight tank of sheet iron.

Reading Ancient
Manuscripts
that are
barely legible, particularly
those of ancient origin, which
have become obscured by age,
are now easily read by the aid of the
ultra- fluorescence cabinet recently presented by an American to the British
Museum in London. The ultra- violet
rays have a remarkable efWorld's Largest Telescope
fect in rendering the writing legible.
THE new telescope, with a mirror 200
inches in diameter and weighing 30 tons,
and which is estimated to penetrate three
times as far into space as any now in existence, is shown here as it will appear when
finished.

MANUSCRIPTS

Carbon -Paperless Typewriter
BETTER known as the "Lady Edison," Miss
Beaulah Louise Henry has stepped forward

with another invention to her credit. An article
on her previous inventions appeared in this publication some time ago. This device consist of

.

an added ribbon, which takes the place of the
carbon paper for making copies with a type writer.

Records Your Voice on Steel Wire
HE human voice has again been recorded on
steel and tape in the new telegraphone developed by a German organization. This photo
shows the famous English
actor, Henry Ainley, whose
magnificent voice is a delight
to playgoers, having his voice
recorded by the new apparatus.

Automatic Plate Welder
HE automatic welding engineer here
shown was demonstrated at the American Institute of Steel

Construction, at
Biloxi, Miss.

device welds
seams in steel

plates

four

times as fast

Deaf Hear Talkies as

a

BY fitting the seats of a welder.
motion- picture theatre, the Graumans' Chinese
Theatre, at Los Angeles,
California, with receivers
connected directly to the
amplifying apparatus for
sound films, the volume is
so increased that people
hard of hearing are able to
understand words and
music.

hand

This
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Your Car
Gets the

THIRD
EGREE

This "one -track hill" shows the degree of distortion of a frame under most unfavorable conditions. The hub of the "l'iking" car is shown 381/2 inches from the
ground.

By M. M. Roberts
of the Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Michigan

as many of our readers own and
INASMUCH
drive one or more of the 1,842,443 cars sold

last year by the General Motors Company, it
should be of more than passing interest to know
exactly how these cars are given gruelling road
and efficiency tests. We therefore asked Mr.
M. M. Roberts, associated with the Olds Motor
Works, to tell, in this exclusive article, how
their newest car, the "Viking," is given the
third degree.

After passing this test, there is little danger of a car stalling
during a rainstorm. The depth of water can be regulated.

CONSIDER the best brains

in the country's greatest industry working day and night over drafting boards and
intricate machines. striving and striving. not for personal
gain. but to enable the world to drive better automobiles at less
cost. That was the outstanding picture carriec: away after a
visit to the General Motors proving ground. near Milford,
Mich., Nvhich has been aptly named the great outdoor laboratory."
The writer was a guest at the proving ground of OldsmobileViking, two of the nine General Motors passenger cars. One
of the new Viking, V -type, eight cylinder automobiles was
placed at his disposal so that he could view every porti an of
every activity included in the 1260 acres of rolling land which
comprise the proving ground.
This ground is maintained by General
Motors and is operated under the direction of their engineers, assisted by

those of the General
Motors Research Laboratories. Each automobile division has a
garage and workshop,
with a corps of engineers at the proving
ground, and has available for its use all of
the testing equipment
of the corporation.
Broadly speaking,
the engineers are en(Coni'd on page' 941)

The "flowmeter." sho¢,-t on the
right side of the (owl, ndicates
the number of mites to a gallon
of gas a car will run.

A fifth wheel actuates two revolving discs, eretosed in a
case kith a mc.'ing picture

machine which is timed for an
exposure every srcond by a
clock. One disk
rna'ked in
feet and the other irr tenths of
a foot. As these c is k.f
the acceleration o` the car is
photographed by his mechanism- illustrateu at ¿rit.

141
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Super Sounds Stimulate Heart

THERE

are many
ways of stimu-

lating the human

heart, both by emotions and drugs. but
it remained for Dr.
Newton Ilarvey of
Princeton University
to show us that the
human heart will respond to vibrations
at frequencies of
300,001) to 2.500,000

Snap -Shots Your Eye in Split-Seconds
ASPEED camera. the invention
of Dr. Nordenson of the Zeiss

per second. At left
is shown diagrammatically the experiment performed by
QUART?
Dr. Harvey to illusCRYSTAL...
trate this. A quartz
crystal was placed in
an oil bath and connected to a source of electricity. The alternations of the
current produced contractions and expansions of the crystal,
resulting in the vihrations. The action of the heart. when
stimulated in this way, was recorded on the cylinder shown
to the right.

)Science Gives
Our Health

Company of Germany. was recently used to photograph the action of
the human eye with I 20th of a second
exposure. At the top of this page stay
be seen the right and left eve -balls as
they were photographed while the subject was focusing his eyes on a near -by
object. It is hoped that with the aid of
this apparatus scientists will be able to
more clearly tell the reaction of the eye
to images and light stimuli.
,

7terAttention

"An Electric Hair -cut, Sir ?"

This Machine Massages Tired Feet
1IIS foot -massager consists of a motor- operated air -pump
and rubber foot -pads, under which the air is alternately
forced and then withdrawn from beneath them.

1

ABRIGHT

young inventor recently exercised his ingenuity and perfected
this novel hair
clipper it has two
magnet coils, an
armature, and a
;

commutator

vyhich, by means
of a wiping cona
tact,
field,
first in one coil
and then in the
other coil. The
vibrating b l a d e

Comfort in Rumble Seats at Last!

creates

magnetic

teeth cut the hair.`

HE rumble seat has always been a very convenient addition to any car, but when the rain poured it was not so
convenient. A manufacturer has solved the problem with a
collapsing top for the rumble seat. IIe claims convenience of

1

COILS

CORE

`MOVING BLADE

avljustnient. and complete

pi-

tectinn front the elentents.
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fect coffee
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can make perin the home

method, (2) the percolator
method,
(3)
the dri p
By Mrs. Christine Frederick
method. It does not matte r
How men can make perfect
so much which method yo u
MRS. CHRISTINE FREDERICK is the founder and director of the Applecroft Home
coffee when camping is also
use to arrive there, but tw o
Experiment Station, Greenlawn, Long Island, and
given.
things matter a great deal
a counsellor to manufacturers on marketing home
goods. She is the author of several books, among
First the grade and kind o f
which we find "The New
coffee you use and secon d
Housekeeping" and "SellIWAS in Europe last
ing Mrs. Consumer." She
the scrupulous cleanlines s
has edited various womsummer,
and every
of the utensils you use; not
en's magazines and has
American T met there
lectured on household problems
just ordinary cleanliness
in America and abroad.
had the sanie plaint. "Why,
but special cleanliness. A
The article on this
oh, why can't one get a
neglected spout, or an over
page is the first of a
series
expounding the
good cup of coffee anylooked bit of coffee scum on
ads antages of scientific
where in Europe ?" Never
a percolator, or a hurriedly
cooking.
before had they realized
washed utensil will make al
how comforting the art of
the difference in the world.
making a good cup of
You see -contrary to manv
coffee might be. Here and
people's ideas -good coffe e
there
a
hotel proudly
is judged almost wholly bt
boasted in its advertising
its aroma. You can't enjoy
that you could get a cup of real Ameri
which is that it must invariably and your coffee very much without the aid of
can coffee, but, alas the boast was to 0
always be freshly wade. It is a terrible your nose. Experiment by holding your
often without foundation. Not tha
crime against good coffee to boil up the nose tightly shut some clay and prove it
they didn't try: but somehow it doesn'
old grounds once more.
to yourself. You can easily understand.
seem given to Europeans to make good
How then shall the "perfect" cup of therefore, that an aroma is a delicate and
coffee.
coffee be made? In the first place we easily spoiled thing, and nothing
readReturning to America the tourist is must bear in mind that there are at ily spoils it as another aroma so
coming
sure to have genuine respect and ad- least three separate methods of arriving from musty uncleanliness or dirt.
As
miration for good coffee making. Too at the "perfect" results. (1) the boil is the case also with tea, the best aroma
often in America the making of
of coffee is that which comes from
coffee is supposed to be a most
freshly ground good coffee, concommonplace art. On the contacting only with absolutely clean
trary, it is a most difficult one, well
utensils, and drunk soon after makworth the time of man or xvontan
ing, before the aroma departs or it
to learn. It is far from a job which
is made harsh, acrid and heavy. If
my kitchen helper understands.
you understand that to secure the
America still drinks vast quantities
perfect cup of coffee you must
of bad coffee, for there are millions
capture and protect this delicate
still benighted enough to make
aroma, then you have passed the
coffee in the same old primitive
first hurdle in good coffee making.
way of boiling that earned for it
For this reason brushes should be
To make perfect cofIn the drip method,
ong ago, the well -deserved, con used in cleaning percolators, and
fee with a percolaa cheesecloth bag conemptuotis name of "railroad stacoffee pot spouts should be cleaned
tor,
fill with fresh hot
tains
the
pulverized
t ion coffee."
There are, as a
often, as this is where coffee often
water. Be sure the percoffee
and
the
water
is
natter of fact, large numbers of
colator is clean before
"goes wrong." If the drip method
poured
slowly
over
it.
A merican people so accustomed to
you start, then add the
Remove drip and
is used (Continued on page 957)
oor
coffee
that
they
do
not
know
right
amount
P
of coffee.
cover the pot.
t. The reason is that they violate
he first principle of good coffee,
by any of the three recognized
methods is here described.

;

!

1

i
4011111r

Here is an improved type of electric
coffee pot which makes coffee by the drip
method. This utensil brings the making
of good coffee nearly to the point of
being automatic and fool- proof.

Here are the details of the new coffee
pot. As the water on the right side is
heated, the steam generated drives it up
through the tube and over the ground
coffee. The coffee dripping through, settles in the left compartment.

,,

--__}

fT

The boil method of making coffee. !I
heaping tablespoonful for every cup of
coffee you plan fo use is employed for
each cupful of boiling water. Boil exactly 3 minutes. You can time this with
an egg titer.
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Two scenes from

the German
School which
teaches the art
of make -up

for actors,
amateurs
and profes-

sionals.

The

ART

THE ability to transform oneself into an

entirely different character with an accompanying change of physical appearance
is of prime importance to actors in the portrayal of character rôles. In keeping with the
recent rapid advances of the motion- picture
industry in Germany, a school was established
a short tinte ago in Berlin for the express purpose of teaching the art of make -up to amateurs and professionals. The curriculum of
titis welcome addition to the foreign film industry is so arranged that the novice is first
thoroughly taught the elementary rudiments
of this art and progresses as his ability warrants until, by the tiare he is ready to "graduBy covering the right half of this illustration, one will obtain a realistic effect of the
features associated with skeletons; an excellent example of what make -up can do.

o

The illustration above
depicts a rehearsal of a
scene from "Faust." It
shoa.s.Mephisto and the
/('itch "out of character"; while the illustration to the right of this
rehearsal scene shows
the same actors after
the proper make -up has
been applied.

The histrionic students
are here seen in practical applications of the
results of their studies.
The individual students
are shown in various
stages of the art of
make -up. The instructor
is shown fixing the hair

of

MAKE-UP
ate," he is an expert in being able to transform
himself into something that he isn't. AVlto can tell
but that this school may be the source of providing movie patrons with future artists vvim
can compare favorably with our own Lon
Chaney, who, as most of us are aware, is the
inimitable exponent of the art of characterization. This eminent actor, as we well knots,
is not only able to transform himself into
grotesque physical shapes, as well as to change
his features, but he can also entirely change
his very character and personality. Although
Chaney is undoubtedly the foremost exponent
of this art, a number (Continued on pogo' 947)
The best effect of this illustration may be
obtained by alternately covering each half
of the face. The right side of the picture
shows the features before any make -up is
applied.

Referring to the above
two illustrations we see
to the left an actress resembling

a

young ingé-

while to the right
(and directly above) we

nue,

see the same

individual

made up to resemble a
omical old IÇO iii a,,, with
a touch of make -rap, false
nose and hair comb.

of one of the students;
another pupil is working up her eyes; the
wigged gentleman next
in line is critically ex-

amining

his artificial
nose; while the lady in
the foreground is using
a powder puff.
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Midget Sweeper
Alightweight carpet
sweeper, weighing
less than a pound, has
recently been put on
the market.
It is
said to he especially
handy and convenient
for picking up cigarette ashes from the
carpet. Its compactness of size makes it
desirable for household use.

February,
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Artificial Sun Bath

Clogless Salt Cellar
ABOVE is a salt cellar with a new attachment which seals the top and prevents salt or pepper from chgging.

cc i enlific
Aids
lo your

Comfort

Kitchen Ventilator for Any House
is usually the one room in
the house from which everyone stays
away. With this new and recently designed kitchen ventilator in use there will
be no stuffy air or unpleasant odors to
make this room unpleasant.

Sun Lamp

THE kitchen

FOR the city dweller who,

during the winter months,
has difficulty in obtaining the
proper sunlight, a prominent electrical manufacturer has
designed a sun -ray lamp, consisting of a carbon arc which
reproduces almost exactly the spectrum of the summer sun.
The lamp plugs into the electric light socket.

Day -time

Table- Night -time

Bed

is a good looking piece of furniture which for
BFLO\V
clay -time use is a table, and at night is converted into a

This table provides many
advantages, one of which is the
saving of space.
bed.

HE hardwood and metal
frame makes this ventilator

easily adjustable for any size
f window. It can he quickly
moved to another position.

THE long cord connects

to a reversing switch for the motor.

Names and addresses of manufacturers gladly supplied upon request.

Handy Stool
MANY a housewife
has spoken some
unkindly words when
in her efforts to reach for
an object on a high shelf,
she has tumbled from her
precarious perch. A manufacturer has recently come
to her aid with a duplex
stool which is compact in
size and of sturdy con -

struction. The housewife
nay step from one of these
stools to the other and
reach as high as possible
.vithout being in danger
of falling. These stools
are available in a variety
of colors to match the
decorative scheme of the
kitchen.

Novel Microphone Lighter

ANOVEL and highly efficient cigar
or cigarette lighter in the form of a

microphone has recently been placed on
the market. The lighter comes in a
variety of colors, and is designed for
operation from 110 volts AC or DC.
There are two styles of this novelty,
one with an ash -tray, and the other
without an ash -tray. A moderate
price and convenience of use are the
attractive features of this novelty.

AT

left

is

the "mike
lighter.

February,
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Midget Vacuum
HERE'S a small
and handy vacuum cleaner which
will find a variety of
uses ill the household. It costs only
a cent an hoar to

Chair by Day-Bed by Night
THIS chair, shown below, may be
readily converted into a bed, as shown,

by

merely

pushing out

operate, and has

special attachments
which enable it to be
used for spraying
deodorants or disin-

Its light
fectants.
weight enables it
to be easily handled.

Ate

Unique Pans Find
Many Uses

attractive and

ANmoderately

- priced
pan of unusual construction is shown at
A special
the right.
formed cake is the result when dough is
baked therein. This is
subsequently filled with

fruit or cream

Humidor and Cigarette Lighter
THE smoker is invited to have a cigarette. He
pulls down the lever and lets go of it. A cigarette
rolls into the tray and
smoker picks it up lit
and ready to smoke. A
lighter and vacuum
pump do the work.

Electric Toasterette
novelty will particularly please the resident
of the middle -west and
South who likes his barbecues. It is designed to toast

THIS

the arms of the chair. This is another convenience for the space crowded home of the city dweller.
It is said to make a good -looking
piece of furniture, and will no doubt
find many uses. It is so strong that
it will hold a heavy man or woman without
breaking any springs. The balance is so
perfectly adjusted that you are in no
danger of tipping yourself over.
Handy Radiator Rack
THIS rack consists of two or more brackets
which fit over the top of the radiator. A
board stretched across then will provide a
convenient book-shelf or lamp -rack. There

rolls on the inside. The holes
are coated with
a special preparation.

is no danger from the beat, as the brackets
provide sufficient space from the radiator to
assure protection.

Novel Night -Light

HIS

is a combination pendant switch and

light which automatically lights when large
light is turned

off, or vice
versa. It is said
to cut electric
bills and provide convenient

light

for

1l

foyers, children's rooms
and halls.

Flexible Glass
ASHEET -GLASS

which can be bent
or rolled has recently
been put on the market. Its most artistic application is
for lamp shades.
1r

Dry Cleaner and Washer

AMACHINE which may be used

Names and
addresses of

manufac-

turers furnished

upon request.

for the dry cleaning or washing
of any article has recently been placed
on the market. It is operated by band
and sells for a very moderate price.
The manufacturer supplies a special
dry- cleaning fluid to he used with this
apparatus which, incidentally, works
on the principles of rotation and suction. The machine is very practical
and efficient for household use, and
no doubt will eliminate costly cleaning bills. It may be used on any sort
of material, from dainty silks and
rayons to coarse cottons or wools.

AAND

13

are

crossed glass
rods. C is celluloid.
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Motor Hints
Helpful Wrinkles for the Owner

and Driver

NEWSPAPER SHIELD
PREVENTS ENGINE FROM
WATER SOAKED

BECOMING

Troubles with Water- Soaked
Cars
ASUGGESTION well worth adopting in rainy weather is to cover the
motor.
The covering need only be
of the
engine. The picture shows this means
of protection, in which the hood is
raised and, after the paper is inserted.
the hood is lowered. The water which
seeps through the hood will not reach
the engine, and the motor will respond
quickly to cranking, regardless of rain
or melting snow. Remove the paper before the engine gets too hot.
newspapers, placed over the top

How to Remove Tight Spark
Plugs
RUSTED bolts are one of the hardest

problems for the owner of a car
making repairs. These resist all attempts at loosening unless saturated
with kerosene previous to using the
wrench. Tight spark plugs are another
problem. These must be removed hurriedly where the trouble occurs on the
road or street. One of the best tools
for loosening tight plugs and also tight
TIGHT
SPARK PLUG

______ _______

INCREASING
THE LEVERAGE
OF AN OPEN
STRAIGHT WRENCH

IIIIIIIIIIillll

AUXILIARY

HANDLE MADE
STEEL BAR
TWO

. OFWITH
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Artistic

FISISHES
of Ways and Means for

Giving Them an Entirely
Applying the Most Mod of Materials to Walls

Finished.
H. Kraus
It has a very pretty afterglow and can
be used either on an old home or in a
brand new structure. The body of

Photo courtes. Sol i,lon Products. Inc.

Here is the interior of a club-room in which the walls have been finished with one of
The beautiful pattern can be made out by
the modern wall- covering products.
examining the illustration closely. This was applied with a trowel and brushed.

the application of modernistic finishes
and can all be so treated as to resemble
a tile finish. Take Beaver Board for
example. It can be applied in panel
arrangements and can be nailed directly
to the joists. It will take any form of
decorative surface, and for that matter
can even be calcimined. It is a good in -'
sulator and practically impervious to
moisture.
"The Asbestos Wall Tile made by
Johns- Manville Company also comes
in sheets and has a smooth hard surface
in any one of four popular colors.
It can be quickly installed by anyone
Pholu courlc.y

V it

ollle Cumpwly

A very remarkable surface for walls which
can be obtained in any color and with
wi,ich almost any conceivable combination
is possible is illustrated in the photo above
..hich indicates a corner of a bathroom.
This surface is permanent and washable.
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Photo cum tcq' Cortaiu -turd Products Cori.
A bathroom made up of board -like material properly fastened to the walls of the
room. If painted and enameled it is very
hard and waterproof.

a new system for applying this to walls,

which conceals the joints.
"You will also observe that there are
several easy gays of producing three ply relief effects with another product
of a similar nature known as Upson
Board. This is also obtainable in tile.
Now then, when it comes to the surfacing of walls we have something else
to contend with. There is Textone,
Solidon, and the well -known Keene's
(Continued on page 947)
Cement.
-

°
-o

the tile is very permanent and under
ordinary strain will not check or break.
"Along the same tile lines there is
the Porstelain system of wall tiling
which consists of applying enameled
finished pressed steel tiles on an insulating base or grooved foundation
sheet with a special cement to form a
complete clean sanitary surfaced wall
of permanence. The foundation sheet
is first fastened to the wall and then
is covered with cement. after Nvlhich the
metal tiles are set in place. You should
have no difficulty in handling a job like
Harry, as it seems simple enough.
Von can saw this tile with a fine
oothed hacksaw and then cover the
llge with a lacquer preparation to keep
from corrosion until you are ready
) use it or coat it with cement.
"But, of course, Harry, if you want
mletlhing more reasonable, something
tat you can handle even quicker, why
in't you try a surface of Beaver Board
Asbestos Wall Tile or Sheet Rock ?
here surfaces all lend themselves for

Photo coursé,y vil tolite Company

This photograph shows how the material
indicated in the photo diagonally to the
left is applied to the walls. The thin slabs
of material are securely affixed to a base
foundation of cement.

familar with the use of a saw and
hammer and is readily attached to the
wall by means of clips and strips of
special spring brass. There is no need
to dismantle the existing wall but suitable wood grounds to which the clips
can be nailed are necessary. It does not
crack or chip off in long service and
is non- absorbent.
`Then there is Sheet Rock.. The
United States Gypsum Company, which
developed this product has produced

I

//o..

h,aí, rnu_te y Pot. e: a.. l'(' üe l'uuqump

enameled finished pressed steel tiles
are applied over an old wall upon which
an insulating foundation has first been
secured. This foundation is covered with
cement which holds the restless tiles in
place.
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Priscilla

Sturdy of construction,
yet handsome in ap-

pearance, you will be
proud of this piece of

Sewing Stand

furniture.

You
Can Build
By H. L. Weatherby

Above is shown the tray, which fits
snugly into the sewing stand and may
be used to hold all the items which
find their way to such cabinets.

From the picture shown above, one
will appreciate the beauty and simplicity of this sewing stand. The
charm and beauty of line cannot be
captured by a manufactured product.

THE copying of genuine
furniture an-

HANDLE
In beginning work it
GLUED TO PEST
would be well to start on
tiques is an indoor
the legs. The material sePARTITION
sport for bad weather,
;.x I+.
lected should be walnut or
HINGE TOP WITH
SCREWS
in which the amateur
mahogany, or poplar if a
craftsman can engage with
cheaper wood is desired.
hopes of large returns.
The legs should be squared
Much of the early Amerito size before turning
can furniture is very pleasoperations are started,
ing in design and the
and the cut -out section
style is very much in deshould be carefully made
mand in the original and
ill each leg at this time
The
in modern copies.
also.
home wood worker, with
Very little has been
a small shop equipment, is
said
in these articles with
in a position to duplicate
reference to the turning
practically any of this fur of squared pieces, a part
l' SQUARES
niture in all of its original
ASSEMBLE BOX WITH NAILS
of which is left square. It
beauty and charm. There
FEET ARE MORTISED INTO
requires a sort of techT
OR
FASTENED
WITH
is a fascination that is inSCREWS
nique and some familiarity
definable about a well -made
LIDS'fiXS'XII"
with turning tools, otherhand -built piece that maBOX SIDES FX8YtII'
wise the result may be off BOTTOM %tXTYCXII'
chinery cannot put into it,
center work or splintered
and most of the genuine
corners, where the turned
old furniture was largely
portion runs into the
Detailed plan of sewing stand, drawn to scale.
hand -made by master
squared part.
Extreme
craftsmen. The modern
3
I" @'
care must be taken in
craftsman has the advanIfsou.SII"I
DETAIL OF
centering the wood in the
3!
b
tage of up -to -date tools
á 87,
lathe. Of necessity, the
and methods, and yet his
work should not operate at
work will still carry the
132.
very high speed due to the
hand -built charm so much
square corners.
Care
desired, without necessarily
must be exercised in roundT
3'
13
looking amateurish.
-.1
14$"
8 r6
ing the square corners
The Priscilla Sewing
into the turned part not to
3'
r
é
Stand, or basket, as its
8
b
8 8
B 8
cut them back too far and
°
23 1"
name
indicates, comes
not to allow the tool to
Above
the
are
details
for
turning
one of the legs.
down to us from early
catch.
American times. It is one of the most useful of antique
A large detail drawing of the leg accompanies this
pieces, and will find a place for itself in the modern home.
article, and the dimensions as given should be followed
Its construction is simple, and with a knowledge of wood rather closely in order to secure a well proportioned article.
turning its beauty can be greatly enhanced. It can be made,
With the legs turned, the hardest part
work is
however, with plain square legs. An optional design is done. Two small knobs for the lids may ofbetheturned
suggested in the silhouette that has a turned handle and tween centers in one piece and cut apart by hand. If so bedemore turning in the legs. It can be constructed on the sired, the handle may have a center section turned.
This is
same proportions as the design shown in the working drawing.
not illustrated, hut can be adapted (Continued on page 940)
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Nicotine -Methane -Phenol
Make These Interesting Chemicals Yourself
By Louis Oberseider
aration of the salt. Filter and drain off

II

spatula. Wash the salt with a part of
the sodium chloride solution which was
reserved for this purpose, then wash
again with the remainder. Draw off as
much liquid as possible,
and transfer the sodium
benzenesulphonate to several thicknesses of filter
paper to dry by pressing.
Preparation of phenol:
In an iron dish melt 50
grams of sodium hydroxide after adding 2 -3 cc. of
water. Add gradually 10
grams of powdered sodium
benzenesulphonate, stir -

Mix 50 cc. of concentrated H2SO4 and
50 cc. of fuming HNO,; without cooling, add dropwise from a separatory
funnel under hood 10 cc. of benzene to

as much of the liquid as possible by
pressing the solid down firmly with a

Dinitrobenzene

ring constantly. Keep

Fig. 1-Sodium benzenesulphonate is
prepared by adding benzene, drop by
drop, to fuming sulphuric acid in the
flask, which is connected to a reflux
condenser.
I

Phenol from Sodium Benzenesulphonate
PREPARATION of sodium ben-

zenesulphonate: In a 250 cc. flask
place 50 grams of fuming sulphuric acid, connect the flask to a condenser as shown in Fig. 1 and add, drop
by drop, 20 grams of benzene. During
the addition of the benzene, which
should take about 15 minutes, the flask
must be shaken vigorously every minute
or two. If all the benzene does not dissolve after continuous shaking for a
few minutes, heat the mixture on a
water bath until solution is complete.
Dissolve 65 grams of sodium chloride
in 250 cc. of water, and filter the solution if necessary. Measure off 200 cc.
of the solution, and reserve the rest for
washing the crystals of sodium benzenesulphonate. Pour into 200 cc. of the salt
solution, slowly and with stirring, the
mixture of benzenesulphonic acid and
sulphuric acid. Cool the mixture, and if
crystals do not separate, scratch the
inner sides of the vessel of the mixture with a glass rod. Let the crystals
stand with the mother-liquor for about
15 minutes to insure the complete sep-

fused for 20 minutes, but
do not heat much above
the fusing point. Cool and
dissolve in 200 cc. of
water. Add concentrated
hydrochloric acid until the
solution is only slightly alkaline, and filter to remove
Fig. 2 -The phenol is distilled from a small flask with
iron hydroxide. Acidify
an air condenser. A thermometer is attached to the
the filtrate, cool and exflask. Phenol boils at 183° C.
tract with 100 cc. of ether
in three portions. Unite
the ether extracts and evaporate the mixture of acids contained in a Florether on a water bath, using the usual ence flask, shaking constantly. When
precautions. Transfer the residue to a all has been added, boil mixture 10 minutes, allow to cool and pour into 500 cc.
small flask equipped with a thermometer
of cold water. Filter all the dinitrobenand attached to an air condenser as
zene which precipitates, and if desired
shown in Fig. 2 and acid a few cc. of
recrystallize from alcohol.
ether. Distill off ether again and then
distill over phenol, which boils at 183°
III
C. If pure, it will solidify on cooling.

Tests:
(1) Dissolve a little in water and test

Nicotine from Tobacco
In a small flask boil together one cigarette, 25 cc.
of water and 2 cc. of diluted sulphuric acid. At the
end of 10 minutes add an
excess of a solution of sodium hydroxide, connect
the flask with a condenser
and distill over about 10
cc. of the solution. The
alkaloid may be precipitated from this solution by
adding to separate portions
of it certain alkaloid reagents as tannic acid solu-

Fig. 3- Methane or marsh gas, CH,, is prepared by
heating soda -lime and sodium acetate, thoroughly mixed,
in a test tube. Collect the gas over water.

solution with ferric chloride solution a
violet coloration results.
(2) Add bromine water to a portion;
tribromphenol is precipitated.
While these experiments are simple,
they require care to avoid accidents.
;

tion, solution of iodine in
potassium iodide, solution
of potassium mercuric
iodide and mercuric chloride solution.

Iv
Methane from Sodium Hydroxide, Acetic Acid and Lime
Dissolve 8 (Continued on page 950)
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P. T. Glider built by Lieut. II. J.
Reynolds in flight at Sentinel Hill
near Syracuse, N. Y. Martin P.
Sc /iempp, German Glider "..Ice,"
piloting.

Lt. Reynolds

Builds and Flies

GLIDNR from

I Plans

S &

Practical Construction Hints on the Building of a Primary
Training Glider of the Type Desc ribed in June Issue of This
Journal. The Author writes from Practical Experience
Gained in the Actual Building and Flying of the Glider.
By Lieut. H. A Reynolds
.

BUILDING a Primary Training Glider is the logical
step after model building for the young man who
wishes to become adept in the air. The writer knows
from experience that more than one Primary Training
Glider is needed for the proper operation of a Glider Club.
A broken wire or wooden member will cause suspension of
gliding operations for the day- and disappoint club members
as well as onlookers if a second glider is not available. It
is not difficult to construct a P. T. Glider from the plans
and specifications by Marvin A. Northrop as presented by
SCIENCE AND INVENTION in the June and July numbers.
It is the intention of this article to follow the construction of this machine step by step presenting easy solutions
to the difficult points which confront every builder.
The most tedious part of making a glider is the construction of the ribs.
x FA" strips of spruce are ripped into
battens about five and one -half feet long and sanded to fair
smoothness. 125 of these will be sufficient.
The plans call for three different types of ribs called
A, B. and C to be used and necessarily three separate gigs
have to be built to form them. A different method is presented here which requires only one gig to form all the ribs
and shortens the work considerably without sacrificing

strength or increasing the weight of the wing and glider.
A smooth pine board six feet long and ten inches wide
with sufficient thickness to make it rigid is used to make
the gig for forming the ribs. The outline of the airfoil is
drawn on this hoard and the position of the spars, upright
strips, and diagonal strips, are carefully drawn using rib
"B" of the original plans as a guide. Next a Y" thick
pine board six feet long and ten inches wide is sawed out to
the outline of the airfoil and securely glued or nailed to
the first board making a sunken airfoil outline
deep.
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crews pulling on the
elastic shock cord.

The drawing above shows details of wing construction, as wel
as the dimensions and shape of some of the important parts. Of
the part labeled F25 make 8, from No. 12 carbon steel; of
the part labeled F12, make 16 of these from carbon steel No. 14.
Of the Part F22 make 8 of No. 10 carbon steel. Referring to the
horn in the lower right -hand corner, the quarter -inch -thick spruce
center has ply -wood glued on each side. Make 5 of these horns
from spruce and ply -wood. Further details are explained in
the text. (See also the June and July issues of this magazine.)
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The primary training glider b :silt
by Lieut. Reynolds being carried
back up the hill ready for another
start. Photo below shows Lieut. Il.
A. Reynolds standing with the left
wing assembly of the primary training glider described in this article.
He is holding the elevator assembly
and behind him can be seen the stabilizer framework. Notice the leading edge attachment and the construction of the compression and
regular ribs.

Pieces of pine are cut to conform to the outline of the upright and diagonal strips so that
the rib shape will appear in sunken relief
series of
deep. It is best to have this
grooves 3 -16" wide to facilitate easy fitting of
the ;/t" spruce battens and strips when assembling
the rib. The nose or leading edge of the whole gig
is next sawed off square 1" back from the leading edge of the airfoil line. The trailing edge
is also sawed off square at 3" forward from the
trailing edge of the airfoil line. This allows
the top and bottom battens to protrude beyond
both ends of the gig when forming the rib.
When this is completed you have a gig or form
in which to shape and make all the ribs necessary for the wings.
To make a rib two of the A" x ?/" spruce
strips are inserted, one in the top and one in the
bottom, in the horizontal gig grooves with the
surplus of their lengths equally protruding from
both ends of the gig. The upright pieces of
x
spruce are next cut and inserted in their proper places and in the
same manner the diagonal pieces of A" x %" spruce are placed. Plywood
on each side and these
gusset plates are cut in triangular shape about
are glued and nailed to the battens to hold it together at the joints. About
six square feet of 1/32" Plywood can be purchased from the Heath Airplane Co. 1721 Sedwick St.. Chicago, Ill. It cost about $1.50 and will be
sufficient for all the ribs. Thrèe or four pounds of Casine Glue will be sufficient for the whole ship and may be secured from the Heath Airplane Co.
for fifty cents a pound. Mix a small quantity of the glue, sufficient for the
job at hand until you have a thick creamy paste. You may use either cold
or warm water and glue should be mixed fresh every day, and spread with a
generous brush. The writer would suggest daubing the rib joints well with
glue and also painting the inside of the gusset plate before it is placed in
position to be nailed with 3/8 x 21 flat headed wire nails. Next lift rib out
of gig and repeat gusset plating on the other side.
Make 14 Regular Ribs as pictured in Plate No. 1. Make 8 Compression
Ribs which must be constructed the sane as the Regular Ribs except that 4
battens 4" x SOH" must be glued and nailed (2 on a side) as pictured in
Plate No. 1. Make 8 Aileron Ribs which are formed in the same manner
as the Regular Rib with the exception of the upright pieces and triangular
gusset plates in the section back of the Rear Spar opening. This section of
the Aileron Rib is left open for insertion of the Aileron Spar later on in the
construction. The writer suggests gluing and nailing plywood upright
plates to each side of the battens about half way (Contiuwwd on page 936)
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Martin

P.

Schempp, Ger-

Glider

man

"Ace," about to
take off in P. T.
Glider built by
Lieut. II. A. Rey-

nolds, Syracuse,
N. Y.
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You Will Enjoy Building and
Winter Sport Devices. They
Should Be Painted in Gay

Recommend the Ice Boat
Minute Speed at

Travel Mile -a- Minute in Ice -Boat
OU don't know the thrill of winter sports
until you ride an ice -boat. At the left may
he seen one of these speedy craft, which may be
constructed with the usual tools found at home.
SLED (IRON

SEAT

SLED

y

RUNNERS)

END VIEW
NOTE TRUSS

SEATS

CONSTRUCTION

TOP

VIEW
SLED

STEERING
LEVER
NOTE

TRUSS

OPTIONAL FORM OF RUNNER

RETA! L OF ICE BOAT.

Flat -Iron "Curling" by Floodlight
THE game of curling has been known for some time. Mr. L.

B.

Robbins suggests a means of lighting an ice -skating pond, so that
this game may be played at night. The floodlights can be made from
four old auto headlights. Remove the original bulbs, if of the legal
21 c.p., and replace with 32 c.p. double- contact bulbs. The lights are
then mounted on a block of lard wood 6 inches square, one to each side
as indicated, so that they point in four different directions. Fasten a
1% -inch pipe flange to the center of the bottom of the block, into which
should be threaded a pipe at least 6 feet long, as shown in the diagram
in the lower right -hand corner of the page (Continued on page 945)

Hillside Ice Skooter
THIS coaster

is made from two barrel staves, a
plank, some short pieces of 2" x 4" wire and
a small pipe about 2 feet long. The staves should
be of the same size. -D. R. Van Horn.
FOUR AUTO
HEADLIGHTS

WOOD BLOCK
G" SQUARE

PIPE
FLANGE

HOLE FOR
PIPE

j

BRACES

"

BLOCK
SWITCH

BATTERIES

-=

r......u.
-

-

WIRING
DIAGRAM
PULI. ROPE

5

RUNNER

O

v
r

BATTERIES

Illustration above shows complete layout for
mounting of floodlights. Wiring diagram or
battery and light circuit is shown to the right.
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Using These Simple Designs of
Are of Low First Cost and

Colors. We Particularly
-It
Provides Mile -aMinimum Cost

Wheels of

push - skater
may be raised from
ground, as shown in
the illustration.

How to Build a Push- skater
THE more variety to ice sports, the better, and
when this push- skater appears on the lake you
xvil1 thrill the crowd.
PROPELLING LEVERS

BOLT HOLE

TOOTHED WHEE L

IRON SHOE

CONNECTING ROD

PILLOW BLOCK

HALF ROUND
>I

15"

SEAT

LP K
BOLT
RUNNER BLOCK

RUNNER

RUNNER PLANK
LPLAN K "-STEERING LEVER

RUNNER
CRANKSHAFT
FILED POINT
LOCK NUT

(RUNNER
RUDDER

k 12'-.I

WHEEL

RIM

It___2/2' ROUN D

STEEL

BOLT HEAD

CRANKSHAFT
RUDDER WIRE

THUMB
SCREWS

SPRING

TILLER
HINGES
OPTIONAL WHEEL RAISING DEVICE

Skater's Warming -Oven

Skating Down Hill
IRST you will need six pieces of clear -grained board 6
in. wide by % in. thick. The length, roughly speaking,
should be about 4 ft. long for the diagonals, and for the
bottom strip about 5 ft. in length. Each section of the
frame consists
(Continued on page 945)

W

warming oven on the bank so that you can quickly
warns your hands and feet later on? Even a small fire with
this metal deflector will throw a lot of heat. -D. V. H.

The
BATTERY AND
SWITCH

metal

reflector

throws a
warm glow
of heat

from
small

FOOT REST

SKATE -

RUNNER BLOCK

RUDDE R.

TAIL LIGHT
REFLECTOR

STEERING WIRE

HOLE FOR
SEAT POST

SEAT POST

\

SADDLE
RUDDER

RETAINING PLATE

BAR

HEN the pond first freezes over, why not set up this

a
fire.
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Homecraft
Wooden Bedstead
THE wooden bedstead has grown quite popular of late. If

-+^
\l

CAPPING
TOP RAIL

PANEL
STILES

l.

R AIL

BOTTOM RAIL

AS A SINGLE BED

POST

DETAIL OF CONSTRUCTION

The above illustration gives all the necessary details for constructing the bedstead described in the text. The design is
intended for use with the usual metal
sides.

The completed bedstead is illustrated at
the right. The construction is quite simple, mortise and tenon joints being used
throughout.

constructed, it is both sanitary and rigid and has a
far handsomer appearance than that of the metal bed. The
design here illustrated is intended for use with the usual metal
sides. Elevations of the head and foot of a full -sized bed are
given, but for readers requiring a single -sized bed, an elevation
of 3 ft. is also shown. The head can be made similar to that of
a double bed, the width being altered. The construction is quite
simple, mortise and tenon joints being used throughout. The
2 in. X 2 in. posts have stop chamfers, as shown, and the rails
and stiles are 1 in. in thickness. These are grooved to receive
the panels, which may be either solid or of oak -veneered plywood. A half round capping is fitted to the top rails. Fret cut
ornaments are glued to the panel centers. Care must be taken
to avoid a surplus of glue, for if this substance remains in the
corners, it is not only unsightly but rather difficult to remove.
Small shallow casters should he fitted
to the feet. The iron fittings are
screwed to the posts, so that the top
of the side rails are about 14 in. from
the floor. All the necessary constructional data as to the dimensions will
be found in the accompanying drawing. The bed, of course, can be finished to suit the individual.
If troubled by excess glue showing
at the joints, it can be easily removed
by a rag moistened thoroughly with
very hot water. Do not try to chip
Nvell

ELEVATION OF HEAD AND FOOT

it off.

Making a Bedroom Chair
THE simple chair here described

/

is intended for our bedextra support to the loose seat. The seat frame is halved toroom suite, but it would be quite suitable for the dining or
and finished -in. small all around, to allow for thicksitting room. The sizes shown on the drawings are, of gether,
ness
of
upholstering. The lift -out seat should be covered in
course, "finished sizes," and allowance must be made for plansome gay color. A herring -bone striped linen is very suiting. A gentle rake, 2 in. deep in the middle, occurs in the back
able. See that the seat fits rather tightly in place. Often it is
legs. To avoid waste, these should be set out side by side on the
advisable to screw it from below, lest it tip out.
E. Lovett.
same board. The legs only are curved, the upper back being
quite straight. The rails and bars of the back are mortised and
tenoned together, the inside edges being chamfered as shown.
The two back rails are shown flat, but both comfort and appearance will be improved by making them slightly curved. A curve
ÌrtT`
in. deep would be sufficient. The seat frame rails are carefully tenoned into front and back legs, the tenons being long
enough to meet and mitre. The joints between the seat rails
DETAIL OF
and back legs are subject to very severe
INTERLOCKING
:OINT
bending stresses, and if the interlocking
joint, shown in detail, is used here, a
much better job will result. The front
legs and front and side seat rails are finished with a % -in. chamfer on the inPLAN
I6"
side angles. The stretchers are also
chamfered. When cutting the side
I4.,
stretchers remember to cut the back
I7"
shoulders aslant, so as to coincide with
the backward sweep of the legs. Dovetail joints are used to fix the cross
stretcher. Rebates must be worked in
the seat rails to take the loose seat, and
lá
the inner corners of the front legs must
be cut away to continue the rebate all
BACK.
FRONT LEGS
SIDE ELEVATION
around. When assembling, glue the
front and back independently, and add
side rails and cross stretcher after the
Plans for the bedroom chair appear above. A back and side
glue has set. The frame may be stiffened with angle braces, which also give FINISHED BEDROOM CH AfR elevation are shown, as well as detail of the interlocking joint.
The finished chair is shown at the left.

7.

-'4"-
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should have attached to it a small arc
of metal calibrated to any desired scale.
This is an easy and desirable method of
avoiding inaccuracies when doing lathe turning work. John M. Caulfield.

First Prize
$1,000

Novel Chuck for Turning
a large number of bushings, one shop adopted the special
form of mandrel shown by the accompanying sketch. The feature of the mandrel is that the bushing is only a hand
push fit on the mandrel; the expansion
and grip being obtained through press-

IN turning

HINTS
jor the
SHAFT

HOME

HALF OF NUT

Shaft -Holder fog Drilling

MANY readers have no doubt experienced much difficulty with
drilling a hole through a round shaft.
A good way to obviate this trouble is as
follows: Take an ordinary square nut
and cut it in half with a hack -saw.
Place shaft inside either half of the nut,
L. Escobar.
as shown in diagram.

M.

WORKSHOP
ng the tapered point of the lathe tail
stock center into the split end of the
)older. The center is kept well oiled
while using, and consequently does not
score or wear the tail stock center. This
mandrel was found to be very efficient.
It saved the time of pressing the bushings on and off a tapered mandrel and
consequently reduced the costs. It also
has the advantage of simple construction
and low cost. -G. A. Leers.

Handy Electric Eraser

ARATHER handy tool to have
around the drafting room, office, or
any place where an eraser is used con-

stantly is an electrically driven eraser.
This may be made with a small face
massager, as shown in the diagram
above. Donald Bridges.

LATHE TAIL STOCK CENTER

EXTRA
HANDLE
üiGiillllllliüllmlutllllh
uwwwununuqnnnu

4

BUSHING BEING TURNED

Door -Bumper for File Handle

AVERY convenient and useful handle for a three- cornered file may be
made from a bumper used ordinarily to
prevent doors from banging. Merely
insert the handle end of the file into a
Louis
drilled hole in the bumper.
Andrews.

-

DRILL DEEPLY
FOR CENTER
IIIRlijllll

MORSE TAPER..
SHANK To FIT

LATHE

Non -Slipping Mitre Box
RADIAL SLOTS.
END
SHANK OF HOLDER.

/FROM

IT

$10.00

way to remedy this trouble is to attach
another handle, as marked Ivy the arrow
Teastront.
in sketch.

H.

Nf

Measuring Calipers
is always easy to purchase good
calipers, but to make them self reading it is merely necessary to put a
metal scale and indicator on the top of
the calipers. One of these attachments

One -Hand Pliers

SCISSOR -TONGS are sometimes
very hard to operate with one hand
if the handles are far apart. A good

MONTHLY FOR

BEST HINT

a photograph or
sketch of your own hint
for the home workshop.
$10.00 is paid monthly for the
best hint accepted and published. Others that we publish
are paid for at regular rates.
Here is a chance for you to win
a prize for a useful workshop
hint.

SEND us

APIECE of sandpaper glued to the

bottom of a
any tendency of
it is being cut.
found to he both
H. Cobb.

mitre box counteracts
the wood to slip when
This method has been
practical and simple.

-
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STEADY REST HOLDS
CENTER OF BAR

OPEN
POSITION

TURNING A
TRUE CYLINDER

FOR

L

February,

Fig. 1 -At the left
is shown a support
for the center of a
long shaft. The rest
is secured to the
ways of the lathe

,\
..i

;

WORK

i-i

TURNING TAPER BY MEANS
OF SETTING TAIL STOCK
OFF CENTER,

bed, and screw
jacks are used to
tighten the fingers
to hold the shaft in
place.

I

Supporting Centers of Long
Shafts
ANY play or spring in the center
of a shaft, while the tool is
cutting through this area, will
result in a large diameter at the center.
This condition naturally prevents making the diameter uniform unless means
to correct this are used.
In Fig. 1, a three- support steady rest
of the usual construction is shown.
This rest is secured to the
ways in the lathe bed, and does
not move during the cutting
operations, being placed on the
shaft or work where it will not
interfere with the tool. It is
possible of course to move this
and start a cut on the opposite
side. It is necessary when using
the steady rest to first true up a
small spot on the work where
the fingers of the rest will bear,
the diameter being unimportant
and if necessary can be followed
through with a second cut after
the steady rest is shifted.

NI9911Y991)m1P,y,IpMpDn97T91Y.fygm1,..

Fig.

o\
\\INt
CENTER FLOATS
CORRECT

OFF CENTER LINE

means of a one foot rule mounted on
a square body and clamped to the tool
in the tool holder, the extreme end is

DIAMETER

direct way of determining the offset of the tail -stock
for taper turning may be obtained by

©

By George A. Luers

DIAMETERS 'a' AND'D' MUST

ASIIvIPLE,

-

How to Do Cylindrical
and Taper Turning on
the Lathe

BE THE SAME TO TURN ATRUE

Determining Offset for Taper
Turning

\\\\

STRAIGHT LINE
MOVEMENT

DISTANCE

MEANS TO DETERMINE

OFF- CENTER DISTANCE FOR
TURNING TAPER

ifiia._

LENGTH

FOor

ONE HALF DESIRED
TAPER PER FOOT

,T11141111161.

SQUARE
CLAMPED TO BAR
IN TOOL POST

The YOUNG MACHIXIST

for

OFF CENTER

I

OF TOOL

Fig. 2-At the right is shown
a means of determining the
off -set for tapering. Lower
figure indicates way of measuring this, and upper figure
shows position of metal in
lathe.

OA W EARS

OFFSET

TAIL STOCK

I
TIPS

1930

6

0

CLEARANCE FOR POINT
AND A GOOD BEARING

Fig. 4 -The incorrect and correct positions
for aligning the tail center of a lathe to
the center of the metal are shown above.

3- Diagram

above shows means of obtaining
cal diameter for both ends of the shaft.

set off one half an inch. The other end
of the straight scale is on the face plate
center. While the scale is clamped in
this position, the tail -stock is moved
over so the center coincides with the
end edge of the scale, that is, one half an
inch. This setting will hold for any piece
of work one foot in length between
center bearings. For a piece of work
larger or smaller, the proportions for offsetting should be changed accordingly.
As roughing cuts are made on the
work, the ends should be calipered and
checked against the desired dimensions.
If the small end is too small, move the
tail -stock closer to the center of the
lathe ways; if too large, move the
tail -stock center farther off the center
of the lathe ways.

diameter, is that the lathe centers be in
line. 1f not in line, one end of the
cylinder will be of a different diameter
than the other. Fig. 3 illustrates a
simple test for alignment of centers.
In this the bar is first drilled with
centers, each end, fitted with a lathe
dog, placed between the lathe centers
and made ready for turning. The tool
is made to cut the bar at point "a" to a
diameter above that finally desired.
Without disturbing the tool setting, the
tail -stock center is withdrawn,
the work is held to one side and
the tool is run on the feed screw
until at the location "b ". The
work is then centered and a cut
is made at this position "b." The
diameters at "a" and "b" are
then compared, using calipers or
micrometer. If there is a variation of diameters, the tail -stock
is adjusted laterally, other trial
cuts are made, repeating the preidentivious procedure.
When the
cuts register the sane diameters,
the lathe tail -stock is in proper
position to proceed with the work.
Other methods of checking up the
two lathe centers are known to machinists and may of course be applied.
(Continued on page 961)
FOLLOW REST
MOVES WITH TOOL
IN CARRIAGE

The Lathe Center Pivots
ONE essential to turning cylindrical
work, that is, where the section of
the bar or shaft shall be of uniform

CARRIAGE OF LATHE

Fig.

-The

diagram above shows how to
arrange a steady -rest when turning long,
flexible parts.
5
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If You Must Get Up Early!

Handy Adjustable Horse

these handles, holes must always be
made for screws or nails, as they are
easily split. A hack -saw or other fine toothed saw must be used to cut the handles so as to do a smooth job. Articles
for interior use can readily be finished
with lacquer in bright colors, making
them very attractive. Harold Jackson.

DOOR

KLATCH

CLOTHES

/

DANDELION KNIFE

STICK
TOOL HANDLES

'

THIS horse is made of iron pipes,
connected together with elbows. A
smaller pipe fits into a larger pipe,

TOWEL ROLLER

y propensity for late sleepcure my
ing, I procured an old watch and
arranged it in the following manner :
I took off the remainder of the minute
hand and filed its driving spindle down
below the surface of the watch face.
To the remainder of the hour hand I
soldered a piece of bus-bar wire about
an inch and a half in length. The bus bar was made to come in contact with a
light spring fastened to a suitable base,
closing an electric -bell circuit. -Walter
M. Ridgwell.

which has holes bored in it an inch
apart, through which a pin can be
passed to keep the smaller pipe from
going all the way down. -C. 1V. Way.

O

Broom -Handle Mechanics
GARDEN
I

DIBBLE

I

PAPER HANGER

YARD STICK

Circular Footstool
PLANT STAND

Door- latch, towel- roller, tool- handles, are a
few of the articles using old broom -handles.

Simple Automatic Switch
ACIRCUIT -BREAKER and an au-

tomatic switch which prevent telegraph messages from being interrupted
by anything happening to the current
supplying the telegraphic circuit has recently been invented. The device consists of a single -pole, double -throw knife
switch, held upright by an electro magnet, which receives its charge from the
power circuit. A weight attached to the
handle of the switch causes it to drop
instantly. whenever the magnet ceases to
operate. -Orin E. Paul.

this footstool the circular top may
be one solid piece, or a framework
may be built up and webbed to carry the
stuffing. If the top is to be solid, it
should be 1 ft. diameter by 1 in. thick,
strengthened with a batten on the underside. If it is to be a built -up frame,
two circular rings should be cut from
-in. or 3/4-in. timber, as at Figs. 3 and
4, and screwed together, with the grain
running in opposite directions. The legs
are turned from 1 -in. timber, as Fig. 2
(or may be purchased), and dowelled
into the top. The cross-rails are 11T/s
in. thick,
in. long by /1 in. wide by
half- lapped together ( Fig. 5) and
tenoned into the legs. ( See Figs. 2 to
5.) A framed top should be webbed
(Fig. 3), lightly stuffed and finished
E. Lovett.
with gimp.

IN

/

,

J.

FROM

POWER
COMPANY

t1)4
6

PORTIERE
POLE

CLOTHES DRIER

SHUNT

ELECTRO
MAGNET

SNOW PUSHER
TO

Some of the many handy household articles
to be made from broom- handles are shown
above.

MANY useful and helpful articles
can be made out of old broom
handles after the broom is worn out.
Being hard wood, these handles are very
strong and articles made of them will
give good service. In working with

TELEGRAPH
CIRCUIT

TO

BATTERY
CIRCUIT

Double -throw knife
switch used as circuit breaker shown
to left.
THE GRAIN SHOULD
BE IN OPPOSITE
DIRECTIONS

1
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How to Heat
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Dog House
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WOODEN LID

7'x7"

By Hi Sibley

PLASTER BOARD

PORCELAIN INSULATOR

LAP

VENT PIPE
PERFORATE
SHEET STEEL
BEFORE BENDING

PLASTER BOARD

WOODEN BASE

4"x 10

INSIDE THE DOORWAY
INSTALL SLIT FLANNEL CURTAIN
TO. RETARD DRAFTS

VIEW SHOWING HEATER

INSTALLED

DOOR

ROOFING PAPER

/I x

i "STUFF
I

"UPRIGHTS

B"PINE

NEWSPAPER

2x 2"
IcIZ'AT

EACH END

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
LINOLEUM

FILL SPACE

2 "OVERHANG

NEWSPAPER

WITH CRUMPLED

á "STUFF

NEWSPAPERS

FLOOR

The general de-

tails for con-

Ñ

structing t h i s
electrically heated dog -house
are shown, but
individual taste
will govern the
design and lay-

DETAIL

36

BZ x IO"DOOR

out.

3I?'

SIDE

THE housing problem looms large to the city dog owner

in winter. Especially so in apartment districts. Bruno
generally is not wanted in the house at nights garage
fumes make him ill and often the basement is not available.
These same obstacles frequently exist in the suburbs as well.
However, with a back porch -be it ever so small -and a
light plug, your pet can be fixed up very comfortably indeed.
An electric light bulb enclosed in a sheet -iron "stove" will
heat this double-walled puppy bungalow to a very cozy temperature, for a normal dog at least, in the most severe winter
weather. Ventilation is provided for.
;

FRONT

Care should be taken in constructing this house to insulate
the walls well. so that the heat will be retained and cold
drafts will be kept out. If this house is to be exposed to rain
and snow, it is well to select lighting cord with waterproof insulation. It is well worth the expense to use good,
clear lumber for the construction of this house, since you will
want a presentable job, and good lumber takes paint so much
better than inferior wood. The dog house may be painted to
match the house or apartment -or you might consult your
dog on this point. The door is covered with a flannel or
other suitable flap curtain as shown.

Boy's Boat Made from an Oil Barrel
ANOVEL boat
(really a catamaran) may be

macle from a standard size oil barrel.
A hole is cut just big
enough for a boy to

get into the barrel,
which is attached to
a frame work with
uprights to hold the
paddle wheels. These
paddle wheels are

fl ten -year -old boy is shown seated in
one of these paddle -wheel boats. They
are operated by turning the cranks by
hand and steered by varying the speed
of the two paddle wheels.

made of wood and
are constructed like
an old mill wheel.
The shafts are macle
of -inch gas pipe,
with a crank bent on
the inner end, and
work independently
of each other so that
the wheels can be
used for steering instead of rudder.
-IV. A. Gordon.

/
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A New System of Making Distinctive Metal
Boudoir Lamps

G7

By

How to Make

C. T.

Artistic

Schaeffer

Boudoir
Lamps

Many changes
in design are
possible, using
t h e s a m e
method of construction

The above illustration shows two boudoir lamps made in the manner
described in the accompanying article. The design is very effective',
yet should it be desirable to change it for any reason, the builder will
not find it at all difficult to make a different pair of lamps with the
same degree of facility, using the sane mode of construction. This also
lends itself to building much larger products.
N V suggestions can be offered
for making lamps which are disMAtinctive in appearance but the
cost is not always within reason. The
accompanying illustrations depict a boudoir lamp which is distinctive and at the
same time can be made at a cost within
reason.
The lamp is made from electroplates
soldered together, the proportions being
given on the drawing which shows the
details of construction and the method of
assembling. The design effect for the
base and the column can be developed
from almost any surface that will leave an
impression in wax mold. For the lamps
illustrated, coarse sandpaper was used for
the top of the base and the top of the
column which gives a stippled or tinted
effect.
For the sides of the column and the
sides of the base sandpaper may also be
used ; however, a much better appearance
is obtained by using embossed paper
which has a flower design or something
similar. This was used in making the
lamp illustrated. However, one may also
use wood carving, polychrome, coins, or,
in fact, anything that has its design features raised above the background dust
enough to leave, as mentioned above, an
impression in a wax mold.
With the design determined, the next
step is to order four electrotypes of each
design for the column and base for each
lamp. It will require eight electrotypes for
the two columns and eight for the two
bases and also two electrotypes of each
for the top of the column, top of the hase

and bottom of the base for the two
lamps. These electrotypes are thin
shells of copper backed up with a
white metal similar to lead but
somewhat harder. These copper
shells can he secured from any
electrotype foundry.
The edges of the electrotypes
forming the joints of the column
and base should be mitered and fitted carefully so as to form a good
joint. One side of the base should
be drilled to take a rubber ferrule
which will serve as an insulator for
the wire and to prevent chafing of
the insulation of the wire. With
the parts properly fitted they are
then soldered from the inside as
(Continued on page 959)

;6)

IIo

O0
i

I

This illustration gives all of the dimensions for the making of metallic boudoir lamps.
No decorative design is here indicated, it being left to the reader's choice. The entire device
cost. This
is made of electrotypes, which any electrotype foundry will make at a nominal
metal can be plated or can be given a polychrome finish, or even painted or oxidized.
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Cleaning Auto Radiators
ARADIATOR of

First Prize, $5.00

W

Efficient Dirt Catcher
HEN one finds it necessary to

bore through
ou
a ceiling for tthee tninstallation of a chandelier or for the
placement of a gas fixture, much of the
débris can be prevented from falling on
the floor or on objects in the room if an
umbrella is suspended in the manner
shown. The thumb tacks holding the
cord leave but tiny holes which are later
covered by the canopy. -L. F. Carpenter

Screening Furnace Register

an automobile
may be cleaned effectively and
quickly by draining the water out until
there is none left in the head of the engine, pouring about half a can of concentrated lye in the radiator and running the motor until the lye boils thoroughly. The Ive will remove dirt,
grease, and all other substances blocking the tubes of the radiator, preventing proper circulation. The job may be
done in fifteen minutes and will save the
auto owner from four to six dollars by
preventing the necessity for taking it to
a radiator shop for cleaning.-Vernon
V. Johnson.
r:::c::°:'.:;r:i::::':r
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Socket Wrench Holder

THE sockets of

a socket wrench are
not so easily lost if they are mounted
on an improvised safety pin made of
heavy wire and fashioned in the manner
indicated in the diagram above. The
size of this can be varied to suit the
sockets.

:;;:;::::::

(Do not use in aluminum radiators
and drain and flush with clear water
several times.-Editor.)

Cement "Paint"
DINGY

cement porches, cement
block foundations and the like may
be spruced up inexpensively by painting
them with neat* cement mixed to the
consistency of cream. Of course, this
is not a permanent job, but it wears
well for a season. Soak the blocks

thoroughly with water before applying
the "paint." Apply with a small whitewash brush. You will be satisfied with
the result,. -Bjorn Winger.

Handy Grease Gun
AGREASE GUN can be quickly and

simply macle from an old insecticide
sprayer. Dlerely separate the reservoir
from the gun by sawing it free, or use
a hot iron to melt the solder, being careful not to spoil the gun. For use, remove the plug at the opposite end, fill
with grease and then press on the handle
to force the grease into the transmission
or differential of your automobile.
J. E. Wilkinson.

-

SAW HERE

*Pure cement, no sand.

An Easy Way to Paint Screens
FLY SCREENING

THE more or less tedious process of

ON FURNACE REGISTER

N many cases trouble is experienced
when customers knock small bits of
paper, peanut shells and even coins
down the furnace register. To alleviate
the difficulty, remove the grill, cover the
underside with fly screening and wire
it to the grill.
C. ll'ilson.

A.

Water -Distilling Apparatus
AMETAL can formed as shown

makes. a good condenser for distilling water. The can is 8 inches long,
4 inches wide, and 3 inches deep. Note
drain cock.-Frank R. Moore.
COPPER OR GLASS TUBE

3/16" DIA.

CONDENSER

painting screens in the spring or fall
may be made easier with the help of a
hand sprayer such as is used for spraying shrubbery. Screen enamel is thin
and works readily in the sprayer. If,
however, the paint becomes too thick it
may be reduced to the proper consistency
with turpentine. I piled my screens up,

so that whatever paint sifted through
the screen meshes would not be wasted.
I found that this method not only works
well, but is infinitely quicker.

An acquaintance of mine using this
method did a very creditable job on his
Forci, the secret being to spray horizontally from the upper edge down, thus
eliminating patchy work. A good grade
of enamel. thinned somewhat but surprisingly little, was used. Of course,
one must be careful to cover all parts
not intended to be sprayed. Also clean
the sprayer with turpentine or gasoline
if you intend to use it again. -Bjorn

lt'inger.

Making the "Best" Putty

DISTILLED
WATER

VERY good putty, the life of which
is many times greater than ordinary
putty. can be made in this manner. Mix
equal parts of ground whiting and white
lead with sufficient linseed oil to make
(Continued center column opposite page)

FINISHED GUN

Useful Ammonia
AMMONIA will loosen pliers that
have been made stiff by rust and
dirt. Just dip them in the solution.
This same product makes a good paint
remover. It can be used effectively to
remove paint from
metal statues and other
objects which are to
be redecorated.-Leslie F. Carpenter.
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(Continued from opposite page)

Emergency Jack

a thick liquid. To this add enough ordinary putty to produce a consistency
similar to commercial putty.-Willie
Robert Jones.

PILL
BOTTLE

Hot Sand Starts Car Easily
0

STONES
BOARDS
WOODEN PROP

SET up two boards on stones, then

back the car up the incline, insert a
wooden prop under the axle, then remove stones under the board on the side
Schmulowitz.
where tire is flat.

-F.

O facilitate starting his car winter
a friend of mine had a
bag made of cloth, six by eight inches,
which he filled with sand. At night he
lays this on top of the furnace and in
the morning, shortly before he is ready

1 mornings,

to start his car, lays it over the carburetor. The sand retains the heat and
makes starting easy. The sack is not so
full that it is not pliable. It could be

I--

-

CUT NAIL ON THE
DOTTED LINES),

An Interesting Puzzle
THE trick lies

in standing the little
metal pieces on end in the bottom of
it small pill bottle. The metal pieces are
cut from a nail and must be short
enough so they can turn crosswise in
the bottle, end over end. One metal
piece less than the number necessary to
fill the bottle is used. -D. Van Horn.
p

Locker or Drawer Lock
ASIMPLE way to make a locking
device that will take care of one,
two or four drawers, or one, two or four
lockers, if they are arranged in two

rows and two deep, is to fasten a screw eye to the desk or closet, then make a

-

any convenient size, from six inches
square up to ten or twelve inches.

Bennett B. Smith.

Saving Knife and Stake Point

Mildew Remover
TO remove mildew from clothes, open
a can of tomatoes and soak the mildewed parts. The mildew will disappear like magic. -Eva L. Dunbar.

To Obtain a Bright Finish on
Brass and Copper
cleaning articles of brass
or copper on an electric buffer, if
they are first washed with gasoline and
then applied to the buffer instantly after
they are washed, a brighter finish will be
obtained.-Frank Zimmermann.
WHENWHEN

BRASS

PLATE

Corrosion -Proofing Lead Pipes

SCREW
EYE

LOCK

metal plate so that it overlaps the edges
of the drawers and secure with an ordinary lock. It would be better to use a
staple plate than a screw -eye, as this
cannot be loosened by turning.-Leslie
F. Carpenter.

Anti -Slip Attachments
APIECE of ordinary rubber tubing,

o

if slipped over the handle of a
razor, prevents the razor
from slipping. Covering
the handle of a shaving
brush with a piece cut
from a long rubber balloon
gives the same result with
this article.
RUBBER

TUBING

DUE to the corrosive action of minerals and oxygen dissolved in
water, it is often found that the interiors of lead pipes become damaged and
in some cases the pipe is ruined. When
water delivered by such a lead pipe is
used for drinking, there is considerable
danger.
The insides of lead pipes can be
treated in the following manner to avoid
corrosion. The pipe is filled with a
strong solution of sodium sulphide,
which is drained and rinsed out after a
half hour. This coats the pipe inside
with lead sulphide, which is entirely insoluble, and therefore acts as a pre servative. -Kenneth Bronaldo Murray.

$5.00
will be paid each month for
the best wrinkle or recipe sub mitted to the editors and
which they accept and publish
in these columns. All other
ideas accepted and published
in this department will be
paid for at regular rates. Address your ideas to- Editor

Wrinkles and Recipes.

RUBBER BALLOON

NAILING an old rubber heel to the
work -bench will save the point of
a stake from being broken and also preKramer.
serve the knife edge.

Hal

Movable Shelf
ATRIANGULAR piece of wood can
be hung in the corner of a room
from the picture molding of that room
if the arrangement indicated is followed.
This will make a convenient position for
an alarm, clock, etc. -C. C utrera.
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SAFETY

Readers' Opinions and Comments
Condones Quackery
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Referring to the article "Anti This and
That" in your December number, I wish to
state that I have often thought along the
saine lines as Mr. Bernard. Your eternal
harping and bluffing of "exposing" frauds
sounds like a fraud, indeed. How come that
you are so absolutely sure of all things. If
:

you were the psychologist that you like to
impress your readers that you are, you

HEALTH SPRING
WATER CO.

should understand and realize that many
people are benefited and helped by these socalled "fakes." Don't you know that the
so- called legitimate and recognized medical
practice uses all sorts of humbugs on the
public; that more than 90 per cent. of benefits derived from drugs does not come from
the drug itself, but from the faith in the
physician.
Certainly, the "Ionaco," for example, was
in itself worthless. But, in spite of this I
observed dozens of cures from its application. Having handled and treated sick people
for a long time, I understand fully why such
things happen, but you do not seem to be
able to realize anything that takes place outside of laboratory rules. Why not start a
campaign against the pilgrimage of sick
and crippled people to the priest's grave in
Massachusetts? Who started that racket and
who makes the money from it ? Be sure
some one does. Why not get out your reward box (it is a joke), and the "investigation committee" of mossbacks, and find out
something about it. Just as much reason to
do this as to heckle on some fool spiritualists. By the way, the spiritualists also perform healings by the aid of the "spirits,"
and they do not need to be dead for sixty
years to be able to do it.
Partly familiar with a few facts discovered by science, you step out and proclaim
to know all the secrets of Nature, and anything not corresponding to the dot with your
preconceived conclusions, is fraudulent. They
speak of boys like you somewhere in the
Bible. It is easy to sense that you are not
sincere, but just like to fill up space and
furnish half -truth reading for immature college boys.
I do not belong to any cult or any other
hokus pokus society, but I have sense enough
to realize that on the whole, there is good
and value for someone in any of the thousands of theories in the world. And it is not
proper for me to proclaim anything that

benefits some one physically, mentally, or
spiritually, as a fake. A good deal of your
scientific stuff is just as ridiculous as some
of the "fakes."
C. SODERSTROM,

San Francisco, Cal.

(Inasmuch as
treated sick people
you consider that
criminal if a child

have handled and
for a long time, would
your action is short of
three or four years old
came to you with a marked case of diphtheria, and you administered any of the
quack remedies that are supposedly specific
for this condition ? Even assume that previous cases have been cured by nothing more
than merest suggestion, if but one individual
died while under your care and you did not
do everything that science could possibly do
in a case of this sort, then you yourself
deserve to be punished.
\Ve know that many cases have been
treated by what can be classed as "faith
cures." Any individual who can be mentally
influenced by such a set of conditions, either
never had a disease in the first place, or
else will soon go back to the original condition again. Nature itself has a great healing
power, and ease of mind is an adjunct quite
necessary to clearing up a physical condition, but this does not give manufacturers
the license to assume scientific reasoning for
worthless pieces of junk. Why ascribe the
ability of a piece of gas pipe filled with
coke dust to extract oxygen from water and
feed it to the tissues?
Let us refer you to the following letter
which came in in the same mail.-EDITOR)
you

:

Another Anti
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

linder the
Think," Mr.
has gone to
he thinks it

title of "What Our Readers
Bernard of Royersford, Pa.,
great length in telling us that
is perfectly all right for a

Science, to my mind, in all its branches
is the most interesting subject in the world,
not only because so much has already been
discovered by scientists which has been beneficial to mankind, but because there is yet so
much to discover. The realm of possibility
is so large as to be almost inconceivable.
The money which would ordinarily be
spent for "Cure -Alls," if given to research
laboratories could be put to use whereby all
mankind could be benefited, even you of the
intellect, Mr. Bernard.
I wonder if \Ir. Bernard has ever thought
that scientific research is just one exposé

after another

?
Why have the treatments,
medicines and theories of the middle ages
and even some in the present day, been discarded ? Because they were either superseded by better ones, replaced by others more
beneficial, or else truths were discovered
which overthrew the theories. SCIENCE AND
INVENTION has the right idea.
It presents
to the layman, in his own language, things
which he would never be able to otherwise
understand. It is constantly warning us of
the laity (of course those of the intellect
do not need warning) of the thousands of
pitfalls into which we could blindly stumble
it is ever on the lookout for things or ideas
which could benefit us, not only in our
homes, but in our shops, our offices and even
on the street.
Is this your idea of narrow -mindedness,
Mr. Bernard ? Thank Heaven those people
who are of Mr. Bernard's opinion are in the
minority, or I guess we would all be reading
Grimm's
u
Fairy Tales, instead of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION.
Go ahead with your exposés, Mr. Editor, and let's have some more
articles on undersea activity, nice long ones.
I hope you discover something fraudulent
and expose it in your next issue, just to
spite Mr. Bernard.
;

NICOLA G. D'ASCENZO,

Philadelphia, Pa.
this communication
that the exposé articles appearing in SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine have been of benefit to some individuals. If they have helped
in but one single case; if they have been
of benefit to only one individual; if they
have been the means of preventing but one
person from being fleeced out of his hard earned cash -we feel that the time and effort
devoted to the subject have been well repaid
-EDITOR.)

(It

is evident from

A Misleading Ad?

i
racketeer to separate some unsuspecting individual of his, or her, hard- earned cash. I
wonder if Mr. Bernard realizes that he is
supporting the actions of confidence men and
all other flim -Hammers under fancy names?
I wonder if he also realizes that the money
spent for those fool devices which have been
exposed by SCIENCE AND INVENTION in some
cases totaled fifty dollars per individual.
Just think of the sound medical advice and
treatment that can be bought for fifty
dollars!

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
Knowing your desire to eliminate all advertising that is or seems to be misleading, I
would like to invite your attention to an
"ad" on page 544, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
for October, 1929. The "ad" in question
offers a blank automatic pistol and 100
cartridges for $4.85.
In large letters it states "No permit or license required."
Does it seem possible that the advertiser,
a New York City concern, never heard of
the famous Sullivan Law?
o,0.®.tO.oi

8

_

Dotted lines indicate manner
in which blank
cartridges are fired
upward and at an angle.
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VALVE
Will Be Welcomed by the Editors
I had occasion to be in court the other day
when a young man was arraigned on a
charge of unlawful possession of a firearm.
He pleaded guilty in the Magistrates' Court,
but said that he bought the gun from a Mail
Order House, which advertised in a magazine that no permit or license was required.
Because this youth had a previous conviction for petty larceny, the charge of carrying a weapon became a felony, and in the
language of the magistrate he was "held
without bail to await the action of the

yardstick is 5 ft. 9 inches tall. As you
will notice these leaves exceed Mrs. Cason
Walker's. The one I am sending you a
photo of is 53 inches long and 34 inches
wide.

W. A. MCLEOD,
Milton, Fla.
(Well, well -we didn't know that any
larger "elephant ears" existed. However,

Grand Jury."
This man faces five years in State Prison.
I know that in Texas and some other states
one may have a pistol on their ranch or
farm, but see what section 1897, of the penal
See how
.aw of New York has to say.
.many have been convicted of a crime for
possessing blank cartridge pistols. I feel
that you will then censor such "ads" in your
publications.
CH RI STOP HER E. MONAGH

O

AN

Bronx, New York.
(Evidently, the writer of the above letter
refers to the case known as "People vs.
Thompson," where the identical gun here
illustrated was brought before the Court.
In the case of "People vs. Thompson," the
defendant was arrested and charged with
having in his possession one of these socalled automatic guns. He was held by
the Magistrate for Special Sessions and
later convicted and sentenced to the Penitentiary.
Previous to this matter, the corporation
that manufactures and sells these automatic pistols was arraigned before Magistrate Simpson of the Magistrates' Court,
charged with violation of Section 1914 of
the penal law, which prohibits the sale of
firearms. In that case, which was intended
primarily as a test, Judge Simpson held
that the article was not a firearm.
Thompson, after being sentenced to the
Penitentiary, communicated with the Legal
Aid Society, and Associate Counsel Edward
T. Tighe, of that organization, applied to
Justice Ford in the Supreme Court for a
certificate of reasonable doubt, and questioned whether or not the gun was in
reality a firearm, as described in Section
1914 of the penal law.
Justice Ford granted the certificate of
reasonable doubt and admitted the defendant to bail pending appeal.
On October 26, 1929, the Appellate Division in "People vs. Thompson" handed down
a decision as follows: "Judgment reversed
and information dismissed, upon the ground
that the instrument in question does not
come within the prohibition of the statute, it
being neither a firearm nor a dangerous
weapon."
It therefore clearly indicates from the
above decision that no permit or license is
required and that the advertisement appearing in SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine is
neither untruthful, nor is it an advertisement
which is misleading.- EDITOR.)

Still Larger Leaves
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION

:

notice in your magazine a picture of an
elephant ear, and inasmuch as I had one
larger, I am sending you a photograph of the
same. This bulb was planted about one year
ago and the base of it now is 17 inches in
diameter. The lady you see holding the
I

there may be someone who lays a claim to
still a larger ear than the one entered by
the County Judge of Santa Rosa County in
Florida -so come along you growers of large
ears -- pardon us, we should have said large
elephant ears. Can you break this record?

-

EDITOR.)

More Spirit Exposés
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION

:

Allow me to voice my interest and approval of the article "Mediumship -The Science of Invented Hokum," by Mr. \\'agner,
in your November issue.
You are doing a great good to the public
who have been deceived long enough by the
fakes.
I should like to see more of Mr. Wagner's
experiences printed -for one who is as brave
as he evidently is must have plenty to tell.
H. O. PFEIFFER,
St. Louis, Mo.
(At least, Mr. Pfeiffer, you are in the
great majority. More than 90 per cent of
our readers believe that we are doing good
by our exposé articles. Less than two per
cent. feel that the public really should be
fooled, if "They are stupid enough to fall
for the propaganda which is being disseminated by the clans of fraudulent medical
treating devices and other nefarious
schemes." There may be some logic to this
form of reasoning. Perhaps those that are
once bitten are twice shy. However, our
situation is that there is no necessity for the
first bite. If a man is interested enough
in knowing the facts, he should be able to
get them. \\'e still hold that it is perfectly
righteous for any organization to disclose
the lies in propaganda and we will continue
to hold this viewpoint, until such time as
we are convinced contrariwise. -EDITOR.)

"An Intricate Problem ?"
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
The Saugus Herald, of which I am the
editor, recently asked a question, the reward
being, for the nearest correct answer, a
year's subscription.
Unfortunately, my question was laid aside
for weeks and the article appeared a long
time after SCIENCE AND INVENTION had
asked and answered the same question.
The question was in substance this: If
the circumference of the earth at the equator
is 25,000 miles, how much extra wire would
be required if a line is erected six feet from
the surface of the earth at the equator ? I
specified that there must he no sag and that
all fractions must be discarded. I desired
flat figures only.
To my surprise I received many replies,
ranging from 6 feet of new wire up to
very many miles. I believe the correct
answer was 36 feet, after discarding fractions, but two men have given me the answer
as follows, i. e., 37.6992 feet and 37.69911180
feet.
Can you give nie the correct answer, giving
the reason why ?
I had your publication in the office, but
somebody stole or appropriated it. I find
that same trouble occurs when I leave one
of your publications about, which is a compliment to you, but is rather tough on me
when I try to refer to them for the answer
to any intricate problem.
By the way, my daughter and wife, who
formerly turned up their noses at your publication, today grab off the copies so that
I find it hard to get hold of them. Your
placing of science in popular forni has done
wonderful things. I am actually proud of
the fact that I have never missed a copy of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION since it changed its
name and I was a reader from the inception
of the "Electrical Experimenter."
ARTHUR E. STARK EY,

Saugus, Mass.
(The circumference of a circle is ;t d. We
must therefore first find the diameter of a
circle whose circumference is 25,000 miles.
In order to assure accuracy it is better to
convert the 25,000 miles into feet than it is
to convert the twelve feet to be added to the
new diameter into a fraction of a mile.
Therefore, multiplying 25,000 by 5,280 we
get 132,000,000.
Because the circumference of a circle is
3.14159 times the diameter, we divide this
(Continued on page 947)
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Why I Am Interested
in
SHORT- WAVE
RHCEIV h;RS
By George R. Brown

IN

which a
"DX" hound
writes of the

Here we see Mr. Brown, the thrill hunting author of this article pictured at the dial of his "National
Thrill Box" on the trail of a short
wave. To the right, the chassis of
the "National Thrill Box"

virtues of radio's latest fa-

vored child

SEVERAL weeks ago I was sitting

in my room at home in front of a
short-wave receiver. I had a pair

of earphones clamped on my head, and
was in the midst of concentrating on
some close tuning. A friend of mine
burst in upon me, stood watching nie
with a rather sarcastic expression on
his face, and on hearing a long, drawn out squeal from the loud- speaker, threw
up his hands in disgust and fled from
the room. After tuning in a station,
which, incidentally happened to be
G5SW, Chelmsford, England, I walked
into the living -room to find my friend
prodigiously reading a rather interesting tabloid newspaper.
"I'll be darned if I can see what interest you can find in that dinky old
set," he said to nie rather disdainfully.
"All you seem to get is squeals and
oscillations on it. Just why are you
interested in short -wave sets ?"
"Why do you read that tabloid so
much," I countered. "Because it's interesting, because it's racy and unusual
that's why you prefer it to a more staid

-

the Short -Wave
receiver. If you
are looking for

thrills, here's
your chance.

;

Above, the wiring diagram of
the National receiver. Below,
the chassis of the Silver Marshall "735 Round the
World" set.

daily. Well, that's one reason why I prefer the
short -waves to the regular broadcast band.
Every night when I turn on my broadcast band
receiver I know l'm going to get certain fixed
programs- several jazz -bands, a playlet, and
perhaps a symphony orchestra if I'm lucky.
Now, when I turn on my short -wave receiver,
I don't know what to expect. I may hear the
cultured voice of the English announcer of
G5SW, or I may hear the guttural tone of PCJ,
Eindhoven, or I may hear the lyrical sing -song
of JOAK, Tokio, Japan. At least I'm sure
of variety, and you know the famous adage
about variety being the spice of life! There's
a certain indescribable thrill in pulling in those
distant stations, which one does not experience
until he's played around with the dial for some
time and has gotten nothing but New York or
Chicago. Come on in and listen to that set
England on the loudspeaker
Well the outcome of that little meeting and

-

!
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stage radio giving an amplification of from 25 to 30. This
insures plenty of pep and quality for any signal impressed on
the detector of the set. My friend and I found the set very
easy to construct as it cange in kit form, and I think you
will, too. Below is a list of the parts used:
The Silver -Marshall is a very stable set, which we have
also tried on the short -waves. Ït operates directly from the
light socket, and has its power -pack built as an integral
part of the set inside of the cabinet. The receiver uses a
choke -coupled, screen -grid stage, followed by a 227 detector,
a 227 first stage audio, and a pair of 245 tubes arranged in
push-pull. An inspection of the schematic wiring diagram
floes not disclose any unusual circuit arrangement. With
the exception of the two chokes, which are in series with
the plates of the 280 rectifier tube, the by -pass condensers
from the heater circuit to ground and .lmfd condenser,
which is connected into one sicle of the line, the circuit is
quite conventional. However, the regeneration is controlled
by a variable condenser, instead of the variable resistance
as in the National short -wave receiver.
In concluding this article it might be well to say that both
of these short -wave receivers are equipped with sets of coils,
which permit the receiver to be used on the regular broadcast band as well as on tile short -waves. I think you'll find
a lot of fun in the building and operating of either of these
sets. Complete instructions accompany the sets of parts.

discussion was that my friend soon became a short -wave
enthusiast. The other night I dropped into his house, and,
believe it or not, he was seated in front of his set most
zealously tuning in. It was my turn to smile in superior
fashion.
One of the ways I overcame his opposition was to show
hint the simplicity of the short -wave circuits, and the modest cost of these sets. I thought some of the readers of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION might be interested in seeing two
of the best and most successful of these circuits. One of
them is the "National SW4 Thrill Box," and the other is
the Silver -Marshall "735 Round the World." The Silver Marshall set may be operated directly from the electric -light
socket, while the National set is designed for battery operation. The National set features a screen grid tube in an
untuned radio stage followed by a regenerative detector and
two stages of audio amplification. The audio unit is unique,
containing two transformers in one case. Parallel feed
through a resistance couples the plate circuit of the detector
(the regenerative feed -back of which is controlled by a variable resistance) and the first audio tubes to the succeeding
stages, each going into an auto transformer -connected coil,
giving a five to one step -up. This type of amplifier has another advantage it permits the use of a high -mu tube in the
first stage, working at its maximum efficiency. Thus we
have an audio gain of two 5 to 1 transformers, plus a first
:
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Above is the wiring diagram of the Silver- Marshall receiver. The note in the lower left -hand corner refers to the
removable coils for broadcast band reception. The list of parts referring to this diagram will be found below.

SILVER -MARSHALL
Component Parts for

735 (a.c.) Round -the-World Receiver

Designation

Cl....
C2....

Quantity

1-C-R

224 tube socket.

So"" }3-C-R

227 tube socket.

Si

NATIONAL LIST OF PARTS

)

No.

54....12 -C-R 245 tube socket.
Description
S5.... I
-Sdenser.
-M 314 .00014 mfd variable conS6.... -C-R 280 tube socket.
R2. .. 2- Durham 10,000 ohm 2 -watt resistors
-Sdenser.
-M 842B .000075 mfd midget conR3....
(green).
R4. .. 1- Durham 2- megohm -watt resistor
4-S -M plug -in coils, 131L, 131M, 131N,
(red).
1310.
R5.... 1- Durham 2000 ohm -watt resistor
(white).
3 -S -M 277 short -wave r.f. choices.
R6.. .. 2-Yaxley 840C 40 -ohm CT resistor.
R7..
2-S -M 275 r.f. chokes.
J1
3- Yaxley 422 insulated
-S
-M 338 filter choke.
-S
-M 260S audio transformer.
J4
-Carter 2A closed circuit jack.
-Sformer.
-M 270U push-pull input trans-Carter RU 400 -400 -ohm resistor.
Rl
R8
-Ohio Carbon 800 -ohm 3-watt resistor
-S
-M 336U power transformer.
(green).
Hook -up wire.
-S -M 818 .00015
-H &H 1561 rotary on -off switch.
mfd. small moulded
SW
1Polymet
BP1
condenser.
j4- Moulded binding posts.
2- Potter 30B bypass condenser banks. BP2
BP3
1

1

1

1
(

1

n

1

L8....
L4....
L6....
L7.... }
LS.... 1
T1.... 1
T2.... 1

}

1
1
1

1

C3....
C4...
C5..
C6...

tip

J22

1

1

1- Potter

674C filter condenser block.

BP4

jacks.

of

Parts
Name of Parts
1-Foundation Unit-Consisting of a metal front

and genuine Westinghouse Micarta sub -panel
completely drilled and equipped with tube
sockets, grid -leak mountings, etc., and metal
mounting base.
1 -Set of (4) transformer coils (15 -115 meters).
1 -Type E dial, illuminated.
1 -EC4 Special variable condenser with switch.
1

-SW
-No.

4
10

Duo Coupler.

H. F. Impedance.
1-15Switch
with National knob.
1-chm fixed resistor.
-1
-ohm fixed resistor.
1.00025 fixed condenser.
-.0001 fixed condenser.
1

1

1
1

2

-.001 fixed condenser.
-.5 fixed condensers.
-3000 -ohm special variable resistor with

1

tional knob.

megohm grid -leak.
1- 6-Binding
posts.

3-6 -wire
1

cable.

Na-
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Above is a view of the author's set, with, "remote control"
attached. At the right of picture are the contact points, rotating switch, and motor geared to rod leading to gang condenser.

Utilizes One Small Motor and One Relay,
Plus Selector Push Buttons
By Joseph Attardo
"EMOTE CONTROL"

is the magic phrase now being
uttered by any number of prominent radio manufacturers. Like the advantages of the screen -grid
tribe. it is a much- maligned quantity; in many cases involving the use of countless solenoids, a motor that sounds like
a whirlwind, and an intricate wiring system familiar only
to its creator. As far back as the dews of 1926, when the
tuning of a station brought in a squealing due to numerous
carrier waves on the air, I had experimented with means for
keeping- the speaker out of action until the station I desired

Above is a diagram of "remote control" device from the author's
patent application. The figures are explained in the accompanying article.

was tuned in.

The author is pictured at station
selector panel, located in his home
in New York. His
finger is on the
switch which controls the power

for his remote
control device.
The 36 buttons
(each selects a

station)

may be
seen on the panel.
.

The collection of switches and gadgets necessary for
this arrangement was appalling, and the result -well, I was ordered to
the cellar with my latest brain child. The continual running up and
down stairs to tune my set piqued me considerably, and my brain under
the stress of this emotion conceived the idea of tuning the set from
some remote point.
I bought a key with thirty -six push buttons of the type used in intercommunicating telephone systems, and mounted the panel containing
the buttons in the wall flush with the surface. One of the illustrations
shows this panel as it appears in my dining -room.
I will explain the operation of this set of push buttons. There are
two rows of eighteen each, but any number larger or smaller could be
adopted equally well. Alongside each button is a small name plate, on
which the call letters of a broadcast station are printed. Over this
bank of buttons is a pilot light and beneath the panel a small "on" and
"off" switch. When I desire to hear a station, I first press the "on"
switch. This suppliesthe current to the radio set located two floors
below in the cellar. As the current goes on the red pilot light above
the panel lights up, thus acting as a visual indicator that all is ready
for tuning.
Suppose, for instance I wish to get WEAF. I press the button
beside the WEAF name plate. and in a few seconds I hear that station; provided, of course, it is on the air. If I am not satisfied with the
program feature, I select another station and press the corresponding
button, for instance, WLW. In a few seconds I hear that station.
When I am through for the evening-. I press the "off" switch and the

set goes dead.
Now for an explanation of the circuits that make this form of remote control possible. The mechanism consists of a distributor, a
small motor, a few gears, and a set of relays. To attach the control
device no changes need be made in the set itself. In fact, it is workable on any tuning chassis on the market, provided the tuning is
accomplished by a single knob.
The actual mechanical operation of this remote control device is very'
greatly simplified by tracing a single operation by means of the diagram on this page. The on -off switch is (Continued on page 958)
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All you need is a little

TRADING to make

SUCCESS in RADIO

what every
by J. H.
is
told
of
today
man
young
ambitious
Barron, Radio Inspector of the U. S. Department of
Commerce. Radio is crying for trained men. Experienced radio operators and service men are in great
demand. A very serious shortage exists. Practically
all of the seven thousand licensed commercial operators are now employed and the need is constantly increasing. Radio needs thousands of trained men. Are
you prepared to take advantage of this big opportunity? Ships at sea, planes in the air, broadcasting stations, manufacturing plants, as well as dealers, require
thousands of experienced radio men.
You Can Easily Learn Radio at Home Through
This Course Sponsored by the Radio
Corporation of America
RCA sets the standards for the entire radio industry
Laboratory
... And this RCA Radio Institutes' Homesecrets
of raTraining Course gives you the real inside
can
you
spare
time,
your
In
easily!
and
dio quickly
obtain all the information
you require to make a success in radio. You study at
the very source of all the
latest, up -to- the-minute developments. This is the only
radio course sponsored by
RCA, the world's largest
radio organization. This is
the real way to study radio.
Learn radio under the diunder
rection of RCA
Radio Mechanic and Inspector
the men who actually made
$1800 to $4000 a Year.
radio what it is today!

"YOUNG MAN, study radio!" That's

1

...

Graduates Find It Easy
To Secure Good-Pay
Radio Jobs
You actually train for success. Every graduate of RCA
Institutes has the ability
and the confidence to hold
a well -paid radio job. You

learn radio by actual experiBroadcast Operators
ence with the remarkable
$1800 to $4800 a Year
outlay of apparatus given
to every student. Every radio problem, such as repairing, installing and servicing
fine sets is covered in this course. Students of RCA
Institutes get first -hand information and get it comThat's why every
plete
graduate of RCA Institutes
who desired a position has
been able to get one. That's
why they're always in big
demand. No other radio
school can make such a
claim as this!
Step Out Towards Success
in Radio Today!
Get out of the low -pay rut.
Broadcast Station Mechanic
$1800 to $3600 a Year.
Make your first move towards a pleasant and profitable career in radio today by sending for this free book
the Field of Unlimited Opportunity."
. "Radio
Read these forty fascinating pages, packed with pictures and descriptions of the

...

...

brilliant opportunities in

radio. Learn all about the
oldest and largest commercial
radio training organization
in the world. See how you,
too, can speed up your earning capacity in the fastest growing industry of today.
Others have done it and so

For the added convenience of students who prefer a Resident
Study Course, RCA Institutes, Inc., has established Resident
Schools in the following cities:

326 Broadway
New York
899 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass
1211 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa..
1215 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, Md. .
560 Broad Street
.
.
Newark, N.J.
one of our resiany
d
atten
may
also
graduates
Home Study
dent schools for post -graduate instruction at no extra charge.
Land Station Operator
$1800 to $4000 a Year.

Clip this Coiiron. NOW!

RCA

INSTITUTES, INC.
SPONSORED BY)

Formerly
Radio Institute of America

can you!

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
Dept. Ex. 2, 326 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE40-page bookwhich
illustrates the brilliant opportunities in Radio and describes your laboratory- method of instruction at home!
Name.

Address
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Changing to Push -Pull Audio

of the tube so as to obtain the maximum

(743) Arthur H. Rose, Amityville, Long
Island, N. Y., writes:
I have a Kolster set which utilizes a 171
tube in the last audio stage. I would like
to change it to use two 245 tubes in push pull.
A. 1. This may be very easily done.
The accompanying diagram shows the
hook -up for tubes in push -pull. If a magnetic speaker is to be used the output
transformer should have a ratio of about
one to one; if a dynamic speaker is used
the ratio should be from twenty to one to
eighty to one -depending on the impedance
of the coil. We would like to stress the
point that the quality of this audio system will depend greatly on the quality of
the transformers used. One cannot expect
to get beautiful tone from cheap transformers; they are not built for it.

efficiency and insure an almost constant

A. 1. The circuit using the four stages
of t. r. f. would give better distance reception; the one using the 250 audio tube
would give better tone. It would be a
good idea to use a circuit employing four
t. r. f. stages, detector, and two stages of
audio with 245 tubes in the push -pull stage.

ratio between the plate and the screen. The
standard method has been to take off a tap,
somewhere along the plate battery. This
plan is very good so long as the various
batteries maintain a constant terminal voltage, but this method is not efficient as the
set is used and the batteries deteriorate.
Although the ratio between the screen and
plate voltages is not critical, the potential
difference in batteries connected in series
is often great enough to affect the
efficiency of the tube operation.
This
arrangement is designed for the use of a
standard metal resistor.

Gaseous Rectifier
PUSHPULL

PUSHPULL
OUTPUT
(80: I)

INPUT
3 I

If

2.5 V. AC
3.5 AMP.

(746) Harold J. Smith, Austin, Texas,

asks:

Q. 1. Will you please explain the theory
of the gaseous rectifier tube?
A. 1. The construction of the gaseous
rectifier tube is shown in the accompanying diagram. The action is as follows:
When potential is applied to the rectifier
the gas atoms become ionized. Positively
charged atoms are attracted to the cathode
where they pick up negative electrons and
return to the anode. They are re- ionized
by collision with other atoms and now

B+
250V.

A simple and easy way of converting the
last audio stage into the popular push -pull

arrangement

is

shown above.

ANODE -- --

----- ANODE

HOLLOW.

CATHODE

GAS

FILLED

Eliminating Interference
(744) James R. Jackson, Providence,
R. I., writes:
Q. 1. I live in a four -family house and
operate an Atwater -Kent set. Every time
the door bells or an electric light is turned
on, there is a crackling or snapping sound
in the speaker. Can you give me any help?
A. Disconnect the antenna and ground
from the set; ring the doorbell and see
if the sound comes through the speaker.
If it does not, try running your antenna
in another direction, though it is doubtful
if anything short of installing a filter at
each bell will do any good. This will not
stop the interference from the lights. If
the noise is heard when the antenna and
ground are disconnected you are picking up
a line noise. This may be eliminated by
installing a filter which is connected between the set and the electric outlet.

Selecting Circuits
William B. Falls, Los Angeles,
California, asks:
Q. 1. Which of the two following circuits will be best for distance reception
and which will be clearer? (a) one employing eight tubes as follows four tuned
radio frequency. detector, rectifying tube,
and two audio. using a 171 in the last
stage; (b) seven tubes three stages tuned
radio frequency, rectifying tube, detector,
and two audio using a 250 in the last stage.
(745)

:

;

TUBE

INSULATIÑG
THIMBLE

BAKELITE

WITH
HELIUM

INSULATING
THIMBLE

BASE

Potential for the screen -grid may be obtained easily, as shown in the above illustration.

Test for Filter Condensers
(748) James
Young, Wallingford,
Connecticut, writes:
Q. 1. The filter circuit of my eliminator
recently broke down. I replaced all the
condensers with new ones, but I ant sure
that all of them were not damaged. Please
describe a method of determining whether
or not a condenser is still usable.
A. 1. There are several ways in which
a filter condenser may be tested, but probably the simplest is the discharge method.
The only apparatus necessary for testing
condensers this way is a "B" battery and
two pieces of wire. The battery is connected to the condenser for a minute, to
charge it, and then one of the wires is
connected from one side of the condenser
to the other side of the condenser (after
the battery has been disconnected). If

The small anodes allow for a continuous
passage of electrons to the cathode as
shown in above diagram of.gaseous rectifier.

repeat the first process. Ions which are
lost in this colliding process seek the positive terminal, and a flow of electrons result from the cathode to the anode. The
terminals of the tube are made unequal
in size, so that the flow will occur in
only one direction. The method of full
wave rectification is obtained by using
two small anodes, which alternately pass
the current.

Voltage for Screen -Grid Tubes
(747) Fred H. Millen, of Oskosh, Wisconsin, writes
Q. 1. I intend to use a '22 type of
screen -grid tube in my set. There seems
to he some difficulty in obtaining the proper
voltage for the screen. I would like to
have a diagram showing means of obtaining- this voltage.
A. 1. The accompanying illustrations
show a means of connecting the screen
:

An effective means for testing filter condensers may be seen above.
the condenser is in good condition a spark
will jump from the condenser to the wire
When the latter is brou,ht close to the
terminal of the condenser. If, after
several attempts, no spark is seen, the condenser is defective.
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Now . . . you can have
Your Bathroom and Kitchen
transformed quickly to give
ultra- modern of fects, by
simply using Vitrolite over
the present plaster.
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Vitrolite -the fused rock
material, with a highly polished surface -obtainable in
many attractive color combinations-is being used in
thousands of the nation's
better homes.

P

N4
Charming (blors

mow Cost

Vitrolite-harder than rock,
can he installed at a cost that
will meet any pocketbook by
our own trained craftsmen. It
cannot chip or discolor -will

not stain and never changes
from the day it is put in your
Always uniform
home.
never varies in quality.

-

Termanent Beauty

easy installation

This beautiful decorative
product lasts and retains its
can be
beauty indefinitely
kept immaculately- clean with
only a clamp cloth and eliminates all expense of redecorating.

-

Vitrolite showrooms are located in the following cities:
Atlanta, Baltimore, Billings,
Birmingham, Boston, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit,
Houston, Jacksonville, Kansas
City. Los Angeles, Milwaukee.
Minneapolis, Nashville, New

Orleans, New York, Calgary
Alta., Omaha, Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh, Portland, Providence. San Antonio, London,
Johannesburg, San Francisco,
Seattle, St. Louis, St. Paul,

Melbourne, Mexico City,

Osaka, San juan, Colombia.
S. A., Havana.

See the latest styles and

colors for bathroom and

kitchen walls, or write for our
beautifully colored, illustrated
booklet-'`Vitrolite for the
Home."

rHEVITROLITE
120 So. La Salle St.,

co.
Chicago
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GOING EAST, NOT
WEST
An elderly lady walked
into a ticket office at
Chicago and asked for a
ticket to New York. "Do
you wish to go by Buffalo ?" asked the ticket
agent.
"Certainly not,"
she replied, "By train, if you please !"

AUTOMATIC
"Fo' de land's
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ANTI -GRAVITATION AT
First Prize-$3.00

IT'S A WONDER
gled when the
teacher read the
story of the man
who swam across
the Tiber three

all gib dat baby
a big piece of
po'k to chaw
Don't you
- 7 on?
all know de po'
'chile'll choke on

times before
breakfast.
"You do not

it ?"

THE SENSE OF TOUCH

tc use the Braille system."

-Mrs. Patterson

AND THE WHISKEY?

FRIEND

stiff whiskey

-

after a hot bath ?
I

did my best, old

chap,

but

couldn't

"Gravitation." explained the Physics
Instructor, "is the attraction between
two bodies. When you throw yourself
from an altitude, the earth rises to meet
you. The same when you walk ; as you
raise one foot, the earth rises to meet

STRAIGHT LINES

EQUAL QUANTITIES OF
WATER AND CONCENTRATED
5ULPHUR(C

ActD.

FLAPPER

"How can it," queried a bright youth,

-George

there?

Perlozwski.

LL jokes published here are paid
at a rate of $1.00 each;
$3.00 is paid for the best joke submitted each month.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
of paper with your name and address.

God, how did he get

-Katherine

M. Krohn.

AFTER, OF COURSE
DIETICIAN

-A

few leaves of
lettuce without

oil,

a

bran

cracker, and a
glass of orange
juice. Stick to
that and your
weight will come
down.

THE NOSE KNOWS
Little Betty's grandmother used the
old- fashioned method for measuring a
yard by stretching the goods at arms
length, holding one end of it up to her
nose. One day Betty came up to her
grandmother with a piece of tape.
"Smell this, grandma, and see how
long it is," was the startling request.
abeth Buerman.

-

FAT MAN
that's fine,

VVell,

doctor. Now do I take that before or
after meals ?

-Eli.

-C.

H. R.

Simon-Scientist

;-1EQE GOES THE
ACID FIRST-- AND
AFTER TH15 THE
SAME AMOUNT OF

SCIENCE LESSON

No. 39.
©)ULPHDRIC ACID HAS A PER'/
GREAT AFFINIT/ FOR WATER

,

WATER_

-My

STONE AGE STUFF
"Do you believe in clubs for women ?"
"Sure; clubs, sandbags, or anything."
-Ardyth Huff.

LI for

Scienty
--

my pajamas.

finish

"According to Einstein, everything,
even space, is curved."
"Nuh, he ought to see my sweetie
after she got through her eighteen day
diet !"
-F. F. Marbour.

NOW - LET ME SEC
AC_ORDING- TO THESE
DIRECTIONS l MOST MIX

SHOOT HIMSELF?
HUNTER -Dear I shot an elephant in

it."

bath.

PERFECTLY

"No, sir," answered Jimmie, "but I
wonder why lie did not make it four
and get back to the side on which his
clothes were !"
-Gordon 11 alstrona.

I

H. R.

ti

(lo you ?"

drinking the hot

-C.

I

trained swimmer
could do that, -

-

Well, did you
follow my advice and drink a
INVALID

doubt that a

"when you hold it down with your
other foot."

Miller.

-

Do von know what that
thing is for on the end of
your gun?
PRIVATE -Yes sir, to
stick an enemy so he can
he still long enough for
nie to shoot hint!
-Eugene Little.

Jimmie gig-

what make you

JANET-Jack says he can read nie
like a book.
OLIVE -Yes, and darn him, he wants

EMPLACEMENT?
OFFICER TO PRIVATE

LAST!

sake, Mandy,

"Dinah, can't
you all see de
string what's tied to dat piece o' po'k.
De odder end's tied to chile's toe. Ef
he choke lie kick and if he kicks he'll
jerk de po'k out. Ah reckon you all
don' learn me nothin' 'bout bringin' up
chillun.''
-David E. Keller.

1930
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s PATTERING,

W.LEMKIA)

,

AND COMBINES Wirth
VIGOROOSLY,
PRODUCING A LARGE AMOUNT OF HEAT.
WHEN HIKING THE TWO. ALWAYS
ADD
THE ACID To THE WATER (NEVER. THE
iREUERSE), A 5MALL AMOUNT AT A
TIME, WITH CONSTANT STIRRING
IF THE WATER IS ADDED TO THE
ACID, THE LARGE AMOONr of HEAT
GENERATED
s00041.N CON VERT THE WATER,

THE ACM) 'AI
ALL b,RCcr,OA15.

\
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course you'd like to earn $50 to $75 or $100 a week-you'd like to do
OFmore interesting work-you'd like to get into a line that offers a real
do you know how to go about getting these things?
future
If you have been thinking of "taking a course" but have held back be-

-but

cause you were afraid you didn't have education enough to learn better-paid
you have hesitated to take the risk that it would actually land you
work
in the better position and increase your salary -then here's the best news you
ever heard in your life!
I want to tell you about DRAFTING, and show you that it offers you everything in pay and opportunity that you could hope for. I want to show you
that a fine Drafting job is now easily within your reach. And I want to set
before you an amazing plan which we have worked out with the co-operation
of some of the biggest employers and engineers in America, to prepare you
at home, in spare -time, get you the job and raise your pay -absolutely without risk of a penny on your part.

-if

Electrical
Jobs

An easy way to break into
the great, prosperous, well paid Electrical industry, is
to learn Electrical Drafting.
Then the doors of opportunity in a line where the

"Sky's the limit" are open
to you.

Building and
Construction Jobs
Many of our students spe.
clalize in Architectural or
Structural Drafting. and
then we help them get good
Jobs with Contractors or
Architects. A knowledge of
Drafting is a pass-port to
big
building industries.

Automotive
Jobs

Look through the want-ada
of any city where there are
automobile factories and
you'll be surprised at the
number of Draftsmen required. and the splendid
salaries paid. Many noted
automotive engineers and
executives got into the work

through Drafting.

Mechanical
Jobs
Any experience you have
in mechanical lines will be
of priceless benefit to you
as a Draftsman. for then
you know how things are
done on the job. Drafting is
PROMOTION for the mechanic and apprentice.

We trained these men

then PLACED THEM!

Wonderful Opportunities for you in
DRAFTING
During the past few months we Lave placed HUNDREDS of former
clerks, mechanics, building trades workers and even beginners in
good drafting positions with leading contractors, architects and in big
manufacturing plants. These men are not a bit smarter than you, and
have no more education or experience. What we've done for them,
we'll be glad to do for you.
Maybe you think Drafting is "over your head" -that it takes artistic
talent or some ability you haven't got. In that case you have a pleasant
surprise coming to you. For I'll be glad to show you that the drawing
of plans is purely mechanical, easily learned and the most interesting
kind of work you ever tackled.

Get Our No -Risk Job and Raise Plan
I wish I had the room here to tell you all about DRAFTING -how it has become
the most important branch of every kind of manufacturing and building construction
work -how fascinating the work is-the fine bunch of fellows you'll work with -the
big salaries paid -the wonderful chances for advancement. How, while Drafting i=
white-collar office work, it is hooked up closely with big projects and big men, and
offers the thrill that goes wit h making plans which govern every move of the nun
who do the work. All this inside dope takes a 36 -page book to describe and I'll lie glie
plan.
to send you a copy;free when you mail the coupon for my no -risk job and raise
O. C. MILLER, Director Extension Work
I

Starts at

$40 a Week
"Thanks for helping me get a Draft-

ing position with
Slyker Co. starting
at $40 a week."
Oskar lt. Ludwig,
Gary. lad.

ISM mm

-

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. -253, Drexel Ave. and 58th St.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
D

I

very much,
M. N. Bareham,
Muncie, Ind.

-s l

promised in
Ing
btpn
ai
employment."
T. C. Whit

Is

American School, Dept.

1

Ils

Ii

MOM'

-251

Drexel Ave. & 58t ,St., Chicago, Ill.
IPlease send me, without cost or obligation, 36
page Drafting Book and tell me about your
training and employment plan in line marked
I X below.

DRAFTING
Business Management
Building
Accounting
J Architecture
Mechanical Engineering
Structural Steel

36 -Page Drafting Book FREE
Tells how cast'- Drafting is to learn -how interesting
the work is -what remarkable opportunities are open
for Draftsmen right now. mail coupon for a copy
without cost or obligation.

Now Junior

" have landed a
Draftsman
b with the Pacific
Tel. and Tel. Co. "I have obtained a
in Seattle, and I position as a i unior
must say that l am draf is man with the
greatly indebted Muncie() i Engine
to the Ameriean Co I appreciate
School for my suc- your Bid in obr.aincess. You have mg this position
done all that you

Civil Engineering

Auto Engineering
Electricity

I

Shop Superintendent
High School in 2 years

D Foremanship

Name

I `.t

No

ICity
Age
moi ams

-

Occupation

aw

.4late_.

I
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Pipe- Thawing Transformer
(2342) Eugene M. Debbs, Kalamazoo,
Mich., writes :
Q. 1. Last year I had a great deal of
trouble with the water pipes in my home.
I remember
that several years ago
SCIENCE AND
INVENTION
published a
diagram of a pipe -thawing transformer.
Would you mind repeating this diagram?

cte
locomotive would be equal to 50,000
pounds. This factor is variable, and depends on such quantities as the grade, the
rolling friction, and the steam pressure.
This, however, is something which the
average man fails to note in connection
with his automobile. One cannot expect to
develop high speed in his car, unless he
has sufficient weight on the rear wheels to
secure the maximum amount of traction.

"Wireless" Electrical Display
(2344) John R. Sprague, Rochester,
N. Y., writes :
Q. 1, Recently at an amusement park I
saw an electrical novelty which was supposed to light a bulb without any connecting wires. Can you explain how this is
done?
A. 1. We think the display you saw may
be one which was recently patented and
which is shown in the accompanying drawing. It consists of an upright glass plate
whose edges are coated by extremely thin

¿sr easily made transformer which will
thaw pipes

is shown above.

A. 1. We have heard so much of the
success of this transformer that we are
only too glad to publish the diagram again.
In a 110 -volt circuit it will thaw 3" to
1" metal service pipes and the time required will range from 10 to 30 minutes.
The core of the transformer is made from
sheets of stove pipe iron, the laminations
being 13/4" x 63" and 1v3" x 9 ". The core is
then built up to give a cross section area
of 13" x 13/4", with the laminations staggering at the corners in groups of five.
The primary winding consists of 520 turns
of No. 12 double cotton covered magnet
wire divided into two parts of 260 turns
each, which are parallel for operation on
110 volt circuits and connected in series
for 220 volt circuits. The secondary is
made by winding 38 turns of No. 1 bare
copper wire upon the other arm of the
transformer, the wire being separated from
the core by suitable insulation. The entire outfit weighs about 55 pounds.

Pull of Locomotives
(2343) H. G. Wailes, Syracuse, N. Y.,

asks:

Q. Is there any simply expressed relationship between the weight of a locomotive and its tractive power.
A. Yes, there is a distinct relationship
between the weight of a locomotive and
the maximum tractive force it may exert
on a load. According to the engineering
department of the American Locomotive
Co., the maximum tractive power of a
railway engine is equal to about one -quarter
the entire weight placed on the driving
wheels. If the weight on these wheels
were 200,000 pounds, the traction of the

February,
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please tell me how to make tear gas?
A. 1. Tear gas, which is more technically known as benzyl bromide is not
very easy to make. It involves a knowledge of chemistry, and though we give
the instructions here, we would not advise
anyone trying to use this formula unless
he is familiar with chemistry. It is formed
by treating boiling toluol with bromine,
particularly in sunlight and more rapidly
if a halogen carrier PCh is present.

Cartesian Diver
(2346) Louis R. Murray, Mt. Hamilton,
Calif.. writes:
Q. 1. A short time ago I purchased a
novelty called "Diver" in one of the five and- ten -cent stores. The little figure inside of the bottle would sink to the bottom on pressing the rubber cap on top.
On releasing the pressure on the rubber
cap, the diver would rise by twirling
around. Can you tell me how this works ?
A. 1. In order to find out just how this
"Diver" worked, a member of the staff
Of SCIENCE AND INVENTION was commissioned to buy one of them. After
racking his brain for about 24 hours, he
finally completed his solution of this problem. The working principle of this toy is
as follows : The bottle is filled with water,
except for a slight air space at the top.
The little hollow figure is placed in the
bottle and the rubber cap adjusted. On
pressing the rubber cap down, the water
is forced in to the body of the diver
through the very minute hole, which is
often difficult to find, located in the tail
of the figure. When the pressure on the
rubber cap is released, the water leaves
the figure rapidly through the tail. The
reaction to the outflow of this water
causes the diver to rapidly twirl around
as it rises to the surface. The descending
and rising is due to change of weight as
water is forced into the figure by compression or as water escapes when pressure is released.

r-- -GLASS

BOTTLE

RUBBER

DIAPHRAM

A current carried along gold -leaf on the
edge of glass contributes to the illusion of
"wireless light," as shown above.

gold foil. This gold foil gives the appearance of the green color of the glass when
the light strikes it. The gold leaf is connected to wires which run through the
pedestals on which the glass is supported.
An electrical circuit is formed by the conduction of the current along the gold leaf.
The current reaches the bulb which is
placed on top of the glass and the lamp
is lighted. The aerial and the wire leading from the aerial to the bulb are merely
placed there for their mystifying effect.

Tear Gas
(2345) Milton H. Webb, Los Angeles,
Cal., writes:
Q. I. I am very much interested in your
series of articles on chemistry. Will you

The Cartesian diver, shown above, works
on an interesting principle of physics, and
will provide much amusement.
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I GAMBLED 2` and WON

cey

$35y$40

in

2 YEARS"

A Story for Men and Women
who are dissatisfied with themselves

-

I am writing this in appreciation of
what Pelmanism did for me. I want
other average men to gamble 2c as I
did. For the cost of a postage stamp I
sent for the booklet about Pelmanism,
called "Scientific Mind Training."
Reading that free book started me on
my climb. I took no risk when I enrolled for the Course because of the
Institute's guarantee. All I gambled
was 2c and I am $36,000 better off
now than I would have been had I
not written for the book about Pelmanism.

story of a gamble
risk -which paid me a
a
profit of $35,840 in two years.
I am not, and never was. a gambler
by nature in all probability I never
would have taken the chance if more

THIS

is the

2c

;

money was involved. So even if you,
too, are against gambling, you will
feel like risking two cents after
you've read my story.

Some people believe I was lucky.

Others think I am brilliant. But this
sort of luck I had everyone can have.
My type of brilliance is that of any
average man.
Almost any $40 -a -week wage earner
has as complete a mental equipment as
I had two years ago. And he feels
today just about the way I did then.
For two years ago, I too, was in the
My earnings were
$40 -a -week rut.
$2,080 per year
!

I was discontented, unhappy. I was
not getting ahead. There didn't seem
to he much hope in the future. I
lot
wanted to earn more money
more money. I wanted to wear better
clothes and have a car, and travel. I
wanted to be on a par with people I then
looked up to. I wanted to feel equal to
them mentally and financially.

-a

But it all seemed hopeless. I was beset
with fears. I was afraid of losing my job.
I was afraid of the future. I could see
nothing ahead for myself and my wife
and baby but a hard struggle. I would
live and work and die-just one of the
millions who slaved their lives away. I

was irritable, easily annoyed, discouraged,
"sore" at my fate and at the world. I
could not think clearly. My mind was in
a constant whirl. I was "scatterbrained."
I had a thousand half-baked ideas to make
more money, but acted on none of them.

The end of each year found me in about
the same position as the beginning. The
tiny increases in salary, grudgingly given
to me, were just about enough to meet the
rising costs of living. Rent was higher ;
clothes cost more ; food was more expensive. It was necessary for me to earn
more money. So once in a while I got a
few dollars more. But it wasn't because
of any great change in my ability.
Today I have an income of $20,000 a
year. That's exactly $17.920 more than it
was two years ago. A difference of $35,840
in two years. My family has everything it
needs for its comfort and pleasure. My
hank account is growing rapidly. I have
my own home in the suburbs. I am respected by my neighbors, and I have won
my wife and children's love as only the
comforts and pleasures of life can do.

When I am old I will not be a millstone
around anyone's neck. My children will
not have to support me.
I look forward to the future with confidence and without fear. I know that only
improvement can come with the years.
Once I wandered through life aimlessly,
cringing, afraid. Today I have a definite
goal and the will to reach it. I know I
cannot be beaten. Once my discontent resulted in wishes. Today my slightest discontent results in action. Once I looked
forward hopefully to a $5 a week increase
in salary. Today I look forward confidently to a $100 a week increase in my

earnings.

What magic was it that caused the
change in my circumstances? How did I.

The Pelman Institute will be glad
to send a copy of "Scientific Mind
Training" to any interested individual.
This book is free. It explains Pelmanism. It tells what it does to the
mind. It tells what Pelmanism has
meant to others. For over 25 years
Pelmanism has been helping people to
happiness. Over 700,000 others have
remarkable science.
this
studied
Among those who have praised it are
such great world figures as Judge Ben
B. Lindsey, Jerome K. Jerome, Sir
Harry Lauder, T. P. O'Connor, Major
Gen. Sir Frederick Maurice, H. R. H.
Prince Charles of Sweden, and many others.
Your whole life may be altered as a
result of reading "Scientific Mind Training." Send the coupon. You have nothing to lose. If Pelmanism does not help
you it costs you nothing. There is no ohligation in mailing the coupon. No salesman will call on you. Decide for yourself
what to do after _you read the free hook
about Pelmanism. Mail the coupon NOW.
THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
71 West 45th St., Suite 322, New York

Offices in London, Paris, Stockholm, Delhi,
Durban and Melbourne.

a $40 -a -week clerk, change my whole life

so remarkably ? I can give you the answer
in one word -Pelmanism. I gambled 2c
on it. Yet without it, I might have continued in my old $40 -a -week rut for the
rest of my life.

The Pelman Institute of America
71 West 45th St., Suite 322
New York City

Pelmanism taught me how to think
straight and true. It crystallized my scattered ideas. It focused my aim on one
thing. It gave me the will power to carry
out my ideas. It dispelled my fears. It
It taught me
improved my memory.
how to observe
how to concentrate
keenly. Initiative, resourcefulness, organizing ability, forcefulness were a natural
Inresult. I stopped putting things off. and
ertia disappeared. Mind- wandering With
indecision were things of the past.
new allies on my side and old enemies
beaten, there was nothing to hold me back.

Name

-

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has actually done for over
700,000 people. Please send me your
free book, "Scientific Mind Training."
This places me under no obligati..
whatever.

Address
City

State
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Jack London's Puzzling Ride

JACK LONDON once told a
story that featured a dogsled dash to the bedside of
a dying comrade.
The dramatic points of the narrative
are forgotten. but I trade notes
of certain data which impressed

me at the time as good puzzle

material.
It appears that the famous
novelist and adventurer set out
with a 5 -dog sled to mush from
Skagway to his camp, some distance hack in the frozen wilds.
He started off in good style
and his pups carried him along
at schedule speed for the first
day. Then two of the huskies
heard "the call of the wild"
and eloped with a pack of
wolves. He had to continue

TWENTY -FIVE DOLLARS IN PRIZES

IERE

is no better mental training than the solving of clever puzzles,
to encourage exercise in this fine pastime, SCIENCE and INVENTION and
offer its readers an opportunity to contest for monetary reward as well aswill
to
gain the benefits of a mental gymnasium that develops cleverness and
ingenuity.
FIRST PRIZE, consisting of ten dollars in cash, will be awarded
to
the
person who sends in the best set of correct answers and analyses
puzzles presented on this page: JACK LONDON'S PUZZLING to the three
RIDE and
THE ACCOMMODATING METAL DEALER (two puzzles).
A SECOND PRIZE of five dollars will be awarded for the next best analysis
and correct answers to the three puzzles.
TEN PRIZES, consisting of one dollar each, will be awarded to the ten
persons who send in the next best sets of correct answers and analyses
to the
three puzzles.
By "best" is meant absolute correctness of solution -then, if other
points
must be considered, clearness of analysis.
In the diagrammatic problem it is not necessary to use the actual printed
diagram. Copy the figure (two connected squares, one four times size of
other)
and use it to demonstrate your solution.
Answers must be received not later than February 15th, addressed to Puzzle
Editor, SCIENCE and INVENTION, 381 Fourth Ave., New York City, N.
Y.
All contestants must abide by the decisions of Sam Loyd, who will examine
all papers and award the prizes.
Papers of identical merit. tieing for any one of the prizes, will each
receive
the full amount of the prize tied for.
Answers and prize awards will appear in May issue.

with three dogs, which after
the first clay cut his pace down
to three -fifths of his scheduled
speed, and he finished his journey exactly two days late.
"Had those two renegades
held out for another fifty
miles," remarked Jack, "I would
have arrived only one day behind time."
"How far was this hike of
yours ?" I inquired. Jack had
forgotten, but, you see, he
really had furnished me with
sufficient data to answer myown question. I ant going to
ask our puzzlers to prove just
how far Jack London mashed
out from Skagway on that par tirular journey. Sharpen up
your pencil.

The Accommodating Metal Dealer

FIERE'$ the only piece of sheet
I have on hand," said
1 the metal dealer to his prospectivecopper
customer. "As you see. it's
a nice straight -edged piece that will cut into two squares,
one four times the
size of the other."
"Oh, you want to
use it all in the form
of a single square.
Very well, that's eas-

ily arranged, too.

We'll cut this into
three smaller pieces
and fit them snugly
together to form your
one square. And I'll
sell it at a remnant
price only 60 cents
the square foot."
"Oh, you'd like to
buy by the running
foot. Very well, I'll
make it 72 cents the
running foot, measuring entirely around
the piece, the total
length of the six
straight edges."

II

Back at his shop with his purchase, the customer carefully
measured the square foot area of his metal, and ejaculated:
"That's astonishing it would have cost me exactly the same
by either method of
charging.
Two
propositions
If you can cut this copper
for our puzzlers to
remnant into three parts
check up on :
and reform it into a square,
First, to prove the
dealer's statement that
you have solved one of the
the
copper remnant
three problems on this page.
could be cut into three
parts to reform into
a square.
Second, to tell what
the man paid for his
metal, it being understood that the cost
on the basis of 60
cents the square foot,
or 72 cents the running foot for its peripheral length, would
be the same.
Don't
forget that you are
expected to demonstrate your solution.
;

II

;

euu
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Latest Patents
Notice to Readers:

Hand Vacuum Massage
No. 1,730,535, issued to Alfred P. Rudolph. The object of this device is to
provide a means of vacuum suction. Consists of a tubular member, a slidable piston, a spring which holds the piston in
place, a plug for closing one end of the
tubular member. A pin, extending outward, forms a slot, which slides the piston
up and down.

AN appreciable period of time elapses
between the filing of a patent and the
date upon which the patent is granted.
During this interval inventors frequently
move. We regret that it is quite impossible for us to supply the correct addresses
of persons whose inventions appear on this
page, nor can we furnish information about
when the product may appear on the market. Attorneys who prosecuted the patent
cases can furnish the most reliable data.
Copies of patents are available at ten
cents each from the U. S. Patent Office,
Washington, D. C.

Comb and Scissors Combined

Sling -Shot Pistol
No. 1,726,593, issued to Leo Stawinski.
The object of this invention: is to provide
a toy gun or pistol, in which by the action
of a spring, a missile is hurled into the
air at the same time of the firing of the cartridge. The device consists of a trigger
co- acting with a resilient arm which is
slotted for holding
special model airplane.

Burglar Alarm Door -Knob

Novel Cigarette Lighter

No. 1,727,002, issued to William B.
Weaver.
This lighter is a novelty using
the form of an owl to contain coils which
are heated to incandescence. The eyes of
the owl contain the coils which are heated
to incandescence; the base of the figure is
equipped with an off- and-on switch. When
the eyes light up they give the impression
of an owl blinking.

No. 1,726,390, issued to John W. Erhard
and Antoinette Erhard. This Patent relates
to a device for combing and cutting the
hair and also a means of gauging the
length of the hair cut off. It consists of a
pair of scissors, two shear members pivot-

ally connected, a rod with a comb on it
and a rack and pinion for rotating the
comb upon opening and closing the scissors.

No. 1,731,605, issued to

Willard L. Baker.

It is an attachment for door
will warn the occupants of the

knobs which
house when-

ever the knob is rotated from the outside.
The device consists of a bell which is
made in the form of a knob, and which

rings on rotation.

Roll -less Speed Boat

Automatic Grounding Relay

Self- Operated Corn Popper
No. 1,730,515, issued to Harold S. Lewis,
is a device for popping corn which may
be used with any heating medium, and
Which uses this heat to rotate the popper.
This is done by shunting the heat to a fan

No. 1,128,408, issued to Walter L. Hintz.
This device relates to improvements in
grounding relays which automatically disconnect and connect the antenna by means
of the battery or eliminator switch. It is
effected by an electric magnet connected
across the two binding posts, which is
actuated by a switch.

structure which permits rotation.

No. 1,726,618, issued to Monroe Green.
This patent applies to an invention for reducing to minimum rolling and pitching.
Consists of a series of floats connected by
girder construction so that none of these
floats is on the crest of the same wave at
the same time. The inventor claims his
arrangement will stabilize ships or may be
used

for pontoons

on seaplanes.

February,
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This "Crazy Scheme"
Made Me Independent
Learn the secret of my success. Be a Real Estate
Specialist. Start at home in spare time. Use
my successful system. Free Book shows how.
C

And you can start with little or no
capital -right at home -in your
spare time. I did. So did others.
So can you. My free book tells

IT'S a crazy scheme," said
` 1 some of the old -time real

estate men. But with this "crazy
scheme" I made a net profit of
$100.000 in less than five years
enough to make me independent for
life.
So, no matter where you live, or
what you are now doing, or what
your sex or present age may be, if
you want to learn all about my
you want to do
"crazy scheme "
you want to make big
as I did
money -right at home -in your
spare time-mail coupon at once for
a free copy of my beautiful, new,
illustrated book, which contains the
biggest and best money-making business opportunity you ever heard of.

-

-if

you how.

What Others Say
Read the following record of results achieved by a few users of my
remarkable system.

-if

Use My Money- Making Method

A well

known cartoonist's conception of
my idea

When I started in real estate, I
turned my back on all the ancient,
threadbare, moss-covered methods of
the past, and used a simple, scientific system of my own which is as
far superior to the old -time methods
as the radio is superior to the old style music box.
With little education -no real
estate experience, no money, no pull,
I started a new kind of real estate
business which met with overwhelm-

and make more money than you ever
made before in your whole life.

ing success.
If you want to follow the trail I
you want to use my amazblazed
ingly successful system-write for
my free book now. It tells how I
won success, how I have helped other
men and women succeed, how von,
too. can succeed, how you can have
a high -class business of your own

-

-if

A Remarkable Business
The real estate business-run my
way -is a wonderful business. It
is as permanent as Mother Earth
itself. And it is constantly increasing as our great country grows. It
does not require years o- f study like
most other trades, businesses or professions. And it pays big profits to
ambitious men and women. Users
of inv methods report earnings of
S1,000, $2,000, $5,000 -and more
on single deals ; as much as the ordinary man or woman gets for
months and years of hard work.
And the business is practically unlimited. Ten million properties are
always for rent, sale or exchange.

Mail Coupon

Anthony C. Maurell, New Jersey (former barber), reports earnings of more
than $4,133 his first three months in my
kind of a real estate business. Mrs. Kate
Luke (65- year -old widow) says she has
averaged $200 a week for the past 6
months. W. E. Shoop, Pennsylvania (former weaver), earned $6,000 in one deal.
A. D. Perkins, Connecticut (former woodworker), reports earnings of $1,252 in
J. W. Randolph, North
one month.
Carolina (former grocery clerk), reports
3 sales in 2 weeks that paid him $510.
W. C. Campbell, Kansas (former druggist), made real estate sales amounting

to $22,875 in one day.
These are a few samples of the successes you will learn about in my free
book. Get it. Read it. Follow its instructions. Make big money my way.

Send for Free Book
My free book, "How to become a
Real Estate Specialist," is filled with
astounding facts about my kind of a real
estate business. It tells what I have done
-what others are doing -what you can
do in this big field of opportunity.
Mail coupon at once and get all of this
valuable. money- making information free.
For although this book costs you nothing.
actual
it may be worth more to you

-in

dollars and cents -than any other book
you have read. So, mail coupon now and
learn all about the "crazy scheme" that
made me independent for life. Address
President, American Business Builders.
Inc., Dept. BB -15, 205 East 42 Street,
New York.

I

President, AMERICAN BUSINESS BUILDERS, INC.

I

(Established 1917, Capital $500,000)
Dept. BB -15, 205 East 42 Street, New York

I

Please send me-without cost or obligation-your new, illustrated book,
telling how you will help rue make big money in real estate.

Name
1

(Please print or write plainly)

1

for FREE BOOK

I

Address

;

City

State
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Protect Your Ideas

PATENT ATTORNEYS

Dept. 172, Washington, D. C.
Name

In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases.
Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such
inquiries are published here for the benefit of all

Should advice be desired by mail, a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE: -Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address
are upon the letter and envelope as well. Many
letters are returned to us because either the name
of the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

Airplane Exhaust Silencer

lungs. Do you think I should follow up
this idea.
A. -Not knowing the nature of your idea
it would be quite impossible for us to
advise as to whether you should proceed
further with it or drop the matter entirely.
We would suggest that you communicate
with organizations that manufacture masks
of all kinds and get copies of their catalogs.

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance,
we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

FREE. TERMS REASONABLE.
BEST REFERENCES.

RANDOLPH & CO.

(1202) John J. Porta, of Elliott, Pittsburgh, Pa., has designed an exhaust silencer
for airplanes, the nature of which is made
clear in the appended diagram. He asks
for opinion on the saine.
A.-There has never been any great difficulty in silencing the engine on an airplane. While most silencers decrease the
power which the engine would give, if it
VACUUM

Street
City
PROPELLER
AIR BLAST

P ATE N T

MUFFLER

INVENTIONS
EDWARD GOTTLIEB

Attorney in Patent Causes
5 Beekman Street
New York
Inventions Developed -Representative for
Blair Tool and Machine Corp.

MOTOR EXHAUST

INVENTOR
iVe have been in business 30
invention or patent has merit,
model, or write for information.
ties. References. Adam Fisher
Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

years. If your
send details or
Complete facili-

Mfg. Co., 205-D

NEW YEAR - NEW IDEA

PATENT YOUR IDEAS

Call or send me a sketch of

your invention. Phone LONgacre 308
Recording Blank
FREEInventors
Confldentfal Advice
U. S. and Foreign Patents secures by

Z.H.POLACHEK Con
Consult. Eginee ey

RR

1234

Broadway,

New York

--1

were unsilenced, and while such silencers
are used on some planes, it is quite impossible to do away with the noise created
by the propeller.
There is no doubt but that a market for
a product that will do this could readily
be found, provided there would be no
material lose in power.
While we can see no advantages to your
system, we would certainly suggest that
you work upon the other idea of eliminating propeller noise.

Calendar Reform

I

In

(1203) M. M. Gale of Groton, N. Y., has
designed a calendar to fit the calendar reform which will indicate the dates of the
As one of the oldest patent new and old systems in each individual
firms In America we give block.
Inventors at lowest consistent charge, a service noted
A.- First, your idea is not patentable.
for results, evidenced by many well-known Patents of extraIt could be copyrighted, but then the proordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense, free.
Lacey & Lacey. 644 F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1669 tection which you get is not very broad.
Secondly, there is no indication that the
calendar reform will be accepted. If accepted, a thousand and one organizations
will produce a calendar very similar to
yours, because there is nothing unique about

PATENTS

Ijoy,T.P05IT
IONS
$35 TO $75 WEEKLY
M
E

N

E

N

X

salaries. locations. opportunities. How to cmdio..
etc.

Unless you yourself published these
calendars, we are doubtful if you could get
any financial return.

o

(1204) Mrs. S. Brooks, Paris, Ontario,
writes
The farmers have needed a dust mask
for years to wear at threshing time to
keep dust out of their eyes, nose and

Name__.._....._._....-_...._._.._....... ._..._.- ._..._.................

Address

......._............

_..

-.....
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Perpetual Motion
(1205) W. R. Bee, Minneapolis, Minn.,
submits a diagram for producing perpetual
motion. According to the description the
apparatus consists of a bicycle wheel,
mounted on a suitable holder and on the
rim of the wheel are two hollow cylindrical tubes of steel, fastened as indicated. A
metallic ball is placed in each tube and because of the way it rolls it is supposed to
keep the apparatus in motion.
A.-While it is perfectly true that the
metal ball when at the far end of the cylindrical steel tube, will tend to cause the
wheel to turn, it is also true that this ball
must be lifted through an appreciable distance without producing any motion. Therefore, the additional force which you obtain
on one side of the machine is exactly
counteracted by the fact that the ball must
be lifted through an appreciable distance
on the other side in order to start its operation again. The result is that the wheel
will remain absolutely stationary.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION magazine still
offers an award of $5,000 to any one who
will merely demonstrate to the editor's
satisfaction, a working model of a perpetual motion machine. From this challenge are excluded devices that work by
wind- power, waves, tides, waterfalls, atmospheric temperature changes, barometric
pressure changes, evaporation, humidity,
sun- power, and a demonstration of the
"Brownian movement."
If a working

it.

A

Railway Mail Clerk ( ) Meat Inspector
( ) Special Agent
P. O. Clerk
P. O. Laborer
(investigator) G
File Clerk
Steno -Typist
(
Matron
Immigrant Insp. E
City Mail Carrier
General Clerk
Chauffeur- Carrier
Border Patrol
18
Skilled Laborer
Typist
Watchman
Seamstress
Postmaster
Steno-Secretary
RFD Carrier
Auditor
INSTRUCTION BUREAU 383 St. Louis, Mo.
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PATENT ADVICE

INVENTORS
Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO
GET YOUR PATENT, and Evidence of Invention Blank, sent Free
on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send model or sketch and
description of your invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS

February,

Dust Mask

:-

model of your contrivance were built and
demonstrated to be devoid of trickery, it
would come within the scope of our contest.

February,
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At the right is a view of my drafting and specification offices where
a large staff of experienced experts are in my constant employ.

MI drawingsand spec.

ifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.

My Patent Law
Offices
Just Across Street

From

U.S. Pat.
Office

Ideas
Protect Your-Action
Counts

Take the First Step Today

If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent
Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden oP
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

fnventors

b4feealige,

Free Boo

Service
Prompt, Careful, Efficient
its entire time and attention

This large, experienced organization devotes
to patent and trademark cases. Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and tradeptark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me in Confidence
held in strictest conilAll communications, sketches. drawings. etc.. areaccessible
only to authordenee in strong. steel. fireproof files, which are
It is probable
ized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly.
the coupon and get

Highest references.
I can help you.
my free book. Do THAT right now.

that

But FIRST -clip

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to patâib
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send you
my "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.

A. O'Brien
Clarence
Registered Patent Attorney
Attorney -at -Law
United States;
Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of theSupreme
Court,
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia;Court of Claims.
District of Columbia; United States
PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

r

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
and Attorney -at -Law
531r Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

--or-

Suite 1106, Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK CITY
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Record of Invention" form
without any cost or obligation on my part.
Name

Address

(Important! Write plainly and address office
nearest you)

1
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Have You An Idea?
Would You Like
To Get It PATENTED
-Is the Delay Due To
LACK of FUNDS

?

?

If so, we will help you pay the
necessary expenses.
WRITE us for free information
regarding procedure for obtaining patents,

including our special time payment plan
which will enable you to proceed without
further delay. Everything relating to
patents is our business- searches, drawings,
applications, opinions, etc. Our charges
are reasonable, reports are rendered
promptly and every case is given individual
attention.
-MAIL THIS COUPON NOW----

--

INVENTORS FINANCE CORP.
Dept. B, Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Please send me particulars with reference to patent
procedure, cost, etc.

PATENTS
TRADE -MARKS

DO NOT LOSE YOUR RIGHTS
TO PATENT PROTECTION
Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank frein "EvInENCB
OF CONCEPTION" to he signed and witnessed.

LANCASTER & ALLWINE
Registered Attorneys

255 OURAY BLDG.

WASIiINGTON, D. C.

Originators of forms
"Evidence of Conception"

PATENTS
WRITE

FOR FREE

INSTRUCTIONS

Send drawing or model for examination.
CARL MILLER, Patent Attorney
Former member Examining Corps, U. S.
Patent Office
261 McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

ORS'MODELS

ckaniral

peciatists for over °

20 years. Rendering
íe Service to

the ma
man withr an idea

-

labor Saving
Machinery
DesignedBuili
e

Circular-References-Guarantee-Free

BERNARD &HELLER

No

wind
Can

Blow
It
Out

tii

-31 East 17M St..NYC.

I'LL PAY YOU
$20 A DAY
$

To Show My Mystery Lighter to
Men. What Makes It Ligflt? All
Guaranteed. Sample With Sales
Plan 25c. Sample Gold or Silver Plated,
$1.00.
Agents write for proposition.
NEW METHOD MPG. CO.
Desk S.I. :
Bradford, Pa.

Lt. Reynolds Flies
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& I. Glider

(Continued front page 907)
back towards the trailing edge of this part
the pulley wheels from an Aviation Supply
of the rib to help maintain the shape.
House. The Heath Airplane Co. sells a
Make 2 Special Compression ribs which
good aluminum 14" pulley for 25c each.
are to go into the Aileron Section of the
10 Aluminum Pulleys 1M' diameter will
wings as shown in the Wing Chart on
he required for the glider
it is best
Plate No. 2. These Special Compression to make or secure them all and
at this time.
ribs are made up as a Compression rib
The metal brackets are bent to allow just
from the Leading Edge to the Back Spar
clearance enough at their hase for the
but left open like an Aileron Rib from the
pulleys to turn freely so that there will
Rear Spar to the Trailing Edge.
not be room enough for the cable to work
out or bind.
LIST OF RIBS
Make 5 Horns as shown on Plate No. 2.
14 Regular Ribs.
8 Compression Ribs.
%" thick Spruce is cut to shape and
8 Aileron Ribs.
sanded smooth on each side. Plywood
2 Special Compression Ribs.
sides are next shaped and then glued to
each side of the spruce horn. If the whole
32 Ribs in all.
Horn Assembly is placed between two
SPARS:
small boards and left to dry under the
There are 4 Main Spars and 2 Aileron
pressure of a clamp it will be very strong.
Spars. Sitka spruce is best but straight
The wings may next be assembled. Take
grained spruce, free from knots, can be
a right front main spar and a right rear
procured from lumber dealers in nearly
main spar and mark them with a pencil
every section of the country and will be
showing the exact position of each rib.
satisfactory. The 4 Main Spars are cut
The ribs are slipped onto the spars from
16' -1" long by 3 3/8" wide from 11/16"
their tapered end along to their respective
thick Spruce. A 12" long taper is next
positions. Be sure to have the Compressawed at one end of each Main Spar, for
sion Ribs, Regular Ribs and Aileron Ribs
in their proper places. The metal fittings
the wing tip shape, as shown in Plate No.
F 12 are next placed in position against the
2. A 1" by 1 -7/8" angular cut off is made
to the other end of each Main Spar, to
spars under the upright strips of the Compression Ribs. VI" holes are drilled through
conform to the metal fitting F25, as shown
the spars and these fittings bolted tight
in Plate No. 2. It is best to cut one Main
Spar and use it as a pattern for marking with ?4" x 1%" machine bolts. The metal
fittings F 4 are next placed in position and
the other three Main Spars so that when
cut they will all he alike. The top and
?..4" holes are drilled through the spars for
the %" x 1A" machine bolts which secure
bottom surfaces of two Main Spars are
planed to fit the openings for spars in the
ribs shown on the regular rib pattern in
Plate No. 1. Two Main Spars are planed
for right wing ribs and two Main Spars
are planed for left wing ribs. The 2
PRIZE WINNERS
Aileron Spars are cut 6' -4%" long by 3"
in Duuninger "Buzz Saw" Contest
wide from 7/16" thick Spruce with a
In March number
12y" long taper sawed at one end of each
as shown in Plate No. 2. The top and
bottom of these Aileron Spars are plaited
to fit the Aileron Ribs at a point 1" back
from the Rear Main Spar. One Aileron
Spar is planed to fit the right wing and
one is planed to fit the left wing. The 1"
allowed between the Rear Main Spar and
the Aileron Spar is the space necessary
for the Aileron Hinges which are to be
,¿PLYWOO
fitted later.
The metal fittings necessary for the
wings should next be made. Make 8
I3á
31-13'
8 12f- -I
TV
FABRIC GLUED ON WITH
fittings like drawing F 25. These may be
© REGULAR RIB FORM
bolted at this time to the butt end of all
the Main Spars. They are put on in pairs
one fitting on each side of each Main Spar
using 4 machine bolts %" x 1% ", to hold
© COMPRESSION RIB
them to each spar end. It is important to
have the %" hole in the pointed end of
3
39g"
this fitting protrude about %" beyond the
i
AILERON HORN
Spruce Main Spar ends so that the bolt
5 urs000CE
which later is inserted will have clear
fzq EDGE
passage. These F 25 fittings should be
® AILEROÑ
attached in exactly the same position on
all four of the Main Spar ends which are
sawed off to receive them. Make 16
Glider Rib Details. Plate No. II.
fittings like drawing F 12. These fittings
are drilled with four %" holes and are
bent as shown in Plate No. 2. Make 8
them. A ?.j" half round spruce strip is
fittings like drawing F 22. These fittings
glued and nailed to form the end of the
are drilled with three I/4" holes in the
wing and complete the tapered form of
square main plate and the two 7''/" x 1"
the spar ends. It is best to further secure
straps are securely riveted near the center
this strip by gluing and nailing triangular
of the square main plate with a good 3/8"
plywood gusset plates between it and the
iron rivet securely headed. The ends of
spars. Each rib is securely nailed and
these straps have a %" hole drilled at their
glued, in its exact position, to the spars.
free ends. Make 50 fittings like F 4. %"
Never drive nails through the top and
holes are drilled in each end of this fitting
bottom battens of the ribs into the spars
and a %" copper rivet can be flatly headed
for this weakens the ribs at this point. The
in one of these holes and drilled with a %"
writer has found that the ribs can be toe hole in its exact center thus forming a
nailed at an angle through the inside upcopper bushing. Make 2 Aileron Pulley
right rib strips into the spars. Use plenty
Sets like drawing F 13. It is best to buy
of glue in securing the ribs to the spars.

421`'
DOPE
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New Telephone Magic

(Continued from page 887)
buttons; nothing else was visible. Probably
most people are familiar with the prin-

ciples of the dial telephone system, or as
it is more technically known, the machine
switching system. When a person moves
the little perforated disc above the indicator dial around to the stopping point, impulses are set up in the line which actuate
a motor, which in turn operates a sliding
selector. This selector picks out the number desired with more than human precision and completes the call through the
desired station-provided that station
called is also a machine switching office.
The entire problem of telephone laboratories has been to effect a means of connecting up the machine switching station

with the manual switching station where
the operator makes the connections. Heretofore a translucent plate, containing a
series of digits, behind which there were
corresponding pilot lights, has been used.
\Vhen a number selection came in from a
machine switching station, the lights behind the desired numbers would appear
and thus the operator would know the
number the subscriber was calling, and
then could complete the call. The draw hack to this system was mainly a matter of
This system required intricate
finance.
relaying arrangements which were very
costly and required too much time to install. The "call announcer" was designed
to eliminate this costly installation.
It consists of the following parts a
synchronizing motor driving a long shaft
on which there are seven drums. Each
drum has two strips of sound film on its
outer surface. On each strip of film there
is recorded a digit, from one to ten. This
digit is repeated four times on the same
strip of film. In front of the drum is a
very bright low- powered light which focuses on the film through a very minute
slit. Behind this slit, on the inside of the
drum, there is a photo- electric cell which
is connected to a three stage amplifier.
The head phones of the operators of the
manual board are connected to the amplifier though our artist lias shown a speaker
connection merely to clarify the details.
As the entire apparatus has seven drums
with two strips of film on each drum,
fourteen strips are accounted for. On the
dial there are only ten numbers the other
four are for party letters.
When the subscriber picks up his dial
phone he hears the buzzing noise. He dials
the number he wants. The dialing actuates the machine selector. The machine
Selector sends the electrical- impulses over
the wires to a set of relays connected to
the "call announcer." The relays transmit
the impulses, and the sound from the films
corresponding to the desired numbers are
sent through the amplifiers to the operator, who completes the call. It should
be understood that the entire seven drums
are revolving continuously the relays
merely complete the circuit to the drums
on which the films are mounted that have
the desired numbers.

OUR OFFER.
should

VICTOR BUILDING
Our New Building Nearly Opposite U. S.

Patent

Office Specially Erected by
Us for Our Own Use

Before disclosing your invention, a
sketch and description should be
made on our "Record of Invention
Blank ", signed, witnessed, then returned to us and we will place it in
our fireproof secret files. We will also
give our opinion as to whether the
invention comes within the Patent
Office definition of a patentable invention. This "Record of Invention"
will serve as "proof of conception"
until the case can be filed in the
Patent Office. There is no charge

or obligation for this service.

Write for Our Five Books Mailed Free to Inventors
Our Illustrated Guide Book
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents, Our Methods,
Terms, and 1110 Aieelrmic ;tl Movements illustrated and described.

OUR TRADE -MARK BOOK

Shows value and necessity of Trade -' I,fk Protection. Information regarding TRADE -MARKS A\ I) l N FAIR COMPETITION IN TRADE.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK
We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and secure
Foreign Patents in shortest time and at lowest cost.

PROGRESS OF INVENTION
Description el World's Most Pressing Problems by Leading
Scientists and IA V l: N TORS.

DELAYS ARE DANGEROUS IN
PATENT MATTERS

;

IMPORTANT

write for our blank form,

"RECORD OF INVENTION."

;

TO NEWSSTAND READERS
IN order to eliminate all waste and unsold
copies it has become necessary to supply
newsstand dealers with the actual number of
copies for which they have orders. This
makes it advisable to place an order with
your newsdealer, asking him to reserve a
copy for you every month. Otherwise he
will not be able to supply your copy. The
dealer will then be in a position to supply copies to you regularly every month.
If you are interested in reserving your copy
every month, do not fail to do this. It
costs you nothing to do so.

YOUR PÌNVENTION

YOUR FIRST STEP -The inventor

:

;

OF

TO AVOID DELAY: YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR
correCASE MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to save Patent
spondence, secure protection and early filing date in
with
or
photograph
model,
sketch
a
Office. You should send us
a description of your invention together with $25.00 on account.
We will make an examination of the U. S. Patent Office records
and if it is Patentable we will prepare the official drawings immediately and forward them for approval. If the invention is not
patentable we will return the fee less the cost of the examination.

PAYMENT OF FEES IN INSTALLMENTS

a patent be paid in one
payment. We permit our clients to pay for their applications
in three installments as the preparation of the application progresses in our office.
SECRET
ALL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA STRICTLY
INTERFERENCE AND INFRINGEAND CONFIDENTIAL.
Our Large, Comprehensive OrMENT SUITS PROSECUTED.
and Personal
for 30 years and offers Prompt, Efficient
ganization has been establishedLawyers
have you
and Draftsmen. We shall be gladortoCopyrights
Service by experienced Patent
Trademarks
Patents,
to
in
regard
consult us or to answer any questions
without charge.

It is not necessary that the total cost of

- - - - - --

Highest References -Prompt Service -Reasonable Terms
WRITE TODAY
I
FREE
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.

COUPON i
.M

Registered Patent Attorneys: Established 1898

St., Washington, D. C.
.f MAIN OFFICES: 715 Ninth New
York City; 1640 -42 Conway

Bldg.,
BRANCH OFFICES: 1007 Woolworth Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.; 514 Empire Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 828 Fidelity Phila. Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.; 1010 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Gentlemen : Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.
NO
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Illuminated Table Novelties
By Joseph W. Von Stein
(Concluded from January issue)

"Four Raises in Two Years"
'AND it hasn't been hard to get them, either. Why,
it seems only yesterday that I was wondering if I
would ever make as much as $45 a week. And now
I'm making $75.
"Tom Dawson was speaking about it today. We
worked side by side two years ago. And he's still
plugging away at the same old job.
I told him it wasn't too late if he would only
make the start and he said he was going to send in
one of those I. C. S. coupons right away.
"I hope he does, because an I. C. S. course is the
very thing he needs to get out of the rut. I wouldn't
be making anywhere near $75 a week if I hadn't
started to study just when I did."
Every day, in office, shop and factory.
will find
men who are being given better positionsyouand larger
salaries because they are studying at home in spare time
with the International Correspondence Schools.
An I. C. S. course helped Jesse G. Vincent to rise
from tool -maker to Vice- president of the Packard Motor
Car Company. It helped George Grieble to rise from
a stone -mason to the owner of a business paying $12,000
a year. It helped Bert S. Remaley to increase his salary
fen tunes.
And it will help you too, if you will only
make the start.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal l'niecrsity"
Box 6210 -F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on niy part, please send nie
a copy of your 48-page booklet, "Who Wins and Why."
and tell nie how I can qualify for the position, or In the
subject, before which I have marked an X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
El Automobile Work
Architectural Draftsman Aviation Engines
Ituilding Foreman
Plumber and Steam Fitter
toserete Builder
O Plumbing Inspector
Contractor and Builder
Plumber
Structural Draftsman DI Foreman
heating and Ventilation
Structural Engineer
Sheet -Metal Worker
Electrical Engineer
Steam Engineer
Eleetrical Contractor
Marine Engineer
Electric Wiring
Refrigeration Engineer
Electric Lighting
it. R. Positions
El Electric Car punning
highway Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
Chemistry
El Telephone Work
Pharmacy
['Mechanical Engineer
Coal
Mining Engineer
loll Mechanical Draftsman
El Navigation
Assayer
O Machine Shop Practice
Iron and Steel Worker
El Toolmaker

Textile Overseer or Supt.
Cotton Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
woolen Manufacturing
Surveying and Mapping Agriculture
Fruit Growing
Bridge Engineer
Poultry Farming
Gas Engine Operating
Mathematics
Radio
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management Business Correspondence
Industrial Management
Show Card and Sign
Personnel Management
Lettering
Traftie Management
liStenography and Typing
Accounting and C. P. A. English
Coaching
Civil
Service
Cost Accounting
liailway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Mail Carrier
Secretarial Work
Grade School Subjects
Spanish D French
high Sehool Subject;
Salesmanship
Illustrating
Cartooning
El
17

Patternnaker

Advertising

Lumber Dealer

Name

Street
Address
City

State

Occupation
If can reside in Canada, erred this coupon to the
International Corresprnrdenco Schools Canadian,
Limited,
Montreal, Canada

Illuminated bells suited
to

many occasions.

LGHTED PLACE
CARDS -Wire on

a cord every 20 inches
as many intermediate
screw base sockets as

there are guests. To
make the sockets stand
upright, drill a small
hole in the base of
each, and place it over
a half -inch nail protruding through the
center of a 2/ -inch
disc of beaver board.
This disc forms the
base on
which the
socket rests and the
decorations composing
the card are built of
colored papers pasted
to the socket.
When
strings of series lamps
are used, they will stand
upright by binding
about 6- inches of the
cord with supporting
wire, one end of which
is twisted into a flat
spiral.

Illuminated flowers.

-

Magnified 225 Diameters
This is what the tip of a fly-'s leg
is like when seen through the
Ultralens
Microscope
At last a high
powered microscope Is within
the means of all
who wish to
study, observe
and experiment
with the vast
world of minute
objects invisible
the naked eye.
$5.00 for Complete s utfit Prepaid to
Such tun it Is,
well as educaas
tional. No technical training required, yet hundreds
of
scientists and teachers are using this instrument. Gives
enormous magnification and perfect definition. Send $5.00
for complete outfit. Send for descriptive literature.
ROAT & LOHMAN, Dept.203, Milton, Pennsylvania

Electrically lighted Jack Horner Pie.

1930
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ebrill of Making
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QuicklY an et Ea
with the NEW 1930

elechk

Electric lights are often placed inside small
dolls with excellent effect.

-A

bouquet is
LIGHTED FLOWERS
easily made by following, with slight variations, the simple instructions given by
the manufacturers of crepe paper for the
making of paper flowers. The head can
be built about an intermediate screw base
socket wired with about 18 inches of insulated wire, and bound with green crepe
paper to serve as the stem. Each flower,
separately made, is placed in a basket or
vase. Wiring connections are made in the
bottom of the container so that the flowers
are in multiple and only one silk- covered
extension cord extends from vase to lighting outlet.
Colorful baskets or vases are easily made
from cardboard with wire for handles.
Rainbow ruffles or sections of crushed
crepe paper are pasted on the surface, and
the handles bound with colored paper or
with bows of maline ribbon. The basket
can be made translucent if the entire frame
is of wire covered with paper. A lamp
concealed among the sterns of the flowers
illuminates the basket and sheds a glow
of light over the table.
AN ILLUMINATED JACK HORNER
PIE -This essential adjunct to any party
-front the child's viewpoint -is readily
constructed as shown in the illustration.
This box covers a 60 -watt Mazda lamp
and the children's favors. Strings from
favors run through the sides of the pie.
If it is desirable not to have the sides torn
when the favors are drawn, the arms of
the nursery figures can be partly cut out
and small favors attached, or the top of
the pie may he left loose and the favor ribbons brought through openings about
the tope edge.
COVER

-

TA85

WITH
GLUE

-

RUM OF

GLUED

OILED MANILA

Craftsmen, artisans, farmers, mechanics-all who
use wood in their daily labors or spare -time
hobbies-are delighted with the sturdy construction, splendid efficiency, and moderate cost of this
Delta equipment. They appreciate keenly in the
"Handi- Shop" such exclusive constructional features as the Patented Tilting Tables, Automatically -Oiled Bronze Bearings, Heavy U- Shaped
Lathe Bed, and Circular Saw Raising Lever. Send
coupon for complete description of this remarkable workshop.

New Woodworking Units

The introduction of the Delta Jointer and Circular
Saw Units marks a new era in moderate- priced wood -'
working equipment. Now, for the first time, are available sturdy, practical machines in compact, convenient
form at price levels astonishingly low. The combination unit affords a compact, convenient arrangement
which permits sawing and planing in one quick operation. Either Jointer or Saw can be operated separately or both together. Welded steel stand of convenient height. All three units are furnished with
or without motor, as desired.

PAPER

10 -Day

Trial!

Terms

For complete details and full description of the new 1030
Delta line, send coupon for FRET: illustrated literature.
Shows many items of interest to time who work with wood.
You will learn, also, how you can try any Delta equipment for
10 clays under actual working condüHo, at our risk. Choice
D-1S!
of three convenient payment plans. Alit
PERFORATED
FATO

STRING

PLA

How the illuminated Jack Horner Pie was

New

"Delta"

made.

Following these general instructions, innumerable unique and original lighted
decorations can be built up. Inasmuch as
many decorations differ only in the color
of paper or the motif of ornament employed, there are numerous effects to he
had from following general principles.
For example, a Valentine set -up might
differ from a St. Patrick set -up only in
that the former would employ red paper
and hearts, while the latter would employ
green paper and shamrocks. Similarly
patriotic occasions can be celebrated. A
lighted figure of Betsy Ross might grace
the Flag Day table amid a setting of colonial American flags, while a cherry tree
centerpiece where the cherries are represented by red bulb lamps could suggest
nothing but Washington's birthday.

Moulding Cutter
High speed blades produce
over 10,000 cuts per minute
at 3,500 R. P. M. Blades require no individual adjustment. Quickly and easily
locked in position. Special
guide fence. Unusually low
price. Below are a few of
the many shapes that can
be made.

Cuts Over 50 Moulding Shapes
With Only 4 Sets of Blades

477 64/7

IiS

CO.
DELTA SPECIALTY
Division of
DELTA MANUFACTURING CO.
1661 -67 Holton St.

Dept.

C

-230

Milwaukee. Wis.

P

4 -Inch

Jointer
Unit

8 -i nch

Circular

Saw Unit.

The individual units are built ruggedly
to give years of heavy service. Both incorporate many special features of great
value. Furnished with or without motor.

DELTA SPECIALTY COMPANY, Dept.0 -230
Division of "Delta Manufacturing Co."
1661 -87 Holton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send me FREE, illustrated literature describing
19311 model "Delta" Woodworking Units. Also details of
10 -Day Trial Offer and Easy Payment Plans. (Check special information desired.)
Moulding Cutter
!7 liandi -Shop
D 8" Circular Saw Unit
'.ri 4" Jointer Units
] Combination 4" Jointer and 8" Circular Saw
I am interested particularly for home use
CI I am interested for shop and professional use
Name
Address
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Two New Draft

Sent on Approval

Thermostat Controlled

INFRA -RED RAY LAMP
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THIS MEANS NO MONEY DOWN Drafts Regulate Temperature and Cut Coal Costs

Have You Some
Troublesome Ailment?

You will be greatly surprised when you learn how
Infra -Red Rays relieve congestion or troubles causing
aches and pains in the body. The Campbell Infra -Red
Ray Lamp concentrates a mild beam of Infra-Red
Rays upon any part of the body.
These rays penetrate deeply into the tissues. As they
penetrate they create an active circulation of the blood.
Most ailments are due to congestion-relieve the congestion and you relieve the ailment. Nature herself
does the healing by active, normal blood circulation.

If you

Why Suffer Needless Pain?

or someone in your home have troublesome ailment, a lamp like thisis a blessing. Maya be
used safely by
anyone.
Relieve bronchial trouble, Neuralgia,
Sinus
trouble. Catarrh, head noises, Asthma, EarNeuritis.
trouble,
Rheumatism, Hemorrhoids, Gall- Bladder, Tonsilitis, Lumbago
and many other ailments with soothing
Infra -Red Rays.

Let Us Send You
Our Book on Infra-Red Rays

T is very unfortunate that the
furnace does not know What
is going on in the rooms up- stairs
so that it could regulate its drafts
and maintain a constant temperature in the hone. That is the
object of various types of furnace draft controls that have recently been put out on the market.
Contrary to the usual
expectation. these furnace draft
controls actually save money hecause they regulate the temperature to a nicety and prevent the
unnecessary opening of Windows
and ultra -firing of the furnace to
get up that first heat. The first
of these illustrated at the right,
the (iermever system, has a thermostatically controlled blower
that supplies the draft. The sec (incl. the Sheer -Comfort Heat,
Control, illustrated below,
has a heat- operated expansion chamber, which regulates the draft door and the
check damper. In both there
is a low voltage supply to
the thermostat.

1050 Union Avenue

Alliance, Ohio

SUPPLY

A

...BLOWER

o

L--

pera.tion

varies

from

15e to 50e a
ton of coal,
depending on

the kind used.

.i

Constant tem.-

perature is
maintained.

The thermostat which is pre -set is operated
from a low voltage supply leading to the
motor where the current is turned on, regulating the amount of draft to the furnace.
Cheaper and poorer grades of coal are
thoroughly burned with this forced draft.

C

SUPPLY

A Priscilla Sewing Stand
DRAFT DOOR
ARM
CHECK
DAMPER

ARM

(Continued from, page 904)
very nicely. The box sides and bottom are
fastened together with nails and glue. The
ends are made of one -half inch material; a paper pattern is made for the outline and the cutting is done with any available saw for cutting curves.

THE handle should next

to
Learn

THERMOSTAT

MAIL THE COUPON

AVIATION
AT
HOME

Next to actual practical work
in shops, the new Extension
Course now being offered by Universal Aviation Schools is the
best possible initial aviation
training you can secure. The
knowledge and experience of
trained men now instructing in
the world's largest system of aviation schools has been combined
In the preparation of this course.
Entire cost of course credited if
Universal Flying Course is taken
later. Get the facts. Learn how
you can master aviation theory

at home. Clip
the coupon,
fill in and

TOS

P4YN1r0
O

CHAIN."(

O

CHECK
DRAFT

be shaped and
fitted to the posts by boring a half inch hole in the ends of the handle, into
which the top end of the post is fitted,
and glued later. A cross piece, separating
the lids and amortised into the post and another cross piece at the bottom, are now
made. The feet are cut to shape and fitted
either with a amortise and tenon joint,
dowels, or evenly with screws.
In the assembling, it is well to glue all
parts together where possible. The box
portion should be glued to the legs, and
either nailed or screwed also from the inside. The handle and stretchers should
also he glued. Care must be taken in
gluing and the work should be done in a
warm room to prevent the glue from chilling, and to allow ample time for placing
and setting of clamps.

The Lids

s
CONTROL
BOX

mal4

UNIVERSAL AVIATION SCHOOLS
Division of The A iation Corporation

WHILE the glue is s_ttiug, time may
well be employed in making the two
hinged lids for the box. They are made of
half -inch material and the outside edge is
built up with a V2-inch x -inch strip to
give a rounded thick edge.
Material
should be very carefully selected for the
lids, to get well seasoned flat wood;
otherwise warping and twisting may result.
.Another note of warning: Finish both
sides of the lid exactly the same and with
the sanie number of coats of finish or
warping may result.
1

Boatmen's Bank Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Please send literature describing UniversalAviation School's
Extension home Study Course.
1168

Name

Age

Address

r

blower has
but a very
small motor.
Its cost of

Final Assembling

How

t

The electric
motor - driven

--

HEATING
ELEMENT

We have ani nteresting book on the use of Infra -Red Rays
which the shall be glad to send free to any reader upon
request. Our book quotes eading authorities as well as
users of our! amp. Full directions or use, how to order,
our home trial offer, etc., are also explained.
Infra- Red Rays have brought such wonderful results
for others you are sure to be interested.
Write today for
our book telling more aboutit.

THE WILLIAM CAMPBELL COMPANY

110 VOLTS

State

DRAFT
DOOR

Details of a novel form of draft control
which opens and shuts doors on check
draft and at bottom of furnace.

I
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Your Car Gets the Third
Degree
By M. M. Roberts
(Continued from page 892)
gaged in designing new test equipment and
otherwise increasing the facilities of the
proving ground as well as to keep accurate records of automotive improvements. Each division is engaged in a continuous test of its own products and trying out new ideas of its engineering staff.
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Fleets of Test Cars
These new ideas were intriguing, for
they represented the work which has resulted in all new models and new automobiles produced during recent years by
The engineers were
General Motors.
agreeable and volunteered to show how a
new car was tested in every detail before
it was offered to the public. They used as
an example the Viking, one of the newest
General Motors products.
The Viking engineers, they explained,
approached their work of designing a new
automobile with an open mind, literally

KNOW ELECTRICITY AS EXPERTS KNOW
IT-AND GET AN EXPERT'S PAY
Let these books guide you to a bigger electrical job- you the inNewly revised -up -to -the- minute -the new Croft Library gives
that lie in store
formation you need to fit yourself for the many opportunities
for you in this modern, and ever -developing age of electricity.

New Revised Edition

The Croft Library of Practical
Electricity
7

volumes, 3000 pages, 2100 illustrations

It is founded on
The Croft Library is a complete electrical training course.
jammed from cover to
practice-on work as it is actually done. Each book istext
speaks the language
cover with the kind of bed -rock facts you want. The
are guided
of the practical man. Through logical stages of progression you
transformers,
in a step -by -step mastery of motors, generators, armatures,
are
installations.
simple and multiple circuits, switchboards and plant and improved You
methods
latest
instructed in wiring for light and power -in the electrical
job from estimating
of illumination and how to carry on a complete
are given with an unto finishing. Municipal and underwriters' requirements
only the needs of the beginderstandable explanation. These books serve not
ner but are the daily guide of nearly 60,000 highly paid electrical workers.
Above is a decelerometer for testing brakes
Instrument registers pressure
of auto.
applied.

starting from scratch.

They investigated

all types of cars, past and present, as well
as tried out new engineering principles.
They were striving for a balanced automobile, one which would give the motoring public endurance, safe braking qualities, speed, comfort, driving ease, acceleration, economy of operation, quietness and

strength.
The engineers built fleets of cars so
that they could determine beyond question just how their ideas, combined in this
new automobile, would perform under any
and all conditions. And at this stage of
t'le development work the proving ground
enters the picture -in fact, dominates it.
These fleets of cars were operated over
every type road and grade during a period
covering both extremes of the thermometer.
Scientifically correct instruments, many especially designed for this
work, were used to test every type of
performance of this fact -finding fleet.
"The instruments we use for this testing have eliminated the human element,
with consequent liability of error, as much
as possible," the engineers explained. "For
instance, car speedometers are likely to
vary- for numerous reasons. This is how
we test speed.'.

20 Years of Shirt -Sleeve Experience in These Books
as much about electricity in
With this Library at his elbow a man can learn stuff
-as he would ordinarily
six months -good, practical "bread and butter"
Croft work gives you the benefit of a
absorb in a lifetime of practice. The possibly
in your own field.
duplicate
vast experience that you could not

NO MONEY DOWN-Small Monthly Payments
New Croft Library
We will send you the entire seven volumes comprising the
take all risk -and
of Practical Electricity for 10 days' free examination. to We
keel) the hooks. Then
pay all charges. You pay nothing unless you adecide
the special price
until
month
send an initial remittance of $1.50 and $2.00
of $19.50 has been paid.

TEN DAYS'
FREE
EXAMINATION
Put the Library to
a thorough everyday test. Subject
the books to your
complete consideration before you
make your decision.
MAIL THE
COUPON
TODAY

::

::

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

::

::

McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 370 Seventh Avenue, New York
Croft Library
You may send nie the seven volumes of the Newexamination.
I
of Practical Electricity on approval for 10 days' nr
to remit $1.50
days.
in
10
postpaid,
books
the
agree to return
then and $2.00 a month until ,$19.50 has been paid.

Name
Route Address

City and State
Name of Company

Occupation
and Canada only)
(Books sent on approval to ret all purchasers in P. S.
s& I" -30
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Thii Free Book'
shows
how you can

get into
AVIATIO
HERE'S the

Walter Hinton
First to pilot a plane
across the Atlantic.
first to fly from North
to South America,
first to use the plane
in exploration, first
world- famous flyer to
give home-study students the cream of his
knowledge. Get Walter Hinton's own
message to you, his
Free Book, "Wings
of Opportunity."

book that tells
just where your chances are
in Aviation today.
It gives
definite answers to the Questions
you've been asking yourself
"What does Aviation offer me ?"
-"What must I do to get into
Aviation ?"
"What job can I
hold ?" It explains how Lieu tenant Walter Hinton, through
a remarkable personalized homestudy course can give you
RIGHT AT HOME
the

-

-

- -

groundwork employers demand.
This
intensive home -study
course in Aviation is getting
casts results for Hinton's graduates in all ports of the country.
He also backs you up with an
active employment service when
you are ready for a job. If you
want to take up flight instruction, he arranges for special reduced rates at an accredited
flying school.
Send for this book today.
The time you now spend thinking about Aviation could be
spent in training.

Speed Tests
WHAT they termed a fifth wheel
speedometer was hooked to the right
running board of the Viking. It consisted
of a bicycle wheel which runs parallel to
the right rear wheel of the car. This bicycle wheel is connected by a belt to an
electric generator fastened to the running
board. This, in turn, is wired to a voltmeter held by the tester seated beside the
driver in the car. The dial of the voltmeter is divided into miles per hour instead of volts and the hand actuated by the
current accurately records the
actual mileage of the car. The dial is
double, one set showing from 1 to 50 miles
an hour and the other from 1 to 100 miles
an hour. Recently the engineers have designed one showing speeds up to 150 miles
an hour.
Maximum speed tests are made on concrete straightaways only, of which there
are two at the proving ground, beside those
which form part of the 3.8 mile speed
loop. Each test is run both ways of the
track and the time for the two runs averaged to eliminate the factor of wind resistance. The fifth wheel speedometers
electrical

February,

1930

and from 10 to 35 miles an hour. The
Viking easily reached 35 miles in slightly
more than 10 seconds.

Fuel Consumption Tests
TO show how accurately gas consumption is measured in proving ground
tests, a fiozometer was attached to the front
compartment of the Viking. This is a
burette, or tube, scaled to show its cubic
centimeter content of gasoline. It is tilled
to its maximum capacity of 700 c.c. by
two pumps at the hase of the burette and
connected with the gasoline tank.
Before being tested the Viking car was
first driven until it reached its most efficient operating temperature. The test is
made over a course accurately marked each
tenth of a mile. At the end of each run
the exact amount of gasoline consumed
and the speed traveled are recorded. Test
runs are made at varying speeds fr0111 10
miles an hour, to maximum speed. The
gas consumption curves plotted for various
cars from these records, as a rule, show
good at 10 miles, a slight drop in consumption at 15 and 20 miles an hour, a

Walter Hinton, President
304 -D
Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
Please send me your Free Book showing how I can
train right at home for a place in Aviation.
Name

Age

(must be

1H)

Address.
City

L----

t

tc
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CARBON ARC HEALTH LAMP

Stand Model
Table Model

. .
.

.

$12.50
$8.80

The Mann Ultra-Violet Projectors at new low
prices. Stand ,ode! is Si inches high and
admstable
to any desired height.
All our Projectors use the big.
standard umm
bons and n
eMcicnt
projectors costing $100.00.
More
convenient
io use.
The powerful Ultra- Violet rays from te
ann ProPro jectors aid ana maintain heult,, relieve
pain and
up 00.11ty.r
Ultra-Violet mye
the
aid to health
Science has discovered in thegreatest
lost hmdrel years!
The Mann Projector should be in every home. A few
m tutee daily use
vigor and strength.
tBoth
oriels are complete
18a
wwith carbons. goggle',
Only Si required with order.
l'Pay postman
btc.
alance n
val, plus postage.
Try it! If not more
than delighted with results return lump and your
mo ney will be promptly refunded.
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE FREE ON

General Motors huge 1,268 acre proving ground near Detroit is shown in accompanying illustration. 1, garages; 2, living quarters; 3, office and auditorium;
4, photographic screen; 5, gate house; 6, weather observatory; 7, director's residence.

b
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ULTRA MANUFACTURING CO.
121 -D N. Francisco Ave.
Chicago.

WANTED MEN

To Manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties

Big demand for 5 and 10e store
Novelties, Ashtrays, Toy Soldiers,
Animals, Auto Radiator Ornaments, etc.
We co- operate in
selling goods you matte; also buy
these from you. Small investment
needed to start and ive help you
build up. WE FURNISH COM$
PLETE OUTFITS and start you
Abso$^
1
i' in well- paying business.
lutely NO EXI'EItIENCE and no
special place needed. A chance of a
lifetime for man with small capital.
Write AT ONCE if you mean strictly business and
want to handle wholesale orders now being placed.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS COMPANY
DEPT. E
1696 Boston Road
New York City

Print Your Own

Cards, Stationery Advertising,

labels, paper, circulars tags etc.
Save money and time. Sold direct
from factory only. Junior Press
86.00, Job Presa, Ell, Rotary $749.
Do popular raised printing like engraving with any of our presses.
Print for Others, Bin Profits.
Pays for itself in a short time.
Easy rules sent. Send for catalog
of presses, outfits and all details.
The Kelsey Co., II-4i, Meriden, Coo`

are raised and lowered from the road by
vacuum, controlled by the operator when
turning or leaving the straightaways. The
fifth wheel speedometers also are used for
distance runs, when cars are operated days
at a time at set speeds to determine endurance and similar factors.
These fifth wheel speedometers are considered extremely accurate and are frequently checked against stop watches. But
they are not deemed sufficiently accurate
over the short distances used for acceleration tests. So the General Motors engineers
designed the photographic accelerometer.
This instrument consists of a similar
fifth wheel which is hooked up to the
two moving disks instead of an electric
generator. The disks are contained in an
enclosed case containing a moving picture
outfit which is electrically connected with
a clock carried inside the car.
The two disks are marked, respectively,
in feet and in tenths of a foot and are
actuated by the fifth wheel. The clock,
which is a ship's chronometer set in gimbals so that it always is level, actuates
the moving picture machine, making one
exposure each second. The filin records the
reading of the two disks each second and
in this manner the engineers obtain an
accurate photographic record of the actual
distance traveled each second. These tests
are run to record the actual time taken
to accelerate from 5 to 25 miles an hour

slight increase at 25 and 30 and with a
decided increase as greater speeds are
attained.

How Quick Do Brakes Act?
BRAKING

is a most important function
in automobile design, and the General

Motors engineers demand that their cars
not only stop quickly but also without an
undue amount of pedal pressure. To test
these factors they have developed the
decelerofteter which registers not only the
distance required to stop at certain speeds,
but the number of pounds pressure used
on the brake pedal.
The decelerornetcr consists of a box
containing an electric motor which actuates
a recording paper, an inverted pendulum
supported by a spring steel band and a
tube connecting the box with a depressing
pedal fitted over the brake pedal. When
the brake is applied the pressure is recorded through hydraulic power to a hand
situated over the recording paper where
the exact pounds pressure is marked. At
the saine instant the recording paper is
moved forward by the motor and the
pendulum, actuated by the retarded momentum of the car, moves the other hand
across the moving recording paper and
plots a deceleration curve of feet per
second (or the deceleration squared).

February,
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Will the Motor Run Cool?
was a hill 1,000 miles long,
would the Viking climb it without overheating ? At such a query the engineers
hitch up the towing dynamometer and give
a demonstration of how they can test
the cooling system of an automobile without going near a hill.
The towing dynamometer is a truck
coupled to the rear of the car being tested
by means of a draw bar which actuates a
dial in the driver's compartment. There is
a large electric dynamo under the driver's
seat which is connected with four banks
of resistance coils, controlled by a rheostat located on the driver's seat and connected with a dual remote control in the
car being tested. When the towing dynamometer is operating the generator excites its own field and the resistance created, together with the pull of the truck,
is measured on the dial. In this way a
car can be held, through manipulation of
the rheostat, to any desired pull as long
as needed. The driving compartments of
both towing dynamometer, and the car
being tested, are connected by telephone so
that the drivers can properly co- operate in
the test work.

IF there

I Turned To Ice When.

Talk
To
ITried
-But Now I Can Sway An
Audience of Thousands!

Measuring Noise Inside Car

turned to ice wla I tried to carry on an
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Minutes
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Every squeak and rattle that the car
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1422, Chicago, Ill.
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machine operates. Due to the slow and
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North American Institute
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if they did open, could not be closed. This
is due to frame distortion which throws
the body out of line.

1930

Two Famous
Books

The Frame Distorter
AT the proving ground they have a frame
distorter consisting of a single track
which raises at a sharp angle. One front
wheel of the Viking was driven up this
track until the center of the hub was 38%
inches above the ground while the other
three wheels rested on the pavement. Then
every door was opened and closed. This
was macle possible by the design of the
car, repeatedly tested on the distorter;
which allows the greater part of the frame
distortion to be taken up by the springs
instead of by weaving the frame.

(Now Only) 50c Each

Giving Springs the Third Degree
SPEAKING of springs, they have a nat-
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AU Crusader products are guar.
retire eatisnteed to give

faction or mosey back.

Crusader Apparatus Co.,
Dept. 402, 44 Parker Ave., Maplewood, N. J.
I accept your offer. Send me everything described
in your advertisement by return mail. I will pay
postman $5.00 plus postage on arrival. It is understood if I am not entirely satisfied after examination.
I can return the goods and you will refund my money. l
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FREE CATALOG SHOWING 200 DESIGNS
PIN SHOWN. SILVER PLATE 35f EA.. 12 OR MORE. 13.50
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12 OR MORE $6.50 DOZ.
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9 OR 4 LETTERS; DATES l930 -31. 3243.

45825
BASTIAN GROS. CO. 942
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ural spring hazard at the proving
ground. It is a stretch of road consisting
of a series of uneven bumps. Driving over
this road at 20 miles an hour or better,
the rear wheels are in the air most of
the tinte! If there is a weakness in the
springs, this trip over the bumps brings
it to light.
These bumps have been designed as scientifically as any of the test devices just
described. At the start the ridges are
wide and wavy. Gradually the bumps increase in number with the spaces between
growing narrower. With the road constructed in this manner there is a point
somewhere in its length where the vibration
caused by the bumps reaches the same
frequency of the natural vibration of
chassis and springs -and when these two
vibrations are thus synchronized there is
a real test of chassis and spring strength.
Facts were wanted regarding how much
effort is required to turn the steering
wheel when the car is standing still and
moving at various speeds. So they devised
another test machine.
This is a secondary steering wheel fitted
above the regular wheel of the car. It is
equipped with two lugs which actuate the
steering wheel when the secondary wheel
is turned.
The lugs are fitted into cylinders and automatically register the exact
power exerted to turn the car.
In addition to all these mechanical marvels which bare the innermost secrets of
car construction, the proving ground is
honeycombed with roads of every description which have been constructed with the
same accurate attention to obtaining facts
as have the testing devices. Exact distances
and grade percentages have been surveyed
and plainly marked.
These roads consist of two concrete
straightaways, one running east and west
and the other north and south the mammoth speed track with turns so banked that
the sky is the limit on speed concrete hills
of varying degrees of steepness, unimproved dirt roads. brick pavements and
gravel highways. The steepest grade registers a maximum of 25 per cent. In this
connection it might be stated that public
highways rarely exceed 7 per cent.

Be a Traffic Manager
Big Pay -Big Opportunity

Big business needs trained traffic men. At least
three Detroit manufacturers pay their traffic managers better than $20,000 a year. Train in your
spare time for this highly profitable profession.
Low cost; easy ternis. Write now for valuable 64page book -FREE.
LaSalle Extension University. Dept. 23M -T, Chicago

Hundreds of parlor tricks and games described and illustrated so that anybody can
do them. Always good for an evening's entertainment. Mystify your friends,
charm the ladies. 96 pages.
Large 9 by 12 inch size. Beautiful colored cover. Price postpaid only

oc

FLYING FOR
EVERYBODY
Includes the fundamental principles of flying; how to learn to fly; how to tell when a
plane is safe; passenger rates on newest air
routes, etc. A complete encyclopedia on
Aviation. 96 pages, fully illustrated. Printed in the large 9 by
12
inch size, with beautiful
colored cover.
Price postpaid
only

;
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Oh ! Those Hills

1

BASTIAN BLDG.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

POPULAR MAGIC
AND CARD TRICKS
1930 Edition

HILL climbing tests are as accurate as
it is humanly possible to devise. The
car being tested is first warmed up to efficient operating temperature. Then it k
driven at a predetermined speed (usually
five or ten miles an hour) to the first
marker on one of the hills; the accelerator
pedal is pressed to the floor boards and the
driver, by means of the road markings,
registers the exact distance the car climbs
ill high gear and the amount of load

carried.

r
Experimenter Publications, Inc.
Dept 2102aa, 381 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I enclose
, for
(amount here)
which please send me postpaid the following:
Flying for Everybody
Popular Magic and Card Tricks
Name
Address
City

State
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Ice Sports
(Continued from. page 908)

Flat -Iron "Curling" By Flood-

No More Razor Blades
To Buy!

light
The headlights arc wired in parallel and
one strand of the wire is opened and connected to a switch fastened to one side of
one of the braces. The foundation consists
of a frame made of two pieces of 2"x4",
feet apart
5 feet long, spread parallel, 4
for the runners, and which form a rect-6
angle by two cross planks 4 feet long by
inches wide, spiked to each end as shown.
A third piece of 2" x 8" is then mortised
to
in the center between the cross planks
form the battery platform and runs parallel to the runners.
"Curling" is played on a smooth expanse
of ice with three or four old -fashioned
4
flat -irons. Lay out a circle on the ice
feet in diameter, then lay out another 50
feet in diameter outside of the first circle.
The object of the game is to stand outside
the larger circle and slide the flat -iron into
the small circle. Each contestant throws
three or four, and the tally counted before
his opponent tries his luck. Each iron
within the small circle counts 5 points and
each one stopping on or touching the line
counts 1 point. The first person reaching
a hundred wins. -Dale R. Van Horn.

Skating Down Hill
(Continued front Page 909)
are of
of two pieces. The runner blocks long.
ft.
2x 4, placed on edge, and are 1with
screws
Fasten the C pieces together
thickto make a rigid backbone of doublefoundaness. Then, keeping it on a level
tion, spread one A section each side of the
front end, bolt them to C at about the
of
angle shown and bevel off the bottom end
A so it is level. Now spring the top ends
of A together and fasten them so tempoAA,
rarily. This makes a sort of fork of ends
with the tops together and the bottom
spread apart.
Now bolt the top ends of B sections each
bolt
side of A to forni a wide angle and
the bottoni ends outside the end of the rear
end
of section C and level off the bottons
A. This
of B the same as you did that of
of A
forms a wide triangle with the pointground
and B about the same height above
off
as the handle bars of a bicycle. Round
a hole
the peak of the triangle and bore
a piece of
through it, through which drive handle
bar
-inch pipe 18 in. long with a
grip on each end. These are the handle
bars of your scooter.
Between the sections of B and through
the rear end of C bore a hole slanting
backwards somewhat for the seat post of a
bicycle seat as shown. A piece of steel
screwed to the bottom of C acts as a retaining plate of the post. Then directly
below the handle bar bore a hole in C for
the foot -rest, consisting of a short piec_ of
pipe driven through it as shown.
Bolt a runner block inside the bottom
ends of A and B, so they will swing
loosely, and to the bottom of the blocks
bolt a pair of old skates well sharpened.

365 Keen Shaves
A Year With One Single Blade
is
want to soy that K1ä55- KitOSS Stropper
the best thing I ever saw. I have been using
one blade continuously for one year and nine
it will
months and have no idea how much

"I

tl

last.

Inventor Discovers Amazing
NewWay to Shave!
KERN, velvety shaves 1retcr and no more
blades to buy!
No wonder KRISS -KROSS has revolutionized

shaving traditions!

It

is so sensational that

it

is
seems hardly fair to call it a stropper. Rather ituna .super- stropper or blade -rejuvenator! Produces
any
life
of
the
prolongs
and
sharpness
believable
blade for months or even years. Actually -you
and
can take a blade right out of a fresh package with
improve it beyond belief in eleven seconds

KRISS -KROSS!
This surprising invention utilizes the fanions
diagonal stroke, same as a master barber uses.
Strops from heavy to light. Adjustable, automatic
is
jig dies up and notifies you when your bladethat
ready -ready with the keenest cutting -edge
steel can take!

Make $66 in One Day
Make big money with KRISS- IíitOSS$75 to $200 a week. H. King made $66 in
one day. J. C. Kellogg macle $200 in 7
Clays' spare time. Others are making $6-$12
extra a day showing KRISS- K1tOSS to
friends, etc. We show you how. Send
coupon for details. Check bottom line and
mall at once.

SENSATIONAL OFFER

KRISSAnd noes for my surprising offer. To Introduce
yet seen it, I am giving
KIIOSS to those who have not razor.
remarkPossesses
of
kind
new
a
Free
it
with
any shaving posiable features. Instantly adjustable to
(2)
A flip of the finger makes it (1) T- shape,Gives
tion.
(nest way).
straight (old style), (3) or diagonal
right
zips
Simply
stroke.
pulling
of
a sliding instead
leaves
whiskers a
through
rustless metal.
satin -smooth and r cool.
or screw
assemble
to
nothing
pieeeAll one connected
and is entirely
up.
Comes with 5 special - process blades
unlike anything you ever save before! offer is still good.
Mail coupon now while this special
Dept. B -3984,

KRISS -KROSS CORP.,
St.
1418

ROn
1418
4SPendleton

I

Name

Address
City

Mo.

M.o

State
if
entativeg
at outó zed lKltISS- KROSSt representative.

money
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PICTURE

MOTION

EARN
¿lOt: 130 wÉKOPERATORS
THIS and MORE

Is one of the big, important
BE the man in the projection booth -it industry.
The hours are short,
jobs in the great billion -dollar movie important
of all -you can
the work is light, faseinttting-andandmost
quickly!
easily,
more
earn from $-1,160 to $7,800 a year

Picture Operating Easily Learned!

your training is practical
With our simplified system of home ofstudy
projecting machines and their
includes all types
and complete
Color Filets, and
Lighting,
and
Theatre
Stage
Electricity,
operation,
the new 'felting and Sound Movies!
salary -have a glorious future
Earn two to three times your present
interestingThousands of others have found this work
before you
And right
open today
professions
best
paid
of
the
fascinating-one
know about
to
is
all there
at home, in your spare time, you can learn
and an
pay
high
to
road
the
on
start
-can
projection
moving picture
unlimited future.
Send today for FREE descriptive book
Our new FREE book tells you about this
wonderfully attractive profession. Shows
how you can quickly qualify for a well paid position. Send for it TODAY
It may be the turning
NOW
IIIOIIIIJl
point of your career !
II
jlpll
_

-it

!
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How To Build a Pushskater

(Continued from page 909)
With the exception of a small bit of
by
blacksmithing, it call he constructedtools.
anyone capable of handling ordinary
The backbone consists of a clear -grained
in.
plank 10 ft. long by 12 in. wide and 2bow.
the
thick, pointed at one end for bolt
runAbout 2 ft. back from the bow 4 ft.a long
ner plank of the sanie width, but
(Continued on bare 948)

Louis,

Louis,

illustrates!
obligation, please send me
special intro description and full details of your
and
strapper
super
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FREE 3 -way razor.
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Photography
New York Institute of Photography,
Dept. 8.1813, 8 West 33rd St.,
Yootr FyREEtbook andod tails about
quality
tMotion Picture Cameraman
Motion
n1 Photographer rt
nCo`

Photo-Fini,her

Name
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How to Install an Oil Burner

from Los Alleles

By Harry F. Tapp
(Contimted from page 899)
thoroughly clean the boiler or furnace flues
and remove the grates. If necessary, a
GAS
GAF
o >t><
refractory combustion chamber or hearth
Fkkz
is constructed and macle ready for the
burlier.
In some localities it is possible to use
=- 6allons4GAS
Think of it! FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY -NINE MILES an entirely different circuit from the house
mountainous
burning only
wiring with a separate meter and obtain
GALLONS
`aG\SOLIDÌE.y
than a power rate which
BY
FIFTY MILES TO THE GALLON. That is what
is somewhat lower
the WHIRLWIND CARBIJRETING DEVICE does
Every Abase of all
than that charged for lighting service.
for D. R. Gilbert, enough of a saving on just
one
trip
branches
to more than pay the cost of the Whirlwind.
After running the wiring to the master
control panel, the boiler control is installed
THEWWIIRLWIND SAVES MOTORISTS
on the boiler and the thermostat is located.
ELECTRICITY
The thermostat is responsible for the
taught by
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS YEARLY
maintenance of a uniform temperature and
Whirlwind users, reporting the results of their tests, ar
amazed at the results they are getting. Letters keel is a mechanically accurate unit that funcActual
streaming into the office telling of mileages all the way tions according to
the temperature condifrom 22 to 59 miles on a gallon, resulting in a saving of
In America's foremost and
from 25% to 50% in gas bills alone.
tion of its location. Therefore, it is imoldest institution for trade
Mark A. Estes writes: I was making 17 miles to the
training
portant that it be located with care. It
gallon on my Pontiac
Today, with the Whirl
wind, I am making 35 5Coupe.
-10 miles to the gallon."
A Special Course in
should
he
on
an
inside
wall
about
five
P. P. Goerzen writes: "34 6 -10 tniles with the Whirlwind,
feet from the floor, at the breathing level,
or a gain of 21 miles to the gallon."
Mechanics andElectricity
R. J. Tulp: The Whirlwind
for Automobiles, Aeroplanes
the mileage on protected from abnormal drafts
from
our Ford truck front 12 to 26 increased
miles to gallon and 25%
and Marine Engines
in speed."
stairways
or
entrances.
It
should
not
all over the world are vier money every day with the Whirl..
Cind, mere having better operating
Individual Instruction
be
placed
near
a
chimney,
motor,.
Think
radiators,
what
registhis
°
on your own
up v u nay ge- enourh for
Start Any Day
radio-a bank ters, hot water
account-added
uurFind caoutr pleasures.
Why (let
or steam pipes, or other
Oil Companies profit by your
aboutthis imaging the
little
devin
that
will
pay
for
very few weeks.
sources of heat. Particular care should
Write for FREE 64 -page catalog
he taken to avoid concealed steam or hot
a taw
n`i`ce the whirlwind
FITS ALL CARS 1n ;net
eon
truck or trhe
he actually illin work be nnoet,o,ci
water pipes.
rh
oil,
nneceswater in the battery,
drilling. cunning or changes of
THE NEW YORK
of any kind
It is guaranteed
work
The wires from the thermostat and the
of you truck
traitoy
or mall, sex model or old model.anyTheaka
more you drive the
mo
more you will save.
boiler control are connected through a
ELECTRICAL
SCHOOL
SALESMEN AND DISRRIBUTORS WANTED
junction block to the control panel of the 9 West 17th Street
New York City
Free Sample and $100.00 a Week Offer
burner which is now ready to he set for
Whirlwind men are making
aunplying
device
that car owners cannot affordbig
to be without.
operation. The burner is correctly levelled
territory is .till open.
offer and full particulars sent offGood
request. Just check the
Free eampte
and set, electric connections macle and
"Dependable `B' Battery Power"
matter what Frind of a c ar you have -no
checked and the oil line connected. After
how
big a gas
Non -Destructive, Re- chargeable, Edison Element
ter it
The
Whirlx trod will cave you momatter
ney,
We
absolutely
guarantee that the w-hir4
a thorough check by the inspector the
wind will more than save its coat
Batteries for Long and Short Wave Receivers.
in gasoline alone
thirty days, or
the trial will
you nothing. We invite you to testwithin
it at our risk and on.
100 volt, $12.00; 140, $17.00; 180, $24.00. Prices
tank is filled with oil and power is thrown
You art to be the sole judge.
D
include
dry TRICKLE CHARGER. All batteries
on, starting the burlier.
--FREE TRIAL COUPON
shipped dry with solution. Send no money. pay
WHIRLWIND MFG. CO.
Next the oil and air proportions are expressman. Also, "B" and "A" Battery Outfits
999 I01 -A Third St.. Milwaukee. Wig,
operating front 32 -volt systems.
Cn bburetmsdeó ogand free trial °offer. pThü °áqü n t nbligswahirme °ñ adjusted for efficient combustion and each
any way whatever.
individual control and unit of the burner
is tested, to stake sure it is correctly adName..,
justed and working properly.
Addr.ee
After painting the pipes and boiler,
City
patching the floor and walls where it has
County
state
('honk here il you oro interested io tua or
been necessary to cut thru for piping and
Hart time salesmen DoelHorr
wiring, all tools and materials are removed, the basement cleaned up and your
installation is ready for service.
Build This Model Airplane
In order to obtain the most satisfying
YOURSELF
results front your oil heating equipment
you should take note of the following esis'arw i.
sential points.
1. Oil heating equipment functions only
to provide heat. It will not take care of
Write for our interesting booklet. See Jay
Battery Co., 911 Brook Ave.. N. V. C.
the water level in the boiler. It will not
l/l
EXACT
operate when the current is shirt off, nor
REItl,l(1
3 -ft. model
`when the fuel oil is exhausted. The entire
BELLANCA "Columbia"
FULL NILE PLAN WITH INSTRUCTIONS plant should have regular inspection to
Complete Materials for Assembly. Guaranteed
see that these conditions are correct.
Substantial Advance Royalties
to Fly.
w
2. Oil burners are machines requiring
I19- Rlynt}.
are paid on work found acceptable for pub Send for your copy of our i6 -page booklet
lication. Anyone wishing to write stiller
reasonable care, oiling of moving parts and
describing 24 flying models and complete line
the
words or music for songs may submit
of parts for model builders.
occasional cleaning. In this respect they
work for free examination and advice.
This booklet is mailed to you upon receipt
Past
experien re urn ecessary. New demand
are like clocks, automobiles, fans and elecof lac.
created by Talking Pictures ". fully deYour dealer can supply- you, if not order direct.
scribed in our free book. Write for it
tric refrigerators.
Today- Newcomer Associates
S. MODEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
3. Oil burners are subject
E
764 Earle Building, New York, N. Y.
397 Bridge St.
Dept. A
Brooklyn, N. Y. ment like all other machines, to adjustand operate
best when perfectly adjusted.
Expert
PAINT
service men can make the occasional adPaint Spraying Brings
e SBPR AY
justments far better than a layman or
DOES THE
Quick, Easy Profits -HB
dom
work of 5 brush painters.
WORK
OF
ordinary mechanician.
Paints autos, furniture, houses, at
FIVE
lowest prices, with big profits for you.
4. Once the correct adjustments are
MEN
Amstar itself-only S20 monthly. Easy
Short Wave sets,
tube. Receives front 30 made, they can be disturbed only by the
lowest terms brings it. Practically
to 550 meters
$ 6.45
30 days' trial.
no investment.
following methods:
250 Power Amplifier
19.75
Write for valuable bulletins.
EASY TERM
600 volt Power and Filament Transformer
Hobart Brothers Co.,
(a) Manually, as when someone at30 DAYS TRIAL
T
Boa S231, Troy, Ohio.
with 2 chokes. Shielded.,
5.00
tempts to interfere with the automatic opQUICKLY PAYS
16 Mfd. Condenser Blocks
FOR ITSELF.3.90
eration of the burner, or to adjust the
227 tube
.95
parts. Leave the apparatus alone, except
224 tube
1.90
245 tube
L75
for regular inspection, oiling and cleaning.
281 tube
2.50
(b) By changes in fuel. Stick to the
280 tube
Learn to b an expert wrestler. Know scientific
1.35
sailing,
same grade and quality of fuel, or have a
and Jiiu- Jiteu. Develo a
250 tube
3.50
perfect
this popularschool end learn by ail. Thefammrs
7 tube A. C. chassis
24.50
service man readjust the burner when
world's champions-the marvelous
S tube battery sets as low as
6.90
changes
necessary.
are
Frank
Gotch and Farmer Burns
Send for Free Bargain List of Sets, Accesoffer ros a wonderful opportunity.
(c) By presence of foreign matter,
oWrestling is
sories and Parts.
,I
d quickly, teamed at home y ail,
particularly in fuel.
nd goya waste now for splendid free)
book.
CHAS. HOODWIN CO.
able
nderful
REST
LING
lu
(d) By natural wear. Periodic inspecDept. B =3, Chicago
ment withease Accept this Bewonderful
4240 Lincoln Ave.
offer
EOR HEALT
NOW Send for free book today
your
age.
tions will take care of these changes.
DEALERS IN BANKRUPT RADIO STOCKS
Farmer Burns Schoolof Wrestling, 3792 RangeBldg., 0maha,Nebr. -,-

559140
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Modern Artistic Wall
Finishes

CELL -O

By Joseph H. Kraus
(Continued from page 903)
These products are not paint or plaster.
They can be applied to ordinary walls at
a thickness of a sixteenth to an eighth of
They call be troweled like
an inch.
smooth plaster or can be raised in ridges
producing very beautiful effects in imitation of stone, either antique or modern.
The
in scroll textures and in stipples.
surface can be painted or colored and in
the case of Textone can be blown with
colored sand. When the tinted sand is
blown into the wet surface, the color is permanently fashioned into the wall."
"In the case of Keene's Cement there
are several properties of interest to the
For example, if the mortar
plasterer.
starts to set, a little water can be added

Radio Consoles

to it and it can be remixed. As long as
the cement can be broken down, it can be
used over again. It can be polished to
produce almost a marble finish. This product was invented by R. W. Keene of
London who in 1838 patented the system.
In America, Best Brothers are probably its

beautiful Walnut Cabinet with sliding
doors of matched Butt Walnut and
selected Japanese Ash sidepanel overlays.
Accommodates Buckingham, Crosley, Atwater Kent, Fada, Sparton and all standard receivers. Ample space for Receiver,
Speaker, etc.
A

Write today for Free illustrated folder of
all new styles, including Phono - Radio
Combination Consoles.
PRODUCTS

EXCELLO

CORPORATION

4832 West 16th St., Cicero,

C`

Illinois

MtIa1
Vein.;
%tOi/
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ELECTROPLATING
This Easy, New,
:::

,!

NICKEL

PLATING

i

with an

Scientific Way . .
ALADDIN Portable

-

You actually see the metal flow
gold, silver, brass, copper, nickel, etc.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

This Miraculous New Invention enables Anyone to successfully plate AnyInstantly; Auto
thing. Anywhere,
Parts; Bathroom. Kitchen, and Kleetrig Fixtures; Faucets. Spoons, Forks,
Knives, Silver Service. Tools: Restaurant and Soda Fountain Fixtures;
Surgical and Dental Instruments. .
No
.
No interruption of Service.
J'arts to be removed. Renew Worn
New work.
plate
or
Agents &Dealers plating
NOT A TOY
Wanted
but a practical, portable Electro -Platbe
ing Outfit with which Perfect and Durable Work can and
done. Deposits the metal electrically. Easy, Simple,
Economical to Operate. Positively Guaranteed to do as
-e claim. MAKE UP TO $500 A WEEK
Be Your Own Boss! Build up a Profitable ALADDIN
in
Jleetro- plstiug Business of Your Own. for Thousands
Agents and
Service. A Big. Easy, Money -maker
30 day trial
Dealers. Take advantage of our Introductory
with
offer . .
$6.50 for Master Outfit 'A" to plate
i
booklet and inNickel. Order Today. Ask for FREE since
1924.
spiring testimonials. Thousands in use
WIS.
RACINE,
Dep1.160,
CO.,
. i. F. BATENBURG
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CUT PRICE

SALE

a,en
guarantee
t l,ìa
jeweled
Onoico
weteh.
in square, [shape-

or euehtpn ehaDe
r
adi-m dial,
Mm0 pries.
urete tlmekceper. SpuefeeeìÉR-ÑÌÑS.
l'1
>;7,99.

t'ar D_rotmeeter
teed. Ruah onhr. Send nn impny.
665 Broadwil. New 'ant. D6pt. 24-F-2

Rp-nd

largest manufacturers."
"But Bill," interjected Harry, "the
properties are very fine of every one of
the products you outline, and after all, I
have walls on my house and your house
is still in the process of preparation. Just
what are you going to do ?"
"I'll tell you, Harry, frankly I think I'm
going to do one room with one product
and another with the second. I like the
color effects obtainable with Vitrolite. My
wife likes tile, only because she once lived
in a place that had tile. I think, from an
economical standpoint, Porstalaine will an-I
swer in one of my rooms. But frankly
intend to test out the products to set my
own mind at ease, every one of them; not
only the wall board finishes of the various
kinds I have gone over, but also the plastic
materials that can be applied to those
walls. Will you do likewise ?"

The Safety Valve

(Continued from page 919)
figure by sr and we get a diameter of
42,016,940.4664 ft. To this we add the 12
ft., namely 6 ft. on either side the newly
increased diameter. We multiply this by ,tt
again and we get 132,000,037.698917576 or
an -mercase in the circumferential footage
of 37.698917576 ft.
We hope that SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine will continue to interest both
daughter and wife for a great many more
years. You had better lock up your copies
or order two of each number. Good way to
increase circulation, eh, what ? -EDITOR.)

The Art of Make -Up

( Continued front page 895)
of German actors are proving themselves
adept at röles calling for characterization
parts. Among these may be mentioned
Emil Jannings who, although he is now
starring in our own productions, .first
learned the "tricks of the trade" in foreign
productions, and Paul Muni who, in a very
"Seven Faces"
recent production
achieves what has never before been attempted on the screen in his portray:d of
seven distinct rôles. Muni's achievement
is not one of make -up only, but also involves complete transformation of facial
expression and tonal qualities.
Even if this new Berlin school should
not produce any ouch geniuses, it will undoubtedly do much toward the advancement of this art of make -up and characterization.

-
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Herschel Logan
with drawings shad.
(I) before and (2)
after Federal School
training.

DRAWING

turns INK to GOLD

HERSCHEL LOGAN'S first drawings (1) were very poor. But he
was determined to succeed. Obtaining a beginner's position in a publishing house, he studied his Federal
Course at night. Today his drawings
are seen in National Exhibits. Recently he made $100.00 over his regular monthly salary. Do you like to
draw? Logan did, so he answered an
ad like this. Now compare his recent
drawing (2) with the small, crudely
drawn heads he made before he took
the Federal Course. Then follow his
example and develop your talent.
Mr. Logan is just one of hundreds
of young people making good money
because of Federal Training. Opportunities in illustrating have never been
better. Publishers buy millions of dollars' worth of drawings every year.
Illustrating is fascinating, as well as
profitable. The Federal Course includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, poster designing, window card illustrating, etc. Instructions are written by a specialist in each subject.
Fifty of the nation's leading artists
contribute lessons and drawings especially prepared by themselves; all are
included in the Federal Home Study

Course.
Do you like to draw? A liking for
drawing usually indicates talent which
can be developed. Send for our free
booklet, "A Road to Bigger Things."
It explains the details of illustrating-W
and includes a chart to
test your ability. Profit
by Logan's success.
Send for it now.

of lllustratin4
FEDERAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING

2330 Federal School Bldg , Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send your free book, "A Road to Bigger

Things," together with Test Chart.
Name

Present Occupation
Address

Age
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The propelling levers are as shown abo
2 feet long with handles shaped at tl le
tipper ends. Pivot them with a single be lt
to the top of the block and 4 inches bI2low the pivot bore a second hole for tl
1e

connecting- rod bolt.
Now have a piece of % -inch flat stet el
(or wrought iron) 3 in. wide, bent in tl
form of a U, with the flat part about 1ie4
in, long and the uprights 8 in. high. Dri l
several bolt holes in the flat and a % -it1.
hole in the uprights 2 in. from the to ISaw the latter clown into a slot. Then ar
range a steel cleat to pivot at one side an d
clamp in place with a set screw to close th e
slot as shown. Bolt this, which is th
crankshaft support, across the backbone e
foot from the rear end and across it as

length.
The driving device consists of two oll
motorcycle wheels, with the tires removes
and bolts inserted through the rito alien t
4 in. apart all around. These are inserter
from below and locked on with a nut I
Then they must all lie filed down to a poin
t
so they project about one inch from tht
ring. .fount them on a crankshaft glade o
4 -inch round steel and fashioned as indi
cated in the detail sketch with a double
throw of 4 in. each. Any good blacksnlitl
can fashion this for you at a nominal
charge. The length must he sufficient se
the wheels will clear the backbone edges by
at least 2 inches. Set the crankshaft in
the slots in the U steel and then close clown
on the cleats, filing then. if necessary to fit
the top of the shaft to make a good hearing. A little oil on each bearing will make
the shaft quite smooth running.
The connecting rods are pieces of oak
1;
in. by ¡j in., bolted loosely to the bottom ends of the propelling lever and then
fitted over the crankshaft throws by means
of the slots indicated in detail. 'Talce up
on the rear end screws just enough to make
a running fit and then apply grease to eliminate wear.
There are three runners, two forward
and one acting as a rudder. They consist
of an oak block 15 in. long by 6 in. wide
and 2 in. thick, shod with half -round iron.
A bolt hole is bored near the top erige just
back of the center. Two of them are pivot
bolted between the blocks on the runner
plank previously described. The rudder is
inserted in a 2 -in. slot in a block 4 in. wide
and bolted in a similar planner. This block
is then furnished with a vertical bolt acting
as a rudder post. Its top end is squared
and fitted with a tiller cut from sheet steel,
after being inserted in a rudder post hole
bored through the backbone just aft of the
crankshaft support. The tiller is shown in
the plan view and -has a hole in each encl.
Paint the entire affair with any desired
color of weatherproof paint, grease and
oil all hearings and you are ready for the
trial trip. -L. R. Robbins.
.
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BIG PAY JOBS in

ELECTRICITY
íc6000
9v to
$1509-9
WEEKLY

Amazing new method. Trains
in your own home
make every point clear. Genuine DeVry motion picture projector at no extra cost. Thousands of feet of film furnished.
We pledge to give you training
and employment service necessary to secure a better job at
bigger pay or refund money.
Get full facts. No obligation.
Write quick while offer lasts.
you quicker and better. Motion

Pictures

.44

Motion Pictures

Train You auto

National School of Visual Education.
537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Send book, "The Film Way to Bigger Pay," with
facts about this new, easier
way to master electricity.

Name
St. or R. F.
City

State

Age
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MAIL THIS COUPON Now/
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to reduce. Stn drugs, exercises
and dieting. Try this easy Way.
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SentponoTrial
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We'll send a Director for trial.
If you don't get results you owe
nothing. You don't risk apenny.
Write for trial offer, doctors' endorsements and letters from
users. Mail the coupon NOW I

LANDON &WARNER
332 S. La Salle

St., Chicago, III.
Landon &Warner, Dept. C-72 332 S. LaSalle, Chicago-1
Gentlemen Without cost or obligation on my part
please send me details of your trial offer.
:
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10 Inches Of

(Continued from 1'ngc 945)
at exactly right angles under the backbo
Under each end of this bolt a pair of 2: °4
blocks, parallel to each other and paral lei
with the backbone and 2 in, apart. Sligh tlyr
back of the center of the backbone bolt
triangular block with a flat top for the se
f"I reduced from 48 inches to 38
which consists of a rectangular piece
inches in 35 days," says R. E.
2 -in. plank of sufficient size. Now in frc dit
Johnson, of Akron,
"just by
of this seat bolt a second triangular bio ck wearing a Director O.
Belt. Stom(pillow block) with a level flat top and an ach now firm, doesn't sag and I
opening 6 in. long ill the bottom for t he feel fine."
The Director Belt gets at the
propelling levers. Directly in the center of
the bottom opening bolt a steering- lever to cause of fat and quickly re-.
moves it by its gentle, kneading,
the backbone. This can be an oak b ar massaging action on the abdowhich causes the fat to be
about 2 ft. long with indentations for t] le men,
dissolved and absorbed. Thousands have roveti it and doctors
feet as suggested. It must swing loose
ly recommend it as the natural way
on the bolt and

35 Days

me make YOU
Let me build
YOU the body of an
athlete. Let me broaden your shoulders and

LET
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SMALL FEES

EASY TERMS

NO INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS

UNTIL AFTER GRADUATION
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far
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QUAKER FREE OUTFIT

Earn big money right from the
start. Let Quaker help you.
derful free Sample outfit Wongets
CASH
orders everywhere- Men's Shirts,
Ties, Underwear, Hosiery, UnBONUS
matchable values. Unique selling
features. Ironclad guaran tee- You
can't fail with Quaker. Write
for
your Free outfit NOW.
QUAKER SHIRT CORPORATION
Dept. 1.2

,
At
4iß`
'

1107 Broadway, N. Y.

ORRECT
Your NOSE
(improve your appearáñci` With
the A N I T A Nose Adjuster.
Shapes flesh and cartilage
safely and painlessly,
quickly,
While you sleep. Results are
lasting. Doctors praise it. 68,000
users. Write for 30-Day Trial
Offer and FREE BOOKLET.

-

ANITA INSTITUTE. 273 Anita Bldg., Newark,

N.

J.

fREEWhoIesaIe Radio Cataloig
Set Builders -Dealers! Save Money!
Send for the most complete book of nationally known
Parts, Kits, Cabinets, Consoles, Speakers, Power Units,
Sets etc. All at lowest wholesale prices. Quick service
mall your needs. Write now, it le FREE

-

Dept.

327,

SHURE BROS. CO.
335

W.

Madison

St., CHICAGO. ILL
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Let's Go Ski -Planing
By Dr. T.

O'Conor Sloane

(Continued from page 878)

"MY BANJO MADE ME
POPULAR OVERNIGHT"
that's what everyone in town had nie down
"NOfor.mixerThey were right, I couldn't sing, couldn't play,

whenever there was a party I was at it -but not in it!
Then I learned to play the banjo. Studied home at
night
was so easy, so simple, so much fun. that
almost in no time I could play the most difficult pieces
-classical, jr.zz, 'hot numbers'!
"One night about a month ago I played at a small
gathering. Everyone was amazed. People noticed me
now who never before knew I existed. And to cap the
one of our leading merchants,
,
climax, Mr.
told me he never knew a fellow with so much genuine
personality. Later on he made nie a fine business proposition -said he only wanted live wires in his organization.
Take it from me, it was the turning point in my life
the slay I sent for details about learning to play the
banjo at heme." If you want to win quick popularity,
or earn easy, extra money, then write for particulars
NOW

-it

TENOR BANJO STUDIOS

Dept. E-403 9th Floor

3 4

Woolworth Bldg.

New York City

LESSON

$298

DRAWING COURSE
The biggest value you ever
saw advertised anywhere.

Haven't you often wished that you could draw
cartoons, illustrate some Idea, sketch some pretty
face, etc.? You can do all of these things.
One of America's most famous Cartoonists
and illustrators has developed a great,
simple system for success In all branches
This system has
of Commercial Art.
revolutionized the entire theory of
drawing. It means that drawing con
be as easy for you as writing
much simpler than learning shorthand, bookkeeping or typewriting.
We are now placing this original system for
learning Drawing, Art and Cartooning, con slating of 34 lessons with over 500 illustrations, within reach of every one. If you
will devote a few hours each week to the
Course WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTE
that you will learn to draw and draw well
before you have halt finished the Course.
If we tall to make this claim good we will
refund every cent paid us. By eliminating
a large office force for answering correspynd-

-

ence. expensive catalogs. etc., we are cushion
to make a price of $2.95 the cheapest price
ever known for a high-grade home
study course. Learn to draw. It is a big
asset. no matter what field you are in.

If you order the Course
at once we will include
outfit,
drawing
a

No Money
Send
Just order the Course.

consisting of artist's
pencils, pens, paper,
erasers, thumb tacks,
etc., enabling you to
go to work without
any additional cost.

on arrival pay postman .P
plus a few cents postage
the
ll
Drawing Outfit.
and
Courses
If not entirely satisfied, return
within five days and we will REFUND MONEY. Address:

LedererSehoolofDraWing ,Dept.364X,Chattanooga,'I cnn

Orders outside the U. S. A. payable $3.23 cash with order

lion

aime.
tor lien
500 limited

Electrical
"'`a`
Engineering

trained.
Over 5000 men tralneA.
Condensed course In Theoretical anal Practical ElecIncluding
the closely related
subjects of Mathematics and Mechanical Drawing.
Students construct motors, Install wiring, test electrical machinery. Course designed to be completed
In one college year.

tift

For more than six years this publication has offered prizes totaling
$21,000.00 for genuine demonstrations
and proofs of spirit manifestations
which we cannot duplicate by scien-

BLISS

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Prepare for your procession In the
most interesting city in the world.
r- ,talog en request.
162 rakoma Ave.. Washington, D.C.

FREE CATALOG

CLASS-

I

PINS

OtSI!N7

PIN COMPLETE
WITH SEPARATE DATE GUARD &CHAIN 2COLORS
12oo 61.20 `uff
ess}1 STERLING SILVER $1.35

SOMETH /NGDIFFERENT,/
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J

SILVER PLATE

METAL ARTS Co., INC.

.75

MORE]

950 Portland

F

.65

Ave. Rochester.NY

when one is interested in making the
longest possible glider flights. In the first
place, when the skier comes down the chute
on either side on his skis, he will leave the
slope or slide with a very high velocity and
the general idea of this new idea in winter
sports is to provide a light pair of wings,
as it were, which will help to give him
greater sailing power through the air and
increase the jumping distance. For a simple glider such as that described in the
August issue, the wings are made very
simply of a few light wood ribs and then
covered with some light cloth which is
given a few coats of airplane dope.
In the tail -less type of glider here shown
particularly, and for the purpose of ski planing, only two motions of the control
stick mounted in front of the pilot are suggested. The stick in this case controls the
right and left ailerons, which members are
pivoted and provided with horns on top and
bottom. One of the diagrams shown here
illustrates how the control cables are fastened to the control stick and the ailerons,
in such a manner that if the left wing
should be low, the natural action of the
pilot will be to push the joy -stick to the
right, which will pull the left aileron downward and cause the reacting air stream to
push the left wing upward. The belt in
which the pilot sits may be provided with
a couple of leather straps, through which
the legs are passed when getting into the
supporting frame or belt; the belt itself
may he made of metal, wood or other material. It should he of some rigid material
so as to hold the four struts in accurate and
stable alignment. In the full-size German
tail -less glider shown in the photograph
accompanying this article, it will be observed that the rear halves of the two vertical stabilizing fins at the outer ends of
the two wings, are pivoted also and these
are controlled by the pilot to help in steering the craft. If a small ski -plane is built,
with the wings about 10 to 12 feet long,
or a 20 foot span over -all then by utilizing
the action of the legs and also learning
how to use the aileron control skillfully,
the forward direction of the ski -plane can
be pretty well controlled. The skier will
come clown the chute or natural snow covered incline with great rapidity and it
is considered that not much steering direction will he necessary so far as complicated controls are concerned, as his natural
velocity will carry him to his destination in
a general forward direction without any
great difficulty, unless a very strong wind is
blowing from one side. The two -way con trol suggested makes for simplicity and
more people can enjoy the thrill of ski planing than would be the case where they
had to learn the four or more control movements of the standard glider or airplane.

$21,000.00 for Spirits

=11.
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tific and well -known means.
Up to the present time not one manifestation has been presented which by
even the greatest stretch of the imagination could be considered genuine.
How many more years must this
prize he offered? Spiritualists, please

answer!

EarnAVuAT10N
WHERE LINDBERG

TARTED.

\r'.,//

It's the Training
That Counts!
Aviation
complete,

Get

intensive

That's the key to success!
Get it at Lincoln -where "Lindy"
learned! Come to the famous Lincoln Airplane and Flying School totraining

!

This school is well known in
factories and airports throughout this
country as the school that turns out
better trained pilots and ground men.
Unusual Facilities -Take advantage
of our exceptional facilities to get real
flying and mechanical training. We
have more than $250,000.00 worth of
buildings and equipment, connected
with large production airplane factory. A modern 160 -acre flying field.
clay.

Ltarn by Factory'

Plenty of new production, government licensed open cockpit and cabin planes.
pilot
Expert
government- licensed
and airplane mechanic instructors.
Practical Instruction -You disassemble and assemble actual airplanes and
engines. We train you for a private,
limited commercial, industrial or
transport pilot's license. Make you a
safe, dependable pilot or Ground Man.
And help you rtet a paying position.

LINCOLN
AND
AIRPLANE
FLYING SCHOOL
Nebr.

228 Aircraft Bldg., Lincoln,

FREE BOOK
FItEE Book, ".1siatien Beckons You" -just
Tells
off the press.
everything you want to
about
Lincoln
know
School, Low Tuition,
Get

etc.

Tells about

"Lindy" at Lincoln.
Mail coupon today.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Lincoln Airplane School,
228 Aircraft Bldg., Lincoln, Nebr.
Dear Sirs: Please send me FREE Book, "Aviation Beckons You," including the story of Lindbergh at Lincoln, Low Tuition, etc.
Name

Age

Address
City

Stale
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Nicotine-Methane Phenol
By Louis Oberseider
THIS E -F ANGLE SCREWORIVER_f tempered crucible
Spring steel -has 7 powerful edges for large and small
screws. Works under obstructions where
won't
-101 uses. Carries like pen- knife -often others
more valuable.

(PRINTR)
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Route
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D Interested In PlieRench Factory Repr. Proposition! kr
Din User Literature! THE FL{1$,HSALES CORPN

ECB,4609 N. Ashland Ave., CHICAGO, ILL

Also FREE ON

CIRCULAR

amazing 125-Picture Stor

The "Pocket Machine Shop!"
Off they

come!
Twists Round Heads
oft "frozen" 3 -8 in.
Bolts.No C hi seted Fit.
tings.Turns out Studs
by grip on threads

Without Spoiling.

-

Its GEAR gives Your Hands the 1 -TON grip of
20 hinds, that outgrips a 40 -Lb. Vise!

An Automatic Lock -Grip Ratchet Wrench
Speed VISE

Parallel
PLIERS

Plus
No. 1, Universal -for ALL Pliers, Nut Wrench,
Vise and Clamp, Spring -making Work, etc.
No. 2 -for all Pipe
No.3 -For all Wire,

work.'ehewed' nuts
in

chain, spring - malt.
ing, fence work, etc.

tight places, etc.

EIFEL-Ilabsg PL RENCH KT

(say "Eye -tel- Flash ") "The T. N. T. of Tools"
A 1- Second change of Gear -laws gives
you 1, 2 and 3, in this 24 oz. Master KIT.
-for the Price of 1 good tool. They DO
the Work of 60 -Lbs. of Best Other Tools
costing$50.00,and many things no other toolscan do!
A GUARANTEED Super. Quality Gripping Machine

that Pays jor itself in the

4- Weeks Trial Period.
A Half Million in Use 'round the World-Thousands
in U. S. Army, Navy, Air Service, etc. -"horse -&
buggy" tools are being "junked."

A GREAT FALL AND WINTER MONEY -MAKER

for PlieRench Factory Reprs. -Full or Part Time.
Amazing Demonstr'n sells at sight -A Ga. Repr.
made $97 in 20 -Min. Group Sale; a Mich. Repr.
$379 in 5 days. Everybody wants the Kit!

Mel Mail Valuable Coupon Above Now!

SEND FOR THIS

(Continued front page 905)
grams of sodium hydroxide in the
least possible amount of water necessary
and add 11 grams of acetic acid. Evaporate to small volume, and set aside until
-odium acetate completely crystallizes out.
Heat cautiously the crystalline salt in an
iron pan over a small flame. Stir continuously with a glass rod. The salt
melts at first in its water of crystallization
as dehydration proceeds it solidifies, and
finally, when anhydrous, it melts a second time. Care should be taken to avoid
heating the dehydrated salt much above
its melting point, as it undergoes decomposition when strongly heated.
Grind
and mix thoroughly in a mortar the fused
sodium acetate and an intimate mixture of
4 grams of powdered sodium hydroxide
and 4 grams of quicklime. Transfer the
mixture to a large test tube provided with
a rubber stopper fitted with a short piece
of glass tubing. Connect to the latter by
means of a short piece of rubber tubing a
delivery tube arranged to collect the gas
over water. Clamp the test tube so that
the end containing the stopper is slightly
lower than the other end this prevents
water given off during the heating from
running hack into the hot tube and cracking it. Heat the tube, keeping the flame
in motion to avoid local overheating.
;

Collect several bottles of the gas to experiment with.
(1) Drop a burning splint into a jar of
the gas and notice that no soot is produced. Methane is a saturated hydrocarbon.
(2) Light a mixture of methane and
air.
(3) Add a drop of bromine by means
of a pipette to a bottle of the gas, cover
and allow to stand until bromine is vaporized.
Drop a burning splint into the
bottle and when reaction is complete,
breathe sharply across the mouth of the
bottle and test gases in bottle with moist
blue litmus paper. Hydrobromic acid was
formed.

today.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE
510- 179

CO., Publishers
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Portland, Ore.

spend Spring,
WHY NOT
Summer and Fall

gathering butterflies, insects?
I buy hundreds of kinds for
collection. Some worth $1 to
$7. Simple work with my Instructions, pictures, price list. Send 10c (NOT STAMPS)
foi- my Illustrated Prospectus before sending butterflies. Mr. Sinclair, Dealer in Insects, Dept. 41, Box 1424, San Diego, Cal.

the Story of

Your
Luckiest
Break
Several times in every man's life
he finds himself extremely lucky.
You may have missed a boat
that was wrecked, or missed a
bullet that was meant for you.
You may have found a thousand dollar bill when you were broke,
or won a hundred -to -one bet at
a race track, when it was your

last ten dollars.

BRIEF STORIES MAGAZINE will
pay $25 for every "Lucky Break"
story they print each month in

the new Lucky Breaks Department, and BRIEF STORIES will
print just as many as space
allows.

If you have had a lucky break
at some time in your career, tell

OF SELF HELPS

Contractors, Carpenters, Painters, Decorators,
Artists, Advertisers and other technical men.
Over 200 books covering practically all kinds.
of mechanical work. TV rite for your free copy

for

;

FREE BOOK
New practical working methods for Aviators,
Radio Men, Inventors, Engineers, Mechanics,
Automobile and Battery Men, Electricians,

S

In RADIO NEWS
for February, 1930
Carl Dreher, formerly Chief Engineer of
R. C. A. Photophone, Inc., and now Chief
Sound Engineer for RKO Pictures at
Hollywood, tells how the "mike" and its
attendant speech amplifier apparatus has
put life in the movies.

Lieut Wm. H. Wenstrom outlines, in another of his informative articles on short
waves, the phenomena of short-wave
transmission In simple, non -technical
terms and analogies.
Benlamin P. Miessner, inventor of note and
authority on a. c. operation of receivers,
tells in a humorous vein the trials and
tribulations encountered in tracking down
the elusive hum.

Two articles on auto -radio receivers, one
by McMurdo Silver, the other by Stuart
C. Mahanay, keep you advised of the developments in this new radio activity.
Three new services for the serviceman and
experimenter make their debut in the
February RADIO NEWS.
They are
"Radio News Manufactured Receiver Circuits," "Radio News Home Laboratory Experimenter Sheets" and "Radio News Information Sheets."

us about it. You may be lucky
enough to win one of the $25
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Break Editor, Brief Stories, 381
Fourth Avenue, New York,
N. Y.
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Aeroplane Drafting
Room Blue Print

Dirigibles or Planes?
By Augustus Post
(Continued from page 876)
AVhen an airplane
the rate of speed.
operates over a range of more than five
hundred miles (without stopping, of
course) the fuel that must be carried reduces the paying load, and so the fare
must be raised beyond the point where
it becomes an attractive proposition, ex-

cept in cases of emergency.
A few clays ago Glenn Curtiss told me
that it was his opinion that we may look
for the greatest relative advance over
present day methods of travel in oyersea
transportation. This is proved by the fact
that the trend in Europe is for the building of very large flying boats to compete
with the comparatively slow steamers,
and the fact that a large flying boat becomes more seaworthy and can land on
the ocean at practically any moment, ex-
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NEW ELLIPTIC
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AIR

CURRENTS
FIND
LESS
RESISTANCE

SHAPE

One of the newest proposed designs for
building airships of elliptic cross -section,
so as to minimize the effect of high winds
is shown in the diagram above; the design
of cabins and pontoons is such that the
airship can land on the water safely.
cept in the severest weather -from whose
effects it is becoming more and more possible to escape by the complete weather
reports and the speed at which it is possible to run away from storms. If a
storm goes sixty to seventy miles an
hour, an airplane that makes even as loin'
as one hundred miles an hour could run
ahead or go to one side or the other of
the disturbance.
In ocean transport the airship lias a
nr,tural advantage in its far greater range
of action. Commander Burney says that
"Taking the most optimistic view of technical developments in ten years' time, it is
possible that We shall have airships capable of a range of seven thousand miles,
carrying fifty tons of pay load at a speed
of 100 miles an hour," and though for
practical purposes it may be said that the

commercial range of any aircraft cannot
exceed Fifty per cent of its designed range,
and that under these conditions the nominal available pay load will not exceed
fifty per cent of the designed pay load,
this brings a reasonable expectation -ill
the light of present performances -to the
considerable figure of three thousand miles
for the airship at a 100 miles per hour
cruising speed, which is three times the
range that may in like manner be expected for the flying boat.
Commander Sidney Rosendahl, commanding officer of the `Los Angeles,"
says that the rigid airship 1v ill be equal to
all but the most severe weather conditions,
which it will avoid, and its particular field
will be transoceanic, while American air ships will have the added advantage of the
use of the ion -inflammable gas, helium,
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for inflation, seeing that we have a virtual
monopoly of the helium supply. The transoceanic airship is, in general, much more
comfortable than the airplane, and will undoubtedly increase in comfort, as the great
increase in each successive model clearly
indicates. There will always be more
room in an airship than an airplane can
afford to give to comfort alone.
Captain L. M. Woolson, research engineer of the Packard Motor Co., said recently that if Lindbergh on his first worldfamous flight from New York to Paris,
had used a Diesel engine he could have
carried three passengers instead of going
solo. But it will be some time before
the smoking room and lounge of an airplane is large enough for a considerable
company to have as much elbow-room
as it now has on one of the great transoceanic airships.
Dr. Hugo Eckewer,
When the flying population of the DO -X
was announced, said that he could carry
seven hundred passengers in his airship
a distance of from 500 to 1000 miles, if
he could stow them away anywhere!
The greatest handicap to airship effectiveness is its dependence '-oll fixed
bases with mooring masts and ground
crews in short, the problem of the dirigible, like that of any form of transport, is
closely concerned with terminal facilities.
On the study of this problem the minds
of all constructors and engineers are
bent. Commander Burney's suggestion is
for a structure that he calls a "Land Docking Raft," a telescopic mooring mast
mounted at one end of a long platform,
pivoted to one end of a rail- track leading
to the hangar. On either side of this
platform are folding vertical arms that
can he placed in position alongside the
airship's hull to hold it firmly; the whole
structure, with the mooring mast, can
then be rotated like a turntable until it
points to the hangar and runs along rails
into the shed. He also has worked out
an elaborate plan for an elliptical shaped
airship to land on water. (See page 951)
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are constantly being planned, all over
the world -the large airship will no
doubt supplant the airplane there, especially on flights across oceans, but in the
operation of such long- distance routes the
airplane is quite necessary for the linking The
up of intermediary ports -of -call.
operation of "feeder" lines radiating to
and from airship call centres devolves
solely upon heavier -than -air craft. "Thus
will the two types of aircraft," says the
editor of Airways, "each suited for a specific task, be dependent upon each other,
and instead of ousting the airplane from
its sphere, the coming of the airship will,
in fact, provide greater scope for its
activities than at present exist."
Dr. Claude Dornier, designer and builder
of the world's largest airplane, gives it as

3 -25c
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his expert opinion that airplanes two to
three times as large as the huge Dornier
DO -X, which flew with 169 passengers
over Lake Constance, are not only feasible
but structurally less difficult 'than the
transport airplanes now being built.
"It will he easier to build a larger boat
than it was to construct the DO -X. It
is exactly like building a steel steamship.
As the size is increased the sheathing of
the flying boat is made thicker and weightsaving becomes simpler, relatively speaking. For instance, in the DO -X we used
nine rivets to every two pounds of spar
weight, compared with forty -four rivets
for every two pounds of spar weight in the
t vo- engined Dornier \Val."
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This graphic chart shows comparison of
initial cost for aircraft to carry approximately 3,000,000 pounds per annum across
the Pacific from 'Frisco to Honolulu.

Dr. Dornier has already laid down on
the drawing hoard designs for a flying
boat which will have a gross weight of 80
tons compared to the gross weight of 52
tons of the DO -X. He plans to power
the huge projected ship with nine engines
of 1000 horse -power each, developing
9000 horse -power compared with the 6000
horse-power of the DO -X.
The limiting factor in the creation of
large airplanes right now is the factor of
power. We want a satisfactory motor
developing a thousand horse-power. We
will get it eventually. The DO -X will
probably fly to America next summer, by
way of South America.
America with its large cities, conveniently located on fine waterways, offers
the best field for the large flying boat.
A ship of the size of the DO -X could
be used to advantage between New York
and Miami Beach, between the great cities
of the Great Lakes region, and along
America's large inland waterways.
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POOIt OLD 2(iNN.S. No one had any use for him. No
one respected him. Across his face I read one harsh
Ile just lived on. A poor, worn -out
imitation of a roan. sitting his sorry best to get on in
the world. If he had realized just one thing, he could
hare made good. Ile might have been a brilliant success.
There are thousands of torti like Jones. They, too,
could be happy. successful, respected and loved. But they
can't scum to realize the one big fact- that practically everything worth while living for depends upon STILENGTII
-upon lire, red -blooded Ire -man muscle.
Everything you do depends upon strength. No natter
what your occupation you need the health, vitality and
Hear thinking only big, strong, virile rnuseles can give
you. when you are ill, the strength in those lug munies
pulls you through. At the office, in the farm fields, or on
the tennis courts, you'll find your success generally depends upon your muscular development.
Here's a Short Cut to Strength and Success
"But." you say, "it takes years to build my body up to
the point where it will equal those of athletic champions."
It tines if you go about it without any system, but there's
a scientific short cut. And that's where I come in.
30 Days Is All I Need
In just 30 days I can do things with your hotly you
never thought possible. With just a few minutes' work
every morning I will add one full inch of real, live
muscle to each of your arms. and Ovo whole inches across
Many of my pupils have gained more than
your chest.
that. but I GUARANTEE to do at least that much for
Your neck w111 grow shapely,
you in one short month.
your shoulders begin to broaden. Before you know it,
you'll find people taming around when you pass. women
will want to know you. Your boss will treat you with a
new respect. Your friends will wonder what has come over
you. You'll look ten years younger, and you'll feel like

it, too.

I Strengthen Those Inner Organs, Too
But I'm not through with you. I want ninety days In
all to do the job right, and then all I ask is that you
look yourself over.
What a marvelous change! Those great squared shoulders! That pair of Inge, lithe :awns! Those firm, shapely
legs! You'll he just as fit Mottle as you are out, too,
because I work on your heart, your liver -all of your
inner organs, strengther ing and esereiSieg them. Yes,
indeed. life can give you a greater thrill than you ever
dreamed. Bat. remember, the only sine road to health,
strength and happiness always demands action. Start now!
Send for niy New Book, 64 pages and
IS FREE
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my simple instructions any boy
ran build and erect Grandpa Bird
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Make Big
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THE

of airship service commends itself to commercial enterprise.
Think of a fuel cost per passenger for
the crossing the Atlantic in an airship, of
but twenty dollars, and a fuel cost per passenger for flying from New York to
Chicago of only five dollars. The modern
airship has a range of operation at the
present moment wider than the width of
either the Atlantic or the Pacific.
Mr. Carl B. Fritsche *, a well -known authority on lighter -than -air craft, gives the
relative figures of a fifty -seven toll flying
boat and a seventy -five ton airship on a
mail route between California and Hawaii,
an estimated distance of 2540 statute
miles

economy

Tt contains forty -eight full -page photographs of myself
and some of the many prize- winning pupils I have trained.
Some of these came to loe as pitiful weaklings, imploring
me to help them. Look them over now and you will marvel at their present physiques. This book will prove an
impetus and a real inspiration to you. It will thrill you
through and through. This will not obligate you at all,
but for the salve of your future health and happiness do not
put it off. Send today -right nos before you turn this page.
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quickly at home in spare time
endorsed and praised by General
Electric,Servei, Kelvinator,Copeland, Champion, Zerozone and
other leading manufacturers.
Get in on the ground floor NOW!

-

-

FOR example, let us compare the per-

formance of a 57 -ton flying boat with
that of a 75 -ton airship on a mail route
between a California port and Hawaii, a
distance of 2540 statute miles. In the light
of present development, the flying boat
would be able to transport about 1.000
pounds of nail while the airship could
transport 14,000 pounds. The engine equipment required for the flying boat would be
6,000 H.P. and for the airship 4,000 H.P
Flying non -stop in still air, the fuel cost
per pound of mail transported in the flying boat would be about $1.85 while in
the airship it would be only ten cents for
the entire distance. Amazing? Not at all
when further examination reveals that the
pay load in the flying boat is only 2 2 -3
ounces for each horse -power, as compared
to 3% pounds in the airship. Then why
this enormous advantage in favor of the

Earn As You Learn

airship?

New Easy Way

Because, searching investigation by leading scientists and qualified engineers
proves conclusively that there are inherent
limitations in the performance of heavier-

-

This training unlike ordinary
schooling. Fascinating simple
as A.B.C. No textbooks. No
study drudgery. Trained experts
guide you step by step. Charts,
diagrams and pictures help you
master every principle and practice. Quickly fits you for big pay
job. Easy terms. Money -back
agreement. Free employment
service. Hundreds of satisfied
students. Get big new book of
Rich Rewards in Electric
facts
Refrigeration. Coupon brings it
FREE
without obligation! So
write NOW! UTILITIES ENGINEERING INSTITUTE, Dept.
520, 4403 Sheridan Road, Chica-

February, 1930
thereby reduces the operating safety factor.
The estimated capital investment required for the building of two metal -clad
airships for the California -Hawaii route
is set forth in table No, 1 herewith. It is
suggested that each airship would make
one round trip per week. With a pay load
of 14,000 lbs. these two ships would transport 1,456 tons or 2,912,000 lbs., of pay
cargo per annum.
Inasmuch as these ships would be inflated with helium, it is interesting and
important to investigate the annual operating cost of helium for two ships flying
on a schedule of one round trip per week
each. Based on a cost of $40 per 1,000
cubic feet it amounts to about $328,000.
Surprising as it may seem, this is only
about $50,000 more than the annual cost
of fuel.
TABLE NO.
CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR AIRSHIP
EQUIPMENT
CALIFORNIA -HAWAII ROUTE
2 metalclad airships (75 tons gross
1

lift each) @ $2,500,000.00
$5,000,000.00
Spare parts, reserve engines, gas
cells, helium, etc.
500,000.00

Simply
Mail the
Coupon

-

Below

NOW!]

go, III.

Utilities Engineering Inst.
Dept. 520. 4403 Sheridan Road,
Chicago, Ill.
Send me at once without cost or obligation your
new book of facts on Electric Refrigeration and full
details of your wonderful new easy home training.

Name
Address
City

State

electrical specialist. Gain quick success-in this most
fascinating and profitable field. Learn at National in the
center of tremendous electrical projects costing more titan
$100,000,000.00 unlimited opportunities now.
Practical, intensive training by National's fobeiperlence
method in 6 to 9 months. All technical essentials included.
School endorsed by leaders in electrical industry. You learn
all branches of electricity; radio. Million dollar institution;

Cross- section of water landing station for dirigibles -see picture start of this article.

Be an

.

-

all modern equipment and training fa .
ities. Life scholarship. No age limit. Free
employment service. Over 17,000 success
ful graduates. 23rd year. Big, illustrated

84page catalog sent FREE. Write today.

NATIONAL

f

BONE

LECTRICALSCROOL

Dept. 3046144006 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles. Calif.

RAISE
CHINCHILLA
AND NEW ZEALAND WHITE

FUR RABBITS

In Your Back Yard

We supply stock and a market for all
you raise. 36 -page Illustrated book

and catalog, also copy of FUR FARMING magazine tells how to raise
rabbits successfully, all for 10 cents.
STAHL'S OUTDOOR ENTERPRISE CO., Inc.

1086 Outdoor Bldg., Holmes Park,

Mo.

Wor1d'sWonderWrench

Banishes Old Sh le 7l/renches!

New! Pli crest! Never a eut

w
PaysAgsnts wrench like
$20 Daily Chicago Auto Shsow
tùhet htetr!it ,ripe!
Cau t aliVt The harder itspulled{lea
23 wonder features.
A whole kit or weesehee le ove.
Priced low with big profits to roc. Evormoue demavd.
Demupetrator Olier starts you writing orde'.

FREE

°ver.
Part ter full time!No clock nveestment. WeedB
8psednut Corp.,190 N. State St., Dept. 69, Chicago

than -air craft it is a matter of common
knowledge in engineering circles that the
efficiency of an airship increases very
rapidly with increase hi volume, while in
heavier -than -air craft (planes) there is
little increase in efficiency with size, and
in extremely larger sizes there may even
be an actual decrease]
;

Fuel Cost Low
IT is realized that the cost of fuel represents in itself only a small portion of
the cost of operation. However, for the
purpose of simple Comparison, fuel cost
is a vital consideration for the reason that
it is a direct index of the cost of power
plant operation, maintenance, replacement
and depreciation which collectively, in
long range transport, represent at least 50
per cent of all operation charges.
The 75 -toll airship used in our comparison will have a displacement of only
2,500,000 cubic feet, which is small as
airships go. On the other hand the 57ton flying boat, according to some authorities, seems to approach the economic limit
in size with little hope for improvement in
performance except by resorting to the
very questionable expedient of increasing
the wing loading per unit of area, which
in tarn increases the landing speed and

Hangar
1,750,000.00
mooring totters, fuel tanks and
utilities
400,000.00
Helium purification plant and gasometers
400,000.00
Repair shops
150,000.00
Crews' quarters and miscellaneous
buildings
200,000.00
2
terminal buildings and office
equipment
250,000.00
Land
250,000.00
Electrical equipment, radio stations, etc.
200.000.00
Unforeseen items
900,000.00
Working capital
1,000,000.9))
Total capital investment required
$11,000,000.00
1

2

The economy in airship operation can
in no better way than
through comparing the operating cost of
this size of ship with the largest flying
boat in the world now under construction.
It is being built in Germany.
be emphasized

57 Ton Flying Boat
THIS super- flying -boat will have a gross
lift of 57 tons. It will be equipped

with engines developing 6,000 horsepower, and its cruising speed is announced
to be 115 m. p. h. Its useful load minus
crew, according to its designer, is 56,815
lbs. Assuming that the entire useful load
capacity would be available for fuel and
pay cargo, let us endeavor to ascertain

.February,
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Low much pay load it would be able to
transport on a route from California to
Hawaii, a distance of 2,540 miles.
At a speed of 115 m. p. h. it will require twenty -two hours for this boat to
negotiate the voyage in still air. 2,100
lbs. of fuel will be required per hour at
cruising speed. Twenty -two hours' flying
will require 46,200 lbs. Allowing for 20
mile head wind, which is the minimum
allowance that it would be safe to consider, would require additional fuel of
9,615 lbs. Total fuel required- 55,815
lbs. Subtracting this figure from a useful
load of 56,815 lbs. would leave only 1,000
lbs. carrying capacity for pay load.
Assuming that each boat would make a
round trip every four days, this would
allow approximately 24 hours at the end
of each voyage for adjustment and repairs.
It would require 17 of these boats to transport the same weight of pay cargo per
annum, that two 75 -ton rigid airships,

Win
to
Wants
Who Else
$500
and
or $1,845?
a Sedan

previously described, could transport.

Power Ratio -29 to

1

Seven 6- Cylinder Sedans and Other Prizesa Given

THE amount of power required to trans-

port this pay cargo by flying boat is so
extraordinarily large that it is ridiculous.
Each boat is capable of carrying 1,000 lbs.,
pay load. Each boat is equipped with
6,000 horse -power. One horse -power is
equivalent to 33,000 ft. lbs., of power per
minute. Applying this formula to the flying boat and utilizing 70 per cent of its
gross power at cruising speed, this means
that for each minute approximately 138,-

foot pounds of power arc developed. Inasmuch as the boat carries
only 1,000 pounds pay load, it is a matter
of simple arithmetic to determine that for
each pound of pay load transported, 138,000 foot pounds of power are required
each minute.
Contrast this with the small mechanical
energy required for the operation of the
rigid airship. Each airship carries 14,000
pounds pay cargo. It is equipped with
At cruising
4.000 engine horse -power.
approximately 67,000,000 foot
.peed,
pounds of power are developed for each
minute. Therefore, for each pound of
pay load transported, only 4,800 foot
pounds of power are required. The power
ratio is almost 29 to 1 in favor of the
airship.
In order to carry an actual pay load
equivalent to that of the two 75-ton metal clad airships, these -seventeen 57 -ton flying boats would have to make 2,912 trips
one way per annum, as compared with
only 204 trips negotiated by airship. The
estimated capital investment for these flying boats, equipment, etc., is given in the
table.

'Po advertise, we are giving a Nash Sedan, an Oldsmobile Sedan,
DeSoto Sedan, a Pontiac. Sedan, an Essex Sedan, a whippet Sedan, and
a Chevrolet Sedan, all delivered through nearest dealers, not to cost you
a cent. We even pay delivery charges -many other prizes, including
radios and so forth. Mrs. D. H. Ziler, Lewis J. Link, Margaret Needham, Mrs. M. E. Meadow, Alvin Smith, Charles Francis, Viola Javins
and numerous others ion sedans through our last offers. Over 800 prizes
awarded In one year through our unique advertising campaigns. Over
$11,000.00 in prizes paid by us in one month. In next few months will award
between 300 and 400 prizes through our offers. Here's the new one for your

First Find the Twin Clowns!

000,000

TABLE NO. 2
CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR FLYING
BOAT EQUIPMENT
CALIFORNIA-HAWAII ROUTE
17 Flying Boats (57 tons gross lift
$7,225,000.00
each) @ $425,000.00
1,500,000.00
Spare parts, reserve engines, etc
marine
and
docks
dry
Hangars,
600,000.00
railways
225,000.00
2 Repair shops
Docking facilities, fuel tanks and

utilities
Terminal buildings and office
equipment
Crews' quarters and miscellaneous
buildings
Land and harbor frontage
Electrical equipment, radio stations, etc.
Unforeseen items
Working capital
Total investment required....

500,000.00

2

250,000.00
200,000.00
250,000.00

Win Nash Sedan or $1,845 Cash

Just think. There are seven sedans and many other prizes to be
awarded in this offer, including valuable radios, and so forth, totaling
over $7,300.00.* Duplicate prizes paid in case of ties. Surely you can
win one of these wonderful prizes.
NO MORE PUZZLES TO SOLVE. No word lists to write or make up
trace. We do this to advertise and expand our
-no number puzzles toobligation.
Nothing to buy now, later or ever.
business. No cost or
Anyone who takes an active part in this offer and answers correctly
will share in prizes or cash compensations.

$500.00 For Promptness

I
Be prompt. Immediately, without delay, if your answer is correct, are
it you
will send you a certificato which will be good for $500.00
prompt and win first prize, and tell you why and how we make this
of the twin
unique advertising offer of free prizes. Just send the numbers
clowns in a letter or on a post card. That's all, Send no money. All
cars and other prizes are delivered at our expense. but be prompt.
This offer guaranteed by a million- dollar concern.
FREE PRIZE JUDGE. 510 N. Dearborn St., Dept. 136, CHICAGO. ILL.

alr

Put This Million Dollar

GR

SCKOOI

you in your spare time
Let 15 expert instructors teach
schools. Every subject covered
at home. just like in the best highmethod.
A few cents a day (very
fascinating Question and Answer
easy terms) brings you this bargain In brain power, this complete education.
Endorsed by leading educatore. CERTIFICATE of graduation awarded.
It's fun to learn this easy Inexpenby

for FREE Book sive way, so find out how YOU too,
Send
may quickly prepare for bigger pay and social culture. Remember, it paps to have a High School

Education. Send this ad with name and address for FREE booklet, "What a High School Education Can Do for Me."
, 31 Union Square, Dept.3292. New York, N. T.
High School! Home Study Bu

Travel On
$1900 Year to Commence
Sam's
Uncle
SEE YOUR COUNTRY
Lose It
Pay Roll

200,000.00
1.050,000.00
1,000,000.00

Mail Coupon Before You

I

/
f

$13,000,000.00

The total estimated cost for carrying
one pound of pay cargo in the flying boat
from California to Hawaii is $8.34, while
in the airship it is only $2.63.

-

The clowns in the border of this advertisement probably will all look
exactly alike to you at first glance. But they are not all alike. Twobe
only two -are exactly alike. Can you find them? The difference may
in the color or markings in the hat, collar, nose, or top of the head. Find
the twins. Look carefully. Ile sure you have them -then answer at once.
You may be the one who will solve this puzzle correctly and qualify for
opportunity to

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. E182

Rochester,

N. Y.

Sirs: Rush to me without charge copy of 32 -page
with
1 book, "How to get U. S. Government Jobs,
I list of positions obtainable, and full particulars tellI ing how to get them.

STEADY WORK -NO LAYOFFS -PAID VACATIONS
Many U. S. Government Jobs Open to Men. Women. 18 to 50

Í Name

/ Address
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Get Yourself

a Lucky Break
DO YOU KNOW that if an obscure young
Dane, living in Switzerland, hadn't fallen in
love with a Swiss girl, you might not have
had the radio? Do you know that if a heat
wave had not swept over the United States,
Calvin Coolidge might not have been President? That a sudden downpour of rain in
Belgium one hundred and fifteen years ago
was a direct cause of the Great World War?
That if Alexander the Great hadn't got
drunk on a "wild party" in Babylon, there
would have been no Roman Empire?
Do you know that it's a hundred million to

one chance that you were born? That nine
men out of ten meet their wives by pure
luck?

The great leaders of the world recognize
and respect luck. More than that, they
know how to take advantage of a lucky
break. Do you? Let us help you.

Brief Stories Shows You How
In the February issue of Brief Stories Magazine, we have created a department called
"LUCKY BREAKS" in which the great
and near -great tell just how luck came their
way, and how they recognized and took advantage of it.

Probably your lucky day is just around the
corner. Will you recognize it, when it
comes? Will you know what to do? Read
"LUCKY BREAKS" in Brief Stories Magazine for February and be prepared. Invest a
quarter in Brief Stories at your nearest newsstand, and you may lay the foundation for
a million, two million, ten million-who
knows how much? Maybe reading "LUCKY
BREAKS" will be your Lucky Break.

"Lucky Breaks" is Just One
Department in the New
Brief Stories
Brief Stories Magazine also brings you a
dozen or more corking good stories of adventure in strange far -off lands every
month. Read "The Dead Carry On" wherein the shyest kid in the regiment runs
berserk, after being given up as a "rotten"
soldier. Read "The Silent Signal," a tale of
the northern lakes in the dead of winter,
where an airplane hunts a murderer. Read
"Outcasts of the South Seas," by J. Allan
Dunn, in which an earthquake takes a hand
to perform justice, and the famous Devil's
Island Prison loses two good men. Get
them all in the February issue of Brief
Stories, and settle down to several enjoyable, inexpensive evenings of choice reading

entertainment.

See How It's Done in FEBR UA R Y

BRIEF STORIES
NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

1930
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Perfect Cup of Coffee

By Mrs. Christine Frederick
(Continued from page 894)
the cloth filter should be boiled every day
with baking soda, and renewed once a
week. For the boiling method a pot made
of a good grade of white enamel is best,
as an aid in scrupulous cleanliness.
Grind your coffee at home. Choose the
cannot help you
blend you like best
here, since tastes differ. If you buy it
ground or pulverized, be sure it is kept
you will
in a tightly sealed container
lose the precious aroma. For the percolator grind it only medium, but for drip
process, the finer ground the better -hut,
remember, the more finely ground the
quicker the aroma is lost. Here are brief
directions for making the perfect cup of
coffee by each of the three methods:

-I

-or

Boil Method
MEASURE out a heaping tablespoonful for every cup of coffee you want,
and add as many cupfuls (half-pints) of
boiling water as you have tablespoonfuls
of coffee. Put the pot on fire and boil just
exactly three minutes. Some people use
crushed eggshell or white of egg to settle
the coffee, but cold water added as soon
as the three minutes are up will be quite
as satisfactory (about a tablespoonful for
each cup). Now shut the pot tightly, lest
our precious aroma escape. Even stick
a piece of clean cheesecloth or absorbent
cotton into the spout and serve as quickly
;

as possible.

Percolator Method
start with cold water. Get
fresh boiling water and put it into the
pot, using about the sane quantity of finely
DO not

ground coffee as in the boiling process.
Be careful not to put over too hot a fire,
(except if it is an electric pot) and let
it take five minutes. Be very sure that
the percolator is clean, and after the
coffee is made, brush and clean the percolator thoroughly. Do not use complicated, hard -to -clean percolators.

Drip Method
ADRIP pot with a cheesecloth hag is
the best, although the French pots and

the filter paper pots are quite practical.
You pour the boiling water slowly over
the pulverized coffee, ( which is the kind
Then you
I prefer for this method.)
cover it and let it stand, preferably in a
warm place, to drip a while.
The result from either of these three
methods should he a clear, golden brown

liquid with the genuine, unspoiled coffee
aroma. It is at its best very hot or very
cold, and when used with rich, fresh
cream. If all the precautions are taken
which I here outline, the result is certain
to be coffee that is not only at its maximum of attractiveness, but also at its minimum of undesirable after effects. How
some people can endure the effects of the
boiled up wood fibre and acrid content
with which the coffee bean is filled, is
beyond my comprehension. The aroma
is the real coffee, and that is gone after
the first three minutes of boiling.

Follow
this Man!

When Men Make Coffee
IBELIEVE everybody

in this coffee drinking land ought to learn early how
to make a good cup of coffee. It is really
very simple; but there are certain "don'ts"
which cannot be neglected. Men as well
as women should learn how to make good
coffee. On camping trips or when left
alone in the house they will find it a most
valuable bit of knowledge. Many men
nowadays pride themselves on knowing
camp cookery and certainly in the woods
a good cup of coffee is a special boon.
Even if a man knows no more than that
he should bring water separately to boil
and then pour it over the coffee placed in
a dry coffee pot, and then let the pot simmer for five or ten minutes, he is going
to give his camping companions a pleasant
surprise, because they are so used to the
old, ignorant method of putting coffee into
cold water and letting it come to a boil.
Even the drip method is easily applied on
a camping trip. Use a square of muslin
fresh each time), place over the top of
the coffee pot and let it sag. then add the
water to drip. Certainly there's nothing
complicated about this, and the reputation a man gets as a magic coffee maker
will make the native guide and his terrible hard- boiled method sick with envy.

Secret Service Operator
38 Is on the Job!

FOLLOW him through all the excitement of his chase of the
counterfeit gang. See how a
crafty operator works. Telltale finger
prints on the lamp stand in the murdered girl's room ! The detective's
cigarette case is handled by the unsuspecting gangster, and a great
mystery is solved. Better than fiction.
It's true, every word of it. No obligation. Just send the coupon.

;

FREE!

The Confidential Reports
No. 38 Made to His Chief

(

And the best part of it all is this. It
may open your eyes to the great
future for YOU as a highly paid
Finger Print Expert. More men are
needed right now. This school has
taken men just like you and trained
them for high official positions. This
is the kind of work you would
like. Days full of excitement. Big
salaries. Rewards.

Coffee Finishes the Meal

TT

is a fact that for large numbers of
people an entire meal is a success or a
failure, according to the success of the
coffee. Certainly hotels, which have genuinely good coffee, get a generally good
reputation for food, and vice versa.
Naturally also, the cook and the house wife experience the same thing. If their
coffee is good, much is forgiven, and if is
bad, the best of cooking is often damned.
Surely with such a psychology it is folly
for anyone to flivver with coffee, when a
flivver is really so unnecessary.

Can You Meet
This Test?
Can you read and write? Are you ambitious?
Would you give 30 minutes a day of your spare
time preparing yourself for this profession?
Would you like a life of excitement, thrilling
adventures and high pay ? Answer yes and
I'll show you how to attain all this.
Send the coupon and I'll send the Free Reports also a wonderful illustrated book
telling of the future awaiting you as a

-

In AMAZING STORIES For February

THE EXPLORERS OF CALLISTO, by Mari \ incent. Generations of men have lived their
span of life, but no one has ever seen the other side of our satellite. This well -known author
has proved his ability to write of space travel before and he easily holds his reputation with
this story. We can also promise a sequel for it.
BEYOND THE GREEN PRISM, by A. Hyatt Verrill. (A sequel to "Into the Green Prism."
In 2 parts.) Part II. Mr. Verrill not only answers satisfactorily all the questions raised in the
first story and in the first instalment, but has built another tale of ancient Indian civilization,
which is of absorbing interest. Concluded in this issue.
THE ICE MAN, by William Withers Douglas. We have bad a number of stories dealing with
the impressions of a plausible future civilization and we have always thought it would be
interesting to knew what reactions a Roman, for instance, of ancient Rome, would experience
Our new author
if he were suddenly brought into the midst of our "modern civilization."
gives us his idea of this in a cleverly written story, which, among other things, has a good
touch of Edgar Allan Poz about it.
VITAMIN Z., by William Lemkin, Ph.D. The author of "Cold Light" now treats the most
important subject of vitamins. And because he is a scientist, has a good imagination and the
art of story- telling, you will like learning about vitamins and you won't think his Vitamin Z
impossible. The story reads exceedingly well and is quite plausible.
THE MAN FROM SPACE, by L. Taylor Hansen. A unique story on interplanetary travel that
shows a good deal of ingenuity, clear thinking and good writing. The author has obviously used
good authorities to aid him in this work, for he offers some exceedingly interesting treatment of
the stars and novae.
And several other stories of unusual merit.

Finger Print Expert.
T. G. COOKE. Pres.

Institute of Applied Science
1920SunnysideAve.,Dept.14 -22 Chicago,IL.

Institute of Applied Science, Dept. 14 -22
1920 Sannyside Ave., Chicago, IIL
Gentlemen: -Without any obligation whatever, send
me the Free Reports of Operator No. 38 and your
new, fully illustrated Free book on Finger Prints.

Name.
Address
_

City and State

Ape
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RADIO reception may be made much

more enjoyable by plugging in a
Falck Claroceptor between the light socket
and your set. By blocking out the line
interference noises, this wonderful device
also helps selectivity and distance. Tested,
proved. Thousands now in successful use
all over America. No change required in
your set. Only equipment of the kind.
Compact size 3% x 5 z x 2 %z ". Made by
pioneer radio manufacturer. At radio
parts dealers, or write us for new free
:

fold( r.

$7.50

Fd.lCk,

(tf'ith Cord and Plug)

CLAROCEPIOR

Manufactured by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.
Dept. S.I., 1260 W. Second St., Los Angeles, Calif.
JOBBERS AND DEALTI S -GET OUR l'ROP'OSITION

Only 4 Motions used in playing this fascinating
instrument Our native Hawaiian Instructors
teach you to master them quickly Pictures
show how. Everything explained clearly.
Playin Half Hour
Easy Lessons
After
four

you get the
a

.

y motions

You May harmonious

chords with very
little practice. No
Dp

I

knowÌedge needed,

Even if you don't
know one note from
another. the 52
printed lessons and
clear pictures make

Iteasytolearnquickly. Pay as you play.

you enroll
GIVEN -whets
a sweet toned

HAWAIIAN GUITAR, Carrying Case
WRITE AT ONCE for attrac f
Playing Outfit
and
Live offer and easy terms. A
{value
Sla to

$20
postcard will do. ACT 1
No extras everything tneluded
OTHER
Tenor Banjo, Violin. Tple Tenor Guitar, Ukulele,
COURSES Banjo Ukulele. Under ell - known
instructors.
FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC. Inn.
9th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., Dept. 240 New York, N. Y.
Approved

fdNets

Correspondence School

ee

analHome thetudds Council.

ARTISTIC
PORTRAIT

TS

98

ENLARGEMENTS

FROM ANYPHO70

or SNAP -SHOP..

SIZE 16 x 20 INCH
(or smaller if desired)
The usual price of this work
is $6.00 but by taking advan-

tage

butiflif-kenrg-

you can get a
ment of that favorite picture of mother. dad,
sweetheart, baby or any friend for only 98 gents. '
SEND NO MONEY -Just mail us the photo-any size (Full
figure, bust or group) and in about a week you will have your
enlargement guaranteed never to fade. It comes to you
C.O.D. On arrival pay postman 98c plus a few cents postage.
or send one dollar cash with orderand we pay postage. Money
hack if not delighted. 'You can send us your most treasured
photograph. it will be returned to you unharmed.
Wrier ithordereven
to advertise thin remarkable offer we wend free
a IlightyGlazed
enlargement ordered,
Hand Painted

lire

h,t¡prod ction

of the photo tent. Then,

enlarge,
worth e whole price
nt. Take advantage
of thin really Amazing Offerand
Your order today. DO IT NOW.
m

ALTON ART STUDIO, Dept.47

5654 West Lake St., Chicago, IN.
Please

Return enlargement and FREE HandPainteed
miniatore C.O.D. 98c pion poetare. (If 11.00
is enclosed you are to Bead postage paid.)
Name

Address
Town

State

Check Size
Wanted
16 x2O In.
3Ox 16 In.

11x 14 In.
8 x 10 In.

February,
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Making Airports from Mud

learn al home lo fithi

By H. Winfield Secor
(Continued from page 883)
engineering than the Secaucus Airport.

BIG PAYJOI3

Long Island Sound, on which this seaport is built, is noted for its treacherous
currents and its rough water. A hill 55
feet in elevation stands on the part of the
site of this seaport, which is located at
Astoria just across the river from Manhattan. This hill is to be cut down to 20
feet, and the method of doing this is far
more interesting than the statement itself.
A set of three huge electric pumps draw
water from the bay and pump concentrated
streams of water against this hill, washing
the earth in semi- liquid form down to the
level of the water. Sump holes are located nearby, into which the earth, in mud
form, settles. From these holes the mud
is sucked up and pumped through pipes
into the bay. Another set of electric
pumps do this work. A bulkhead has been,
erected at the required distance from the
shore and the mud is allowed to settle behind this, thus extending the shore line
to tile desired distance. For the carrying
of water to the bill, three sets of electric
pumps of 750 horsepower each are
mounted on floats, which may be moved
to ally point about the bay. Three sets
of electric pumps of 300 horsepower each
are used to draw the mud from the sump
holes and pour it through 27 inch diameter
pipe lines into the bay.
This airport at North Beach will be
especially convenient to New York City,
as it can be reached using a motorboat
in 15 minutes from the very heart of the
This airport, like the one at
city.
Secaucus, N. J., will have facilities for
the manufacturing and displaying of aviation accessories. Besides this, it will have
a system of pneumatic tubes for the rapid
relaying of mail from the airport to New
York City. The cost of these two projects is estimated at $10,000,000.

4 ELECTRICITY

needs you, wants you

ELECTRICITY
and will pay you well. Hundreds o1$
"Cooke Trained" Electrical Men are

leaking $60 to $100 a week -some even more.
Why glace along on emailpy when you can
learn Electricity the L. L. COOKE Wayin your
Beare time at home?
QUICK AND EASY TO LEARN
No experience --no higher education necessary. The famous L. L. COOKE' `Work Sheets.*
and
Tickets"make
simple
as A. Bb
Yu learn under
Agreement and you
t practical experience
like shop training withthe Big Outfit of Apparatus given you without extra cost.

of
Scranton, Pa.,
Leo Woelkere

makes $110 awk.

none
My
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GET READY FOR SIG PAY
Many fellows no ;mater than you are making

Why
you a treaady for BigIPay Job i
eat field Act today. Send Par Big FREE
Iluatrated Book of Facto. Write today sure.

$10

J. E. Ritch,

of

llundf-cds

00
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TRAINED

R.19,

High Point. N.C.
makes $676 in a
month.

L. L. COOKE SCHOOL OF ELECTRICITY
Dept. 22, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III.
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FORD TriMotor
Monoplane . $8.50
. .

Build
Model Airplanes
the IDEAL way!
Plans for Model
Airplanes 25c each

FORD MONOPLANE
Fokker Monoplane
New York-Paris Plane
Curtiss BiPlane
De Haviland BiPlane
NC-4 Naval Seaplane
Bleriot, Nieuport or
Taube Monoplanes
Cecil Peoli Racer

Remote Station Selector of
Simple Design

Build

Blyd E:

the
FORD MONO the plane Comm.
er the

South Pole.

ft. Model illustrated above.
IDI.A I. Canatrurt ion Outfit,
with Plaoa,
ntains everything
3

required.
e Price
s8.so
Ask your dealer or order direct.
48 -page
Catalog Model Airplane., Parts and Materials for

Builders.

IDEAL

AEROPLANE AND
SUPPLY COU PAN Y, Inc.
Wert 19th St., N.Y. City.
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Banish the craving for tobacco as
thousands have. Make yourself free
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer.

By Jos. Attardo
(Continued from page 922)

numbered 43. if we want to listen to
WLW, which corresponds to button 25,
we first close the on -off switch. This
allows the current to pass into the motor,
which is geared direct to the condenser
shaft of the receiver. With the motor
driving the condenser we press down
button 25. This closes the contacts at 21,
and as the rotating switch point, 18, connected to the condenser shaft, reaches contact 19, a circuit is established leading to
the electro- magnet 53. The magnet exerts
an attractive force on the lever 50, which
in turn opens the motor contacts and stops
the motor driving the condensers. At the
same instant the action of the magnet is
transmittted through a lever, 61, to the
second set of contacts at 63 and closes
them ; these are connected to the loud
speaker circuit, and thus the speaker is not
"alive" until the station has been "tuned
in."
Any other station may be tuned in, by
merely pressing the corresponding button.
But it is necessary at some point to reverse the condenser when the plates are
out of mesh. I accomplish this by a relay
which comes into play automatically at
a predetermined point at the end of the
scale. If the old type condensers are used,
this relay is not necessary as the plates
can be completely revolved.
As may be seen from the above description, the design and idea of this station selector is comparatively simple.
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Not asubatitute, not habit forming.
Write for free booklet telling of injurious effectnf tobacco and dependable, easy way to relieve
the craving many men have.
FREE

Newell Pharmacal Co.

Dept. 884

Clayton, Mo

BOOK

YOUR NAME ENGRAVED

Never before offered at this price. Made of finest
°utility fountain pen material with 14 -lit. solid fold
point, safety screw cap, self- filling lever and clip.
l'an be had in Black, lied, Green and mottled colors.
Send no money. Pay on delivery $1.55, plus postage.
Repent Sales Co., 1141 B'way, New York, N. Y.

Suite No. 704

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Chicago. U. S.A.
Dept. 1422 3601 Michigan Ave.
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LEARN TO DRAW:
AARTaAND CARTOONING."
Maine how to make illustrations for
ke,advertieemente, eta Alsohow
become
Cartoonist. NO CORRESPONDENCE COURSE -Book
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February,

RUPTURE IS
NOT A TEAR
Your physician will tell you that hernia (rupture) is a muscular weakness in the abdominal
wall. -Do not be satisfied with merely bracing
these weakened muscles, with your condition
probably growing worse every day!- Strike at
the real cause of the trouble, and

WHEN

-

-

The weakened muscles recover their strength
and elasticity, and
The unsightly, unnatural protrusion disap-

pears, and

-

-

You recover your vim, vigor and vitality,
your strength and energy, -and you look
and feel better in every way, -and your

-

friends notice the difference,

THEN

-

You'll know your rupture is gone, and
You'll know why for almost a quarter of a
century numerous sworn statements report
complete recovery and freedom from uncomfortable mechanical supports, without
delay from work.

One Man Plays Boo Instruments at Once

`wie
U.S.
Government

(Continued front page 884)
touch manuals, which permits the phenomenal resources, that include nearly every
known musical instrument, both ancient
and modern. Each of the five manuals of
keys has a double touch that multiplies its
sound possibilities. Through its intricate
mechanism, which covers both walls of the

a Good Jobb

palatial theatre, nearly 800 instruments
can be called into play. Wurlitzer, the
organ builder, considers this instrument his
masterpiece. Henry Niurtagh, one of the
great pipe organ virtuosos, who supervised the installation of this great music
machine, believes that organ building has
reached such a state of mechanical per fection that most literature written for the
organ is commonplace compared to the
possibilities of the majestic symphonies
hitherto regarded as beyond the scope of
the pipe organ. Its next improvement will
have to be the contributions of symphony composers, who will compose exclusively
for the organ, be says.

A Test of the scientific self- treatment mentioned in coupon below is now available to you,
whether you are young or old, man or woman.
It costs you nothing to make this test. -For
your own good mail the coupon NOW- TODAY.

FREE TEST COUPON
610 Stuart Bldg.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Send me a Free 10 day test supply of the
remedial factor Plapao and 48 -page illustrated book on Rupture; no charge for this
now or later.
Name
Address
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EARN MONEY/MMED)ATELYEQUIPMENT TO START

Make Your

VEST POCKET
Bring You

$9SWeek
\

"

\

CARRY tide amazing new
adding machine isng vest
pocket. Make $8.00 an hour
showing it to storekeeper., bookkeepers, professional men and
others. Agents cleaning up with tabs fast sailer, Everyone who
does any kind of figuring needs it an I will buy on eight.

Complete Adding Machine Only $2.95
VE -PO-AD duplicates work of Large adding machines. Sells for only
$2.96. Adds. subtracts, multiplies -in n
cc
te-ne''er gets out of
9M1jrv. Always
order. Over 200,000 in use
You make
100'" profit on every eale. Man! If you
ever had a chance to CLEAN UP BIG
MONEY -here it isi

Sample Ve -Po -Ad FREE
You don't need experience. Shapiro mate
$175 his first week. Others make $50 to $100
k regularly. You can eell as many ae 8
Ve
-Ado an hour -over $4.00 clear profit
for you. Grasp this anicklyl Write at once
for full details of FREE Ve -Po -Ad offer
and
y MONEY -MAKING PLAN.
Do it
NO W.

-Po

C. M. CLEARY
303 W. Monroe St.

Dept. 55

Job is

$1260
TO

$3400
A

YEAR

1
PICK YOUR JOB

511111

Railway Postal Clerks
City Mail Carriers
City Post Office Clerks

Census Clerks
"LAYOFFS"
Strikes, poor business conditions, or politics will not affect them. Government employees get their pay for twelve full months every year.
NO

These are steady

SENO NO MONEY

Plapao Co.,

9;9
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Chicago, Ill.

How to Make Artistic
Boudoir Lamps
(Continued front page 915)
specified on the drawing to form a box
structure. The sectional views on the drawing also serve to show how the joints are
niade. The top of the base is then soldered
to the box section of the base, soldering
also being done from the inside. The next
step is to solder the box section of the
column to the base, soldering again being
done from the inside, providing a suitable
iron is available to reach through the
column.
The hase has a flange wide enough so
that felt can be glued to it and thus prevent marring of the surface on which the
lamp rests. By using a small soldering
iron, bent at right angles to the handle,
this base can also be soldered from the
inside. After it has been soldered, the felt
can be positioned and the top is then the
remaining part to be assembled.
A hole should be drilled in the center
of the top section and may also he provided with a ferrule or bushing to insulate
the wire and to prevent chafing. The top
of the column should also be drilled and
tapped to take a small brass fitting which
is held in place by machine screws and to
which the lamp socket with pull chain
switch can be attached. These fittings an(l
the sockets can be secured in any electrical
supply store. The top should be attached
to the column, preferably by soldering
from the inside because, soldering all
joints from the inside, the outer appearance is maintained and there is little
danger of the white metal being heated
sufficiently to injure the exposed surface.
When the lamp is completed, the copper
surfaces will appear as shown by the heavy
lines on the drawing and the surfaces
shown by the cross section lines will be
of white metal. This provides just enough
white metal to offset the copper surfaces
itid makes a very attractive appearance if
time is taken to polish all surfaces carefully.
The lamp sockets are mounted upright
as shown on the photograph of the completed pair of lamps. Any type of shade
may be used to blend with the color of the
lamp bulb, the shades being supported
from the lamp bulbs.

poition.;.

$1,900 TO $2.700 A YEAR
Railway Postal Clerks get $1,900 the first year, being
paid on the first and fifteenth of each month. $79.17

Their pay is quickly increased, the
pay day.
maximum being $2,700 a year. $112.50 each pay day.
each

Travel

"Uncle Sam"

for

Railway Postal Clerks, like all Government employees,
a yearly vacation of 15 working days
(about 13
days).
On runs, they usually work 3 days and have
3 day; oft duty or in the same proportion.
During this
off duty and vacation their pay continues just as though
they were working. They travel on a pass when on business and see the country.
When they grow old, they are
have

retired with
aminations.

a

We

pension.

Spring ex-

expect many

CITY MAIL CARRIERS
POST OFFICE CLERKS

Clerks and Carriers now commence at $1,700 a year
and automatically increase $1110 a year to $2.100 and
Many
They also have 15 days' paid vacation.
$2.300.
examinations will be held February 15th. City residence
is unnecessary.

CENSUS CLERK -FILE
(Open to men and warnen

CLERK
18

to 50)

Pleasant clerical and
Salary $1.4411 to $2,500 a year.
tiling work In the Census departments at Washington,
D. C., and other cities throughout the country.
IS YOUR JOB STEADY?
with your present or your
perhaps changing positions frecondition,
quently, no chance in sight for PERMANENT employment; frequently out of a position and the year's average
salary very low. DO YOU GAT $1,900
Compare

prospective

these conditions

EVERY YEAR? WAVE YOU ANY ASSURANCE THAT A FF.\V YEARS FROM NOW
YOU WILL GET $2,100 TO $2,700 A
YEAR?
YOU CAN GET THEM
Country residents and city residents stand
Experience

chance.
necessary, and

equal

is

usually

un-

political influence is not pershow you how.
GET FREE LIST OF POSITIONS
Let

mitted.

us

Pill out the following coupon. Tear
and mail it today now, at once.
DO

it

off

IT NOW-This Investment of two

cents for a postage stamp may result in your
getting a Government Job.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept.

E

-177,

Rochester. N. Y.

flush to me entirely flee of charge (1) a full description of the position checked below; (2) Free Copy of

"How te Get a U. S. Government Job ";
(3) A list of the Ti. S. Government Jobs now obtainable;
(4) Send particulars telling how I can get the position
32 -page hook.

I

hale checked.
Railway Postal Clerk
Post Office Clerk

City Molli Carrier
['Rural Mail Carrier

-File

($1.900- $2.700)
($1,700- $2.300)
($1,700-$2,100)

Clerk
Census Clerk
Inspector of Customs

Prohibition Agent

($2,10043.300)
($1.44042,5001

($2.100 -up)
($2.300- $2,800)
.11

Name

Address
U so

Tb is Coupon

Before You Mislay

I

t.

Reading Architects'

By Richard H. Tingley, C. E.
1.

5.
7.

11.

Learn. at Home!
THE building trades are booming. Employers everywhere are looking for men who can read architects'
blueprints. Splendid salaries and rapid advancement
are offered men who have this special training.
There is an easy, delightful way to learn. The
International Correspondence Schools will teach you
right at home in an hour a day of the spare time that
now goes to waste.
You will like the course because it is so PRACTICAL.
You work on actual blueprints -the same blueprints
a contractor would use if asked for an estimate, or a
foreman would receive front a contractor.
In a surprisingly short time you can acquire a
knowledge of blueprintsathat will be of great value to
you in a salary way the rest of your life.

13.
15.
16.
18.
19.

52.

beings (Simplified spelling).
A long- legged, long billed bird worshiped by
the ancient Egyptians.
Greek goddess of earth, mother of Uranus,
the Titans and Cyclops (One way of spelling
it).
An alleged force said by some to pervade
all nature.
That portion of the world ruled by Poseidon
or Neptune.
Ejaculation made to frighten.
31 ystic ejaculation representing the name of
the Supreme Being uttered by Hindus on

62.
63.

solemn. occasions.

22.

23.

2

1

3

11

14

13

20

15

27

26

29

50

0

59

Spanish
French
Salesmanship
Advertising

IA

high

School Subjects

Illustrating

Lumber Dealer

67
72

Name
Street
Address

Greece, conspicuous in mythology.

of Zeus, twin and sister of
Apollo, identified with the Roman Diana.
DOWN
In classic myth, a race of dwarfs said to
have fought with cranes.

.
23

7

8

9

10

12

17

18

19

24

.

31

36

25

28

32

38

37

uauu42

39

43

RU
52

56

48

49

U53
57

62

61

65

69

66

70

71

73

City

State

26.

Occupation
if you reside to Canada, send this cowpox to the
International Correspondence SNrools Canadian, Limited,
dlunteecf, Canada

Andy Sannella

Talks to Reed Players.

Get this Free Book!
On the air tonight, and

every night,

Andy Sannella i s earning a fabulous
salary is his Selmer Sax. In his book
of "Advice to Saxophone Players," he

ei,es more valuable information
than in ten private lessons. This
book also contains Talks to
Clarinetists by Alexandre

Selmer. Send for free

copy.
I iyou will mention the instrument you play, we will send
also, free samples of our
Alexandre Reeds.TbeyPlay]

28.
29.
30.

32.
33.
35.
36.
38.

40.
41.

43.
44.

BUILDING, ELKHART, INDIANA

(In Canada: 516 Yonge St., Toronto )

The principal goddess of the ancictt Egyptians-wife of Osi ris.
The Greek goddess of discord.
Greek spirit of malicious mischief who incites men to crime.
During the wanderings of Odysseus (Ulysses)
after the Trojan War he called on Circe,
the enchantress, who transformed each of
-. What animal?
his men into an animal,
A prefix denoting "three."
Poses.
A brother of Odin of Norse mythology.
An abbreviation for "Ante meridian," "Anno

utundi," etc.
Incalculable periods of tinte.

An ejaculation evoked by sudden emotion.
A sanctuary dedicated to Hera, the queen of
the Olympian gods.
An ancient city in Egypt, generally thought
to be Thebes. whose name will be found in
Jeremiah xlvi -25.
One of the Norse gods who dwelt in Asgard.
He is generally considered the opposite of

"Van."

45.
46.

284 SELMER
27

68

Cartooning

1.

46

64

Rafhvay Mail Clerk

flail
Carrier
Grade School Subjects

71.

60

63

Civil Service

Daughter

68.
69.

.

55

-

Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work

73.

64.

66.
67.

51

54

58

16

41

45

72.

light is sometimes seen on the masts and
spars of ships at sea.
Diminutive of Isaac.
A prefix meaning "through."
A poetic use of "over."
The, in French, masculine gender.
The household gods of the ancient Romans.
Abbreviation for "Post script."
The constellation of the Lion, the fifth sign
of the zodiac.
The gods who presided over the families of
Rome. They were placed wills the Lares.
A weight used by Egyptians.
One of the chief places of Moab as may be
seen by reference to Isaiah xv -1.
The Bishop of Route.
One of the landmarks on the boundary of
Zebtilon (Josiah xix-13).
An Egyptian stn god reputed to be an ancestor of the Pharaohs.
In ancient geography, a city of Argolis in

54.
55.
57.
58.
60.

6

35

40

R.

5

30

34

33

4

22

21

Patron saint of sailors whose weird, uncanny

.
.
. ..

A large extinct bird.
Daughter of Agamemmon, who has been
placed in the sky as one of the Pleiades "the
lost Pleiad."
A subdivision of a clan in ancient Laconia.

20.

flail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
".i he L'nircrsul C rii r,reity"
Box 6209 -F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me
a copy of your 4P -page booklet, "Who Wins and Why,"
and tell nie how I can qualify for the position. or in the
subject, before which I have marked an X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
El Architect
Automobile Work
El Architectural Draftsman
Aviation Engines
Building Foreman
Plumber and Steam Fitter
Builder
Plumbing Inspector
Contractor and Builder
0Concrete
Foreman Plumber
El Structural Draftsman
]]eating and Ventilation
El Structural Engineer
Sheet -Metal Worker
Electrical Engineer
Steam Engineer
Electrical Contractor
Marine Engineer
Electric Wiring
Refrigeration Engineer
Electric Lighting
R. Positions
Electric Car Running
Highway Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
Chemistry
Telephone Work
Pharmacy
Mechanical Engineer
Coal Mining Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Navigation
Assayer
Machine Shop Practice
Iron and Steel Worker
] Toolmaker
textile Overseer or Supt,
Patternmaker
Cotton Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Woolen Manufacturing
Surveying and Mapping Agriculture
Fruit Growing
Bridge Engineer
Poultry Farming
Gas Engine Operating
Mathematics
Radio
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management ['Business Correspondence
Industrial Management
Show Card and Sign
O Personnel Management
Lettering
'Frame Management
(Stenography and Typing
El Accounting and C. P. A. English

ACROSS
Trojan, king of IIomeric legend.
The constellation of Aries, first sign of the

Zodiac.
Greek musician who was said to have been
thrown into the sea, and to have been carried
ashore by a dolphin.
Giant demon of folk -lore who devoured human

12.

1
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A Mythological Cross -Word Puzzle

BLUEPRINTS
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February,
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48.
50.

Greek mother of Castor and Pollux whom
Zeus deceived in the form of a swan.
The continent on which it is assumed stood
the "Cradle of Mankind."
The first note of the musical scale.
A military division of ancient Sparta.

timed into a heifer by the
jealous Ilera. An island, a sea and a country have been named after her.
3. Time past.
4. A member of an ancient Asian race from
which came the "Three \Vise Men of the
East."
6. One of the three Furies of Roman mythology.
7. Father, an invocation to God (Mark xiv-36).
An element in many geographical
8. River.
2.

Greek maiden

9.

An ancient city said to have been on the
Euphrates rivers in Babylonia.
Greek goddess of retributive justice.
Greek goddess of dawn, referred to by Homer
as "The rosy-fingered."
Prefix denoting "apart."
Near.

names derived from Spanish.

10.
14.
16.
17.
19.
21.

23.
24.
25.

27.
28.

A fetish or charm.

A place in Palestine (Isaiah x--28), said to
be the same place as "Ai," mentioned in
Joshua vii -2.

Fifty -five.
Egyptian god of the midday sun.
A famous giant hunter of Greek mythology
accidentally slain by Artemis. The hunter

may be seen in one of the best -known constellations.
Abbreviation for "saints."
Before.

February,
30.
31.
34.
35.

37.
39.

41.

42.
44.

45.
47.
49.
50.
51.
53.
55.
56.
59.
60.
61.
62.
64.

65.
68.
70.

1930

Queen of the Olympian gods, wife of Zeus.
The generally accepted spelling.
Greek goddess of earth. Mother of Uranus,
the Titans and Cyclops. Generally accepted
spelling.
Island in the Aegean sea named after one of
Zeus' lady friends. Its modern naine is
"N io."
The holy hooks and collections of hymns of
the Hindus.
One of the goddesses who presided over
poetry, art and science.
The "Land" to which Cain is said to have
fled after he murdered Abel (Gen. iv- 12 -16).
One way of spelling the name of the wife
of Zeus, queen of the Olympian gods.
Island in the Cyclades group in the Aegean
sea where a famous statue of Venus was
discovered.
The cave in which King David hid from
xxiiiSaul (1 Sam. xxii -1) and (2 Sam.
13), from which the "Three mighty warriors"
water.
of.
a
drink
him
to
get
dashed out
An evil giant god of Norse mythology.
Egyptian name of the god "Ammon."
Son of Agememnon who killed his mother because she murdered his father.
The third note of the musical scale.
A star in the constellation of Cetus.
Gold used in heraldic ornamentation.
One of Zeus' lady friends; mother of Perseus.
Volcano in Sicily; old form of spelling.
Weird, awe inspiring.
In Hindu cult, the wiping of the hands as a
sacrifice to remote ancestors.
A person said to be able to foretell the future.
A fairy or elf of Persian myth.
A woodland spirit, half goat, half man, inventor of the reed -pipe.
that
Abbreviation for the name of the planet
has rings or belts around it; named after the
Italic god of seed -time and harvest.
The seventeenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
The fifth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
(Solutions on page 964)

Tips for The Young
Machinist
By George A. Luers
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Can Play Any Instrument
In a Few Months
This Delightful
New Easy Way!

You.

by this reANY one can easily learn music the
cost is
markable new method. slowAnd
way. You don't
only a fraction of the old You
en!. irely at
study
teacher.
need a private
it you are
Almost before you realize both
home.
popular
playing real tunes and melodies.friends,
amuse
please
your
and classic, to
This wonderful
yourself, and make money.
is
music
and
reading
playing
of
new method
No private
a book.
as simple as reading any
lesThe
clearer.
it
make
could
tiaeher
mail at regular intervals
son. Genie to you byinstructions,
diagrams, all
-complete printed
You can select your own
need.
the music you
cost averages
practice.
time
day including the music. If
only afewwdcents
Many
demand.
in
always
you play, you are

invitations

Learn to Play
by Note
Mandolin Saxophone
'Cello
Piano
Ukulele
Organ
Cornet
Violin
Trombone
Banjo
or any other

come to

you.

And you meet the kind
of people you have always wanted to know.

Free Book Tells All

Our free booklet, "Music
Lessons in Your Own
Home"-contains an of-

fer

that makes the

course available at a
instrument
very low price. Also a
Free Demonstration Lesand
son which shows how delightfully quickInstrumethod is.
simple
easy this wonderfully
ments supplied when needed, cash or credit. If

yon really want to become a good player on your

favorite instrument inn il the croupon nota- today.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 302 Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Please send me your free booklet, "Music Lessons ill Your Own Horne," with introduction by
Dr. Frank Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson,I and
am
particulars of your easy payment plan.
interested in the following course:
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Wants a Sedan FREE?
Who
STUDEBAKER-- BUICK-N ASH! TAKE YOUR CHOICE!

(Continued front page 912)
MYORUKR
THE ends of the bar of steel to be
STAR
Thousands of dollars in new autos and grand prizes
centers,
will positively be given free to advertise and make
turned are fitted with conical
or
Studebaker
of
Choice
firm.
surfaces
for
my
friends
new
these points being the pivoting
Buick or Nash new 4 -door sedan delivered free, or $2000.00
diain which the work swings in the head and
cash. Also Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Chevrolet, Fords,
No
To
monds, other fine prizes and cash will be given free.
lathe.
tail -stock center pivots of the
problems to do. No fine writing required. No words to
prizes.
all
centers
make. No figures to add. Bank guarantees
turn a true diameter, these conical
must be accurate and remain so throughout
PICK YOUR LUCKY STAR!
All the stars in the circle are exactly alike except one.
the turning operations. Three faulty center
That
star is different to all the others and it may be a
bearing
bearings and one correct center
lucky atar for you. Can you pick it out? If you can,
mark the different star and send the circle to me at once
are shown by illustrations under Fig. 4.
along with your name and address. A prompt answer can
In the view at "A" is a small drilled hole
start you on the way to win the great $2000.00 free prize.
not
good
is
used as a center bearing. This
BE PROMPT -WIN $650.00 EXTRA
soon
cutting
practice, as the pressure of
Someone like you who will write me at once can get
point.
pivot
$650.00 cash dust for being prompt, so you may thank your
makes the center loose in the
lucky
stars if you send your answer right off. No risk.
shift
may
Nothing to buy. Nothing hard to do Over $7000.00 in
As the metal gives, the shaft
prizes will be given free of cost. Send today and
In
valuable
results.
sideways and loss of accuracy
I will show you just how you can get your free choice
Mall
of these splendid new sedans or $2000.00 cash, without cost
the
the sketch at "B," Fig. 4, a prick -punch
or obligation of any kind. All win plan! A reward for
Circle
center bearing is indicated. The fault
everybody. SEND NO MONEY. Answer AT ONCE.
AUGUSTA, MAINE
DEPT. ï8,
in this is the tendency of the work to float
GEO. WILSON,
off center on the point of the lathe center.
with
If the work is not held in alignment
the center drill an angular hole results, as
shown by the lower left view in Fig. 4 at new
All- Make Big Money with our All-wool
"C." Insufficient contact with the center Make Big Money! Finest Work
Union-Made-to-measure,
overcoats at $25-$30 Tailored-to-measure Suits, $23.50 breeches, coveralls; 1 for $1.95, wool suits and
points will frequently cause failure in this pants
corns.
$95
$5.50; You make $1.00. Sales out- $35.
free!5General TailoringCo.; Dept.
xtra bonus. Writetfor
d daily.
and faulty turning results. Make the 3fitfor
Free. Write today, Dept. P2 LongNearly 200 pure -wool fabrics sent PC -2, 618 E. Jackson, Chicago.
489 Broome St., New York City.
Congress
centers as shown in the lower right -hand wear,
Co.,
Tailoring
Pioneer
Big Money. Show complete
Free.
Distributors Get Sig Throop Ste., Dept. P-1272, Chicago. Ladies!
wardrobe boys, girls. Also women's
view at "D," figure 4, and the resulting Federal
Money! No Capital or experience &
you
3 for $4.95. Satisfaction
show
I'll
house
dresses.
Need
$500?
You
Do
Co.,
the
keep
Pure
Food
Federal
needed. Write
No ex- guar. Style b. etc Free. Write Dept. G2,
work will be dependable. Always
a new, easy way to make it. ImmediW2311 Archer. Chicago._
Bobby & Jane, 303 Fourth Ave., N.Y.
or capital required.
centers lubricated, white lead and tallow A Paying Position Open to Repr. of perience
Monprofits. Albert Mills, 5015
Sell 3 Super -Fine Shirts for $6.95,
character. Take orders Shoes -Hosiery ate
mixture being a proven lubricant.
mouth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
keep $1.50 deposit for yourself.
direct to wearer. Good Income. PermaYou Sell MY and
or money.
Time
Every
TanYou seed no experience Write
$5.00
Free.
Ahead"
Book
"Getting
turned,
nent.
being
parts
flexible
all
BosFor long
value
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We
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If
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You
some
for
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suit
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90
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not
rest
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$100. Weekly try, write! Everything furnished frea.
Opportunity to Make madea Dollar.
to-measStart You Without
all -wool, union
other means to support more nearly in line selling
A. Bobb, 2256 S. LaSalle, Chicago. We
Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet
ure suits and topcoats at $23.50 and up. P.
Shirts, Pants, Soaps,
business. Big pay Big MoneyDaily. Sell
Goods. Experience unnecessary. Carwith the tool and resist its pressure is re- Build big repeat
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LeatherCoats,
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Overalls,
Louis,MO
670, St.
mthly bonus extra. large swatch
Underwear. Hosiery, Play- nation Co., Dept.
quired. A follow rest as indicated by Fig. daily;
samples Free. W. Z. Gibson, Inc., 500 beriacks,
Agent,
Free. Nimrod Co., Dept. Free Suit to Each Producing
S. Throop St., Dept. P-672. Chicago. suits. Outfit Lincoln
to make $45 a
5, has this facility. This is a support havan
opportunity
Chicago._
besides
Ave.,
4922
-28
85.
for our high Soles for Ten Cents.
Shoe
Agents:
Take
orders
of
up.
week
and
means
by
orders
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adjustable
money
big
fingers
earn
ing two
made- to-measure
Spreads on with knife, like butter. Agts.
Dress Goods, Silks. Wash grade, al l- wol,unionWaterproof, pliable, and wears like beautiful
and up. New style outfit
screw jacks. The follow rest is bolted leather.
Hosiery Fancy Goods. 1000 suits at $19.85now.
Progress Tailoring
Write for proposition and Free Fabrics,
Free.
Write
carImporting
lathe
National
of
the
furnished.
member
samples
to the transverse
sample. Universal Laboratories, Inc Co., Dept. A-80, 573 Broadway',
Co., Dept. P-372, Chicago.
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close
tool,
of
the
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Fourth
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When the Fates Fooled
Ching Ling Foo
By Dunninger
(Continued from rage 888)
native shores and came here where they
appeared for many weeks as the feature
attraction On the Victoria bills. Always
a real performer, showman and second

EARN BIG MONEY
AS A FOOT SPECIALIST

Learn P :DUt'RACTIC-tile new system of eorre, Ling foot disorder's and deformities without medicine
or surgery that's making tremendous strides the:,
days. Its a new uncrowded profession and offer.
amazing opportunities in an unlimited field. Digit fied, interesting and profitable.
No thinking man
or woman will willingly neglect foot troubles when
they produce so much discomfort and disability' and
can be so easily corrected.
LEARN QUICKLY AT HOME IN SPARE TIME!
with but ordinary education and leisure home study
you can quickly qualify for this profession with its
social, professional and financial advantages.

to none as a modern miracle man, Foo
became an overnight vaudeville sensation.

The troupe of fifteen experienced con-

START TO PLAY
VERY FIRST DA

jurers that Ching Ling Foo headed,
startled even the host of American professional magicians and electrified our theatre-

going public from the very beginning.
Chinese magic, seldom seen here, at once
"caught on" and the clever Chinaman conEven if you can't read a note of music right now,
tinued to work hard and create new effects
you play a simple melody on the very day you get
that made the country ring with his name.
your Deagan Xylorimba. Free, easy lessons show
you how. Soon you are amazing friends and relatives.
Naturally there sprung up a number of
Then a new life begins-long, happy evenings of joy parties;
"Chinese" illusionists, but they were conPopularity; radio engagements -and the same chance to
make $5 to $25 a night as Ralph Smith, Chicago-"Played
sidered by the booking men as just another
20 minutes at wedding; received $20." Or the Hellmann
family, Reading, Pa.,- Made $300 In 6 weeks, spare time."
space filler on a vaudeville bill.
FIVE DAYS' FREE TRIAL-Our big FREE book
Knowing from past experience that it
tells all about this fascinating instrument -the 5 -day free
always pays to be original, Foo toured the
trial offer-the free lessons -the easy payment plan. Send
in the coupon today-the booklet will be mailed promptly
country with his company-, raking in the
without coat or obligation.
golden shekels he had dreamed about in
the days when he played before his own
MAIL COUPON TODAY !
countrymen and the European audiences.
J. C. Deegan, inc., Dept. 1562, 1770 Bedew' Ave.. Chicago
Send me, without obligation, full details of Free Trial offer
Ching Ling Foo's specialty was the proand easy -payment plan on the Deagan Xylorimba.
duction from empty, beautifully painted
Name
and embroidered shawls and flouards vari
ous sized glass bowls contained live goldAddress
fish. After convincing his spectators that
he had nothing concealed about his person,
THE MIDGET SLIDE Foo would turn a complete somersault and
immediately after, produce a large bowl
RULE
instantly adds. subtracts, mul- containing water and goldfish. This effect
tiplies, divides, solves propor- alone used to bring forth great
applause.
tion, gives all roots and powThe old saying has it -"be it ever so
ers.
Logarithms, Sines, CosInes, Tangents, Cotangents, etc. humble there
is no place like home," and
Also gives decimal equivalents,
lettered and numbered drill and Foo longed for the rice-fields of his Flowtap sizes.
ery
Kingdom.
Soon the plaudits of his
The Engine-divided scales are
on whltefinlshed aluminum and are grease and
water- audiences held but little charm; his work
proof.
Diameter 4 ".
Price with Instruction Book.
$1.50. Pocket Carrying Case, 50e extra, Cash or C.O.D. was mechanically done.
He longed to
Catalogue free. Your money back if you are not satisfied.
return to his native land.
GILSON SLIDE RULE COMPAN Y.
Stuart. Florida
Ching Ling Foo, with his company, re(SLIDE RILE MAKERS SINCE 1915)
turned to their homeland, carrying with
him
untold wealth. But as he once exMODEL AIRPLANE
BUILDERS
plained to his friend Harry Kellar, he
2 Ft. Sikorsky -Amphibian constr.
was not unappreciative of the manner in
set. $2.75.
2 Ft. Savoia- Marchetti constr. set,
which the American, theatre -goers wel$2.50.
2 Ft. Curtiss -Army Hawk constr. set,
comed
him.
$3.00.
Blueprints only, all full size 50c per piece. 3 Ft. LockAbout this time, in England, another
heed -Vega constr. set, $5.25.
2
Ft. Merrow
Bomber (Drops 5 bombs while in flight) constr. set.-Twin"Chinese" conjurer male his début. Im$1.50.
32 -Page Catalog 5 cents
mediately this mysterious newcomer who
NATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT and SUPPLY CO.
was known under the stage non) de plume
29 North Ave.
Dept. S
New Rochelle, N. Y.
as Chung Ling Soo. in his act outshone
the originator of that line of Chinese
magic. For sometime, even in magical circles, much speculation was in the wind as
to just who this mysterious Chung Ling

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The demand for your services will be to great that
you can start in your own home and earn the cost
of your training while you are studying the course.
We teach you hose to quickly "cash in" on your
knowledge.
You can quickly build up a practice and have an
office of your own.
It's a wonderful opportunity so
act quickly. Clip coupon below, sign your name and

address. mail today for full information about this
wonderful new science. Do it now. No obligation.

By this Amusing New Method
Train the NEW
\\ l'RACTIC. \i. WAY!
Prepare to meet t he tremendous det^

,t

r

mand
ElectroTechnicians in all
branches of electricity. Splendid

opportunities.
BIG PAY for
trained men.
Now is the time

to start.
BRINGS SCHOOL TO YOUR HOME

Home Shop- Laboratory worth over $d0.00 yours without extra cost. Enables you to "learn by doing."
Not by text; alone-but with patented new Unit
Board System. Brings full -size Electrical Equipment right into your lone. Train this fa scion ling
new way under supervision of engineers of America's
recut Fleet rieat School.

FREE

48 -PAGE

BOOK

Write today for FREE illustrated 43page book giving full details of how
you can become an ELE('TIft -TECHNICLtN by the wonderful new Home
Shop -Laboratory method. No obligatine.. Mention age.
Dept. 25. EXTENSION DIVISION

ENlGINEERING
M iwaukee

íSCH013oLf oí

Soo was.

Time went on and English theatre -goers
showered this superior magician from the
Flowery Kingdom with applause and filled
his coffers with golden coins. Gradually
it leaked out through unknown sources
that the Chinaman who was startling England was an American, well- versed in the
art of make -tip. Finally it became whispered in inner channels that Chung Ling
Soo was none other than William G.
Robinson, a clever illusionist and character actor from Yankeeland. Soo's getup
and the make-up of his assistants was as
near perfection as possible. Robinson even
went so far as to allow himself to be
interviewed, through an interpreter, by
members of the British Press. His London home was fitted up in true Oriental
manner with hanging lamps, rich Chinese
tapestries, and whenever the gentlemen of
the press were visiting him, the pseudo Chinaman received them in this intriguing
Poppyland setting.
A humorous tale is related of Chung
Ling Soo in which he was being inter-

HERE

CUT

AMERICAN COLLEGE

Chartered 1915 by the State

Dept. P.2

of Illinois

54 W. Illinois St., Chicago
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Become a lawyer. Legally trained
win
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men
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clifeg
Beindependent. Greeterpubli
oppsrtunitie. now than ever before. Big corporation. are headed by men with legal

training. Earn
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durtime. Degree
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Begin Today -Write for My FREE BOOK. I can
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FOR INCOME OR HOBBY
FIVE FOOT WORKSHOP INCLUDES:
Planer, Circular Saw, Lathe, Disc
Sander,Buffer, Grinder, Drill Chuck,
Motor, V Belt Pulleys, Sub Base,
Cable with Plug. Under the magic
of Work ace Electric Woodworker
raw lumber is easily converted into

useful and valu able articles. Man or
boy will enjoyWorkace. Simplyplug
into clectriclightsocket. $9.00down
will bring it. Send now for offer.

& CO.
J. D. WALLACE
Wilcox, Chicago
California &
11

268Marke, Strewet ork

viewed by several reporters. "Do you like
this country?" asked one of the scribes.
The real Chinese interpreter, who was an
acrobat and trusted assistant of Soo's,
made answer, "I do. They are kind, generous and know as much as I do of my
magic art."
Have you ever been to America ?"
queried the other representative of the

Let Me Give You

Joyous Health

-Dynamic Strength
If I could take you by the

arm and say: "Young man,
you are looking ragged out.
I
tired, pale and nervous.
think I know what's troubling
you. and I'll help you it
you'll let toe" -you'd doubtless look up astonished--but
you'd be curious, and you'd
ask : "who are you 7"
And If I told you I was the
man who, for over 30 year
has been the outstanding
health and strength building
specialist of the world, and
had made it my life's work
to reclaim human wrecks and
put pep and strength Into
weakened bodies, you'd surely
want to know what I could do
for you and how I could do it.
Take this then as a direct,
personal message to you.

Fourth Estate.
"No," the interpreter translated, "but
ir. my dreams I see large buildings and
much water. And standing in a hay I see
a large statue with one hand upraised holding the torch of light, lighting the way

to freedom."
"Do you expect to return to America ?"
asked the skeptical newspaperman.
"How can one return to a place one has
never been ?" fenced the inimitable Billy
Robinson, through the interpreter.
Several times during the engagement in
England, Soo was invited by wealthy
Chinese residents to attend social functions.
iÀCEêkc r c ÎQOD YO
Knowing full well the outcome of accepting any of these the psuedo- Chinaman refused under the excuse of pressing work
WELDERS AND MECHANICS
and preparation of new effects but always
WANTED
had the faithful assistant see those who
this Spring
wished to interview him first.
Enroll in our two Big Courses
The original Citing Ling Foo soon grew
at the present low price of one.
tired of the life of a Chinese country
Learn Aircraft Welding and
Now
Airplane Motor Mechanics
squire and the lure of the footlights began
and get a double- barreled shot at
to assert itself. Then came to him in his
the good aviation jobs this spring.
celestial homeland reports of another who
AMAZING OFFER for short period
nt the eneaiul too
not only adopted a portion of his name
oor big combination coereo °Tema
f our
yf
uov
¢ace
the
price
before
now
on (:et
price of
facto rice of fumoue
but who was astounding audiences with
erode u o rw bcidi ne easel tent sob, in for ft
I
quick
write
others
foremen.
superintendents,
are
airports. Some
many of his feature tricks.
oupon.
SCHOOL
Oriental brains began working. Foo isNATIONAL AIRCRAFT WELDING
Missouri
City,
Kansas
Building.
I
114 Aircraft
sued a challenge to Soo. In 1905 during
me facts on welding courses and opportunities open
Send
I
the month of January, Soo took up the
I Name
"hat in the ring" edict and presented himAddress
edall
self in the offices of an English newspaper to meet and outskill the skilled Foo.
Robinson, alias Chung Ling Soo, had no
other alternative. For an hour or more
he entertained the news clan with magical
tricks, awaiting the arrival of Ching Ling
Foo, but the fates and the keen Oriental
mind decided differently.
On the following day the newspaper
office received a letter from the original
Ching Ling Foo, announcing that he
(Foo) would meet and take up the challenge with Soo only upon the condition
QEND for our wholesale 1930
catalog. Filled with amazthat Chung Ling Soo appear before the
ing values in screen grid
Chinese Consul in London, and prove his
radios, 245 push -pull audio,
parts.
kits,
radio consoles,
claim to being a real Chinaman. This
Guaranteed merchandise at
naturally never took place and was soon
wholesale prices.
forgotten by the readers of the papers.
MFG.
RADIO
W113E1ES WRN
They had seen Soo and voted him the
CHICAGO ILL.
cleverest of Chinese wonder workers and
that was enough.
Billy Robinson was a friend of all who
intimately knew him. He was an ingeniiBirds,.4
Mall to mount
We teach con At Home by
ous inventor and a skilled prestidigitator.
nab. HeadsEtcTaa gareekad Meed Rbypm. o Be aemd nmy aides.
He was a make -up artist of remarkable
Decorate
fy interesting and faake
hoye.Tremeedoae
for
His
Begg
Make
home and den with beautiful art.
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for Othheeoo.
ability and an actor to his fingertips.
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olbook
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absolutely
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about how to teamDelay!
Book
telling all adept
FreeSend
Today. You will be delighted. Don't
dermy.
fishing Hole trick he presented nie with
NgrtówesternSeóooloffuidermy3o2s,um NEB..
while I was in England. This is one of
the two tricks that won him fame.
The other was the illusion he created
delivery
In stock -immediate
when
allowing several soldiers to fire rifles
Gears, speed reducers, sprockets,
at him and he would catch a marked bulthrust bearings, flexible couplings,
A complete line is
pulleys, etc.
let between his teeth. This trick startled
carried in our Chicago stock.of Can
any
all who witnessed it and finally was th,
also quote on special gears
kind. Send us your blue -prints and
cause of his death. Through some careinquiries.
lessness on the part of one of his as\Vrlte for Catalog No. 40
Chicago Stock Gear WorksIII
sistants the faked bullets or cartridges that
769 -773 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
went into the guns and were fired at him.
one of these was switched for a real bulCARDS
I
let. That night, standing bravely before
W
NSK, ch
the firing squad, Billy smiled in his inEnomr
aoyu
hodn
imitable way and the rifles were fired.
Intereettng
d. 81 tortue.
d
work..Oldest and foram t school.
Robinson swayed a moment and then colEARN $50 TO 5200 WEEKLY
The curtain was
to usera d, Ltd., home -study graduate, made
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when medical aid
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down
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tailing
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this sterling performer Chung
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I Want To Take
Hold of You

R

I want

taints and
ailments that
through excesses, a
neglected body, over -work, nr
inherited weaknesses. I want
LIONEL
to build you up inch by inch
STRONGFORT
are a real man inThe Only l++strnr- until you
and out-making you
tor of Physical ('us- side
of your power, giving
ttue and Milli-dies proud
in your ability
ITith a Surressfttl you confidence
filling you with eager Professional Career- and
and
for the physical
Full of Esser ienres ne^a
of life.
to Back t'y This mental delights
1 urge you to get in touch
Clairs.
with me and tell me frankly
what weakness is annoying you and unfitting you
for life's duties.
to eradicate all the
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it slity-sapping

come

Power Comes With Health

strength
You can't attain the manhood, courage and
as a
you desire without building up your health
is ahead of every other
basis. Health comes first
be
will
in
abundance
health
thing in the world.
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mastery of
roll will n listenn tot +nice Mt' unquestioned
to restore weakthe human body, my proved ability qualifies
me 100
ened men to health anal strength,
and map out a
per cent to diagnose your troubles
and
course of home exercises that will speedily
in
carts lnl)' transform you. Ply wonderful Course
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teacher.
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oser the world. They praise me and
for what
joy
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thanks
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help
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body
an(l giving your
Nature intended.
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facts
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Free Confidential Consultation
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And so another master magician passed
over the border to the land from where
there is no return.
*

RNER oil

II.vA-

*

*

During one of Ching Ling Foo's performances he had to call on an assistant not
t z tndl a r with
h the workings of a certain
This simplified, complete High School
production trick, in which the conjurer
Course- speciallyprepared for
home study
holds a cloth before a tray, and when the
by leading professors-meets all require.
meats for entrance to college, business, and
Cu .vering is whisked
away two large bowls,
leading professions.
filled almost to the brim with water, in
Over
noted Engineers, Buewhich goldfish merrily swim about, stand
lnese Men
200 and Educators helped
pprepara
the special instruction
on the tray. This trick was worked by
which yyou need
n
for succeae, No matter what
the assistant who had the bowls hung
your Inclinations may be, you can't hope
to succeed without specialized training. Let
front each side of his vest under his flowVsglrs you the practical training you need.
ing outer garment. The bowls are covAmerican School
ered vitli tight- fitting caps which are taken
Drax.l Ave. & 58th Street
Dept. H-253 Chicago
off quickly as the bowls are placed upon
the tray by the assistant under cover of
Money Back When You Finish If Not Satisfied
the cloth. This assistant foolishly began
American School, Dept.H -253 Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
to fumble with the water -proof cap on one
Send me full Information on the subject checked and
how you will help me win success In that line.
of the goldfish containers and the water
Architect
Electrical Engineer
in the bowl leaked down his wide trouser Building Contractor
General Education
leg. You can picture his predicament
Automobile Engineer
Lawyer
Civil Engineer
Mach. Shop Practice
under such a trying condition. But the
Structural Engineer
MechanicalEnginser
assistant was game and with true Oriental
Business Manager
Steam Engineer
C. P. A. 8 Auditor
stolidness he stuck to his post until the
Sanitary 8 Heating
...Bookkeeper
Surveyor a Mapping
production was made, and then slowly
Draftsman 8 Designer
High UMW Graduate
valked off the stage carrying the tray and
Name
bowls with a stream of water flowing,
which the strong lights made more noticeAddress
able than it otherwise would be. The
a udience howled their glee and stern Ching
Ling Foo had to turn his hack, for things
Agents Wanted
o f a humorous turn were very much enoyed by this Celestial wonder worker.
Guarantees Clear Vision
You can quickly build a
The writer has a very interesting letter
big moneymaking busin his possession, sent to him some years
ness of your men selling
Anti
-Mist.
Sells
to auto
a go by the late Harry Kellar, which dej<r,.i/í,//NÍ,Í`/-=
I%/.V$;
-x ¡ druggists,
supply store
optiri;ms,
s cribes a rather interesting and amusing
cigar stars, garages.
.Tf'9i
i. b!!AI
railroads and street ca
f/;
colne pisode that Kellar experienced with Ching
FROST- PROOF, STE. %M-PR )ÓP `laminntaWATEliL ing Foo. Foo, at the time, was visiting
l'KOOF. One application lasts t4 hours. Clear
vision guaranteed in all weather; money
tl le aged magician, at his home in Los
back guarantee if it fails.
A ngeles. Kellar had equipped his apart $50 to $100 WEEKLY Sel'er on are doing it
m ent with the necessary electrical wiring,
Mist retails at 'lie for '4. oz. can- $1.50gtfor
3nor
W hereby he would operate what was known
can. Send 35c NOW for sample
?.i oz. can and full
part irulare.
a s a talking skull. An induction coil, and
GASTON MFG. CO.
a transmitter concealed in this papier
Dept. 863 -B, 4216 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 111.
Canadian
W., Vancouver,
m aché skull, would produce voices, which
Malty & Co.. 615 Penderre St
B. C.
reality were those of an assistant in
a nother room, speaking into a wireless
te lephone. For this occasion, Kellar had
a Chinaman concealed in another room,
WANT TO MAKE
rho spoke through this apparatus, when
SOME
C hing Ling Foo was listening in. So unHere's An EASY Way
c anny was the instance to For), that he
riled white when the spook of some deNEW Safety Cigarette Holder tuarted
Chinese soul began conversing with
This amazing invention completely encloses a cigarette p
to ashes or sparks cannot fall. Smokers everywhere
ht m.
In fear, he dropped the skull, and
buying it like wild -fire. Every smoker wants one
-tryto him
and see. Price is only S1. with liberal discounts
st artecí for the door. Dropping the apparalive
agents. If you want something
Ashes cannot fall.
really good to sell, if you want an to ts put the mechanism quite out of order,
bu t this factor did not upset Kellar, as he
easy seller -one which will make
Sparks cannot fly.
you a lot of money, write for full
Cigarette tastes
W rites that the laugh was worth it.
particulars
today.
tweeter.
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farm, in factory, for boiling, cooking, v
and heating. Ideal for butchers, daines,
repair shops, stoves, boilers, ovens, cooking
equipment and numerous other uses. Will boil
any quantity desired in halt the usual time.
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Ordinary Kerosene

z Years

f

The most startling heat producing
burner ever made. Indispensable
on the

20 Other
Courses

.

P

t

,fE.RR1p1c.HEAT1'
SILENT BLUE FLAME

SMÉIL

SNfOKE
50
OT
Think of it! Improved oil burner
produces twice the heat of city
(Burns OUTDOORS
gee at halfthe cost.Regulateto
asi+tilas /ndoor,
degree
Easily
y
nstalled and perated. Double generator
jiffy. Will last a-downs, Nothing .swear
rner
out.
gua
jtffy,
last ifetime. Every to
burner
guaranteed fully to give complete satlefactioa.
"I would not take 8500 for it If I could not get another,"
writes J.H.Cox, Mich. "It is worth its weight In gold
and
le the best on the market," J. B. Ashcroft.
O. "Producee
terrific heat and saves lots of kerosene," H.C,Ifietler,
Pa.

)

Also
Burners for Cook Stoves and Heaters
Let us send
catalog of Improved Therm -O Gas
L

MFG.our
G. CO., Dept. 4044,

.
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E. Kinzie

Barnes.

St., Chicago

SEIL ROSECLIFF SHIRTS
Showing Samples Men's Shirts
Ties, Underwear brings you big cash
commissions. One Year Guarantee YOUR
OWN
No substitutions. Free silk initials.
More exclusive Rosecliff features es- SHIRTS
tablish leadership. Write for your a n d
FREE Outfit NOW!

TIES

ROSECLIFF SHIRT CORP.

Dept. X-2
1237 Broadway, N. Y.

Jr'rite for Information About the NEW

H -F-L MASTERTONE
Laboratory -Made Receiver

The year's outstanding Radio Achievement
HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES
St., Dept. 24, Chicago, III.
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71n -n money at Clubs and Parties.
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i took of 1000 Wonders" tells how and
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Magic.
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catalog. Send 10e. today.
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SOLUTION TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE 960
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Cast Your Own Lead Soldiers, Indians, Hunters,
Wild and Farm Animals
Ito ulerit limo a Life" Alodols. I:,,nr
exeen

Ifs Cause

Pott can be quickly cured if you stammer. Send
coin or .stamps, for 288 page cloth bound book 10 cents,
on Stammering and Stuttering. It tells how I cured
myself after
Stammering and Stuttering for 20 years.

Amaze and Mystify Your Friends!

Chiccago, Illinois

Moulds as low as 81.50 each.

`STAMMERINO

.

'
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WHEN your spirit craves some
ripping stories of he -man adventure, just ask your newsdealer for the

NEW

BRIEF STORIES

America's Greatest Adventure Stories by
America's Greatest Writers
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Human Nature and the
Stock Market

MEND!

By Alfred M. Caddell

Financial Editor
NE of the most frequently indulged in
and yet one of the most valuable
things that people do is to bold post
Some post
morteuts on current events.
mortems are ridiculous and of exceedingly
light weight, as for instance several which
emanated from "authorities" -the proper
terns would be publicity seekers -on the recent stock market crash. Most of these
"authorities" were as one in proclaiming
that values had been stepped up too high
that the credit structures had become inflated,
etc., etc., ad nauseam; and yet a perusal
of the newspaper files extending back from
a week to a few months prior to the break
discloses these same authorities openly advocating the purchase of stocks at levels
\vlücli sane bankers and keen speculators
shuddered at.
But post mortenis that convey honest and
intelligent reflections of lessons learned are
of inestimable valise to mankind, whether
they are reviews of a war, a panic, a political
election or what not. And as one writer on
financial subjects pointed out, one of the
most profound lessons learned from the recent tumble in security prices is that human
nature is still human nature.
At first sight it would appear that the
ups -and -downs of security values was distinctly a matter of finance. But the most
successful investors or traders do not think
in terns of finance at all -they think and
conduct their operations in terms of human
nature. And their judgment is seldom

O
.0./

(Worth 25

Send
No Money

Lecture Course
Complete in! Velum

Every foreman, factory worker, manager and ambitious mechanic will find a
gold mine of inside information in "The
Modern Foreman" by Robt. Grimshaw.
The 28 chapters of this great work are
shop talks pointing the way to success,
efficiency, better pay and the job higher
up. A complete study course in leadership; a handy daily reference and guide.

VALUABLE INFORMATION

SUBJECTS COVERED INCLUDE: -The Magic
Wand of Efficiency, The New Type of Foreman, Teamwork, The Kicker, The Agitator, Bonus Plans, Self
Improvement, How to Handle Men, Hiring and Firing,
Assigning Men to Jobs, How to Keep Records, How to
Cut Out Waste of Time and Materials, New Inventions,
Modern Methods, The Inspector, Health and Character
Requirements, What the Foreman Should Know,
Mathematics, Business Law, the Foreman as "Top
Sergeant," Factors of Success, Leadership, What is
"Labor," Time and Idleness, Knowledge is Power,
"Morale," The Value of Mistakes.

SPECIAL SALES PRICE

"The Modern Foreman" has 297 pages, quick reference index, many tables, diagrams, illustrations and
forms; big type, easy to read and understand; rich
binding, gold stamped. Size 6 x 9 x
$2.50. Our special sale price $1.95.

1

o Iwo owumg -

14- Reg. price

---

Send no money.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Mail this coupon TODAY!

team

Ego

GREGG PUB. CO., 20 W. 47th St., New York, N. Y.
Send me "The Modern Foreman." I will pay postman $1.98 and postage on arrival. My money is to be
refunded I am not satisfied.

if

Name
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Address

Here is the REAL OPPORTUNITY you have
You
been waiting for
can make BIG PROFITS
!

filing saws on the Foley
Automatic Saw Filer. Be

independent. Have your
own business. You can
start for as little as
$50 and pay the
rest in easy monthly

payments out of
your earnings.
Everett
writes:

Myers

I

did more

business in September
did in a year filing
tlta.rn
saws by Land. I banked
$161.66 7cßieh was accomplished in spare time...

I

The Foley Model F-5
"3-Way" .1::17; Saw Filer

Automatically files all kinds of saws better than the
expert hand filer. Saw users scant Foley -filed sates

11,1.1

beeau,e

best

'Underwood.

Royal-

h

sharp

longer.

NO

Start In Spare Time
`

Success!

.

Started

a

custom saw
spare

tiling business during

Thirty days aftime.
wrong.
gave up my other
terward,
business as there were too
Shortly after the recent precipitate drop in
. Onerate p,y Riley
many saws coming in for
security prices, the writer happened to obFiler n Sparo time..
"
spare time.
my
Hays rnjust gone
udvlc,ad telo) I
erwe an incident that portrayed mob-psycholfor Free Plan
Send
,,a
i$26.úÓ
akin
in
exhibited
to
that
help
rôle
similar
will
a
we
you get
ogy playing
a week
Walter 5. Thompson.
started in (hi; fine paying
the market crash. At the Grand Central StaMake as much as
BIG
Slake
business.
$6.66a davi apre time."
PROFITS and pay as you
tion in New York there is a long, sloping pasJohn' J. manes.
Write today for
go along.
It
line.
subway
to
another
sageway leading
information and
complete
Free Plan,,
was being traveled by many people homeward
any
Without
work.
daily
their
bound from
FOLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
warning. a boy started to run rapidly down
1443 Foley Bldg.. 11 Slain St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minnand
him
boy
joined
A
second
the incline.
and
another
man
another
and
then a loan
man and then a woman and another woman
and another woman until everybody seemed
to have joined ill the stampede. There was
absolutely no necessity for it and none of
them could have advanced any reason for it.
No one can become really successful in
business or finance if he does not recognize
When the
this trait of human nature.
founder of the House of Rothschild was seen
buying rentes at panicky prices at the time
the streets of Paris were reeking in the
blood of the Revolution some one expressed
amazement at his courage. "But I am convinced these rentes are cheap," replied Rothschild. "If France survives this crisis they
will be valuable, but if France does not
survive neither your money nor my money
In other words,
will be any good."
Rothschild reasoned the situation out intelligently, and profited millions thereby.
will be doubly welcome everyImmunization from fear. and courage to
= OU
where when you learn to playa Conn.
Chances to join a band or orchestra, to
act forcibly when things look darkest, conI travel, to make extra money. Conns are
stitute the basis of most American fortunes.
the choice of Sousa and the world's greatest artists. Easiest to play. Recommended
Commodore
that
B. C. Forbes tells us
to beginners for quicker progress.
fearlessness
Vanderbilt exercised the utmost
FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS
D.
John
that
on any Conn. No matter which band or
in
tenses of emergency
oraestra instrument interests you most,
by
going
Rockefeller first won his foothold
Conn will send you a special booklet on
that instrument giving valuable facts.
by
unflinchingly ahead when others were torn
C. G. CONN, Ltd., 256 Conn Bldg.
built
was
doubt; that the Carnegie fortune
Elkhart, Ind.
up mainly during crises when his associates,
sellon
alarmed by appalling losses, insisted
ing out to save something from the wreckWorlds Largest
age. Carnegie, keeping cool, could see be_
74tanufarturers
BAND INSTRUMENTS
yond the storm and risked his money because
of his sturdy faith that the sun would shine
FREE BOOK
again by and by. Henry Clay Frick beMention Instrument 14
(Continued on page 968)
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Foley saw filer) are makiu ? 111 to $25 a revel: EXTRA
MONEY In spare timo while starting -some even more.
Soon you can have a permanent, year -'round business
that will pay you P,IG PROFITS. James R. Scott writes:
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cut
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CANVASSING-you can get plenty of business.
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World's
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below half.
NO MONEY!
rebuilt

dell

completely

Gunrena
and refinished brand
eed for ten years.
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Free raGdog shove uetaml machines in lull colors. Get our direct-t,
You easy payment pion and 10-da, free
offer. Amazing I.-aloes-send at since.
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trial

Free
Trial

International Typewriter Exch. alit*.iirTerhoi:só

CHEMISTS

Catalog illustrating 25e0 Chemist's Supplies, 5.000 Chemical=, .Mineral, nrsS.,
etc.. and listin^ 1,06(1 scientific books
sent for 50e. Glass Still as illustrated.
Capacity of flask 1 St. Complete $8.

LABORATORY MATERIALS CO

635 East 71st St. Chicano. U.S.A-

Home -Study
Training
Business

Your opportunity will never be bigger than your
of
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards
Write
early success. Free 64 -Page Books Tell How.
your
NOW for book you want, or mail coupon with
name. present position and address in margin today.
Corres.
Higher Accountancy Business
Credit and Collection
Mod. Salesmanship
Correspondence
Traffic Management
Modern Foremanship
Rail. Station Mgm't
Personnel Mgm't
Law : Degree of LL.B.
Expert Bookkeeping
Commercial Law
C. P. A. Coaching
['Industrial Mgm't
Business English
Banking andFinance
Buimss Spanish
Telegraphy
Effective '3 peaking
Business Mgm't
Stenotypy- Stenog'y
Railway Accounting
Paper Salesman's Training
LaSalle Extension University, Dept 294-R, Chicago

To insure receiving your copy each month
subscribe to
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$2.50 a year
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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Advertisements in this section fifteen cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at this rate. Cash should
accompany all advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. Not less than 10 words accepted. Objectionable
advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for these columns should reach us not later than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue. or misleading
Classified Advertising Manager-Experimenter Publications. Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Airplanes-Aviation

For Inventors

SIMPLEX AIR MODEL CO., Auburn,
Mass. Model Airplane supplies, gas engines, wing sections, gliders, books on
model building, glider construction and
aerodynamics. Send 5c for catalogue.

INVENTORS-Send for complete names
and addresses of over 800 manufacturers
looking for new inventions, with suggestions from each on "What To Invent."
Only $2.00 prepaid. Inventors' Syndicate,
101 Palladium Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Advertising
Get into Advertising.
home.

Learn quickly at
Experience unnecessary. New, easy

No text -books used. Practical work.
Old established school. Send name and address for interesting free booklet. Page Davis School of Advertising, Dept. 533 -A
3601 Michigan, Chicago.
plan.

Agents Wanted

-

Daily demonstrating
AGENTS
$10
amazing miracle tool. Gives hand one ton
power. Outgrips 40 lb. vise. Quick seller,
farms, homes.
factories,
garages,
shops,
Free demonstrator
Big commissions.
offered. Flash Sales SICB 4809 N. Ashland, Chicago, Illinois.

-I'll

pay $19 daily to wear men's
Agents
fine Felt Hats and show friends. Smartest

styles. Latest shades, $2 to $5 saving on
every hat. Samples FREE. Taylor Hat
and Cap Mfrs. Dept BC -390, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
400% PROFIT
Many lines repeaters. Costs $1.00. sells
$12.00.
Useful samples and particulars
SA -543
Company
25e.
Northwestern
North Ashland, Chicago.
New Imported Novelties.

Free Booklet describes 67 Plans far
making $20 -$100 weekly in home, or office.
Business of your own. Elite Co., 84 -B,
Elizabeth St., N. Y.
AGENTS-$15 to $25 daily easy, introducing new, patented, Automatic Safety
Ventilating Window Lock, for houses,
stores. banks, garages, offices, 3 to 12
Recommended by
needed every house.
police, insurance people everywhere. No
competition. Nothing like it on earth. 3
minute demonstration. Be first in your
locality. Sample easily carried in pocket.
Elmwood Mfg. Company, 1002 Elmwood
Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Strange new electric iron cord! Prevents scorching. Saves electricity. Cannot
kink or snarl. For telephones also. Up
to $25 daily. Samples furnished. Never.
knot, Dept. 2 -K, 4503 Ravenswood, Chicago.
Succeed With Your Own Products. Make
them yourself. Formulas, Processes, Trade Catalog. Circulars
Secrets. All lines.
free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D. C.

for others -Employ agents
yourself. Make your own products. Toilet
articles, household specialties. etc. 500%
profit. Valuable book free. National Scientific Laboratories, 1932W Broad, Richmond, Virginia.
Don't

sell

Big money and fast sales. Every owner
buys gold initials for his auto. You charge
$1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy.
Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East
Orange, N. J.
$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and
refinishing lamps, reflectors, autos, beds,
chandeliers by new method. Outfits furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, I11.

HERE'S MONEY to pay your bills, buy
clothes, take pleasure trips, etc.
Wonderful opportunity to make $15 profit
a day as my local Representative. Easy
work. New Ford Sedan free to producers.
ALBERT MILLS, 4997 MONMOUTII,
CINCINNATI, Ohio.

Biggest, Best Catalog Model Airplanes,
5e postpaid.
Ideal Company, 23 West 18th Street, New York.

Palls, Supplies;

WANTED- Llungstrom reaction turbine.
Rumor, 1949 West 34th Place, Chicago, Ill.
Model Aeroplane supplies. Write for
free bundle of sample stock. Aero Shop,
3050 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Business Opportunities
Locksmithing-500 tricks of the Trade
$1.50. Postpaid. Nugent. 30 North Third,
Richmond, Virginia.
screw
driver!
New
invention!
Removes,
inserts
screws
Factories,
inaccessible places.
garages, electricians, mechanics, auto,
radio owners buy on sight! Two sizes.
Your profits 75c each. Exclusive territory.
FREE trial offer. Jiffy, 1324 Winthrop
Bldg., Boston.

Formulas

-all

business.

E-

MONEY AWAITS YOU HERE.
:wd pictures an hour without
Samples and
press. type or machinery.
particulars 10e. Straco, 1015 Mulberry,
Springfield, Ohio.
BIG

250 Signs

Amateur Cartoonists: Sell Your CarNew flan. Smith's Service, Ex.
1194, Wenatchee, Wash.
toons

Chalk Talks

$158.00 to $225.00 month. Steady work.
Government Life Positions. Men Women, 18 to 50. Short hours. Pleasant
duties. Common education usually sum
rient.
Experience unnecessary.
Sample
coaching, list positions and full particulars. FREE. Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. F, 4 Rochester, N. Y.

U. S.

Wanted Immediately. Men -Women, 1855, qualify for permanent Government Positions, $105 -$250 month; experience not re-

-

PostWORK FOR "UNCLE SAM."
Clerks
Carriers -Railway Postal
Clerks. $1700 -$2700 year. Men 18 -45.
Write
FREE.
immediSample coaching
ately. Franklin Institute, Dept. F, 15
Rochester, N. Y.

How to Entertain

Your Chemical problems solved and work-

ing process furnished for Five Dollars.
Write me. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston, Mass.
Complete Chemical Laboratory EquipCircular Free.
ment for Experimenter.

Plays,

Musical

comedies

and

revues,

minstrels, comedy and talking songs, black.
face skit. vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitation, entertainments, juvenile

plays and songs, musical readings, makeup goods. Catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co.. 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 99, Chicago.

F,xper'imental Service Laboratory, Hoosick

Falls, N.

Y.

Experimenters -I00 different
chemicals of highest Quality. Sufficient
quantities for host of experiments. Apexratus to perform experiments included.
Price $5.00. 50 pieces of High Grade Apparatus, price $7.00. Interesting to High
School, College Students and Home Laboratories. Send Money Order for your outfits now to Pines Chemical Co., 1524 St.
Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Insects Wanted

Chemical

for butterflies, insects. See
Sinclair's Advertisement on page 950.
Cash paid

Inventions Wanted-patented, unpatented.
you have an idea for sale write, Hartley, Box 928, Bangor, Maine.

If

500 Formulas and Big Illustrated Catalog 25e. Ideal Book Shop, Park Ridge, Ill.

For inventors

Big Money applying Gold Initials on
Automobiles. Easiest thing today. No experience needed. $1.45 profit every $1.50
Job. Free Sample. "Bairn," 111043 Washington, Boston, Mass.
Leaf Window Letters and Script
Signs; no experience; 500% profit; samples
Gold

free. Consolidated, 69 -R, West Van Buren,
Chicago.

Patents
Inventions Commercialized.

unpatented.

Write,

Patented or

Adam Fisher 311g.

Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Patent Attorneys
"Inventor's Adviser," Valuable Patenthook sent free. Labiner, 15 l'ark Row,
New York.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives
valuable information and advice for all who
have original ideas or improvements. Frank
Lederman, Registered Attorney and Engineer, 233 Broadway, New York .City.
Patents.
Time counts in applying for
patents. Don't risk delay in protecting
your ideas. Send sketch or model for instructions or write for Free book, "How to
Obtain a Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for information on
how to proceed.
Communications strictly
confidential.
Prompt,
careful, efficient
service. Clarence A. O'Brien, Registered

Patent Attorney, Security Bank Building
(directly across street from patent office),
Washington, D. C. See page 935.
Procured;

Tr ;de -Marks

Reg-

istered- Preliminary advice furnished without charge.
Booklet and forni for disclosing idea free. Irving L. McCathran,
703 International Building, Washington,
D. C.

Inventions patented; confidential advice;

Inventors who derive largest profits know
and heed certain simple but vital facts
before applying for patents. Our book
Patent -Sense gives those facts; tree. Lacey
& Lacey, 644 F St., Washington, D. C.

Magic

Broad, Richmond, Va.

Gigantic Mail; send me 25e (coin or
stamps) for one pound of mail.
Ted
Armour, 136 East 28th St., New York.

Machinery and Tools

Detective

Employ agents

RUBBER STAMPS -Name and address,
three lines 25c. John Elwell, Sherman
Mills, Maine.

changed. I\foney -back guarantee. Catalog
free.
(Courses bought). Leo Mountain,
Pisgah, Alabama.

Used correspondence school courses sold
on repurchase basis. Also rented and ex-

Detectives. Work home or travel. ExParticulars free.
perience unnecessary.
Write George Wagner, 2190 Broadway,
New York.

Make your own products.

plete blue prints for Ford or Motorcycle
aerial driven sleds $2.00 per set, Designed by America's foremost areonautical
engineers so you can build them. HEATH
AIRPLANE CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

developed-representative for
Blair Tool and Machine Corp.; trade -marks
registered. Edward Gottlieb, Patent Attorney, 5 Beekman Street, New York.

unpatented.

Genuine Gold Letters
for store windows. Easily applied. Free
samples. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.

Toilet articles, soap, extracts. We
furnish everything. Valuable book Free.
National Scientific Laboratories, 1932W

Special Machinery designed and built,
patented and unpatented ideas developed,
models made, Experimental work a specialty. Arthur Lanaberry, Mechanical Engineer, 3009 Liberty St., Erie, Pa.

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
Write. Aclam Fisher Mfg.
Co., 305 Enrgiht, St. Louis, Mo.

Correspondence Courses

Marion, Indiana.

yourself.

HOUDINI'S Life Story.
$3.75 PostNugent, 30 North Third, Richmond,
Virginia,

Patents

Inventions Wanted

Building Block Machines and
Molds. Catalogue free. Concrete Machine
Co.. 5 First St., St. Louis, 'Io.

$60 -$200 a week.

Miscellaneous
Practical Concentration, $1.60.
Magnetic Force, $2.00. Winning Personality,
$2.10.
Circulars free. Martens Publisher, INV. Burlington, Imva.

quired; Vacation with pay; common education; many needed soon. Write, Instruction
Bureau, 293, St. Louis, Mo., quickly.

Chemistry

the

HEATH Aerial driven sleds give airplane performance on ice or snow. Com-

PROFITS

BIG

office

Laugh- Producing Program, $1.00 Catalog
10e. Balda Art Service, Dept. 4, Oshkosh,
\Vis.

Park Ridge, Ill.

Help Wanted-Instruction

Start little mail order
Hadwtl, 5A -74 Cortlandt Street,

Sell by Mail!-Books, Novelties, Bargains! Large Profits! I`articulars Free.
Elfco, 525 South Dearborn, ,Chicago.

free.

SILVERING
MIRRORS. Easily learned patented process. Plans free. Wear Mirror Works,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Book.

New York.

Catalog

Help Wanted
MAKE

in

mechanical line. Models, high grade experimenting, production. PARMA Engineering Works, Cleveland. Ohio.

paid.

Industrial Chemist, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Formulas
kinds.
Clover Laboratories (T.),

ORDER -Complete service

service for

special

Formulas, processes; all lines. Individual service. Moderate charges. Lex Clore,

Screw - holding

Free

our

use

presenting your inventions or patent to
manufacturers.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,
205 -A Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

patented

new

You Are Wanted to resilver mirrors at
home. Immense profits plating autoparts,
tableware, etc. Write Sprinkle, Plater, 955,

Inventors,

Manufacturing
TO

Concrete

Lynn's,

I tell
Free
(Copyrighted.) Write W. T.
Greene, 908 Barrister Bldg., Washington,

particulars.
D. C.

Blanking and forming dies. Light stampings.
Machine work.
B. L. Nortwed,
Mitchell, So. Dakota.
FREE BOOKLET ON PATENTING New
inventions. Sterling Buck, 5- 629 -F, Washington, D. C.
Patented or

unpatented. Write, Adam Fisher Mfg. Co..
205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Established 1869.

JAPAN; Yoshiliro Nakano, Registered
24,
Ishigatsoj(eho.

Patent
Atterney.
Tennijiku, Osaka.
105

Dept. 6. Jersey City, N. J.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold.
you how and help you make the sale.

Inventions Commercialized.

Magic Catalog 20e.

inventions

Beach,

Male Help Wanted

I tell
Free
(Copyrighted.) Write W. T.
Greene, 909 Barrister Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold.
you how and help you make the sale.

particulars.

Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white

or colored), Sleeping Car, Train Porters
(colored), $150 -$250 monthly. Experience
unnecessary. 897 Railway Bureau, East
St. Louis, Ill.

Manufacturers
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR MANUFACTURERS, of Newly Invented articles-New and Different -Any Line.
Write for Samples, J. A. Brothers, Cawnpore, India.

Patents -Write for Free Instructions.
Send drawing or Models for Examination.
Carl Miller, Registered Patent Attorney
Cornier Patent office examiner), 258 McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS -Send

for form

"Evidence

of Conception" to be signed and witnessed.

Form, free schedule, information free.
Lancaster and Allwine. Registered Patent
Attorneys in the United States and Canada.
542 Ouray Building, Washington, D. C.

February,
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Classified Advertising
Patents or Inventions

Real Estate

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or
unpatented.
Write, Asians Fisher Mfg.
Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PECAN. Orange -Fig
Guaranteed
Monthly payments.
rare.
Big quick returns. Suburban Orchards, Dept. S., Biloxi. Miss.
groves

Gulf."

Photoplays Wanted
$

Continued

Salesmen Wanted

Songwriters

ACCIDENT POLICY
WRITTEN BY Stock Company with assets
Death Benefits
over fourteen millions.
$5.000. Disability $100 monthly. Liberal
Commissions. Renewals guarantee future

Songwriters-substantial advance royal.
ties are paid on publisher's acceptance.
"Song Requirements of
New Booklet,

CENT

DAY

A

necessary.

No experience

income.

YANC t'NDERWIIITERS,
Clark, Chicago.

Salesmen Wanted

For Photonlay Plots, Stories ae
rented any form, revised, criticised, copy$

"On the

967

192

Talking Pictures." sent free. Newcomer
Associates, 793 Earl Bldg., Ness' York.

Ultl--

North

Stamps

$

Punchhoard Salesmen. $10.000 Yearly.
New Line. All fast sellers. Lowest prices.
Full commission on repeat business. Catahurry! Puritan Novelty Co.,
log Free.
1409 Jackson, Chicago, Ill.

righted, marketed. Estab. 1917. Booklet
free. Universal Scenario Co., 223 Western
& Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood. Calif.

Printing, Multigraphing and
Engraving

EARN a year's pay every month; others
lo; you can. Neon Electric Signs, Dept.
K. 3912 N. Western Ave.. Chicago.
i

Own cards, stationery, circulars, advertising, etc. Junior press, $5.90;
job presses, $11; rotary, $149. Print for

Print Your

largest moneyPunchboards -Hottest,
making line ever offered. Season starting.
Nothing to carry.
Best commissions.
Catalog FREE. Act! M & L Sales, 301

others; big profit. Easy rules furnished.
Write for catalog presses, type, paper, etc.
Kelsey Company, Q -6. Meriden, Conn.

W. Adams, Chicago.

Songwriters

105

(500

COMPOSERS-Verse

liant opportunity. Write Van Buren, 1942
hlcEhurg Bldg., Chicago.
Song

Album

2c.

Bullard, Boston,

Learn Morse and wireless telegraphy. Big
salaries.
Tremendous demand. Expenses
low, can earn part. Catalog free. Dodge's
Institute, Stone Street, Valparaiso, Indiana.

Writers: "Real" ProposiIlibbeler, D191, 2104N, Eeystone,

tion.
Chicago.

etc.,

3c.

Telegraphy

Bril-

or Music.

Egypt,

Stamps.

illustrations),

BB, Mass.

Beaver,
Song Writers' Guide.
D -24, 1257 Elm, Green Bay, Wis.

Free!

Poem

MODEL BLUEPRINTS
Correct -Easy to Follow

1
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Horizontal Steam En=
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gine details

set $1.00

above
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3-4 Boiler construction for

50c

5 880

13th Century Man =of=
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Speed
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in following the simple explanatory diagrams. Many sport
Anyone who can read blueprints and is at all handy with tools, will find no difficulty
guaranteed.
details.
Satisfaction
the
blueprint
planes and monoplanes built from our plans are fiyung daily, thus attesting to the accuracy of
6-7

Twin Cylinder Steam
Engine and Boiler

Send Orders to

BLUEPRINT DEPARTMENT, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 381 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Human Nature and the Stock
Market
(Continued from page 965)
carne a multi -millionaire within ten years after
the panic in 1873, which stampeded his part-

ners into throwing over their holdings in the
infant coke industry. Charles M. Schwab had
to take courage in his hands when he first

"The Boss Was
Stumped "

"HE WAS trying to figure out a nay to speed up the
machines. I could see he was stumped and I asked
him if he would let me try my hand at it.
" `Go ahead,' he said, `but I don't believe you can
help much. Looks like an outside job to nie.'
"So I started right in and pretty soon I had the
whole thing worked out. The boss was watching me
and I could see he was surprised.
" `How did you learn all that ?' he asked in that
quiet way of his. And then I told him I'd been
studying at home nights through the International
Correspondence Schools.
"He didn't say anything more and I thought he
had forgotten all about it until be called me in his
office a few weeks later and said he was going to make
nie foreman and increase my salary $75 a month."
That's a true story of what spare -time study has done for
just one man. There are thousands of others. Why don't you
take up a home -study course with the International Correspondence Schools and prepare yourself to earn more money ?

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"
Box 620134. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me
a copy of your 48 -page booklet, "Who Wins and Why,"
and tell me how I can qualify for the position. or in the
subject, before %chic' I have marked an 7f:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Automobile Work
Architect
Architectural Draftsman Aviation Engines
Plumber and Steam Fitter
Building Foreman
Plumbing Inspector
['Concrete Builder
Foreman Plumber
01 Contractor and Builder
Heating and Ventilation
LI Structural Draftsman
LJ Sheet-Metal Worker
Structural Engineer
D Electrical Engineer
Steam Engineer
Marine Engineer
Electrical Contractor
El Refrigeration Engineer
Electric Wiring
R. Positions
Lighting
Electric
Highway Engineer
Electric Car Running
Chemistry
Telegraph Engineer
Pharmacy
Telephone Work
Mechanical Engineer
Coal Mining Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman 0 Navigation
Assayer
Machine Shop Practice
Iron and Steel Worker
Toolmaker
DTextile Overseer or Supt.
Patternmaker
Cotton Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Woolen Manufacturing
Fruit Growing
Surveying and Mapping Agriculture
Bridge Engineer
Poultry Farming
Mathematics
Radio
Li Gas Engine Operating
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
CI Business Management
Business Correspondence
Industrial Management Li Show Card and Sign
Personnel Management _
['Traffic Management
I Stenography and Typing
Accounting and C. P. A. English
Civil Service
Coaching
Railway Mail Clerk
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Mail Carrier
Secretarial Work
El Grade School Subjects
French
Spanish
High School Subjects
Salesmanship
Illustrating 121 Cartooning
Advertising
CJ Lumber Dealer

R.

Name
Street
Address

State

City
Occunation

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

took over Bethlehem Steel, then a despised
and crippled property, and it took him ten years
of unremitting labor to reach the point where
that company could borrow money without
having its obligations personally backed and
guaranteed by him. The first three Woolworth stores were failures. But Frank Woolworth, although handicapped by scant education, tried, tried and tried again -and built
up for others and himself one of the largest
of fortunes. And so on, and so on.
Almost anyone who absorbs the lessons
and learns the rules of the school of experience can benefit himself immensely, and
one of the main rules is to steel one's self
against the devastating effects of mob psychology. Momentary fear is the costliest of
human failings. "Don't sell America short,"
said J. P. Morgan, and it is hardly necessary to point out who J. P. Morgan is. The
common, or to use a more descriptive term,
the equity stocks of American enterprises,
properly selected, constitute one of the soundest securities any man can invest-not gamble-in. Indeed, they are the foundation of
the majority of American fortunes.

ing values in screen grid
radios, 245 push -pull audio,
radio consoles, kits, parts.
Guaranteed merchandise at
wholesale prices.

WESTERN RADIO MFG. CO.
ILL.
lilL1HL111

W. LAKE
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AT HOME!

Let us tell you how you can quickly and
easily learn to play your favorite instrument,
right in your own home and in your spare time.
Music will make you popular, welcomed everywhere, and offer many big-money opportunities.

Easy

information on securities will be furnished
readers of "Science and Invention" free of
charge by mail and through these columns.
A 2-cent stamped, self -addressed envelope
should be included in your letter. Address
The Financial Editor, Science and invention,
381 Fourth Ave., New York City.

Question -Kindly give me your opinion of
Associated. Gas & Electric. I hold 100 shares
bought considerably higher than the present
market.
D., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Answer- Associated Gas & Electric recently reported a tremendous gain in earnings. Statement
for the twelve months ending October 31, 1929,
shows consolidated net income of $12,002,931 after
depreciation, interest, preferred dividends of underlying companies and other charges, a new high
record, comparing with $5,778,968 in the pre.
ceding twelve months. The above figures include
operations of Metropolitan Edison Co. and other

-L.

companies acquired only since Jan. 1, last, and
Rochester Central properties for but six months.
People who base conclusions as regards the
stability and earning power of companies on the
basis of present market prices simply are unfair
to themselves. There is scarcely anything to
worry about with such a utility as this.
Question -Would you consider Mack Truck a
good proposition? Is this stock affected in the
same way as that of automobile companies? P. R.
L., Indianapolis, Ind.
Answer- Answering your latter question first,
truck manufacturing companies are only partly
affected by that phase of finance known as the
purchasing power of the public. Obviously, trucks
are only bought by industrial establishments under
the urge of necessity, and for that reason represent a sounder market more or less devoid of inflation, change of models, etc., which is a very
costly item in private car manufacturing. While
sales of heavy -ditty motor trucks have not shown
increases which were anticipated earlier in 1929,
Mack Truck has been showing favorable gains in
earnings on a volume of business only moderately
in excess of a year ago. The company's most recent statement shows an improvement in its financial structure, a very healthy spread between
assets and liabilities being reported. Earned surplus is up from $23,000,000 to $25,530,000, and
it is expected that annual earnings will be around
$9 per share, ample to take care of the $6.00 dividend on the common.
Question What are the future prospects for
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.? L. E. C., Medford, Mass.
Answer -This inquiry might best be answered,
very good indeed. This company has been one of
the most active in the current trend toward con solidation in chemicals and allied industries, its
outstanding activity having been the exploitation
of new fields of chemistry and metallurgy. As a
result of research work and new discoveries, it is
reasonable to expect that increasingly large sums
of money will be required for commercial development, which should occasion no adverse inquiry.

as A-B-C

Too need know nothing about music to begin. We
give you personal, individual instruction right from
the start and guarantee your satisfaction. You will
be surprised and delighted that music can be made
no easy and fascinating.
Courses in Piano, VIolin,Voice,Trumpet,Mando.

lin, Organ, Banjo. Tenor Banjo,
Guitar,
Hawaiian Guitar. Surprisingly low Spaniels
coat; easy terms.

Send for Our New Catalog Today

It will tell you all about this great School -now in
its 25th successful year -and the
wonderful
Academy Method that has meant success National
to over
200,000 enthusiastic students. Send for it right now.
while you think of it. it is FREE.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Dept. 308

702 East 41st Street. Chicago

IIAIfEBIG MONEY
CharginggBátteries

Starts YoU

Edited by Alfred M. Caddell
Financial Editor
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usic

Leal

Questions and Answers

-

SEND for our wholesale 1930
catalog. Filled with amaz-

February,

Let me show you how to
make big money right
from the start.
I've
prepared a FREE book,
explaining all details.
Ralph Miranda la making 1125.00
per week in his own business.
You can get a good share of the
battery charging business in your community with
my Service Station Charger
years ahead of
ordinary chargers-handles more batteries. I explain everything-start you in a business of your
own and put you on the way to big money. Write

-it's

for FREE BOOK.
C. F. HOLMES, Chief Engineer, Dept. S

Independent Electric Works
Chicago, III.

4912 North Clark St.

Fifty-Shot Target
Practice

$3.98

Air Automatic

Box of Ammunition Free.
Guaranteed to hit a fly t ten feet.
ideal pistol for target practice.
Get one today
and become good marksman in short time and at
little pense. Shoote buckshot with accurate
,eoi ion and great force. Holds fifty shore in magasine. Easy te load.
pvery
Excellent for hunting bird,, to. Looks like
real pistol.
MONEY. Pay on delivery $3.58 plow small enprem °bates..SEND NO
The

JENKiNS, Dept. 24-W-2 685 Broadway, New York

SPRUCE
STRIPS
All sizes and quantities
Perfect size and finish
Write us and save

AIRPLANE SPRUCE CO.

4046 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago,

AVIATIOiv
Information

III.

F REE

Send us your name and address for full information regarding the Aviation and Airplane business. Find out
about the many great opportunities now open and how we
prepare you at home, during spare time, to qualify. Our
new hook

"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry" also

sent free if you answer at once.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 1422

3601

Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO

Sport Plane Blueprints

Completo Set of Blueprints of Lincoln Sport Plane,
$6.75.
Gerber Monoplane -set of Blueprints, $1.00,
SCIENCE AND INVENTION

381 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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Exact Information from A to Z!
JUST OUT!-Latest
announcing: "AUDELS NEW ELECTRIC LIBRARY"

I

We take pleasure in

New and More Uses for Electricity offer great opportunities to men who can
handle this power correctly. Modern electrification of industrycalls for trained
men who know how to handle electricity accurately.
Simple as A. B. C.- "Audels New Electric Library" gives latest,
exact information from foundations of electrical practice to
latest modern applications. This is a NEW practical and
theoretical course in electricity for home study and

ready reference.

Here are the answers to your questions,
giving you the real dope that every electrician
must know. They chart your knowledge,
taking away the uncertainty of
uess work.

As
Easy
As ABC

Latest information,
fully illustrated,
covering:

-

Fundamental Principles and
Rules of Electricity, Magnetism,
Armature Winding, Repairs, Dynamos, D -C Motors,Construction,
Installation, Maintenance and
Trouble Shooting, Tests and
Testing Instruments, Storage
Battery. Construction and Repairs, Alternating Current Principles and Diagrams, Power Factor. Alternators, Transformers,
A-C Motors, Windings, Reconnecting, Converters, Switches &
Fuses. Circuit Breakers, Relays,
Condensers, Regulators, Rectifiers, Meters, Switchboards,
Power Station Practice, House
Light & Power Wiring, Circuits,
High Tension, Transmission,
Plans, Calculations, Code, Electric Railways, Signals. Elevators,
Hoists & Cranes, Gas Engines,
Auto & Aero Ignition. Starters,
Radio, Telephone, Telegraph,
Bells& Signals. Motion Pictures,
Talkies, Lighting, Illumination,
Electric Refrigeration, Heating,
X -Ray, Plati ng, W eld ing, Pum ps,
Compressors, Domestic & Farm
Appliances, An Electric Calculator for Engineers and Mechanics, Practical Mathematics for
Ready Reference, A New Electric Dictionary & Encyclopedia
of Words.

I

Books
Now on Sale

5 in Preparation
contains
The Library

12

books-the first 7 books
containing 3600 pages with
thousands of diagrams and illustrations are now ready; the
remaining 5 books are in preparation. A pocket-size, flexibly bound
series that is valuable wherever
electricity is used.
Beautiful, timely books for servicepocket size; completely illustrated withdiagrams and charts; simplified, easy to read
and understand. No electrical man can afford
to pass up this opportunity. Extremely low
price; buy on your own terms.
II

I

BUY- ON YOUR OWN TERMS

i

PLAN -ONE BOOK A MONTH
Please enter my subscription to "Audels New Electric Library" to

consist of twelve volumes, price $1.50 a volume ($10.50 for the seven
volumes now ready). Mail one volume each month and as they are received, I will mail you $1.50 promptly,.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

"Audels New Electric Library"

is backed by our 50 -year record
as helping hand publishers. Satisfaction always guaranteed.
THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
65 West 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
Please ship me the NEW "Audels Electric Library" on the
plan marked (X).

PLAN 2-PAY 50c OR MORE A WEEK

Please ship me for one week's free trial the first seven volumes of
"Audels New Electric Library," $1.50 each ($10.50 for the seven volumes now ready). The remaining five. volumes to be mailed as issued
week as
at $1.50 a volume. If satisfied, I will mail you 50e or more eachfive
numpayment for the first seven hooks and I will pay for the last
bers as I receive them at $1.50 each.

NAME

Please ship me postpaid "Audels New
encloseremittance$9.98 in full payment for the seven volumes now ready.
You are to ship me on one week's trial the remaining five volumes
as they are issued for which I will either pay $1.50 each as received or
return to you. This price is based on 5% cash discount.

OCCUPATION

PLAN 3-CASH PRICE 09.98
Electric Library" for which I

ADDRESS

EMPLOYED BY

S. I.

Feb.

is all they
Sylt

ANSWERS the purpose of both
pen and pencil combined!
improves your handActually
writing!
Writes freely and easily without a
miss, skip or blur!
Never blots, balks, dries up,
scratches, leaks or soils hands!
Writes equally well on rough or
smooth paper!
Wonderful for making carbon
copies with original in ink!
Draws lines to a ruler without
smear or smudge!
That's what thousands of satisfied Inkograph users say. Many
tell us it is the best writing in-

1ST

and more!

FRANKLIN
SURETY CO.

Assets over
$1,000,000

Guarantees

Fulfillment of
All

Promises

strument they have ever used
regardless of price.
Unlike a
fountain pen, anyone can use your
Inkograph without fear of spreading
or injuring its 14 -kt. solid gold

in this Ad.

ONLY

$200

point.
Take advantage of our free 10 day trial
and test the most satisfactory
writing instrument you have ever used.

offer

$1,000 REWARD
toanybody whotanprovethatthese
testimonials were solicited by us.

FR

1

Inkograph has proven so satisfactory and has elicited considerable favorable comment am enclosing money order, please send me
three more. T. J. Trove. Traveling
Claim Agent, Joplin. Mo..
The Inkograph fully Justifies all
claims you make. I own
a Waterman but Inkograph is far preferable.
Frank R. Sargent. Oakland. Calif.

'

You have one of the best writing
Instruments I ever used regardless of
price,1 use the lowest grade stationery and
there is newer a blotch or scratch because
of it's round smooth point. It is a wonderful invention. H. L. Orley. Albano, Va.

Oh, boy,

I

am

Combines the Best Features

trouble at all and a thing I could not cis
before to trace straight lines very fine and
clean.
No smear, no muss of any kind. It's
lust great. E. A. Simms. Jersey City, N. J. \
My Inkograph is the smoothest writing instrument with which I have ever written. That
is saying a lot. I ant a teacher by profession.

I

have a

$7.110

pen and another that cost

than the Inkograph, but lnkog, lush is better more
than
either. It is the greatest impro.ement in writing
instruments since the Babylonians recorded their
thoughts on clay tablets with a triangular pointed
reed. John R. Atwell, Chadwick. N. C.
My Inkograph is the first and only writing utensil

I

wer owned that

I

can use

with pleasure.

To be
without it for any time would upset my business
day.
Ir has always worked perfectly.
have never had any

difficulty with it.

I

are

a

bank

I

Arthur L. For. Centerville, Mich.
teller, just what I have been

used all kinds of
fountain pens, but can
honestly say for my work
I never (mind a pet so
easy and tireless to write.
You can pick it up any
time in any position and
write immediately and all
numbers and words will
be the same. Try and do
it with any other pen. My
buddies all agree that it
is best for our work. C.
R. Morley, Allentown, Pa.
have

Delighted.
It writes
bully -you have Invented
a pen that is perfection.
It is so much more rapid
than my $9.00 fountain
I wish you abunpen.
dant success. S. L. Carlton, Aurora, IIL
I mn very well pleased
with my Inkograph. It is

AGENTS

looking for.

of both pen and pencil, minus the weak
points of both, plus improvements not
found in either.

A Pen of Refinement
Made of finest quality, highly polished, black fountain pen material,
with 14 -Kt. solid gold point and
feed, safety screw cap, self- filling
lever and clip. In workmanship,
quality and appearance it is the
equal of pens selling for a great
deal more.

have had

several ink pencils but nothing like the Inkograph; it
writes like the point was

greased and it makes no difference what kind of paper,
it is fine for shipping tags.
S. I. Jarrett, Harris, ille, W. Va.

I

The Inkograph,
am thoroughly convinced, is the best
writing instrument I have ever
used It is sure, sane and clean
and sprays ready to use. I ant
very well pleased with it. J. E.
Ramptun, Pensacola, Fla.
Your Inkograph is every-

ihittgpou state. It Is
just wonderful. So
send me two
more. Arthur
011cott.

Cannot Leak
Not the tiniest drop of ink will
spill, although one filling is suf-

handier

That hard smooth ball like 14 kt, gold point

which makes possible writing in ink, over the
coarsest paper. as rapidly
as
with
softest
lead
pencil.

Prices Outside U. S. A., $2.00 styles
$2.50; $3.00 styles $4.00, Remittance
must. accompany order.

ficient to write thousands of "words.

Patent Automatic Feed

prevents clogging. No complicated mechanism to clean or get out of order.

Makes 3 to 4 Carbon Copies

at one time with original in ink. Bear down a,
hard as you like, without fear of bending, spreading, injuring or distorting its 14 -Kt. solid gold

point.

Ideal for Salesmen's Orders, Private Correspondence, Office, Sales and Billing Records or any
work requiring exceptionally clear carbon copies.

If

Dissatisfied With Your Fountain Pen
the Inkograph, it's all we ask. If it does

-try

not prove entirely satisfactory, is not handier and
superior, and does not write smoother than an
fountain pen you ever used, whether it cost $5,
$7, or $8, return it to us and we'll refund your
money,

Stationery Stores,

Drug
etc.,
for
DEALERS Department
trade prices.
Vwamas
Also Made nt Send No Money Your
name and address
are sufnclent.
Very attractive
our

styles, red. black or
tled hard rubber
14 Kt. gold filled
and clip on cap,

catalog

Stores,
and

Stores,
send

$3.00

motwith

band
gold
Same

ladies' sizes.

than any fountain pen. Big profits, quick sales. no
investment, no competition, quiek commissions.
Send
for Inkograph and
with it receive order book, so you can
take orders at once, or write for FREE
Riles plan booklet.

PH

INKOGRAPH CO., Inc., 159.200 Centre St., New York, N. Y.

self -filling lever.
size as $7 and $8.75
fountain pens. Same
colors and trimmings In

Tucker, La.

A big value
whit it sells on
sight. Writes
smoothly and

is

I

aR

PENCIL POINTED FOUNTAIN PEN

tickled skinny to have

it's a darling. I can now
make cal bun copies in taking orders and
send originals in ink to factory instead of
a penciled sheet.
It suri ly flows over the
paper as it it was grease instead of ink. No
the Inkograph,

10 DAYS TRIS
c.4 New /dea

All $2.00 styles are
black only with nickel
'olip and self -filling
lever.
Only when ordering
$3.00 style mark X after
color desired.

INKOGRAPH CO., Inc., 159.200 Centre St.,
New York
You may _send me Inkograph. I will pay postman
S

,

plus postage on delivery.

NOTE-When remittance accompanies order Inkograph will be sent postpaid.
If you prefer ladles' size with
on cap for
ladies' sautoir or Iran's watch chain,ring
mark X here

Name

Black
:Address

Red

El

Mottled

EJ

City

State

